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PREFACE

The study of ions in gases is a part of physics, while the study of ions

iiysolution
is classed as chemistry. Although this division seems some-

what arbitrary, the experimental investigation of ionic solutions is

carried on almost entirely by electrochemists. The present book is

therefore primarily addressed to students of electrochemistry and research

workers in this field. To make the book as useful as possible for teaching

purposes, problems have been inserted at the ends of many of the chap-
ters. The author hopes that the work will be found suitable for graduate
courses and seminars, as well as for individual study.

Although they contain some experimental data, the first six chapters
are mainly concerned with setting forth the fundamental ideas and

principles on which a study of ions in solution should be based. Chapters
7 to 16 deal with experimental data, and attempt to give a unified inter-

pretation of ionic behavior embracing a wide variety of experimental
results obtained by more than a hundred investigators. This section

contains the hitherto unpublished results of original research by the

author, which will be of interest to physicists as well as to chemists.

While writing the first chapters, the author discovered that there

existed no book giving a full yet elementary treatment of solutions from

the point of view of statistical mechanics. Feeling the need of such a book

to refer to, he set aside the present project and proceeded to write one.

It was published in 1949 by McGraw-Hill under the title, "Introduction

to Statistical Mechanics." Some familiarity with Chapter 7 of that

book will be found helpful by the reader of this one.

Several years earlier "Ions in Solution," a small book by the author,

had been published by the Cambridge University Press. In the present

work an entirely fresh approach is adopted, and thus this book is not in

any sense a revision or an extension of the former.

Most of this work was done during a tenure of a senior fellowship of

the Commonwealth Fund, and the author takes pleasure in expressing
his sincere gratitude to the directors of the Commonwealth Fund. He
would also like to acknowledge editorial assistance from his wife, and the

encouragement that he received from various friends, especially, in the

early stages, from Dr. J. E. Mayer and Dr. R. E. Gibson.

New York, N.Y. RONALD W. GURNEY
February, 1953
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CHAPTER 1

The Electrical A nalocjue of Magnetic Cooling. Three Processes by

Which Ions Are Introduced into Solution. A Polar Dielectric in

an Electrostatic Field. The Concepts of Faraday and Maxivell.

The Electrostatic Energy in the Fields of Ions. The Charging of a

Condenser. The Amount of Free Energy Lost by a Dielectric. The

Behavior of Solvents in an Electrostatic Field. A Dielectric in the

Field of a Charged Sphere. Two Types of Process Contrasted.

1. The Electrical Analogue of Magnetic Cooling. All the common
solvents consist of polar molecules; that is to say, each molecule in the

liquid has a permanent electric moment. The behavior of electric dipoles

in an external electric field is similar to that of magnetic dipoles in a

magnetic field. It is well known that, if a paramagnetic substance has

been placed in a magnetic field, and if the field is then shut off or

reduced in its intensity, the substance shows a marked cooling. This

forms, in fact, the basis of the familiar method which has been used in

recent years to obtain the lowest temperatures, near the absolute zero

(temperatures below 0.01K).
The behavior of a polar dielectric in an electric field is of the same kind.

If the dielectric is exposed to an external electric field of intensity X, and

this field is reduced in intensity by an amount 5A", the temperature of

the dielectric will not remain constant, unless a certain amount of heat

enters the substance from outside, to compensate for the cooling which

would otherwise occur. Alternatively, when the field is increased in

intensity by an amount $X, we have the converse effect. In ionic

solutions these effects are very important in any process which involves

a change in the intensity of the ionic fields to which the solvent is

exposed that is to say, in almost all ionic processes. When, for example,
ions are removed from a dilute solution, the portion of the solvent which

was adjacent to each ion becomes free and no longer subject to the intense

electric field of the ion. In the solution there is, therefore, for each ion

removed, a cooling effect of the kind mentioned above. If the tempera-
1



2 IONIC PROCESSES IN SOLUTION [CHAP. 1

ture is to remain constant, a certain amount of heat, per ion removed,

will have to enter the solution from outside; this amount of heat will

have a characteristic value for each species of ion. The removal of ions

from solution occurs in various different processes; and it is convenient

to recognize at once that, for any species of ion, the cooling effect will

have exactly the same value per ion, whatever the nature of the process

by which this ion has been removed from this solvent.

Conversely, when ions of a certain species are introduced into a solvent,

the amount of heat generated, per ion introduced, will have the same

value, by whatever process these ions have been brought into the solvent.

A systematic treatment of ionic solutions thus demands that we make a

list of the chief processes whereby ions are introduced into or removed

from solutions, and that we then give a unified discussion of the effects

which are common to them all.

2. Three Processes by Which Ions Are Introduced into Solution. We
may distinguish three chief processes: (I) When an ionic crystal is in

contact with a solvent, positive arid negative ions leave their positions

on the surface and go into solution. (2) When a piece of soluble metal,

such as zinc or silver, is in contact with a solvent, metallic positive ions

leave their positions on the surface and go into solution; this process or

its converse especially accompanies the passage of an electric current.

(3) Some species of neutral molecules, when in solution, tend to break

up into positive and negative ions, giving a solution which contains ions

of both signs in addition to neutral solute molecules (molecules of a so-

called "weak electrolyte"). We may regard these as the three chief

ways in which ions are brought into a solvent. The converse processes

whereby ions are removed from solution are thus: when positive and

negative ions are deposited from solution to build up an additional layer

on the surface of an ionic crystal; when positive ions are deposited on

the surface of a piece of metal; and when ions recombine to form a

neutral molecule in solution.

We have mentioned the cooling and heating effects as one reason why
these three processes should be given a parallel treatment; but the advan-

tage of such a unified procedure is much wider and extends to nearly all

the aspects of these three processes. In this book one of the chief aims

will be to make use of our detailed knowledge of the properties of ions in

a vacuum, and to apply this knowledge to ions in solution. We may
then notice that to each of these processes there is a corresponding proc-

ess whereby, in the absence of solvent, we can obtain the same species

of ions in a vacuum. Corresponding to (1), (2), arid (3), described

above, we may denote these three processes by (l vat,) t (2v c), and (3vac),

respectively (see Fig. 1). The first process, (Uoc), is the removal of a
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pair of ions from the surface of an ionic crystal, leaving the separate ions

at rest in a vacuum. The second process, (2VOC), corresponding to (2)

above, is the removal of a positive atomic core from a metal surface,

leaving the positive ion at rest in a vacuum. The third process, (3 roc),

corresponding to (3), is the ionic dissociation of a molecule, leaving the

separate ions at rest in a vacuum. The relations between these proc-

esses are shown schematically in Fig. 1.

Let us choose now a particular solvent and a particular ionic crystal.

If by the process (l vac) we obtain in a vacuum the ions from this crystal,

and if we then imagine that we plunge these ions into the chosen solvent,

as indicated by the vertical dotted arrow in Fig. la, it is clear that the

Separate ions
in vacuum

Ions in

crystal (1)

Separate ions

in solvent

Ion in

metal
(2)

Ion in

vacuum

t Ion in

solvent

Separate ions

in vacuum

t Separate ions

in solvent

FIG. 1

final state is the same as if these same ions had been introduced directly

into the solvent by the process (1). In tho same way, if in a vacuum we

have obtained certain species of ions, either by the process (2vat ) or by
the process (3POc), and if we now plunge these separate ions into a solvent,

the final result will be the same as if these ions had been introduced

directly into this solvent by process (2) or by process (3). When an ion

of a certain species has been brought into a solvent at temperature T
7

,
the

final result is of course the same, whether this ion has been brought into

the solute from a vacuum or from some other source.

Each of the vertical arrows in Fig. 1 represents the process of plunging

one or more ions from a vacuum into a certain solvent. We want to

know in detail what takes place in this process. For each ion in the

final state a little portion of solvent is subject to the intense field of the

ionic charge and is slightly modified. Thus each ion determines to some

extent the character of its own environment in the solvent. In com-
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paring different species of ions in the same solvent, the environment of

each species will depend on the charge, the size, and perhaps to a less

extent on the electronic structure, of the ion. Even apart from molec-

ular ions, we have among atomic ions a great variety. Not only have

we singly charged and multiply charged ions, but the largest atomic ions

have radii about three times that of the smallest species.

When studying ions in a vacuum, we are mainly interested in the

electronic structure of each species of ion. In dilute solution, the center

of interest is largely shifted to the little region of modified solvent imme-

diately surrounding each ion. Strangely enough, no technical term is

in use for referring to this important region. In this book, for each

species of atomic ion in a very dilute

solution, we shall use the term co-sphere

of the ion to refer to the little spherical

portion of solvent which encloses the ion

and which is somewhat modified by the

presence of the ion.

The picture of a very dilute solution

that we must adopt is shown schemati-

cally in Fig 2 Each ion is enclosed

in its own co-sphere, while the remainder

of the solvent between the ions does not

differ in any way from ordinary pure
solvent. As a result of recent progress

in atomic physics, we now know in great

detail the structure and properties of

different species of atomic ions in a

vacuum; and at the same time we know the physical properties of the

pure solvent. In order to understand the properties of a very dilute

solution, we need to discuss the portions of solvent that lie in the

co-spheres of the ions.

The term "Brownian motion" was originally introduced to refer to

the random thermal motion of visible particles. There is no reason why
we should not extend its use to the random motion of the molecules and

ions themselves. Even if the ion itself were stationary, the solvent mole-

cules in the outer regions of the co-sphere would be continually changing;

furthermore, the ion itself executes a Brownian motion. We must use

the term co-sphere to refer to the molecules which at any time are

momentarily in that region of solvent which is appreciably modified by
the ion. In this book we are primarily interested in solutions that are

so dilute that the co-spheres of the ions do not overlap, and we are little

concerned with the size of the co-spheres. In studying any property

Fio. 2
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to which the co-spheres contribute, there would, however, be no difficulty

in deciding where we must place the boundary of the co-sphere. We
ask what is the highest accuracy with which we can measure the said

property of interest, and we define the volume of the co-sphere as includ-

ing the solvent molecules which make an appreciable contribution. All

the molecules of the solvent lying outside the boundaries will together
make a contribution which is smaller than the experimental error with

which the property is measured. That is to say, all the liquid not

included in the co-spheres is to be regarded as having the properties of

pure solvent.

3. A Polar Dielectric in an Electrostatic Field. When a solvent is

subjected to the electrostatic field of an ion, the behavior of the mole-

cules near any distant point (in this field) is similar to the behavior of

the same molecules in a uniform electrostatic field; and we may recall

what is usually said in textbooks about the polarization of a dielectric

in a uniform field. A molecule consists of positive and negative particles

(electrons and nuclei); and, when this structure is subjected to an

external field, the positive and negative parts of the molecule tend to be

moved slightly in opposite directions. If the molecule has no permanent
electric moment, the applied field leads only to a temporary distortion

of the molecule. On the other hand, when the molecule is a permanent
electric dipole, it leads, in addition, to a tendency for the dipole to be

aligned by the field, or rather, to be rotated slightly in the direction of

alignment. In the common solvents the total effect due to the partial

alignment of the molecular dipoles is large compared with the total

effect arising from the distortion of the molecules themselves by the

field. In any case, the slight displacement of the oppositely charged

parts of each molecule implies a loss of potential energy by the mole-

cules of the dielectric.

Let us consider now the amount of work required in the familiar prob-

lem of the charging of a parallel-plate condenser. Between the plates

of the condenser there may be either a vacuum or a dielectric; we shall

first consider the case of a vacuum. With insulated parallel plates A

and B we may imagine that electrons removed from A are conveyed

across the gap to the parallel plate B, so that A acquires a positive and

B a negative charge. When, at any stage of this process, a field of

intensity X has been set up between the plates, the work required to

convey the next installment of charge dq across the gap will be XI dq, if

I is the distance between the plates. Thus the work to set up charges

+q and q on the plates is

q

Xldq (1)
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Throughout this chapter we shall use the symbol X to denote the inten-

sity of the field in a vacuum. When there is a dielectric between the

plates, the work to convey an installment of charge dq is again given by
the product of I dq with the intensity of the field

;
but the intensity of the

field associated with given charges q is smaller than in a vacuum.

Each additional element of charge dq is conveyed through a weaker

field, and consequently less work is done in charging the condenser than

in a vacuum.

When this process has been completed, the dielectric has become

polarized, to a certain degree. It is useful to notice that the same final

situation may be reached as a result of the two steps; first, with the

parallel plates A and B separated by a distance tin a vacuum, we set up
the chfirges +<7 and q on the plates; and later we fill the space between

the plates with the dielectric. If this has been carried out isothermally,

the final state that we reach by these two steps is of course the same

as the final state which would be reached if these plates were charged, in a

single process, with the dielectric between, as described above. As will

be seen from Fig. 3, on page 10, the set of three steps is quite analogous
to each set of three steps depicted in Figs, la to c. We shall find that

the cycles are not merely analogous, but that in the physical process

there is a basic correspondence.
Consider the processes (1), (2), and (3) of Fig. 1. In each case,

initially no electrostatic field exists. When we bring ions into the

solvent, we have to do the electrostatic work required to set up their

fields in the dielectric. These ionic fields are weak compared with the

fields which would be set up in a vacuum which arc, in fact, set up in

processes (!,-), (2vao), and (3vae ) where the same ions are brought into a

vacuum.
In Sec. 2 we saw that the vertical arrows in Fig. 1 denote the process

of plunging ions from a vacuum into a solvent. Initially the ionic field

exists in the vacuum, and we may say that, in this process, solvent mole-

cules are introduced into this field. In fact, starting with the ion in a

vacuum, the final state could equally well be reached by placing mole-

cules in contact with the ion, and continuing to add more and more mole-

cules until the ion is situated in a drop of liquid. In cither case each

vertical arrow in Fig. 1 denotes a process where solvent molecules are

introduced into an intense ionic field and therefore corresponds to the

process of introducing a dielectric into the gap between the plates of a

condenser which already bears charges q.

4. The Concepts of Faraday and Maxwell. We shall find that the

most useful method for estimating the energy of electrostatic charges
is to make use of the concepts of Maxwell and Faraday, in which the
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energy is regarded as belonging to the medium which is subject to the

electrostatic field of the charges. Faraday imagined "tubes of force"

between the charges and regarded the energy as belonging to these tubes

of force. If in a vacuum there is a uniform field of intensity X, the

energy associated with the field has everywhere the value

(2)

per unit volume. Modern books on electrostatics say very little about

Faraday's tubes of force, but they derive the quantity X t2

/8ir from the

energy of a charged condenser or conductor. Consider, for example, a

parallel-plate condenser, in which plates each of area A are separated

by a distance I. When there is a vacuum between the plates, the capacity

of the condenser is given by C A/irl. When charges +q and q

have been placed on the plates, the potential difference is given by
V = q/C. The work that has been done to charge the condenser is

Now Al is the volume, between the plates, that is occupied by the uni-

form field X. Honce, if the energy of the charged condenser is to be

regarded as associated with the field, the energy density has to be X 2
/87r

per unit volume. The same result may be reached for a condenser or

conductor of any shape. Consider any element of volume dv in a non-

uniform field. Since (2) applies to unit volume, if (2) is multiplied by

dv, we may take

* (3)

to be the amount of energy in a volume dv where the field has the inten-

sity X. The total energy in the field is to be obtained by integrating

(3) over the whole field.

When we deal with any spherical atomic ion in a vacuum, we may
regard it as a charge sphere of radius a bearing a charge +q or q. We
shall find that the correct expression for the total energy in the field is

obtained by integrating (3) over all space outside the sphere. The
electrical capacity of any spherical conductor is equal to its radius. The
work to place a charge +g or q on this sphere is

2C 2a

We may verify that the same result is obtained by integrating (3).

Anywhere outside the sphere, at a distance r from the center, the inten-
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sity of the field is X = q/r
2

. The volume of a spherical shell of thick-

ness dr is 4?rr
2 dr. Substituting this for dv, and integrating from a to

infinity, we have

q* ...=

If we introduce numerical values for q and a, we can estimate in ergs the

energy associated with the fields of atomic ions. But first let us, from a

different point of view, ask what order of magnitude we expect. Con-

sider an electrically neutral spherical atom in a vacuum, and .fix atten-

tion on a valence electron. Within the atom this electron is surrounded

by its own intense field. In the space outside the atom, however, there

is zero field, since the atom is electrically neutral. If we now remove the

electron from the atom to a great distance, this leaves a positively

charged ion. The space surrounding the ion is filled with radial lines

of force, and the lines of force of the electron are no longer confined in a

small volume. In removing the electron from the neutral atom, work

must have been done in setting up these additional fields an amount of

work equal to X2
/8ir per unit volume of the final fields. Now we know

that the first ionization potential of a neutral atom amounts to at least

a few electron-volts; we may regard this as the work that must have

been done to set up the additional fields in the vacuum.

Let us proceed now with the evaluation of (4), substituting

q = 4.8 X 10- 10 e.s.u.

and a = 1.5 X 10~ 8 cm. We find

x'-"-

Now 1 electron-volt is equivalent to 1.6 X 10~ 12
erg. Hence for an ion

of this size the value turns out to be 5 electron-volts. We shall obtain

smaller values for larger ions, and larger values for smaller ions. In

general, we find, as predicted above, that the values of (4) agree roughly
with the ionization potentials of neutral atoms.

At the same time it will be useful to look at the way in which this

energy is distributed in the space around an ion in a vacuum. It fol-

lows from (4) that, if we imagine a concentric sphere of any radius R,

larger than a, drawn round the ion, and if we integrate from R to infinity,

we find that the amount of energy associated with the field outside this

sphere is equal to
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Consider two such concentric spheres of radii R i and R2 ,
such that

R 2
= 2Ri. On substituting these radii in the denominator of (6), the

energy lying outside the smaller sphere is twice the energy lying outside

the larger sphere. In other words, there is as much energy in the spheri-

cal shell between the two spheres as there is in the whole of space outside

the larger sphere. We shall refer to this result later.

5. The Electrostatic Energy in the Fields of Ions. These concepts may
now be applied to the processes (l vac), (2ror), and (3VOC ) of Fig. 1. Let

us consider an ionic crystal such as sodium chloride. Each positive ion

in the crystal lattice is surrounded by negative ions; most of the lines of

force from any positive ion do not stretch out through the crystal but

come to an end on the negative ions immediately adjacent; similarly,

the lines of force from a negative ion in the lattice come to an end on the

adjacent positives. If, however, we split up the crystal into its com-

ponent ions and leave the separate ions at long distances apart in a

vacuum, lines of force will radiate from each spherical ion, with energy

everywhere equal to X 2
/8w per unit volume. In splitting up the crystal,

work must have been done. In the original crystal, if the ions are to be

treated as spheres packed together, there are, of course, void spaces

between these spheres with a certain amount of energy per unit volume

there. To break up the crystal into its component ions, the electro-

static work is equal to the work required to set up the additional electro-

static fields. For singly charged ions, this must obviously, according

to (3), amount to a few electron-volts per ion. In the alkali halidcs and

similar crystals the contribution from non-electrostatic forces (exchange

forces of repulsion and attraction) is rather small compared with the

electrostatic work. The lattice energy of crystalline potassium chloride

amounts to 7.17 electron-volts per ion pair.

The same ideas may be applied to the other processes of Fig. 1. The

work required to dissociate a diatomic molecule into two electrically

neutral atoms may be quite small; the dissociation energy of the bromine

molecule Br 2 in a vacuum, for example, is only 1.90 electron-volts. On
the other hand, the work to dissociate a molecule into two atomic ions

in a vacuum cannot be as small as this, since work must be done to set

up the full electrostatic field of the positive ion, and the full electro-

static field of the negative ion; and this must amount to at least a few

electron-volts. 1 In addition, the non-electrostatic forces may make a

small or large contribution.

In the same way, if we remove a positive atomic core from a piece of

1 The work to dissociate an NaCl molecule into Na+ and Cl~ ions in a vacuum is

said to be 5.5 electron-volts; see O. K. Rice, "Electronic Structure and Chemical

Binding," p. 253, McGraw-Hill, 1940.
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metal into a vacuum for example, Ag+ from metallic silver, we know
that the ionic field of the Ag+ in the vacuum must contain the same

amount of energy (X
2
/Sir per unit volume) as it would contain if this ion

had been brought into the vacuum from a silver salt, or from an ionic

solution, or from elsewhere.

6. The Charging of a Condenser. Returning now to the question of

a parallel-plate condenser, let us now examine the polarization of a

dielectric at temperature T in a uniform field. Figure 3 has already

been referred to in Sec. 3. We shall have to ask in what way the steps

labeled B and C in Fig. 3 are together equivalent to A. Suppose that

considerable charges of opposite sign have been placed on rigid parallel

plates in a vacuum. If we now bring up a slab of dielectric, to introduce

it between the plates, it experiences a strong attraction; moving under

this attraction, it could be made to raise a weight or to perform other

Plates charged with

vacuum between

Plates uncharged / ^Y Plates charged with

A dielectric between

FIG. 3

useful work. The amount of work that can be obtained in this isother-

mal process is equal to the loss of free energy by the molecules of the

dielectric during the process. Initially, when the dielectric is remote

from the plates, the whole of it is in zero field. When the slab is slowly
introduced between the plates (process C in Fig. 3), the molecules in

each element of volume 5v inside the dielectric are subject to a field which

slowly increases from zero to the final value. But this is exactly the

same as that which happens in process A : the molecules in any element

of volume dv experience a field which increases from zero to the same
final value. The change in the free energy of the dielectric is the same
in process C as in process A ;

the only difference is that in C it takes place

after the plates have been charged, while in A it takes place during the

charging of the plates.

Let us next ask how the changes of energy will depend on the type of

dielectric. The vertical arrows labeled A, B, and C in Fig. 4 are intended

to indicate the changes in free energy for the steps A, B, and (7, respec-

tively, of Fig. 3. The length of the arrow B represents the work done
in charging a condenser that has a vacuum between the plates. If a

gaseous dielectric is now introduced between the charged plates (process
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C in Fig. 3), the loss of free energy will be small (arrow C in Fig. 4a).

In this case the length of the vertical arrow A in Fig. 4a is nearly as

great as B] the work to charge the condenser with the gas between the

plates would be almost as great as in a vacuum.
On the other hand, all the solvents with which we deal in this book

have large electrostatic susceptibilities. In Fig. 46 the length of the

vertical arrow C is almost as great as B. That is to say, the amount of

free energy lost by the dielectric is almost as large as the whole of the

energy initially associated with the field X in the vacuum.

If the dielectric is already between the plates when the plates are

charged, we must regard the two processes B and C as taking place

Field m _

vacuum

Field m _
dielectric

No field
-

Field in

vacuum

. Field in

dielectric

No field

(a)

Fio. 4

simultaneously; in this case, the work required to charge the condenser

(vertical arrow A) is much smaller than in vacuum. If the dielectric

is pure water near room temperature with dielectric constant equal to

80, C will be o of B. We may begin to examine the mechanism by
which the dielectric loses this amount of free energy.

At the opening of this chapter we mentioned the electric analogue of

magnetic cooling. It is essential to have an understanding of this proc-

ess if one wishes to obtain a clear understanding of ionic processes in

solution. For this purpose we may begin to speak of the polarization

of the dielectric. This, at first, scarcely amounts to more than a change

in terminology, the polarization being the rate of change of the free

energy with field strength. In a dielectric consisting of polar molecules,

nearly the whole of the polarization arises from the partial alignment of

the dipoles by the field
; only a small contribution comes from the distor-

tion of the electronic cloud of each molecule. In fields of ordinary

intensity the polarization (which is the electric moment per unit volume)
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is proportional to the intensity of the field in the dielectric. But at

higher intensities the polarization will increase less rapidly, as shown

qualitatively in Fig. 5. The theory of this effect in a dilute polar gas,

given by Langevin, is described in many textbooks. The similar tend-

ency toward saturation in liquid dielectrics has not been treated. The

total amount of free energy lost by the dielectric (during the application

of the field), corresponding to the arrow C in Fig. 4, will be represented

per unit volume by the area under the curve in Fig. 5.

Consider next a homogeneous dielectric? exposed to a non-uniform

field. The above considerations may be applied to any element of

volume dv. Since the polarization is the moment per unit volume, the

total amount of free energy lost by
the dielectric; is to be obtained by

integrating over its whole volume

When a dielectric is introduced

into a field X due to the presence

of certain fixed charges in a vac-

uum, the amount of free energy lost

by the dielectric cannot exceed the

amount of energy originally asso-

ciated with the field X in the vac-

; uum, though, for a medium of high
Field intensity electrical susceptibility, it may be

nearly as large. In the case of

water at room temperature, introduced into an ordinary weak field, it

will be as much as |- of the original energy.

When the dielectric is a substance consisting of polar molecules, the

charging of the condenser is accompanied by a change of entropy in the

dielectric. The constraint exerted on the molecular dipoles by the field

introduces a certain degree of order. This is obvious if we first imagine
a field which is so strong that, it aligns most of the dipoles; such an

arrangement would be a state with a very high degree of order; the

application of an ordinary weak external field takes the dielectric a

short way in this direction it introduces a small degree of order. Thus,
when the charging of the condenser takes place, the polarization of the

dielectric is accompanied by a loss of entropy.
With rise of temperature, the polarization produced by given electro-

static charges decreases, because the thermal agitation maintains, in

opposition to the field, a higher degree of disorder. At a higher tem-

perature the loss of free energy by the dielectric is smaller; that is to say,

j
AF is positive. Since the change of entropy A$ is equal to -7 AF,
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there is a loss of entropy, which corresponds to an increment in the

degree of order, as described above.

7. The Amount of Free Energy Lost by a Dielectric. The above con-

siderations apply to fields of any intensity. When we are dealing only

with ordinary weak fields, for which the polarization is proportional to

the field (the straight part of the curve in Fig. 5), the substance under

discussion is said to possess a dielectric constant. This will be denoted

by e. In a vacuum e is set equal to unity; and in a dielectric the polariza-

tion is proportional to (e 1). The loss of free energy by the dielectric

may be expressed in terms of . In Note 1 of the Appendix at the end

of this book it is shown that, when a homogeneous slab is introduced

into a uniform field of initial intensity X, the free energy lost per unit

volume amounts to

/ 1 \ V2
-

(7)

When, for example, e is equal to 80, the quantity (e l)/e has the value

J$ ,
mentioned above.

In Fig. 3 we saw that the process A is to be regarded as equivalent to

the processes B and (7 taking place simultaneously. In Sec. 4 we obtained

in (3) an expression for the amount of work required to set up charges

q on the plates of a condenser, when there is a vacuum between the

plates. We can now find the work required to set up the same charges

#, where there is a slab of dielectric between the plates; clearly this

will be obtained per unit volume by subtracting (7) from (2), thus

X2

Let us next consider a non-uniform field, where the intensity X is a

function of position. The expression (7) applies to unit volume; if

then (7) is multiplied by dv, the expression will give the amount of free

energy lost in an element of volume dv, where the field has an intensity

X. The total loss of free energy will be obtained by integrating over

the whole volume of the homogeneous dielectric :

(9)

In Fig. 46 we saw that the length of the arrow A is to be obtained by

subtracting the length of the arrow C from that of the arrow B. To
obtain an expression for this amount of free energy associated with the

field in the dielectric, the amount of free energy lost must be subtracted
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from the integral of (3). In other words, the negative quantity (9) must

be added to the integral of (3), thus

The expressions (9) and (10) can of course be used for both uniform

and non-uniform fields. In the case of a uniform field, the X 2 can be

taken outside the integral sign; the value of (10) will then reduce to (8)

multiplied by the volume under consideration.

Comparing (10) with (3), we see that, if the intensity of the" field

nowhere exceeds the value at which the polarization ceases to be propor-
tional to the field, the whole of the free energy remaining associated with

the resultant field will be 1/e times the energy associated with the field

which the same charges would set up in a vacuum, irrespective of whether

the field is uniform or non-uniform. This corresponds to the familiar

fact that the work required to charge a condenser at any given tempera-
ture T is 1/e times the work required to set up the same charges on the

plates of the condenser when there is a vacuum between the plates,

irrespective of the geometrical form of the condenser.

Turning next to the changes of entropy in Fig. 3, the change of entropy
in process A must be equal to the sum of the changes in processes B and

C. But when there is a vacuum between the plates, the charging of the

condenser is not accompanied by any change of entropy. It follows

then that the A$ for the process A must be identical with the A*S for the

process C. The latter quantity is obtained by differentiating (9) with

respect to the temperature, and changing the sign; the former quantity
is obtained by differentiating (10) with respect to the temperature, and

changing the sign. The only quantity in (9) and (10) that varies with

temperature is e; hence we may verify that from (9) or (10) we get the

same result, namely,

For all common substances the temperature coefficient of e is negative;

that is to say, the temperature coefficient of 1/e is positive; hence (11)

represents a loss of entropy on subjecting the homogeneous dielectric to

the field.

When a molecule is dissociated into a pair of ions, the work done is

stored as the mutual potential energy of the ions. In deriving equation

(3), we considered a similar process, in which charges of one sign were

separated and conveyed across from one condenser plate to the other;

the work done in this process is stored as the mutual potential energy of
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the equal and opposite charges; the situation is similar to that which

results from the dissociation of molecules into ions. In both cases, if

the charges are later allowed to come together under their mutual attrac-

tion, the potential energy (if not used to do work) will be converted into

kinetic energy, and eventually into energy of thermal motion, that is to

say, into heat. In a charged condenser of any form that has a dielectric

between the plates, the amount of energy stored is given by (10) ;
when

the condenser is discharged this amount of energy becomes available.

At the same time the dielectric becomes free from the applied field. If

this dielectric consists of polar molecules, the liberation of the dipoles

from the controlling field must be accompanied by the cooling effect

mentioned in Sec. 1; that is to say, if the temperature of the dielectric

is to remain constant, a certain amount of heat must be supplied. The

question immediately arises, which of these two amounts of heat is the

larger. Does the release of potential energy generate an amount of heat

which is sufficient to prevent a lowering of temperature? Or is it more

than sufficient or less than sufficient? Writing

AH = AF + T AS

we found that, whether the condenser is being charged or discharged,

the terms T AS and AF are of opposite sign; and we are asking whether

the magnitude of AF is greater or less than that of T AS. The equations

(10) and (11) at once enable us to answer this important question in the

case of ordinary weak fields. To obtain T AS, equation (11) must be

multiplied by the absolute temperature, thus

Since (10) gives the amount of work done in charging the condenser, we

compare (12) with (10) and find that the problem resolves itself into the

question whether, at the temperature considered, the reciprocal of the

dielectric constant is greater, or less, than the quantity

ar*-i (13)

8. The Behavior of Solvents in an Electrostatic Field. The dielectric

constant of water falls from 88 at 0C to the value 55 at 100C, while

that of methyl alcohol falls from 47.5 at -60C to the value 29 at +40.
Careful measurements on various common solvents near room tempera-

ture have shown that, over the whole range of temperature covered, the

value in each case falls exponentially; the value at any temperature T
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may be obtained from the empirical formula

p-T/ti (14)

where the characteristic constants o and & have the values listed in

Table 1. It will be seen that for each liquid except water the value of

the characteristic temperature # lies quite near the normal freezing point;

in the case of water it lies well below the freezing point. We may note

then that, in practice, the value of the quantity T/& in (14) is always

greater than unity.

TABLE 1. DIELECTRIC CONSTANTS OF SOLVENTS

J. Wyman and 10. N. Ingalls, ./. Am. Chem. Soc., 60, 1184 (1938).
b G. Akerlof, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 54, 4125 (1932).

From (13) we obtain

d
(l\ _ (e"*\ _ 2V" _ T

2 " ~

We can now answer the question whether the value of (10) will be

greater than (12). We find that this will be so, if 1/e is greater than

7
7

/#e; that is to say, if unity is greater than T/&. We have seen, how-

ever, that for the common solvents in the range covered by experiments

T/& is greater than unity. For water at 25C, T/& has the value of

Iff, or 1.36. We conclude that, in the discharge of any condenser that

has water or another of these liquids in the gap between the plates, the

energy released is not sufficient to supply the amount of heat required to

maintain constant the temperature of the dielectric. An amount of heat

must flow in from the surroundings; in the case of water at 25C it

amounts to an additional 36 per cent. This is the electrical analogue of

the well-known magnetic cooling that was mentioned at the beginning
of this chapter. We shall find that it often plays an important role in

ionic solutions.

In Sec. 6 we saw that, if a dielectric is introduced into the gap between

condenser plates that already bear charges q, the amount of free energy
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lost during this process is the same as that which would be lost by the

dielectric if it were already between the plates during the process of

charging the condenser. A similar remark may be made about the

amount of entropy lost by the dielectric; the amount will be the same in

the two cases. Consequently the T A$ term will be the same in the two

processes, although the A/*
7

term (represented by the short arrow A in

Fig. 46) is, of course, quite different.

Consider a condenser in which the gap is completely filled with a

dielectric whose dielectric constant e is large; and suppose that we

gradually build up large charges +q and q on the plates. During this

process no intense field comes into being, because at all stages of the

process the dielectric reduc.es the intensity to a small value. Con-

sequently, we do not have any large amount of free energy to deal with.

In Fig. 3 this is because the processes B and C are taking place simul-

taneously; and the final result is that in Fig. 46 the length of the arrow

A is quite small, since it is merely the difference between the arrows B
and C.

It should be noticed that in discussing (12) and (15) the comparison
between A/'

7

and T Afl was made for the process whose AF is represented

by the small arrow A in Fig. 46. If we make a similar comparison
between &F and T AS for the process whose AF is represented by the

much longer arrow (7, the result, will be very different. In this case, the

terms AF and T AS are of the same, not of opposite, sign, and the magni-
tude of T AS is small compared with AF. In this case there would be

nothing unusual about the behavior; potential energy would be con-

verted into heat in the usual way. It is in the process A that we find the

cooling effect
;
and this must be clearly grasped, because, as we shall see,

it is process A that is of practical importance in dealing with ionic fields.

9. A Dielectric in the Field of a Charged Sphere. In equation (4) we

obtained the value of the energy in the field of a charged sphere in a

vacuum
;
and at the same time we noticed in (6) that the energy associated

with the field outside any radius R, greater than a, amounts to q'
2
/2R.

We can likewise obtain an expression for the free energy associated with

the field of a charged sphere that is situated in a dielectric. In this way
we can construct a set of three steps, depicted in Fig. 6, that will be more

directly useful for our purpose than those for the parallel-plate condenser

with which we started. When subjected to the electrostatic field, the

behavior of the dielectric in any element of volume will be no different

from that which we have been describing. We shall find that Figs. 4a

and 46 will apply to the three steps of Fig. 6. To put the expressions

(9) and (12) into the form applicable to a field with spherical symmetry,
we substitute 4?rr

2 dr for dv, and integrate from 72 to infinity. If the
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radius R is chosen such that the intensity of the field in the region out-

side is sufficiently small (so that the polarization is everywhere propor-

tional to the intensity), the amount of free energy lost by the dielectric

that lies outside the sphere of radius R will be

(16)

If the field is due to a charge +q or g at the origin, (16) becomes

To find an expression for the free energy associated with the field in the

dielectric lying outside any radius R, (17) must be subtracted from the

original energy in a vacuum, q*/2R, thus

2R 2R (18)

The free energy associated with the field is reduced to 1/e of its original

value in a vacuum; and Figs. 4a and 46 show the resultant behavior.

Uncharged .

sphere

Charged sphere
m vacuum

^t Charged sphere
in dielectric

at temperature T

FKJ. 6

Since is the only quantity in (17) that varies with temperature, we
obtain from (17)

(19)

This is the amount of entropy lost by the dielectric that lies outside any
radius R. If we use (15) the expression for T AS takes the form

T
(20)

10. Two Types of Process Contrasted. Although the discussion of a

parallel-plate condenser has been useful, it will be obvious, if Fig. 6 is

compared with Fig. 1, that in the processes A, B, and C of Fig. 6 we have
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found something directly comparable with the ionic processes of Fig. I.

We may conclude this chapter by drawing attention to the very impor-
tant distinction that was made at the end of Sec. 8 between the type of

process where the AF and the T AS are comparable in magnitude and of

opposite sign, and the type of process where T AS is small compared with

AF and is of the same sign ;
the processes A and C of Fig. 6 are examples of

the two types. It is important to grasp the fact that the former type is

the one that is characteristic of ionic fields as they occur in actual experi-

ments. The latter type occurs in imaginary experiments for example,
where we plunge ions from a vacuum into a solvent and measure the heat

evolved; this is never done in practice, but it is a necessary theoretical

concept.

In this connection let us now discuss Fig. (5, paying attention always
to the region outside any sphere of radius R. The entropy lost by the

solvent in the electrostatic field will be the same whether the sphere is

already in the infinite dielectric during the charging process, or whether

an already charged sphere is slowly introduced into the liquid. But the

value of AF in the two cases is quite different. In a vacuum the initial

energy q
2/2R will be reduced to q

>2

/2eR when the sphere is introduced into

the liquid; here AF will have the large negative value

while the term T AS will have the small negative value given by (20).

On the other hand, when an uncharged sphere is in the dielectric, a small

amount of work is required to set up the electrostatic field; the value of

AF given by (18) is thus small and positive. The term T AS, again given

by (20), is of opposite sign and in practice is somewhat larger than AF,

since T/& is greater than unity. In water at 25C, as we have seen, the

magnitude of (20) will be 1 .30 times as great as (18). On the other hand,

for the process C of Fig. 0, dividing (20) by (21), the ratio of T AS to AF
will be

which is small when c is large. In water at 25C the ratio will be

1.36/78 = 0.017; in this case we find

A# = AF + T AS
= 1.017AF (23)

Here the value of A// is of the same sign as AF and is less than 2 per cent

greater. On the other hand, for process A in Fig. G, adding (20) to (18),
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we have
A# = A/' + T AS

= -0.36A/*
7

Here A# and A/'
7

are of opposite sign, and quite different in magnitude.
As emphasized above, it is this kind of relation that is characteristic of

ionic fields under experimental conditions. These numerical values are

for water at 25C. Similar results for other solvents may be obtained by

using the values given in Table 1.

In Fig. 1 we considered three processes by which certain species of ions

may be introduced into a solvent; and at the same time we considered the

processes by which these same ions may be introduced into a vacuum.

In the following chapter we shall examine each of these three processes in

greater detail; and in Fig. 12 we shall obtain a diagram quite analogous

to Fig. 46.

Problems

1. Using the method described in Note I of the Appendix at the end of this book,

complete the derivation of the expressions (7) and (10)

2. The numerical values in (23) and (24) refer to water. After checking these

values, obtain the corresponding expressions for methyl and ethyl alcohols, taking

the necessary quantities from Table 1.



CHAPTER 2

The Dissociation of a Molecule into Ions. The Removal of Ions

from a Metal Surface. The Removal of Ionsfrom the Surface of an

Ionic Crystal. The Solvation Energy of an Ion. Work Done

against Electrostatic Forces. Molecules and Molecular Ions

Containing One or More Protons. Proton Transfers. The Quanti-

ties D, L, Y, and J. Two Spherical Conductors.

11. The Dissociation of a Molecule into Ions. It was pointed out at

the beginning of Sec. 8 that, whether we charge a condenser or dissociate

a molecule into two ions, in either case a separation of positive and nega-

tive charges is effected
;
the work done may be regarded as converted into

the mutual potential energy of the charges, and as stored in this form.

Although attention has been focused mainly on electrostatic forces, the

presence of non-electrostatic; forces of attraction has been mentioned in

Sec. 5 in the case of both crystals and molecules.

Before discussing in detail the dissociation of a molecule into a pair of

ions, let us first examine the dissociation of a diatomic molecule into 'a

pair of neutral atoms. This process is usually studied with the aid of a

plot of the mutual potential energy of the two atoms a plot which has

the familiar form shown by the curve of Fig. 7. In this diagram the

horizontal line represents the energy of the separate atoms at rest in a

vacuum. Between these two atoms only short-range forces are present,

and the value of the mutual potential energy does not differ appreciably
from this horizontal line except at very small distances (a few angstroms) ;

here the curve falls, passes through a minimum, and then rises steeply

when the intense repulsion between the electronic shells of the two atoms

becomes predominant.
On the other hand, when a molecule in a vacuum is broken up into a

positive ion and a negative ion, the mutual attraction, instead of dis-

appearing rapidly, falls off slowly. At large separations of the ions the

mutual potential energy e2/r approaches zero as 1/r. In Fig. 8a the

21
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FIG. 7

curve approaches the horizontal line varying as 1/r. The slope of the

curve at any point, of course, represents the force of attraction.

The name "dissociation energy" is given to the work required to break

up a diatomic molecule which is in its lowest rotation-vibrational state,

and to leave the two particles (either atoms or ions) at rest in a vacuum.

This quantity, which will be denoted by D va<: , corresponds to the length of

the arrow in Fig. 7 or Fig. 8a, where the length is the vertical distance

between the lowest level of the molecule and the horizontal line which

the potential energy approaches for

large values of r.

Let us now consider the same

species of molecule situated in a

particular solvent and dissociated

into a pair of ions. The potential-

energy curve will be similar but will

have a much shallower minimum, as

in Fig. 86, because in a medium of

high dielectric constant the electro-

static attraction is much weaker.

Let the dissociation energy in solu-

tion be denoted by D, in contrast

to the larger Dvac ,
the value in

a vacuum.

At large distances the curve of

Fig. 86 is a plot of (e
2
/er), where

e is the macroscopic dielectric con-

stant of the solvent at the tempera-
ture considered. For small values

of r the curve deviates from this

value; but at every point the slope

of the curve must represent the

mean intensity of the mutual attrac-

tion or repulsion at the particular

temperature considered. If the

curve of Fig. 86 for dissociation in solution is to be useful, every point
on this curve must belong to the same temperature T. That is to say,

when we consider any change in the distance r between the ions, we are

interested in an isothermal change in r.

In Fig. 8a the dissociation energy Droc is the work required to break up
one molecule and leave the ions at rest in a vacuum. In Fig. 86 the dis-

sociation energy D is the work required to break up one molecule and to

separate the ions isothermally in a solvent at temperature T. Although

FIG. 8
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we have mentioned only electrostatic forces of attraction between the

two ions, short-range quantum-mechanical forces of attraction may also

be present; see Sec. 29.

12. The Removal of Ions from a Metal Surface. Now that we have

considered one of the processes by which ions are produced either in a

vacuum or in solution, we can pass on to the processes (2) and (2vac ),

(3) and (3VOC). The appropriate treatment is so similar that it will not

be necessary to give it in detail.

The atoms of any metal adhere together to form a crystal because of

the forces of attraction between them; to remove an atom from the sur-

face requires a definite amount of work, characteristic; of the metal; this

is called the "sublimation energy.
"

To detach a positive atomic core from

the surface requires more work than

to detach the corresponding neutral

atom. For example, to detach an

Ag+ core from the surface of a crystal

of metallic silver require** a greater

amount of work than to detach a

neutral Ag atom. When the ion has

been removed and is in the vacuum,
it is surrounded by its electrostatic

field; and, in removing the ion from

the metal, energy has been put into

this field. Consider a straight line

perpendicular to the surface of the

metal, and passing through a surface

lattice point, about which an atomic

core can vibrate. If we plot the potential energy of the ion against the

distance d from the metal surface, we obtain a curve similar in shape to

the curve of Fig. 8<z. When d is large compared with the radius of the

ion, the ion is attracted to the surface by the so-called "electrical-image

force," whose intensity is e 2
/4d

2
. The corresponding part of the poten-

tial-energy curve is therefore a plot of e2
/4d. At smaller distances

the quantum-mechanical forces of attraction and repulsion become more

important, leading to a curve like that of Fig. 8a.

The depth of this potential minimum will play a part similar to that of

the depth of the minimum in Fig. 8a. The energy represented by the

vertical arrow in Fig. 9a is the work required to detach a positive atomic

core from the surface of the metallic lattice and to leave it at rest in a

vacuum. No name for this quantity has come into general use. We
shall denote it by Yrac , corresponding to the Dvac of Fig. 8a.

(a)

00

FIG. 9
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If a piece of metal, such as silver, is dipping into a solvent, and a posi-

tive atomic core is taken from the surface into the solvent, the ion is again
surrounded by its electrostatic field

;
but free energy has been lost by the

dielectric, and a relatively small amount of work has had to be done. The

corresponding potential-energy curve (Fig. 9&) is therefore much less

steep and has a much shallower minimum than that of Fig. 9a. For large

distances d from a plane metal surface this curve is a plot of e2
/4ed where

c is the dielectric constant of the medium at the temperature considered

The curve represents the work done in an isothermal removal of the

positive core.

In Sec. 8 we took the point of view that, when a molecule has been

dissociated into ions, energy equivalent to the work done may be regarded
as stored in the form of potential energy, which will be liberated when the

ions recombine. The same point of view can be adopted with regard to

the quantities Yvac and Y. The electrostatic part of this energy may be

regarded as associated with the ionic field.

13. The Removal of Ions from the Surface of an Ionic Crystal. Turn-

ing next to an ionic crystal, we can imagine the process of systematically

stripping a surface layer from the crystal, row by row, and ion by ion.

If the ions are taken into a vacuum, we can draw for the positive ion a

potential-energy curve similar to that of Fig. 9a, and likewise for the

removal of the adjacent negative ion. Alternatively, if the ions are

taken into a solvent, we can draw for the positive ion a curve similar to

that of Fig. 96, and likewise for the negative ion. For many purposes,

however, it is more convenient not to deal with the positive and negative

ions separately. Consider a uni-univalent or di-divalcnt crystal, and

suppose that from adjacent lattice points we detach a positive and a

negative ion, and take them simultaneously from the crystal, not along

parallel lines, but along divergent lines, aw indicated in Fig. 10, which

represents the removal of a pair of ions from adjacent lattice points.

During this simultaneous removal of two ions, let their common distance

from the underlying layer of the lattice be denoted by d] and let the

distance from one ion to the other be denoted by r. As we remove the

ions from the crystal, so do we also separate the ions against their mutual

attraction
;
r is proportional to d. Suppose now that the potential energy

of the whole system is plotted against d. For removal of the two ions

into a vacuum simultaneously, we thus obtain a single curve, which will

be similar in shape to that of Fig. 9a. For large values of d the potential

energy will again be proportional to l/d. This curve is shown in Fig.

lla; the depth of the minimum represents Lvao ,
the lattice energy per

ion pair.

Let us next suppose that this same crystal is in contact with a certain
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solvent, and suppose that we again remove two adjacent ions along diver-

gent paths. As we remove the ions from the crystal we shall, at the same

time, separate them against their mutual attraction, which in this case is

much weaker. If the potential energy is plotted against d, we obtain a

diagram analogous to Fig. 96. The depth of the potential minimum,
labeled L in Fig. 116, represents the amount of work required to take the

pair of ions into the solvent at temperature T. Although we have men-

tioned only long-range electrostatic forces of attraction, short-range

quantum-mechanical forces of attraction may also be present and make
a contribution to L (compare Fig. 27).

At the end of Chapter 1 the discussion of a charged sphere led to the

construction of Fig. 6, and to the recognition of the fact that the diagram

FIG. 10

of Fig. 46 would apply to the charging of the sphere in a medium of large

e, because the dielectric loses free energy in the field of the charge. We
shall find now that Fig 46 is likewise applicable to ionic processes,

because the solvent loses free energy in the field of any ionic charge.

Later, we shall make our discussion more precise, as Ave proceed. First,

in order to show the relation between Lva < and L as represented in Figs,

lla and 116, we may superimpose the minimum of one curve on the

minimum of the other curve; the result is shown in Fig. 12. Similarly

for the curves of Figs. 9o and 96, if we superimpose the minimum of one

curve on that of the other, we again obtain a diagram of the form shown

in Fig. 12. Thirdly, for the curves of Figs. 8a and 86, if we superimpose
the minimum of one curve on that of the other, we obtain a diagram of

the same form. The states represented by the three horizontal lines in

Fig. 12 correspond to those in Fig. 4; and when the arrows A, /?, and C
have been drawn in Fig. 12, these three steps correspond to those of

Fig. 46.
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The three arrows drawn in Fig. 12 correspond to any set of three steps

in Fig. 1. In both cases we have hitherto avoided referring to the three

steps as forming a cycle, though, if the two curves of Fig. 12 were drawn

for the same temperature, they could be used for describing an isothermal

cycle. Consider, for example, an ionic crystal at temperature T. The

upper curve of Fig. 12 could be used for removing a pair of ions into a

vacuum. Next plunge the separate ions into a solvent; and finally use

the lower curve to replace the ions on the surface of the crystal. Con-

versely, the cycle could be carried out in the opposite direction. In

either case the cycle will be equivalent to the three steps of Fig. la.

We shall, however, wish to make use of the lattice energies which are

tabulated for ionic crystals at the absolute zero of temperature. Now

No field

FIG. 12

the free energy of a crystal at room temperature has a value which is

negative with respect to the free energy of the crystal at the absolute

zero. For silver chloride, for example, the difference amounts to 0.175

electron-volts per ion pair, or 4020 cal/mole. If we are going to make
use of the lattice energy at the absolute zero of temperature, the diagram
of Fig. 12 must be replaced by one in which the minimum of one curve

lies below the minimum of the other curve by the appropriate amount,
as in Fig. 13. Here the lower curve corresponds to ions taken into a

solvent from a crystal, both at room temperature, while the upper curve

corresponds to ions taken from the same crystal at 0K, and left at rest

in a vacuum. Using Fig. 13, the cycle will now consist of four steps; in

going round this cycle of four steps, the total change in the free energy
will be zero.

14. The Solvation Energy of an Ion. The interaction that takes place

when an ion is introduced into a solvent is called the salvation of the ion.

In recent years the concept of solvation has gradually changed. For-

merly, solvation was held to be the attachment of a large or small num-
ber of solvent molecules to an ion ; and heat of solvation meant the heat
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evolved in the process of attachment. It is now felt that for most

species one cannot properly distinguish between solvent molecules that

are attached to an ion and those which remain unattached. It is much
more useful to use the word salvation to denote the total interaction

between an ion and a solvent.

It is the accepted practice to refer the lattice energy of a crystal to a

state where the separated ions are at rest in a vacuum. It is convenient

to use the same reference state when dealing with the same ions in a

solvent. This has been done in Fig. 13; if the upper horizontal line

refers to the state where two ions are at rest at distant points in a vacuum,
the vertical arrow in Fig. 13 refers to the change in free energy when these

ions are separately plunged into a solvent at temperature T. It will be

very convenient to have a short name for the magnitude of this quantity.

The expression
"
change in the free

energy when ions initially at rest in a

vacuum are introduced at distant

points into a solvent at temperature
T" is too long for general use. We
shall therefore call the magnitude
of this quantity the salvation energy

of the ions. At the same time, the

solvation energy for a pair of ions is

the magnitude of the work required

to remove the ions from the solvent

and leave them at rest at distant

points in a vacuum; the term here is analogous to the dissociation energy
of a molecule, which is the work required to leave the separate ions at

rest in a vacuum. During the process of plunging the ions into a solvent,

or of removing them from a solvent, the ions are supposed to be remote

from each other throughout. It must then be legitimate to speak sepa-

rately of the solvation energy of a single positive or negative ion, even

if this cannot be measured experimentally.

Although Fig. 10 was drawn for a uni-univalent or di-divalent crystal,

there is no reason why three or more ions should not be removed from the

crystal along divergent lines, so that the ions are gradually separated

from each other against their mutual attraction. In this way Fig. 11

can be constructed for uni-divalent or other types of crystal. In this

case, when Fig. 13 is drawn the vertical arrow will represent the sum of

the solvation energies of three or more ions.

In Sec. 2 it was pointed out that, when studying ions in a vacuum, we

are mainly interested in the electronic structure of each species of ion;

but in dilute solution the center of interest is largely shifted to the little

FIG. 13
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region of solvent surrounding each ion the region of solvent that we
have called the co-sphere of the ion. From the beginning of Chapter 1

the whole discussion has been leading up to an inquiry into the state of

affairs in the co-sphere of any species of ion. The solvation energy of

any ion is, in fact, the magnitude of the change in free energy associated

with the ion and its co-sphere.

In deriving (17) it was pointed out that we can expect to obtain a

correct result only so long as (17) is used for a region in which the inten-

sity X nowhere exceeds a certain limit. Equations (17) to (20) undoubt-

edly give correct results in the outer parts of the co-sphere o'f any ion,

when the value of R has been taken sufficiently large. On the other

hand, a calculation shows at once that in the central region, close to an

atomic ion, the intensity X will be extremely high. Let us evaluate X
at a distance of 2 angstroms from the center of a singly charged ion.

c -1.8 X 10- 10
n w In8

Now one electrostatic unit of potential is equal to 300 volts. We find

then that the intensity of the field will amount to 360 million volts/cm;
and when polar molecules are introduced into this field, we must expect
the deviation depicted in Fig. 5.

There is an even more important aspect of the problem that we must

next consider.

In Chapter 1 we drew attention to the fact that an ordinary weak
electrostatic field produces only a small degree of alignment. Under
these conditions, if we were to fix attention on any small group of mole-

cules in the field, the total amount of free energy lost by them would be

inconsiderable. The field in the neighborhood of an atomic ion has, as

we have seen, a very high intensity, amounting to several million volts

per centimeter. In such a field the free energy lost by even a small group
of polar molecules will be considerable. We may say then that we
obtain an appreciable loss of free energy, either (1) from the effect of a

weak field on a large number of molecules, or (2) from the drastic; effect

of a strong field on a small group of molecules. We have summed up the

situation in this way because, when we discuss an atomic ion in solution,

both effects are present, and they are of about equal importance. The
ionic field has a drastic effect on the few molecules that are in actual con-

tact with the ion
;
and at the same time, it produces a low degree of align-

ment among the very large number of more distant molecules in its

vicinity.

It is clear that the use of (18) would point toward the conclusion that,

for an atomic ion in aqueous solution, the contributions from these two
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sources would be about equally large. In discussing a spherical field in a

vacuum, it was pointed out in Sec. 4 that, if we consider any two spheres

of radii such that 7 2
= 2R i, the amount of energy associated with the

field in the region between the two spheres is equal to that associated

with the whole of the region outside the larger sphere. This will be true

likewise for a field in a dielectric to which (18) applies, since (18) differs

from (6) only in the presence of c in the denominator. If then we con-

sider an atomic ion such as Cl~ (with radius a) in water, it is clear that a

sphere of radius 2a will contain only those molecules which are actually

in contact with the ion. We conclude then that these few molecules

would make, according to (17), a contribution about as large as that

from the whole of the rest of the solvent. This is the result that we
should obtain if (16) were applicable to the region that contains the few

molecules that are in immediate contact with the atomic ion. But of

course it is not strictly applicable here. The occurrence of the macro-

scopic dielectric constant in (1C) implies that we are discussing the

over-all effect of a weak field on a large number of molecules. There is

no physical basis for using (10) to predict the drastic effect of a strong

field on a small number of molecules, though, as we shall find later, the

predicted effect is of the right order of magnitude; the contribution from

the few molecules in actual contact with an atomic; ion is of the same

order of magnitude as the total contribution from tho whole of the rest

of the solvent.

On referring to Chapter 1, it will be seen that, in discussing an ion of

radius a in a vacuum, in (4) we integrated from a to infinity. On the

other hand, when preparing to discuss the same ion in a solvent, we
never inserted the ionic radius a but always considered the energy
associated with the region outside some larger radius R. This was done

deliberately because, if an atomic radius is inserted in equations (17) to

(21), we cannot expect to obtain more than semiquantitative results.

Nevertheless, a grasp of the significance of these expressions is extremely
useful in understanding the state of affairs in the co-sphere of an ion.

These equations provide a standard of comparison. When discussing

the behavior of the solvent dipoles in an ionic field, we can put our ques-

tion in the form : to what extent does the behavior of the dipoles in con-

tact with the ion simulate the behavior of the more distant dipoles, to

which the simple electrostatic theory is applicable? In later chapters
we shall find that the degree of resemblance is very different for different

species of ions. But in any case the above equations are useful as a

starting point.

We should expect the solvation energy for a small ion to be greater

than for a larger ion in the same solvent
; for, when the ion is in a vacuum,
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the radius a occurs in the denominator of (4). When, therefore, the

ions are plunged into a solvent, we expect that in the field of the smaller

ion more free energy will be lost, simply because initially in the vacuum

there is more energy to lose.

Consider also the numerical values obtained in (23) and (24) for a

sphere in water at 25C. These values will be correct when applied to

the outer parts of an ionic co-sphere. If we next insert progressively

smaller values of 72, the numerical values will no longer be correct; but

the whole argument as to the relative magnitudes of T AS and AF in

the various processes will still be useful as a starting point. -When, for

example, inserting progressively smaller values of R, we reach a stage

where the &H of the process (23) ceases to be equal to 1.017AF, it will

still be true at this stage that the A// is of the same sign as AF and nearly

equal in magnitude. Similarly, in the process (24), when we reach a

stage where AT/ ceases to be equal to 0.36AF, it will still be true, at

this stage, that A# is of opposite sign to AF and considerably smaller in

magnitude.
15. Work Done against Electrostatic Forces. In discussing Fig. 10 it

was pointed out that, when the pair of ions is removed from the crystal

surface, the positive and negative ions are, at the same time, separated

against the electrostatic force of mutual attraction. By this process,

or by that of Fig. 86, we finally obtain a pair of solvated ions; and we

may here examine the relation between the process of solvation and the

strength of this Coulomb attraction. We shall again begin from the fact

that, in a vacuum, any element of volume dv, where the field has the

intensity X, contains an amount of energy (X 2
/8ir) dv.

Suppose now that this field X is due to the presence of two charges

-\-q and q, separated by a distance r. These charges attract one

another; that is to say, we have to do work if we wish to increase the

separation to the value of (r + dr). We shall say now that we have to

do this amount of work, because the integral of (X 2
/Sir) dv, carried out

over all space when the separation is (r + 6r), will yield a greater value

than when the separation has the value r. In fact, the difference between

these two integrals must be just (q
2
/r

2
) 5r, the work that has to be done.

We describe the process in this unfamiliar way, because we wish to add

that, when the same two charges are in a dielectric, the molecules that

happen to lie in any element of volume dv suffer a change in free energy
when the separation of the ions is altered a change appropriate to the

local intensity X of the field
;
the total change of free energy in the dielec-

tric is to be obtained by integrating over the whole volume of the dielec-

tric. For two charges of opposite sign, whatever be the magnitude of

these charges, or of their separation r, this total change in free energy
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in the dielectric is negative, when r is increased; owing to this loss of free

energy, we have to do less work to separate the charges when they are

in the dielectric than when they are in a vacuum; the force of mutual

attraction between the charges is weaker. When the separation is

increased isothermally from r to (r + 8r), the total loss of free energy by

the dielectric can never be greater thanf^J dr, but it will be very

nearly as great in a solvent of high dielectric constant. For large values

of r it is legitimate to make use of the macroscopic dielectric constant e

of the medium. In this case, when the separation of the charges is

increased isothermally from r to (r + dr) the loss of free energy by the

dielectric amounts to

arid consequently the work to increase the separation of the charges

amounts to

fo. (25)^

In water at room temperature, for example, the loss of free energy by
the dielectric amounts to %$ of the preceding term; hence the force of

attraction between the charges has a value equal to only ^ of the value

in a vacuum.

At the same time, when we increase the separation of the charges from

r to (r + 8r) isothermally, there is a change of entropy in the dielectric.

For large values of r this amounts to

<*

Clearly the relation between (26) and (25) is precisely the same as the

relation between (19) and (18). For charges in any solvent whose

dielectric constant varies in accordance with (14), we shall have then

from (26)

rs- -*- -Jtf (27)

Thus in water at room temperature the work done in separating the

charges against the forces of their mutual Coulomb attraction will be

equal to 73 per cent of the quantity T 8S, since, in accordance with

(24) the term TdS will be 1.36 times the increment in the free energy.

Now when we come to apply these considerations to ions that are not
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far apart, we can make remarks like those made at the end of Sec

when (27) ceases to apply quantitatively, it will still, for a time, a

qualitatively. When T 5S ceases to be equal to 1.36&F, it will sti

of opposite sign to 8F and greater in magnitude. We already have

processes
1 to which this result can be applied in this form namely

separation of ions in the dissociation of a molecule, and secondly ir

process of Fig. 10, where we separate two ions from each other \

removing them from the surface of a crystal. When a contribution J

short-range quantum-mechanical forces is present, the argument
holds for the electrostatic forces, provided that dF denotes not the w
work done, but the work done against the electrostatic forces.

From (25) we see clearly that, when a neutral molecule is broke]

into a pair of separate ions, the solvation of these ions is a gradual pro
which becomes complete when the ions are far apart ; only then doe?

solvation energy of each ion attain its full characteristic value at

temperature considered.

The hydration or solvation of ions, on the one hand, and the Coul

attraction between ions, on the other, are not usually regarded as ha

any close connection with each other. Nevertheless, we have seen

they are two aspects of the same phenomenon ;
and we may extenc

discussion to include quantitatively their variation with temperal
In the solvent at a higher temperature the dielectric constant wii

smaller; the value of (17) will be smaller; and at the same time the c

of Fig. 86 will be steeper. We have to do more work to increase

separation of the charges from r to (r + dr). This is because, at

temperature, the solvent loses less free energy during the separation ;

finally, when the ions have been separated to a great distance from
other and are fully solvated, less free energy has been lost by the sol

that is to say, the solvation energy arising from the partial alignr

of solvent dipoles is smaller than it was at the lower temperature.

Figure 14 reproduces the two curves of Fig. 13, upon which we
now make some further comments. The four quantities AF that n

up the cycle are indicated in Fig. 14 by the four arrows a, 6, c,

d. From the form of the diagram it is obvious that, whatever qu*
ties these four arrows represent, it must be true in every case

(c + d) = (a + b). This must be so for any crystal dissolving in

solvent at any temperature. Let us now recall what quantities
denoted by the four arrows. Of these a is Lwoc ,

the work require

split the crystal at 0K into its component ions, while b represents
free energy of the crystal at room temperature. Neither of these qu*
ties depends on the solvent into which the ions are going to be dissol

1 In Sec. 1 7 we shall introduce a third process, to which these remarks will app
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Thus (a + 6) depends on the crystal only. On the other hand, the

quantities represented by c and d in Fig. 14 depend on the solvent; for

d is L, the work required to take a pair of ions from the surface of the

crystal to distant points in the solvent, and c represents the sum of the

solvation energies of these ions in the solvent at the given temperature.

Suppose now that we consider a crystal, such as KC1, that is to be

dissolved in various solvents, all at the same temperature T. It is

clear that the value of (c + d) must be the same for the introduction of

the ions (K+ + Cl~) into each of these solvents, since (c + d) in each

case must be equal to (a + b). In a solvent where c is smaller, d will

be larger; that is to say, in a solvent where the solvation energies are

smaller the value of L is necessarily larger by an equal amount, as indicated

by the arrows d' and c' in Fig. 14.

d'

Fir, 14

This agrees with, and illustrates, what was said above about the solva-

tion of an ion being a gradual process. When ions are removed from a

crystal by the process depicted in Fig. 10, the positive and negative ions

are gradually separated from each other against their mutual attraction.

The work that has to be done during this process depends upon the rate

at which the solvent is losing free energy in the growing ionic field.

Only when this process is complete will the amount of work done be

equal to L, and only then will the ions have received their full solvation

energy, with the result that (c + d) for the ions in different solvents is

equal to (a + b).

16. Molecules and Molecular Ions Containing One or More Protons.

The argon atom has 18 electrons moving round a nucleus with charge

+ 18e. The hydrogen chloride molecule HC1 likewise has 18 electrons

moving round a total nuclear charge of +18e; within this electronic

cloud, however, are two nuclei, the proton and the chlorine nucleus with

a charge +17e. Consider an isolated HC1 molecule in a vacuum. If

the proton is removed, it leaves behind a negative ion Cl~. A certain

amount of work is required to remove the proton from HC1 and leave

both particles at rest in a vacuum. If the proton is put back into the

Cl~ ion, to re-form an HC1 molecule at rest in its state of lowest energy,
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an equal amount of energy is liberated. We can say that the negative

Cl~- ion has a certain affinity for a proton, just as any neutral chlorine

atom has an affinity for an additional electron. When we say that this

electron affinity of the neutral chlorine atom is equal to 3.8 electron-

volts, 'we refer to the difference between the energy of the normal quan-
tized state of the negative ion and that of the neutral atom when the

extra electron has been removed and left at rest in a vacuum. In the

same way, the energy of a proton level in any molecule is determined by
the quantization of the system. When we speak of the proton level in

the HC1 molecule, we are interested in the difference in energy between

the lowest quantized state of the HC1 molecule and the normal quantized

state of the Cl~ ion, when the proton has been removed and left at rest

in a vacuum; this difference is what we refer to when we speak of the

energy of the proton level in the HC1 molecule, or the energy of the

vacant proton level in the Ci~ negative ion.

The neon atom has 10 electrons moving round a nucleus with a charge

+10e At the same time IIF, H 2O, and NH 3 have 10 electrons moving
round a total nuclear charge of +10e. Consider an isolated H 2 mole-

cule in a vacuum. If we remove a proton from the H 2O molecule, we

obtain the hydroxyl ion (OH)-; the work to remove such a proton to a

great distance has a certain value; in this way we assign a value to the

energy of the proton level in the H 2 molecule. At the same time, the

H 2O molecule has an affinity for an additional proton, to form the posi-

tive ion (H 3O)+. This additional proton will be bound in a certain level,

determined by the difference between the quantized energy of the (H 3O)+

ion and that of the H 2 molecule.

In discussing the HC1 molecule in a vacuum, we have spoken as if

the Cl~ ion provides for a proton a single vibrational level. Actually

the HC1 molecule has, of course, a set of vibrational levels. At room

temperature, however, only the lowest, vibrational level is of interest.

In molecules consisting of atoms of low atomic weight, the difference in

energy between the lowest level and the next higher level is so great the

spacing of the levels is so wide that at room temperature nearly all the

molecules will be in the lowest vibrational level. This is especially true

of molecules containing a proton, the lightest of all nuclei. In each mole-

cule and molecular ion we shall be interested in the lowest vibrational

level.

17. Proton Transfers. Now that we have examined the nature of

proton levels, let us consider any two particles at rest in a vacuum, one

of which contains a proton, while the other has a vacancy for a proton.

Let the latter species be denoted by B, while the former species is denoted

by AH. Let us examine the transfer of the proton from the molecule
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AH to a distant B. This process, which may be written

AH + B - A + (BH)+

yields two ions, both at rest in the vacuum. The particle B, on receiving

the proton, has become the positive ion (BII)
+

, while the removal of the

proton from AH has left behind a negative ion A~~. Near any point in

the field of the positive ion the electrostatic energy has the density

given by (2), and the same is true in the field of the distant negative ion.

In transferring the proton to a distant particle, work must have been

done in creating these two electrostatic fields.

Let the initial distance between the particles AH and B be denoted

by r. The mutual potential energy of the two charged particles is

e2/r, as in the simple ionic dissociation depicted in Fig. 8a. If the

value of r is sufficiently great, the energy associated with the electro-

static fields will not depend appreciably on r. For the proton transfer

there is thus a characteristic quantity similar to D var .

Let us now suppose that the same two particles are situated in a certain

solvent, the large distance between them being again r. When we make
the transfer

AH + B -> A- + (BH)+ (28)

we set up two electrostatic fields as before; but the work required to set

up these fields is much smaller, owing to the free energy lost during the

process by the solvent molecules in the co-spheres of the two ions. The

mutual potential energy of the ions is now e'
2
/*r, as depicted in Fig.

86; for very large values of r the curve does not differ appreciably from a

straight line, and the work required to transfer the proton has a char-

acteristic value [equal to the difference in energy between the proton

levels of the particles in (28)]. Thus, corresponding to the quantities

D^ and D, we shall use the symbols Jvae and J, to denote the work

required to transfer a proton, respectively, in a vacuum and in a solvent.

The electrostatic part of ]vac in (28) is the work required to set up the

ionic fields in a vacuum, when the two ions are remote from each other.

The electrostatic part of J is the work required to set up the electrostatic

fields of the two ions, when these are remote from each other in a solvent

at temperature T. 1 At the same time the values of both Jvac and J will

be partly determined by the relative binding energies of the proton in

AH and (BH)+ . If these are gaseous particles in a vessel that contains

only a few particles, it is clear that, when we speak of the quantity

Jvacj we have in mind a quantity that is independent of the volume of the

1 As mentioned in the footnote to Sec. 1 5, the discussion of equation (27) given there

will apply to the electrostatic part of J.
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vessel, and independent of the number of particles present in it. Simi-

larly, if we imagine the proton transfer (28) carried out in a solvent that

contains only a few solute particles, it is clear that, when we speak of

the quantity J, we are speaking of a quantity that is independent of the

volume of the solution, and independent of its composition.

18. The Quantities D, L, Y, and J. We notice a close resemblance

between the quantities D, L, Y, and J. By the process (28) two ions are

formed. In Chapter 1 we discussed three ways in which ions are added

to a dilute solution; with these three we may now include the type (28)

as a fourth process. To sum up, we may say that in a gas or vapor each

of the quantities D^, Lvac ,
Yrac ,

and J vac is independent of the size of the

vessel, and independent of the number of particles in the vessel, provided

that this number is small. Similarly, in very dilute solution, each of the

quantities D, L, Y, and J is independent of the volume and the composi-
tion of the solution. In other processes in dilute solution that we shall

discuss, we may find a unit of work, analogous to D, L, Y, and J ;
we may

call each of these quantities the characteristic unit of the process, and

denote it in general by U. In an isothermal process the work done is a

change in the free energy. The total change in the free energy is not

independent of the composition of the solution; on the contrary, it is

strongly dependent on the concentration, even at very low concentra-

tions. When ions are added to a solution, neither D nor L nor Y nor J
is equal to the total change in the free energy; the latter includes a part

which depends strongly on the concentration. This question will be dis-

cussed in detail in Chapter 5.

19. Two Spherical Conductors. In connection with such processes as

(28), where a charge is transferred, it is of interest to discuss the fol-

lowing problem. In Fig. 15 let A and B be two spherical conductors

immersed in the same polar dielectric. Initially, A, which has a larger

radius than J5, bears an electric charge; and we intend to transfer the

whole of this charge to 5, which is supposed to be at a great distance

from A. When this charge has been transferred, the solvent dipoies

near B will have lost a certain amount of free energy and a certain

amount of entropy. Around B in Fig. 15 has been drawn a concentric

(dotted) circle with radius equal to that of A
;
this circle is to represent a

concentric sphere of the same size as the conductor A. Calling this A',

we can say that the field outside the sphere A' is identical with that out-

side the distant conductor A, and that consequently the amount of

entropy lost by the dipoies outside A' is exactly equal to the amount

originally lost by the dipoies in the vicinity of A, when A bore the charge;

we have then only to consider the dipoies that lie inside this concentric

sphere. These dipoies have lost an additional amount of entropy.
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Similarly, when we are discussing the free energy we can say that the

amount lost by the dipoles outside A' is exactly equal to the amount

originally lost by the dipoles in the vicinity of A, when A bore the charge.

The dielectric lying inside A 1

will have lost an additional amount of free

energy, when the charge has been transferred. It is rather easy to con-

clude that the transfer of the charge from A to B is accompanied by a

net loss of free energy, and that, conversely, work must be done to trans-

fer the charge from B to A. But this conclusion would, of course, be

quite wrong. It is the transfer of charge from B to A that is accom-

panied by a loss of free energy.

Suppose, for example, that the conductor A initially bears a negative

charge on its surface that is to say, a certain number of electrons are

distributed over its surface. When
the whole of this charge has been

transferred to the smaller sphere 5,

the same number of electrons are

distributed over a small surface area
;

the average distance between the

electrons is smaller than before; to pIG

bring them nearer together, work

must have been done against their mutual repulsion. This process is,

it is true, accompanied by a loss of free energy by the dielectric lying

inside the sphere A'] but the magnitude of this loss is necessarily smaller.

Hence, to transfer the charge isothermally from A to B a net amount of

work is required; and the converse process is accompanied by a net loss

of free energy.
Problems

1. Let the spherical conductors A and B of Fig. 15 have radii a and b; and let them

be situated in a solvent whose dielectric constant obeys (14). The sphere A initially

bears a charge q, while B is uncharged. Find expressions for the values of AF, A,
and A// for the isothermal transfer of the charge to the distant sphere B.

2. Two spherical conductors A and B both have a radius a; but A is situated in a

solvent having a dielectric constant ei while K is situated in a solvent of dielectric

constant <- 2 . Both ei and 2 obey (14) with #1 and # 2 . The sphere A initially bears a

charge g, while B is uncharged. Find expressions for AF, A$, and AH for the process

of transferring the charge q from A to B.

3. Consider 1 mole of a completely dissociated uni-univalent solute in aqueous

solution at extreme dilution at 25C, each positive and each negative ion having a

diameter equal to 3.0 angstroms. Find from (19), in calories per mole per degree,

what would be the total amount of entropy lost by the solvent in the fields of all these

ions, if (19) could correctly be used for a sphere as small as 3 angstroms.



CHAPTER 3

Complete and Incomplete Ionic Dissociation. Brownian Motion

in Liquids. The Mechanism of Electrical Conduction. Electro-

lytic Conduction. The Structure of Ice and Water. The Mutual

Potential Energy of Dipoles. Substitutional and Interstitial Solu-

tions. Diffusion in Liquids.

20. Complete and Incomplete Ionic Dissociation. In the foregoing

chapter mention has been made of electrolytes that are completely dis-

sociated in solution, and of weak electrolytes where free ions are accom-

panied by a certain proportion of neutral molecules. In the nineteenth

century it was thought that aqueous solutions of even the strongest

electrolytes contained a small proportion of neutral molecules. Opinion
as to the relation between strong and weak electrolytes has passed

through certain vicissitudes; and we shall describe later how this prob-
lem has been resolved.

When an ionic solution contains neutral molecules, their presence may
be inferred from the osmotic and thermodynamic properties of the solu-

tion. In addition there are two important effects that disclose the

presence of neutral molecules: (1) in many cases the absorption spectrum
for visible or ultraviolet light is different for a neutral molecule in solu-

tion and for the ions into which it dissociates; (2) historically, it has

been mainly the electrical conductivity of solutions that has been studied

to elucidate the relation between weak and strong electrolytes. For each

ionic solution the conductivity problem may be stated as follows : in this

solution is it true that at any moment every ion responds to the applied
field as a free ion, or must we say that a certain fraction of the solute

fails to respond to the field as free ions, either because it consists of

neutral undissociated molecules, or for some other reason?

Two ideas introduced into physics have had a profound influence on
the attitude adopted to this problem. Before 1920 it was recognized
that a highly polar molecule in a vacuum, such as the NaCl molecule,

may almost be regarded as a pair of ions held in contact by their mutual

attraction. If this is true in a vacuum, we can ask what ought to be
38
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said about a Na+ ion and a Cl~ ion that happen to be in contact with

each other in an aqueous solution of NaCl?

Furthermore, about 1920 the idea had become prevalent that many
common crystals, such as rock salt, consisted of positive and negative
ions in contact. It then became natural to suppose that, when this

crystal dissolves in a liquid, the positive and negative ions go into solu-

tion separately. Previously it had been thought that, in each case when
the crystal of an electrolyte dissolves in a solvent, neutral molecules first

go into solution, and then a certain large fraction of the molecules are

dissociated into ions. This equilibrium was expressed by means of a

dissociation constant. Nowadays it is taken for granted that nearly all

the common salts in aqueous solution are completely dissociated into

ions. In those rare cases where a solute is not completely dissociated

into ions, an equilibrium is sometimes expressed by means of an associa-

tion constant; that is to say, one may take as the starting point a com-

pletely dissociated electrolyte, and use this association constant to

express the fact that a certain fraction of the ions are not free. This

point of view leads directly to an emphasis on the existence of molecular

ions in solution. When, for example, a solution contains Pb++ ions and

Cl~ ions, association would lead directly to the formation of molecular

ions, with the equilibrium

Pb++ + Cl ?=>(PbCl)+ (29)

Likewise for Fe+++

Fe+++ + Cl- <=> (FeCl)++ (30)

The conductivity of a solution containing Kiich molecular ions may be

small compared with the value that would result from complete dis-

sociation into atomic ions. In this way, in the absence of neutral mole-

cules, we can have a weak electrolyte. The association constant for

(29) has a value that is, of course, the reciprocal of the dissociation con-

stant for the molecular ion (PbCl)+; the logarithms of the two equilibrium

constants have the same numerical value, but opposite sign.

The discussion of molecules and molecular ions will be continued in

Sec. 29. Here we shall begin the detailed examination of solutes that

are completely dissociated into ions. The conductivity of aqueous solu-

tions of such solutes has been accurately measured at concentrations as

low as 0.00003 mole per liter. Even at these concentrations the motions

of the positive and negative ions are not quite independent of each other.

Owing to the electrostatic forces between the ions, the mobility of

each ion is slightly less than it would be in a still more dilute solution.

For example, an aqueous solution of KC1 at 25, at a concentration of

3.2576 X 10~6 mole per liter, was found to have an equivalent con-
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ductivity equal to 149.37 reciprocal ohms, whereas the extrapolation of

a series "of measurements to infinite dilution yielded the slightly higher

value 149.86. l

This equivalent conductivity A for any solute is defined by

(31)

where K is the specific conductivity of the solution, and c is the concentra-

tion in equivalents per liter. The value of A that is obtained by extra-

polation to infinite dilution is often denoted by AQ. The difference

between A and Ao mentioned for KC1 is in agreement with the predictions

of the Debye-Onsager theory; this theory does not attempt to say any-

thing about the values of Ao for different species of ions, but predicts

how A will differ from A in very dilute solutions. At infinite dilution

AO is the sum of contributions, one characteristic of the cation, the other

of the anion; in other words, the contribution of the cation is independent
of the species of anion present, while that of the anion is independent of

the species of cation present.

Ao = X+ + V (32)

where X^ and XjJ" are, respectively, the equivalent conductivities of the

cation and anion at infinite dilution. Values of X<J~ and XQ" for aqueous
solution at different temperatures are given in Table 2, while values for

solutes in methyl and ethyl alcohol are given in Table 5 in Sec. 35.

21. Brownian Motion in Liquids. In all kinds of electrical conduc-

tivity at room temperature it is well recognized that the motion of the

charges carrying the current is merely a drift superimposed on a random
motion that is already present in the absence of a field. In a metal, for

example, the free electrons are already executing a random motion; and,

when a voltage is applied, a drift velocity is superimposed on this move-

ment. In a dilute ionic solution each positive ion and each negative ion,

in the absence of a field, executes a random movement among the solvent

molecules; when a field is applied, the positive ions have a tendency to

drift in one direction, while the negative ions tend to drift in the opposite

direction. If we wish to compare different species of ions, and account

for the observed mobility of each in an applied field, we first have to

examine the nature of the random movement of any particle in a liquid.

Although the term "Brownian motion," as already mentioned in

Chapter 1, was originally introduced to refer to the random motion of

particles of visible size, there is no reason why we should not use the

1 T. Shedlovsky, /. Am. Chem. Soc., 54, 1411 (1932); D. A. Maclnnes, "Principles

of Electrochemistry," Reinhold, 1939.
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term for solute particles of molecular size, or even for the molecules of

the solvent itself; for, of course, in any pure liquid the molecules are

continually changing places ; although at any moment a molecule may be

completely enclosed by its neighbors, yet in course of time it will cer-

tainly describe a random path through the liquid. It is well recognized

TABLE 2. EQUIVALENT CONDUCTANCE IN AQUEOUS SOLUTION

a C. W. Davies, "Conductivity of Solutions," Chapman and Hall, 1930.

6 H. S. Harned and B. B. Owen,
"
Klectrochemistry of Solutions," Roinhold, 1950.

that the phenomenon of diffusion that is observed in pure liquids and

gases is a direct consequence of the ordinary random motion of the

particles. In a solution the diffusion of a solute involves the random

motions of both solute and solvent particles.

For electrically charged particles there are, in fact, three quantities

that are intimately related namely, the mobility in an electric field,

the rate of diffusion in the absence of a field, and the character of their
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random (Brownian) motion. Einstein 1 established the quantitative rela-

tion between rate of diffusion and the character of the Browman motion;
and at the same time, for electrically charged particles, he derived the

relation between the mobility u in an applied field and the Brownian

motion, and hence the relation between the electrical mobility and the

diffusion coefficient 3D. For a particle bearing a charge e this relation is

u e

>

"~

kT

where k is Boltzmann's constant and T the absolute temperature. This

relation had been proposed by Nernst.

It has already been mentioned that in an aqueous solution of KC1 at

a concentration of 3.26 X 10~ 6 mole per liter, the equivalent conductivity

was found to have a value, 149.37, that differed appreciably from the

value obtained by the extrapolation of a series of measurements to

infinite dilution. We may say that, even in this very dilute solution,

each ion, in the absence of an electric field, does not execute a random
motion that is independent of the presence of other ions; the random

motion of any ion is somewhat influenced by the forces of attraction and

repulsion of other ions that happen to be in its vicinity. At the same

time, this distortion of the random motion affects not only the electrical

conductivity but also the rate of diffusion of the solute, if this were

measured in a solution of this concentration.

22. The Mechanism of Electrical Conduction. Let us first give some

description of electrical conduction in terms of this random motion that

must exist in the absence of an electric field. Since in electrolytic con-

duction the drift of ions of either sign is quite similar to the drift of

electrons in metallic conduction, we may first briefly discuss the latter,

where we have to deal with only one species of moving particle. Con-

sider, for example, a metallic bar whose cross section is 1 cm 2
,
and along

which a small steady uniform electric current is flowing, because of the

presence of a weak electric field along the axis of the bar. Let the bar

be vertical and in Fig. 16 let AB represent any plane perpendicular to the

axis of the bar, that is to say, perpendicular to the direction of the

current.

If we reduce the electric field to a value near zero, the current will fall

to a negligible value. The situation will now be as follows : the number
of electrons which, in their random motion, cross the plane AB in one

direction does not differ appreciably from the number which cross the

1 A. Einstein, Ann. Physik, 19, 371 (1906); J. Kirkwood, J. Chem. Phys., 14, 180

(1946).
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plane AB in the opposite direction. If, however, we restore a weak
electric field, this balance will be upset. The number which cross the

plane AB downward from above will be either greater or less than the

number which cross the plane AB upward from below in the same

period of time. It is this excess which constitutes a flow of current.

If we say that, with a given applied field, in unit time this excess con-

sists of N electrons, the current density will be Ne, since we are dealing
with unit area. In Fig. 16 let us suppose that the excess flow of electrons

is in the downward direction; we can then, to show the character of the

flow, make the following construction. Parallel to the plane AB, con-

sider a plane CD, also of unit area
;
and let the distance between CD and

AB be chosen such that the total number of conduction electrons in the

volume between CD and AB at any moment is N.

Then, fixing attention again on the number of electrons crossing the

plane AB in 1 second, we can make the following statement: when the

presence of the given electric field has upset the original balance, the

density of the current crossing AB is the

same as it would be if, in 1 second, all the

electrons initially between CD and AB had

crossed AB and no other electrons had

crossed AB (in either direction). Actually,

some electrons, in their random motion, will

have crossed AB from below; besides, there

is no reason why some electrons, initially above the plane CD, should

not have crossed both the planes CD and AB in this period of time. All

we have said is that the position of the plane CD has been choson such

that the number of electrons between CD and AB at any time is equal

to the " excess" crossing AB, that is to say, equal to N.

In accordance with Ohm's law, if we were to double the intensity X
of the electric field, the current would be doubled

;
thai is to say, the plane

CD would have to be placed at twice the distance from AB. If the num-
ber of conduction electrons per unit volume is p, and the distance between

the planes CD and AB is denoted by v, we have N =
pv, since we are dis-

cussing the unit area. Hence the net resultant charge transported in

unit time across AB, that is, the current density, is given by

FIG. 16

j
= Ne = pev (33)

As we have seen, Ohm's law requires that the distance v between the

planes shall be proportional to the intensity X of the field; thus we may
write v = uX, where u is the value which v will have when X is unity

(unity in whatever units we decide to use, electrostatic units or volts
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per centimeter). Furthermore, the specific conductivity is given by

K = t - pen (34)

If we were to forget that the flow of current is due to a random motion

which was already present before the field was applied if we were to

disregard the random motion entirely and assume that each and every

electron, in the uniform field X, moves with the same steady velocity,

the distance traveled by each electron in unit time would be the distance

v used in the construction of Fig. 16; this is the value which would lead

to a current density j under these assumptions, since all electrons initially

within a distance v of the plane AB on one side would cross AB in unit

time, and no others would cross. Further, in a field of unit intensity, the

uniform velocity ascribed to every electron would be the u of (34) ;
this

quantity is known as the
"
mobility of the charged particle." (If the

mobility is given in centimeters per second, the value will depend on

whether electrostatic units or volts per centimeter are used for expressing

the field strength.)

23. Electrolytic Conduction. The same treatment is easily applied to

ionic conduction, if the plane AB in Fig. 16 is taken to be a plane in an

electrolytic conductor, similar to the electronic conductor discussed

above. In the absence of a field the number of negative ions which cross

AB in unit time in one direction will not differ appreciably from the

number that cross AB in the reverse direction; and, treating the positive

ions separately, we may make the same remark about the positive ions.

Let us now consider the situation when this balance has been upset by
the presence of a weak electric field perpendicular to AB. The motion

of the ions will no longer be completely random, but a tendency to drift

will be superimposed on the random motion. If in unit time there has

been an appreciable excess flow of negative ions across AB in one direc-

tion, we can be certain that there has been an appreciable excess flow of

positive ions across AB in the opposite direction. These two separate
contributions will together constitute the electric current.

Consider now the observed values of the equivalent conductivity for

the various species of ions given in Table 2 [disregarding the ions (OH)~
and H+, which need special consideration]. If we ask, from this point of

view, why such a wide variety of values is found, this must be ascribed

to the wide variety in the character of the random motion executed by
different species of ions in the absence of an electric field. We shall not

go into the details of Einstein's theory of the Brownian motion
;
but the

liveliness of the motion for any species of particle may be expressed by
assigning a value to a certain parameter; for a charged particle in an
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electric field, the mobility of the particle will be proportional to this value,

and so will the diffusion coefficient for the particle in the absence of a

field. In Chapter 4 we shall examine the factors that influence the

character of the random motion of ions. Here, in order to continue the

discussion of (34), let us accept the fact that in any dilute solution we
must expect that the random motion of the positive ions will be either

more lively or less lively than the random motion of the negative ions.

For simplicity consider the solution of a uni-univalent salt, in which the

number of positive ions per unit volume is necessarily the same as the

number of negative ions. When a weak electric field perpendicular to

AB is applied, we must expect that the excess flow of positive ions across

AB in one direction will be either greater or less than the excess flow of

negative ions across AB in the opposite direction. This will necessarily

be so if, in the absence of a field, the random motion of the positive ion

is more lively or less lively than that of the

negative ion. If the plane CD in Fig. 16 is
J)

taken for the negative ions, we shall need, for ^ B
the positive ions, another plane on the oppo-
site side of AB, such as EF in Fig. 17. In

general, the distance between EF and AB
will need to be different from the distance

between CD and AB. If these distances are denoted by v+ and V-,

respectively, the total current, according to (33), will be given by

j = pe(v+ + *;_)

and the specific conductivity by

K = Pe(u+ +O (35)

In (31) K is related to A by the quantity c/1000, which is the number of

moles per cubic centimeter. If c/1000 is multiplied by Avogadro's

constant JV, the product is equal to p. We may therefore write

PA

Now Ne is equal to the faraday $. Comparing (36) with (35) we find

Hence, in view of the additivity of the conductivities,

M+ = w_ = (37)
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Thus the actual mobility of an ion, in centimeters per second, is obtained

by dividing the equivalent conductivity by the faraday. Some values

of mobility are given in Table 3.

TABLE 3. DRIFT VELOCITIES OF IONS IN A FIELD OF 1 VOLT/CM; AQUEOUS SOLUTION

AT 18C
Cm /Sec

Li+ 00034

Na+ 0.00045

K+ . . 00066

Cl- ... 00067

N(V 00064

Consider, for example, a dilute aqueous solution of KC1, in which a

field of 1 millivolt/cm is maintained. From the mobilities given in

Table 3 we calculate that, when, for example, -^s second has elapsed, the

average drift in either direction for the K+ and the Cl~ ions will have

been less than (0.0007 X lO~ 3
)/25 cm, that is to say, less than 3 X 10~ 8

cm (which is the diameter of one water molecule). Clearly, this distance

is nothing but an average drift of the ions
;
for during the ^V second, the

ions in their (almost) random motion will, of course, have moved in all

directions. As mentioned above, periods of molecular vibration usually

lie between 10~ 12 and 10~ 13
sec; and in ^V second each ion may have

shifted its position many thousand times. Owing to the presence of the

applied field the motion of the ions will not be quite random; as a result

of their drift the solution will appear to carry a steady current.

In the remainder of this book, in discussing the mobility of any species

of ion, we shall be concerned only with the characteristic value obtained

by extrapolation to infinite dilution. In the following chapters we shall

accordingly use the letter u to denote the mobility at infinite dilution.

24. The Structure of Ice and Water. It has not yet been necessary

to consider in detail the properties of particular solvents. In Table 1

we gave a list of values for the dielectric constants of various solvents;

but apart from this we have not yet paid attention to the observed proper-

ties of solvents or of the ions which are commonly dissolved in them.

Before continuing the discussion which was in progress in Sec. 23, it

will be useful to review in some detail the state of our knowledge of the

liquids which are used as solvents, and of the species of ions which are

most often studied in solution. Although non-aqueous solutions are of

great interest for the sake of comparison, nevertheless aqueous solutions

are still of paramount importance, and we shall pay most of our attention

to H 2O and D 2O and to ions dissolved in these liquids.

Both the hydroxyl ion (OH)~ and the water molecule H 2O contain

the same number of electrons as a doubly charged oxygen negative ion 0*.
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The hydroxyl ion may be regarded as an ion O" containing a proton
embedded in the electronic cloud and neutralizing one of the negative

charges. Similarly the H 2O molecule must be regarded as O" with two

protons embedded within it.
1 The position ascribed to the two protons

is shown in Fig. 18a; the angle between the lines joining the protons to

the oxygen nulceus is about 105, very nearly the tetrahedral angle.

The structure of ice, described below, leads one to suppose that the H 2O
molecule contains, in addition to the two protons, two negatively charged

regions, the centers of the negative regions being such that the four

charges (two positive and two negative) lie, as in Fig. 19, near the corners

of a tetrahedron. Thus, in Fig. 18a, if the protons lie in the plane of the

paper at the points P, P, the centers of the negative regions will lie, one

above, and one below, the point M. If now the molecule were rotated

A-- --B

(a)

FIG. 18

through 90 about the axis AB, we should obtain Fig. 186, where the two

negative regions would be centered around the points TV, N that lie in

the plane of the paper, while the protons lie, one above, and one below

the point Q.

Suppose now that we have a number of such tetrahedra, in each of

which two corners bear positive charges, and the other two corners nega-
tive charges. Figure 19 shows how a structure can be built up, through-
out which each positive corner is adjacent to the negative corner of a

neighbor, each tetrahedron having four neighbors.

In ice each molecule has four neighbors, and the lattice is supposed to

be held together by the electrostatic forces between adjacent charges in

the manner just described. The resultant structure is shown in Fig. 20.

If the centers of the lightly shaded molecules lie in the plane of the

paper, the unshaded molecules lie above, and the heavily shaded mole-

cules below the plane of the paper. It will be noticed that only two of

the molecules are shown with their full complement of neighbors.

By measurements of X-ray scattering from a liquid, one can determine

1 The same idea must be extended to the NH 8 molecule and the (H 80)+ and (NH 4)+

ions.
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FIG. 19

the number of nearest neighbors of a molecule, and the average distance

apart; also the number of next-nearest

neighbors and their average distance

apart. Owing to the presence of

partial disorder one does not expect

the average number of nearest neigh-

bors of a molecule in the liquid to be

an integer. X-ray measurements on

water 1 were made at five different

temperatures, 1.5, 13, 30, 02, and

83C. It was found that at 1.5 and

at 13 the number of nearest neigh-

bors was 4.4, rising to 4.6 at 30C.
The average distance apart (distance

between centers) was found to be 2.9

angstroms, as compared with 2.76

angstroms in ice.

In water at room temperature
some molecules have more than four

nearest neighbors, but at any moment
the majority have four neighbors, as

in ice. If the molecules tend to have

a tetrahedral arrangement like that of

ice, the average distance between

next-nearest neighbors would be

2.76$)* = 4.51 angstroms

The X-ray measurements at 1.5, 13,

and 30 do, in fact, show a large con-

centration of molecules at about 4.5

angstroms. This is strong evidence

in favor of widespread local tetrahe-

dral arrangement in water at room

temperature and below.

Long-range order will, of course,

be absent in the liquid. But any
small volume of the liquid presumably
contains many groups of molecules

where a tetrahedral arrangement

prevails .
2 The size of each such group

FIG. 20. The structure of ice Mole-

cules numbered 8, 7, 6 are in contact

with 5, while molecules 5, 4, 8, 2 are in

contact with 1 . Molecules 2, 3, 1 are

among the next-nearest neighbors of

5, while molecules 6, 7, 8 are among
the next-nearest neighbors of 1.

[Diagram taken from E. J. W. Verwey,
Rec. trav. chim. 60, 893 (1941).]

1 J. Morgan and B. E. Warren, J. Chem. Phys., 6, 670 (1938).
2 J. A. Pople, Proc. Roy. Soc., 206A, 163 (1951).
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doubtless fluctuates all the time. The molecules that momentarily
have more than four neighbors are doubtless molecules that lie momen-

tarily in the interstices between such ordered groups. Consider, for

example, the group of 16 molecules shown in Fig. 20; reference has already
been made to the planes in which the centers of the molecules lie. In ice

the pattern would be repeated throughout the lattice with the correspond-

ing planes strictly parallel. In water the state of affairs in any region

will be continually fluctuating. At any moment we may expect to find

that the water consists largely of ordered groups of molecules, each similar

to that of Fig. 20; but there is no reason why the molecular planes in one

such group should bear any simple relation to the planes in an adjacent

group. Suppose that we have two such adjacent groups, each with its

own approximately tetrahcdral structure, but the one group being tilted

with respect to the other at any arbitrary angle; if we fill in the gap
between the two groups with additional molecules, the position and

orientation of any one of these molecules may be such that it momen-

tarily belongs to one group or to the other or to neither.

In water we do not know what is the average size of these approximately

regular groups; but we must suppose that the thermal agitation is con-

tinually breaking up the larger groups, while elsewhere, at the same time,

molecules are falling into an ordered arrangement, so that a balance

between order and disorder is maintained. We have seen that below

room temperature the average number of nearest neighbors is 4.4. In

the history of any one molecule we must suppose that the number of

nearest neighbors often fluctuates between 4 and 5 or, more likely,

between 4 and 6.

25. The Mutual Potential Energy of Dipoles. While the tetrahedral

model of the H2 molecule is suitable to account for the structure of ice

and water, a simpler model is useful for certain purposes. The value of

the dipole moment of a free H 2O molecule is given in Table 41. When a

pair of equal and opposite charges are separated by a fixed distance I,

they form an electrical dipole, whose moment is equal to the product of I

with the magnitude of one of the charges. In treating the H 2O molecule

as a dipole, we may think of an effective positive charge as situated at a

point midway between the two protons, while an equal negative charge

is situated on the opposite side of the molecule, beyond the oxygen

nucleus. As we shall see, the magnitude of each charge is only a fraction

of an electronic charge. In the accepted model of the H 2O molecule,

depicted in Fig. 18a, the distance between each proton and the oxygen

nucleus is about 0.9 angstrom. The length / of the H 2 dipole will

therefore be rather more than 1 angstrom ;
and its dipole moment would

be more than 4.8 X 10~ 18
e.s.u., if the magnitude of each charge were
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that of the electronic charge, 4.8 X 10~ 10 e.s.u. Since the dipole moment
is observed to be only 1.8 X 10~~

18
e.s.u., we must conclude that the two

protons combine to provide an effective positive charge of about one-third

of an electronic charge, while an equal negative charge lies on the opposite

half of the molecule. This simple model may be used to make a rough
estimate of mutual potential energy of two molecules, when their centers

are separated by a distance r.

For two permanent dipoles the mutual potential energy is a minimum
when the axes of the dipoles lie along the line joining their centers, as

shown in Fig. 216. When their axes are

perpendicular, as shown in Fig. 21 a, their

mutual potential energy is of course zero;

to separate the dipoles, no work would

be required. It is clear then that, when
the dipoles lie as depicted in Fig. 216, the

work required to separate them will be

/^ ^\ equal to the work required to turn either

/ \ of them though 90 in the plane of the

I
"*"

~"
) paper, while the other remains fixed.

V J When each of two small dipoles has a^ *S dipole moment //, and the distance be-

Fic 21
tween their centers, r, is large compared
with the length of either dipole, their

mutual potential energy in the position of Fig. 216 is
1

When r is not large compared with the length of either dipole the value

will be somewhat greater. For two molecules in water we may substitute

r = 2.9 X 10~ 8
centimeter, and for ju insert the value from Table 41.

Since the observed heat of evaporation of water is in the neighborhood
of 0.5 electron-volt, we expect to find a value of the order of 0.25 electron-

volt, since we are discussing here a molecule that has only one neighbor.
We obtain

V 2(1.8 X IP" 18
)
2

r 3
(2.9 X 10-) 3

= 0.24 X 10- 12
erg

= 0.15 electron-volt

Using a more detailed model for the H2O molecule, Bernal and Fowler 2

obtained a value somewhat greater than this for the mutual electrostatic

1 See Note 2 of the Appendix.
2 J. D. Bernal and R. H. Fowler, ./. Chem. Phys., 1, 515 (1933).
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potential energy of two H 2O molecules in ice or water. At room tempera-
ture the value of kT is in the neighborhood of -fa electron-volt; thus the

value of kT is small compared with the work to turn a dipole through
90 or even through 45. As a result, in water at room temperature each

molecular dipole exercises some control on the orientation of adjacent
molecules and is in turn controlled

by its neighbors.

Let us consider next the mutual

electrostatic energy of an atomic ion

and one water molecule in a vac-

uum. The interaction will have its

greatest value when the two particles

are in contact and when the axis of

the dipole lies along the line joining

them, as shown in Figs. 22a and 22b.

When the length of the dipole is

small compared with the distance

apart, the electric potential energy
is equal to

-
JT

@9)

for a singly charged ion,
1 and twice

this for a doubly charged ion. Some
atomic ions are larger than a water

molecule, while some are smaller.

Let us estimate the mutual energy for an ion like K+ whose radius is

roughly equal to that of a water molecule, namely, 1.36 angstroms.

For a singly charged ion we find

_ ep = _ 4.8 X 10~ 1Q X 1.8 X 10 18

r2
~

^(2.72 X 10- 8
)

2

= -1.1 X 10~ 12
erg

= 0.7 electron-volt

This is the mutual electrostatic potential energy when the dipole lies as

shown in Fig. 22. We see that the value is more than four times as

large as the value obtained above for the mutual potential energy of two

H2O dipoles in their most favorable position.

We can likewise consider the amount of work required to turn the

dipole through an angle about an axis perpendicular to the line passing

through the center of the ion. The amount of work will clearly be

1 See Note 2 of the Appendix.

FIG. 22
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greater than that discussed above for the same dipole in the field of a

similar dipole. When the dipole has sufficient energy, it will be able to

execute angular oscillations in the field of the ion, similar to the familiar

oscillations that a magnetic needle will execute in the earth's magnetic
field. Such a motion is illustrated in Fig. 22c. When the amplitude
of such an oscillation is small, the motion is often called "libration,"

owing to its similarity to the motion of the beam of a balance.

Similar angular oscillations can be executed by any dipole in the field

of other adjacent dipoles. In both cases the kinetic energy associated

with this angular oscillation corresponds to the kinetic energy of rotation

that the free dipole molecule would have in a vacuum. Part of the

thermal energy of ice and of water will be associated with such libration

of the molecules in the fields provided by their neighbors. In water the

motion will be highly irregular owing to the continual shifting of the

relative position of adjacent molecules.

26. Substitutional and Interstitial Solutions. At temperatures near

its freezing point the structure of water is often called pseudo-crystalline.

This structure, as we have seen, is maintained by the strong forces

between adjacent molecules By the application of high pressures it is

possible to compress water at room temperature until it occupies only

80 per cent of its original volume. 1 In this process the molecules them-

selves are not compressed but are caused to take up a more compact-

arrangement. To reduce the volume to 80 per cent, pressures greater

than 10 4
atmospheres are required. This enormous pressure is necessary

because the molecules tenaciously resist any alteration in the relation

between neighbors. It shows to what a slight degree the thermal agita-

tion succeeds in breaking up the almost crystalline order.

Diagrams such as Fig. 20 depicting structure in three dimensions are

difficult to interpret, as well as being laborious to draw. The compres-
sion of a liquid may, however, be illustrated schematically by moans of

diagrams depicting structure in two dimensions. Figure 23a shows 40

circles of the same size, which may be taken to represent the molecules

of a liquid. In Fig. 236 the 40 circles have been crowded into an area

about four-fifths as large. If we neglect the fact that three of the circles

have been shaded, we may take Fig. 236 to represent the same liquid as

Fig. 23a, when under an extremely high pressure. Consider now what
will happen if this applied pressure is gradually reduced The intense

forces between adjacent molecules will pull the molecules mto the same

kind of structure that they had originally. In this way we shall go back

from Fig. 236 to Fig. 23a.

Our main purpose here is to ask what will happen if the compressed

* "International Critical Tables," Vol. 3, p 40, McGraw-Hill, 1928.
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liquid contains a few solute particles, whose size is nearly the same as

the size of the solvent particles. It is for this purpose that in Fig. 23b

three of the circles have been shaded. In the compressed liquid of Fig.

23b we have 37 solvent particles and 3 solute particles; and we wish to

ask what will happen to the latter when the pressure is gradually removed.

We shall have to take into account not only the intense forces between

O

O
(a)

FIG 23

adjacent solvent molecules but also the strength and character of the

forces of attraction between a solute particle and the solvent molecules

that happen to be in contact with it. When these forces are weak,

the solvent may be able to resume its original structure even in the

immediate vicinity of each solute particle. When, however, these forces

are very strong, the solvent near a solute particle will be able to resume

O

ooc6
FIG. 24

its structure only insofar as this agrees with the requirements of the

solute particle.

Figures 24a and 246 show two possibilities for the final state, when the

pressure has been removed. If Fig. 24a is compared with Fig. 23a, it

will be seen that the solvent has regained its original structure, in which

each molecule has three molecules in contact with it (except of course at
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the edge of the diagram), while each of the solute particles has been

pushed into a space between the solvent particles that is to say, into

an interstitial position. A solution where the solute particles occupy

interstitial positions is called an "interstitial solution." 1

On the other hand, if Fig. 246 is compared with Fig. 23a, it will be seen

that here each solute particle occupies a position that in the pure solvent

would be occupied by a solvent particle. Such a solution, which can be

formed by one-for-one substitution, is called a "substitutional solution." 1

This kind of solution will not be formed if the forces of attraction between

adjacent solute and solvent particles are weak, while the forces of attrac-

tion between adjacent solvent particles are strong. For, if we look at

Fig. 246, we see that each solute particle prevents three solvent particles

from coming together under their mutual attraction that is to say, it

prevents them from falling to a state of much lower potential energy.

We can be certain that, when neon or argon is dissolved in water, the

solute particles will not tend to take up such positions, which are suitable

only for a solute particle which attracts an adjacent solvent particle with

a force at least as great as the force of attraction between two adjacent

solvent particles.

In the case of a singly charged atomic ion in aqueous solution we have

estimated the mutual potential energy between the ion and an adjacent

water molecule when they are of nearly the same size, and have found

the value to be about four times as great as the mutual potential energy

of two adjacent water molecules. We conclude then that in the vicinity

of an atomic ion the water structure will have to build itself round the

ion, insofar as this is possible.

The theory of the structure of ice and water, proposed by Bernal and

Fowler, has already been mentioned. They also discussed the solvation

of atomic ions, comparing theoretical values of the heats of solvation with

the observed values. As a result of these studies they came to the con-

clusion that at room temperature the situation of any alkali ion or any

halide ion in water was very similar to that of a water molecule itself

namely, that the number of water molecules in contact with such an ion

was usually four. At any rate the observed energies were consistent

with this conclusion. This would mean that each atomic ion in solution

occupies a position which, in pure water, would be occupied by a water

nloldfeule. In other words, each solute particle occupies a position nor-

mally occupied by a solvent particle; as already mentioned, a solution

<of this kind is said to be formed by the process of one-for-one substitu-

ion (see also Sec. 39).

1 R. W. Gurney, ''Introduction to Statistical Mechanics," Chapter 7, McGraw-Hill,

1949.
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27. Diffusion in Liquids. Suppose that we have two quantities of

water, in one of which all the H 2 molecules contain the oxygen isotope

O 18
,
and in the other of which they contain the usual isotope O 16

;
we

know that, if we carefully place the two in contact, the molecules in each

will, in course of time, slowly diffuse into the other; this will take place

even at temperatures near the freezing point. Although, as noted, X-ray
studies of water show the presence of a high degree of local order, we
must suppose that each molecule, in course of time, describes a random

motion through the liquid. In describing a liquid, the problem is to

reconcile the random motion with the presence of a high degree of local

order. Although a molecule may often belong to an ordered group, like

that depicted in Fig. 20, nevertheless in course of time, it will describe

a random path through the liquid.

Let us fix attention on a particular H 2O molecule A in the interior of

water (if we wish to identify this molecule we can suppose that it con-

tains a nucleus of the oxygen isotope O 18
); and let us consider the water

molecules which happen to be nearest neighbors of this molecule at the

moment. These molecules htive been in contact with A for different

lengths of time. Since all the molecules in the liquid wander about,

there was a time when none of these molecules was in contact with A.

Further, if we could now begin to watch these molecules, we should find

that, after the lapse of different periods of time, they become separated

from A and each is replaced by another molecule. Similar remarks can

be made about the molecules which come into contact with any chosen

molecule. We can now raise the question What is the rate of turnover

of this process? The rate depends on the degree of local order and dis-

order, which in turn depends on the strength and character of the forces

between adjacent molecules.

To make this problem precise, consider two molecules which at any
time cease to be nearest neighbors. Let us denote by r the length of

time during which they have been in "contact" that is, during which

they have been nearest neighbors to each other. If we consider all the

molecules in a definite amount of liquid at temperature T during a cer-

tain period of time, we can denote by n(r) 5r the total number of occa-

sions on which two neighbors separate after a period of continuous

contact lying between T and (T + 5r). Or, more conveniently, if we con-

sider any two molecules which at a certain moment become nearest

neighbors, we can denote by p(r) dr the probability that the time elapsing

before they separate again will have a value lying between r and (T + dr).

If we compare different liquids at temperature T
7

,
there will be a char-

acteristic function p(r) for each liquid. With rise of temperature, as the

Brownian motion becomes more lively, p(r) will doubtless change in
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a way as to favor shorter periods of contact. At any temperature T
there will be a mean value of r; the probability that two molecules

remain in contact for a period many times longer than this mean value

will be small. If we suppose that, for any two molecules that are nearest

neighbors, the act of separation is brought about by the operation of

random events, the problem is similar to some encountered in the kinetic

theory of gases (where the probability that a molecule will travel a dis-

tance lj long compared with the mean free path X, without making a

collision, is proportional to e~'/x). If any two adjacent molecules in the

liquid happen to have already been in contact for a period greater than

the average, this fact neither diminishes nor augments the probability

of their separating; thus for large values of r, at any rate, p(r) will be of

the form

(40)

where TO is a parameter characteristic of the liquid at this temperature.

Something quantitative is known about the time scale of p(r) in the case of molten

metals, which are rather simple liquids. From the rate of self-diffusion of radioactive

Pb atoms in molten lead, for example, it has been possible to estimate the length of

time during which any two atoms of the liquid arc likely to be nearest neighbors.

And, further, it was shown by Andrade that this value ran be successfully correlated

with the viscosity of the liquid metal. 1 In the course of its Brownian motion a

particle of the liquid takes on the average a certain time to move a distance equal to its

own diameter. It is, of course, possible that, while so moving, a particle and all of

its z neighbors will remain in contact that is, it is possible that occasionally a group
of (z -f 1) or more particles moves a short distance on bloc. But in the random motion

of the molecules in the liquid as a whole this is likely to be an unusual occurrence; when
a particle of the liquid, in its Brownian motion, has moved a distance equal to its own

diameter, at least one of its nearest neighbors is likely to have been changed this

neighbor is likely to have been replaced by another molecule.

From the rate of diffusion of radioactive PI) in molten lead, Andrade estimated

that it takes an atom about 2 X 10~n second to move a distance equal to its own
diameter. 1 If the period of atomic vibration is 5 X 10~J3

second, this time is equiva-
lent to about 40 atomic vibrations. From the considerations brought forward by

Andrade, it appears that the same estimates would apply to liquid mercury above its

melting point that is, near room temperature. When we ask how often the particles

of such a liquid change neighbors, it is clear that the rate of turnover is extremely large.

If, for example, in (37) we set TO equal to 10~ 10
second, the chance that two particles

remain in contact for as long as 7 X 10~10 second is less than one in a thousand.

It was mentioned in Sec. 24 that in water at room temperature the

average number of nearest neighbors for any H 2O molecule is about 4.5,

indicating that the number continually fluctuates between 4 and 5, or

between 4 and 6. Whenever the number of neighbors of a particular

molecule falls from 5 to 4, presumably any one of the five neighbors may
1 E. N. da C. Andrade, Phil. Mag., 17, 497, 698 (1934).
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be the one to leave. As the rate of turnover is great, it is improbable

that two molecules spend a long time in contact with each other. If it

is unlikely that they spend 10~ 7 second in contact, it will be still less

likely that they spend 10~ 6
second, and still more unlikely that they

spend 10~ 5 second in contact before separating. A satisfactory theory

of liquid structure would tell us the form of p(r) and would enable us to

treat such problems as the diffusion of one isotope through another.

Problem

Using the method given in Note 2 of the Appendix, obtain an expression for the

mutual potential energy of the two dipoles shown in Fig. 21



CHAPTER 4

The Contact between Solvent and Solute Particles Molecules and

Molecular Ions in Solution. Incomplete Dissociation into Free

Ions. Proton Transfers in Solution. Stokes's Law. The Varia-

tion of Electrical Conductivity with Temperature. Correlation

between Mobility and Its Temperature Coefficient. Electrical

Conductivity in Non-aqueous Solvents. Electrical Conduction by

Proton Jumps. Mobility of Ions in D 2O.

28. The Contact between Solvent and Solute Particles. Although

something has been said about the electrical conductivity of aqueous

solutions, a large part of the foregoing chapter was devoted to the solvent

itself. We may next apply the method of Sec. 27 to the random motion

of a solute particle. Suppose that in water we have one solute particle,

whose size is roughly the same as the size of an H^O molecule. Let us

pay attention to the water molecules that from time to time come into

contact with this solute particle. We can obviously give to this problem
a treatment similar to that given to contact between the solvent mole-

cules themselves. Any water molecule that comes into contact with this

solute particle will spend a time T before separating and resuming an

independent random movement. After a long time has elapsed, n(r) 5r

may be used to denote the number of occasions on which duration of

contact with this solute particle has had a value lying between T and

(T + 5r). In this way we can set up a function p(r) such that the quan-

tity p(r) 8r gives the probability that, when contact is made, its duration

will have a value lying between T and (T + 5r). For each species of

solute particle in water at room temperature the function p(r) will have

a form characteristic of the species, favoring relatively short or relatively

long periods of contact.

In Sec. 25 we examined the force of attraction between an atomic ion

and a solvent dipole, and compared it with the attraction between two
solvent dipoles. If we discuss water molecules in contact with the

potassium ion K+, for example, we may expect to find that the function

58
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p(r) favors longer periods of contact than occur between two H 2 mole-

cules in pure water. Furthermore, a small ion allows in (39) a closer

approach than a larger ion. If then we consider water molecules in con-

tact with Na+ in aqueous solution, we may expect to find that p(r) favors

longer duration of contact than in the case of K+, Rb4
,
or Cs+ .

To represent p(r) in accordance with (40), two exponential curves have

been drawn in Fig. 25, one favoring longer periods of contact than the

other. These curves may be taken to refer to the same ion in a solvent

at two different temperatures, or to refer to two different species of ions

at the same temperature. The curves must intersect, for the following

reason. The duration of a contact

must certainly have some value; in

other words the total probability is

unity. Now when a curve in Fig.

25 is completed, the total area under

the curve represents the probability

that r has some value. In every case,

then, the curve must be drawn so '

that the total area under the curve
, . .^ A ,. .

A FIG 25
is equal to unity. A satisfactory

theory would tell us how these curves should be drawn for various species

of ions. In Sec. 32 we shall again examine the factors that influence

the mobility of ions.

29. Molecules and Molecular Ions in Solution. When two alkali

atoms are brought together in a vacuum, the quantum-mechanical forces

of attraction between them,
1 which give rise to the diatomic molecules

Li2 ,
Na 2 ,

and K2,
are similar to those between two hydrogen atoms,

which give rise to H 2 . Now the two valence electrons of the calcium

atom are two 4s electrons; and the singly charged calcium ion Ca+ has

one 4s electron, like the potassium atom. Thus, when two Ca+ ions are

brought together in a vacuum, there will be the same quantum-mechani-
cal forces of attraction. Owing, however, to the fact that the calcium

nucleus bears a greater positive charge than that of the potassium atom,
the electrostatic repulsion between the nuclei prevents the formation of a

stable (Ca 2)
++ ion in a vacuum.

If we had any means of reducing the electrostatic repulsion without,

at the same time, affecting the quantum-mechanical attraction, we should

have the possibility of forming such doubly charged molecular ions.

Now a polar solvent has just the required properties; the alignment of

the solvent dipoles greatly reduces the electrostatic repulsion, but the

quantum-mechanical forces of attraction arise from the rapid motion of

1 R. W Gurney, "Elementary Quantum Mechanics," Chapter 6, Cambridge, 1934.
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electrons, which is so rapid that the dipoles do not respond at all to them.

The valence electrons of the mercury atom are two 6s electrons, and

the mercury ion Hg+ has one 6s electron, like the atom of gold. In

aqueous solution the electrostatic repulsion between the two nuclei

is greatly reduced, while the quantum-mechanical attraction is scarcely

affected, with the result 1 that the well-known stable (Hg 2)"
l
"f ion is

formed [although no stable (Caa)
++ ion seems to exist].

in Chapter 2 the curve of Fig. 7 was introduced, to show the mutual

potential energy arising from short-range forces in contrast to that

arising from long-range electrostatic forces. To account for the jexistence

of molecules and molecular ions in solution, we need the same curve with

the scale of ordinates reduced so as to be comparable with those of Fig.

86 rather than with those of Fig. 8a.

Such a curve is reproduced in Fig. 26a

and again in Fig. 27a. But in Fig. 266

we have the mirror image of the curve

of Fig. 86, to represent the electrostatic

repulsion between two ions of like sign in

solution. The resultant curve obtained

by adding the ordinates of Figs. 26a and

266 is shown in Fig. 26c. The potential

energy of the (Hg 2)
++

ion, when plotted

against the distance between the two Hg
nuclei, must have this form.

The negative ions 0~~, S~, Se~, and Te~

have, respectively, the same number of

electrons and the same electronic configu-

ration as the halogen atoms F, Cl, Br, and

I. When we bring together two Te~ ions in a vacuum, or in a solution,

we have the same quantum-mechanical forces of attraction as between

two iodine atoms. In a vacuum, however, no stable (Te 2)
==
ions will be

formed owing to the intense electrostatic repulsion. But as long ago as

1923 it was discovered 2 that the tellurium negative ions in aqueous
solution exist in the form (Te2)~. In this molecular ion the potential

energy plotted against the distance between the two nuclei must again

follow a curve like that depicted in Fig. 26c.

We discussed the function p(r) for the duration of contact between

two solvent molecules in Sec. 27, and in Sec. 28 for the contact between

a solvent molecule and an ion. We can now extend the same ideas to

the duration of contact between two ions in a dilute solution. Consider,

1 H. W. Gurnoy, J Chem. Phys., 6, 499 (1938).
* Karsanowskv, Z. anorg. Chem., 128, 17 (1923).

FIG 26
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for example, an aqueous solution of calcium chloride at room tempera-
ture. In their random motions a Ca++ ion and a Cl~ ion may come into

contact with each other. A time T will elapse before they lose contact,

and each resumes its separate random motion. A function p(r) will

describe the probability that the duration of such a contact will have a

value T. Since the solute CaCl 2 is regarded as completely dissociated

into ions in aqueous solution at room temperature, p(r) will doubtless

favor very short periods of contact.

Consider next a similar solution of PbCU. The radius ascribed to

the ion Pb++ is only a little larger than that of Ca++ . The question

arises whether the form of the function p(r) for contact between Pb++

and Cl~ will be similar to that for contact between Ca++ and Cl~ in the

same solvent. It has been mentioned in Sec. 20 that in aqueous solution

PbCU has an abnormally low conductivity. This has been ascribed to

the association of Pb++ and Cl~ ions to form molecular ions of the form

(PbCl)
+

. We are led to inquire whether we can draw a clear distinction

between such a molecular ion, on the one hand, arid a pair of ions that

happen to remain in contact for a time r.

We can make a precise statement on this question, basing our distinc-

tion on the contrast between long-range and short-range forces of attrac-

tion. Between the ions Ca4"* and Cl~ the only short-range forces will be

forces of repulsion when their electronic shells come into contact; for

both the ions Ca++ and 01" contain the same number of electrons as a

neutral argon atom, and the electronic structure is similar to that of

argon; there will therefore be no quantum-mechanical forces of attrac-

tion between Ca++ and 01". On the other hand, the Pb++ ion does not

have a rare-gas structure. The low conductivity of PbCl 2 in aqueous
solution doubtless arises from the fact that short-range quantum-mechan-
ical forces of attraction between Pb++ and Cl~ are superimposed on the

usual long-range electrostatic forces.

In the above case we obtained a molecular ion (PbCl)
+ because we

started with a pair of ions whose charges differed in magnitude. If,

instead, we consider a pair of singly charged ions of opposite sign, or a

pair of doubly charged ions of opposite sign, we may obtain a neutral

molecule in solution. And we may use the same concepts in order to

draw a clear distinction between a genuine neutral molecule, and a pair

of ions which happen to remain in contact for a time r.

As an example we may mention an aqueous solution of thallous chlo-

ride, T1C1. The radius ascribed to the ion Tl+ is a little larger than that

of K+, and about equal to that of the rubidium ion Rb+. The electrical

conductivity of a dilute solution of T1C1 is not very different from that

of KC1 or RbCl, but its variation with the concentration of T1C1 is
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abnormal. With increase of concentration the conductivity falls below

the expected values. We notice that, whereas the ions Rb+ and K+
have the same electronic structure as krypton and argon, the ion Tl+

does not have a rare-gas structure, and there is the possibility of short-

range forces of attraction.

The curve of Fig. 27<z, which is the same as that of Fig. 26a, has already
been referred to above. In Fig. 276 we have a curve for the long-range
electrostatic forces of attraction between two ions of unlike sign in solu-

tion. When both short-range and

long-ranges forces of attraction are

present, we have to add the ordinates.

The resultant curve, obtained by add-

ing the ordinates, is shown in Fig.

27c. It will be seen that the short-

range forces give rise to a narrow

pocket at the end of the electrostatic

curve, the additional depth of this

pocket being the depth of the poten-
tial minimum in Fig. 27a. For each

solute that is completely ionized in

aqueous solution we must suppose
that this potential pocket is absent or

else is so shallow that it has no ap-

preciable effect.

We see that we can attach a def-

inite physical meaning both to the

existence of a neutral molecule in

solution, and to the dissociation of this

molecule into a pair of ions. Con-
sider points near P and near Q in Fig.

27c. A point on the curve near P corresponds to the situation where the

distance between the nuclei of the two ions has, say, the value OA, while

a point on the curve near Q corresponds to the separation OB. If the

separation of the nuclei is increased from OA to OB, a considerable

amount of work is done against the short-range forces of attraction, in

order to go from P to Q. But at Q the short-range forces are no longer

operative; and the neutral molecule has been dissociated into a pair of

ions, between which there is the usual electrostatic attraction.

A diagram similar to Fig. 27c enables us to attach a definite physical

meaning to the dissociation of a molecular ion, such as (PbCl)+ into a

pair of atomic ions.

Returning to the point Q in Fig. 27c, it is evident that, if we wish

(c)

FIG. 27
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further to increase the separation of the two ions, an additional amount
of work is required, in order to go from Q to R in the diagram. The

magnitude of this electrostatic work will depend on whether we are deal-

ing with singly charged or doubly charged ions and will depend on the

solvent in which the ions are dissolved. Since these electrostatic forces

are operative for all species of ions, whether short-range forces are present

or not, we may at this point return to an examination of the wide ques-
tion raised in Sec. 20 as to the relation between strong and weak electro-

lytes in different solvents.

30. Incomplete Dissociation into Free Ions. As is well known, there

are many substances which behave as a strong electrolyte when dis-

solved in one solvent, but as a weak electrolyte Avhen dissolved in another

solvent. In any solvent the Debye-TItickel-Onsager theory predicts how
the ions of a solute should behave in an applied electric field, if the solute

is completely dissociated into free ions. When we wish to survey the

electrical conductivity of those solutes which (in certain solvents) behave

as weak electrolytes, we have to ask, in each case, the question posed in

Sec. 20: in this solution is it true that, at any moment, every ion responds
to the applied electric field in the way predicted by the Debye-Hiickel

theory, or does a certain fraction of the solute fail to respond to the field

in this way? In cases where it is true that, at any moment, a certain

fraction of the solute fails to contribute to the conductivity, we have

to ask the further question: is this failure due to the presence of short-

range forces of attraction, or can it be due merely to the presence of

strong electrostatic forces?

Even in a very dilute solution containing uncharged solute particles

we may expect to find a few pairs of solute particles in contact or near

contact. In an ionic solution, if we first pay attention to ions bearing

charges of the same sign, we are, if anything, likely to find fewer pairs in

such situations. Turning next to ions of opposite sign, the question is

whether we shall find an appreciably larger number of pairs in contact

or near contact than in a solution of uncharged particles at the same

concentration. The answer to this question must be put in terms of the

energy of thermal agitation. We can say definitely that if, in a certain

dilute solution, we find many such close pairs, it is due to the fact that

the energy of thermal agitation at the temperature considered is insuffi-

cient to ensure that these ions execute independent random motion. We
can add that if, in the absence of a field, these pairs of oppositely charged

ions are unable to execute independent Brownian motion, then when an

external field is applied, they will not contribute to the electric current.

To see that this is true, we have only to examine the energies involved.

If the random motion of the two ions is not independent, this is because
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the magnitude of their mutual potential energy is larger than, or at least

comparable with kT, which at room temperature is A electron-volt.

The question is whether an applied field will be able to break up the pair.

If the field applied to the solution is as great as 1 volt/cm, the work

required to take an electronic charge through a distance of 10~ 7 cm is

only 10~ 7 electron-volt. We see that the energy available from the

field is nearly a million times too small.

In 1926 the idea was put forward by Bjerrum
1

that, when discussing

the solute particles of a weak electrolyte, we do not have to choose

between free ions and neutral molecules but that there is a kin4 of inter-

mediate state. To this third state Bjerrum gave the name associated ion

pair. An associated ion pair is a pair of oppositely charged ions caught

in each other's field, in the manner described above; one or more solvent

molecules may separate the two ions, between which only the usual long-

range electrostatic forces are operative. A solute will behave as a com-

pletely dissociated electrolyte only provided that associated ion pairs

are not formed; in addition, short-range forces of attraction like those in

(PbCl)+ must be absent. The problem then is to decide under what

conditions associated ion pairs will be present. In the solution of a uni-

univalent or of a di-divalent substance an associated ion pair will be

electrically neutral and in important respects will behave like a neutral

molecule: (1) it will not contribute to the electric current, and (2) there

will be a dissociative equilibrium in the solution between the free ions

and the neutral ion pairs ;
this equilibrium can be described by means of a

dissociation constant just as for neutral molecules.

A criterion for the presence of associated ion pairs was suggested by

Bjerrum. This at first appeared to be somewhat arbitrary. An investi-

gation by Fuoss,
2
however, threw light on the details of the problem and

set up a criterion that was the same as that suggested by Bjerrum.

According to this criterion, atomic ions and small molecular ions will not

behave as strong electrolytes in any solvent that has a dielectric con-

stant less than about 40. Furthermore, di-divalent solutes will not

behave as strong electrolytes even in aqueous solution.
3 Both these

predictions are borne out by the experimental data.

31. Proton Transfers in Solution. We must turn now to another

aspect of the problem thejamiliar fact that the most important weak

electrolytes are those involving proton transfers^namely, the familiar

weak acids and weak bases. In aqueous solution, as is well known, the

salts of weak acids (ttj&valent and di-trivalent salts are excluded)

1 N. Bjerrum, Kgl Danske Videntkab. Selkab., 7, No. 9 (1926).
2 R. M. Fuoss, Trans. Faraday Soc., 30, 967 (1934).
8
See, for example, B. B. Owen and R. W. Curry, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 60, 3077 (1938).
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behave as strong electrolytes, while the acids themselves are weak electro-

lytes. In a solution of sodium acetate, for example, if we bring together
a cation and an anion, bringing the Na+ ion into contact with that part

of the (CH 3COO)~ ion that bears the negative charge, the maximum
amount of potential energy has been lost, and now the forces of mutual

repulsion between the electronic shells come into play. Consider next

an aqueous solution of acetic acid, in which we bring together an (H 8O)+
and an anion, until their electronic shells come into contact. The situa-

tion here is different in one respect, since a further step is possible: one

of the protons in the (H 30)
+ ion may be transferred to the interior of

the anion. If the proton remains in the vacant level of this anion, this

leaves a neutral acetic acid molecule surrounded by neutral water mole-

cules. In this last step the electrostatic field surrounding the ions has

disappeared, and the energy associated with this field has been dissipated ;

in fact, the amount of electrostatic energy lost in this last step is com-

parable with the amount lost in the previous process of bringing the two

ions together. At the same time, there is the binding of the proton in

the anion to be taken into account. For each species of anion the bind-

ing energy has a characteristic value.

In the same way, in an aqueous solution of HC1 we can consider an

(H 30)+ ion brought into contact with a Cl~ ion, and we can imagine one

of the protons taken from the (H 30)+ and introduced into the electronic

cloud of the Cl~ ion. This leaves a neutral HC1 molecule surrounded

by neutral water molecules. If we wished to transfer the proton back

to any adjacent water molecule, we should have to supply the energy

necessary to recreate the electrostatic field that has disappeared in this

last step. Nevertheless, this last step will be reversed spontaneously.

The vacant level offered to the proton by an adjacent water molecule is

so much lower than the lowest level that can be occupied by a proton in

the HC1 molecule that the proton will quickly fall out of the latter into

one of the adjacent water molecules. Evidently the energy released in

this process is more than sufficient to recreate the electrostatic field

appropriate to the two ions in contact. As a result, the strongest acids

appear to be completely dissociated, not only at the lowest concentra-

tions, but also in moderately dilute solutions. On the other hand, when

the molecule of a weak acid is in water, we have the converse situation.

The vacant proton level provided by an adjacent H 2O molecule lies

higher than the level occupied by the proton in the acid molecule. In

order to transfer a proton to a distant water molecule, work has to be

done first against short-range forces, and then against the long-range

electrostatic forces; compare Fig. 27c. In Sec. 29 it was pointed out

that the quantum-mechanical forces arise from the motion of electrons
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that is so rapid that the molecular dipoles cannot respond; the forces

are therefore nearly independent of the environment and are relatively

insensitive to temperature, in contrast to the electrostatic forces. It is

because the quantum-mechanical forces are independent of temperature

that, as was stated in Sec. 15, when a contribution from quantum-mechan-
ical forces is present, the change in entropy involves only the electro-

static contribution, which is sensitive to temperature, and the discussion

of equation (27) applies to the electrostatic contribution separately.

32. Stokes's Law. In the simplest problem of laminar flow one con-

siders the velocity gradient in a fluid near a plane wall, assuming that

the fluid in contact with the wall adheres to it and, if the wall is moving,
moves with it without slip. In the problem associated with the name of

Stokes the boundary is a spherical surface, such as would be provided by
a rigid spherical body that is pulled through the fluid with uniform

velocity; in this case it is assumed that the fluid in contact with the

spherical wall adheres to it and moves with it without slip. A discussion

of the velocity gradients near the sphere leads to an expression for the

viscous drag in terms of the known viscosity of the fluid. For a sphere

of radius a the force K that is required to maintain a terminal velocity

v is given by

K = &mav M '
3

where t\ is the viscosity and p the density of the fluid. When the second

term in parentheses is small compared with unity, this reduces to

K =
QTTTjav (41)

the solution that was given in 1845 by Stokes. In treating the problem
in terms of viscosity, one is assuming that the radius a of the sphere is

large compared with the inhomogeiieitics of the medium; that is to say,

large compared with a molecular diameter in the case of motion through
a liquid, and large compared with the mean free path in the case of motion

through a gas.

Let us consider more closely what is meant when we say that the

liquid moves with the sphere without slip. The thinnest film that can

adhere to the sphere is a monomolecular film. If the radius of a mole-

cule is am,
the thickness of a monomolecular film will be 2aw . When a

rigid sphere of radius a is moving through the liquid with velocity v, and
a monomolecular film is moving with it without slip, the result is that a

rigid sphere of radius (a + 2am) is moving through the liquid with

velocity v. When a is very large compared with 2am ,
this is not impor-

tant. On the other hand, when a and am are of the same order of magni-
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tude when, for example, a itself is not greater than 4am,
there is clearly

a discrepancy of at least 50 per cent between the radius of the original

sphere and that of the sphere with its monomolecular film. Stokes's law

is not intended to apply to such a case, and we must not expect to obtain

quantitative results by inserting the radius a into (41).

Returning to a sphere of large radius, we may add that, when it is

moving with velocity v, its motion is opposed by the viscous drag (41),

whatever the reason for its motion with velocity v. The motion may be

due entirely to thermal agitation, as in the case of the diffusion of particles

whose density is the same as that of the liquid. Or the motion may be

partly due to thermal agitation and partly to an external field, as in the

case of a small particle falling under gravity; or, in the case of a particle

bearing an electric charge, the motion may be influenced by the presence
of an electric field. In each case the viscous drag acting on the sphere

has the same value, (41). Thus, for a sphere whose radius is large com-

pared with the inhomogeneities of the medium, (41) may be used in

three problems: (1) Brownian motion, (2) diffusion, and (3) mobility in

an electric field.

In the nineteenth century a liquid was thought to be like a gas. In

a gas a molecule makes a collision, travels freely, makes another collision,

again travels freely, and so on. It was thought that a liquid should be

described in the same way only with much shorter free paths. In a

solution each solute particle would make frequent collisions with solvent

molecules. But in an aqueous solution containing atomic ions the ques-

tion was asked: between collisions is the atomic ion traveling alone, or

does it travel with water molecules attached to it? Electrochemists

unanimously came to the conclusion that to each species of atomic ion

several water molecules were attached, to form a hydrate; when they

spoke of the mobility of the ion, they meant, the mobility of this large

rigid hydrated ion.

The internal structure of a liquid at a temperature near its freezing

point has been discussed in Sec. 24. Each molecule vibrates in a little

cage or cell, whose boundaries are provided by the adjacent molecules,

as in Fig. 20, and likewise for each solute particle in solution in a solvent

near its freezing point. It is clear that the question of the hydration of

ions no longer arises in its original form. In aqueous solution an atomic

ion will never be in contact with less than three or four water molecules,

which in turn will be in contact with other water molecules, and so on.

There is an electrostatic attraction, not only between the ion and the

molecular dipoles in immediate contact with it, but also between the ion

and molecular dipoles that are not in contact with it. For solvent

dipoles that are in contact with a small doubly charged ion, such as Ca++,
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the function p(r) may favor rather long periods of attachment. But for

singly charged ions it is especially difficult to attach much meaning to

the idea of a rigid hydrated ion with a spherical boundary.
Since the term "hydration" refers to aqueous solutions only, the word

"solvation" was introduced as a general term for the process of forming
a solvate in solution. The terms "solvation" and "heat of solvation"

were introduced at a time when little or nothing was known about polar

molecules. We know now that, when an atomic ion is present in a

solvent, the molecular dipoles are subject to the ionic field, whose inten-

sity falls off in 1/r
2
. We cannot draw a sphere round the ion and say that

molecules within this sphere react with the ion to form a solvated ion,

while molecules outside do not. The only useful meaning that can now
be attached to the term solvation is the total interaction between ion and

solvent. As already mentioned, this is the sense in which the term is

used in this book.

In various contexts the idea of water molecules firmly attached to ions has been so

prevalent that surprise was sometimes expressed when evidence to the contrary was

found; for example, "We thought it probable that in alcoholic solutions containing a

little water and a lot of LiCI most of the water would be firmly attached and its activity

reduced almost to zero. This, however, is not the case. The activity of water in the

solution containing 0.17 moles of water per thousand grams is only reduced to 25% of

its original value by 4 m LiCI." 1

33. The Variation of Electrical Conductivity with Temperature. In

making a wide survey of the various properties of ions in solution, wo

continually meet three types of problems: (1) comparing different species

of ions in the same solvent; (2) dealing with the same species of ions in

different solvents; and (3) dealing with ions in the same solvent at

different temperatures. We may mention here a fact that will be met

again in later chapters that a simple theory is sometimes more successful

in dealing with the third type of problem than with the other two.

Whether we are discussing mobilities or some other property, a simple

theory may predict fairly well the rate at which this property varies with

temperature, even when the same theory is of little use in discussing

aspects (1) and (2) ;
that is to say, we can sometimes predict a temperature

coefficient within a few per cent of the observed value, even when the

relative values predicted for ions of different sizes, or for ions in different

solvents, are nowhere near the truth.

The application of Stokes
J

s law to mobilities is a case in point. In

Sec. 35 we shall show that, if we compare mobilities of ions in methanol,

ethanol, and water, a crude application of Stokes's law yields values that

do not even lie in the right order. Nevertheless, when we discuss ionic

1 R. Shaw and J. A. V Butler, Proc. Roy. Soc., 129A, 533 (1930).
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mobilities in aqueous solution as a function of temperature, the results are

quite interesting; the observed temperature coefficients are fairly close

to the values expected from theory; and furthermore, where for certain

species a deviation is found, a simple interpretation of the discrepancy
seems to yield useful information about the environment of the ion.

With rise of temperature any solvent becomes less viscous. For
visible particles the Brownian motion is observed to become more lively;

and in the same way we should expect a solute particle to execute a more

lively random motion. As a result, the mobility of each species of ion

should increase with rise of temperature.
Since the expression (41) is deduced for a sphere whose radius is large

compared with the molecules of the liquid, it is not known to what extent

the behavior of atomic and small molecular ions should be in accordance

with (41). It is clear that, if (41) were applicable, the value of the

mobility should vary inversely with the viscosity. If for any ion the K
on the left-hand side of (41) is set equal to the constant force acting on the

ion in a field of unit intensity, the v on the right-hand side of (41) becomes

equal to the mobility u. Since K is independent of temperature the

product of u and rj should be independent of temperature. From Table

42 it will be seen that at 25 C the viscosity of water is almost exactly half

the viscosity at 0C; thus, according to (41) the mobility u of each ion

should be double.

In general, if at any two temperatures T\ and T% the viscosity of a

solvent has the values T/I and Tj 2 ,
and the mobility of an ion has the values

u\ and u2 ,
the quantity t^W^Mi would be equal to unity for any ion

whose behavior is in accordance with (41). Taking 1\ to denote a tem-

perature greater than 7\, if we write

C\ - -
2

(42)1 ^

C\ will serve as a measure of the mean temperature coefficient of the

mobility over the range between T\ and T%\ the value of C\ will be greater

or less than unity according as the temperature coefficient of the mobility

is unusually great or small.

Shortly after the formulation of the Debye-Huckel theory, a survey of

the data on ionic mobilities from this point of view was made, extrapolat-

ing the values to infinite dilution. 1 Table 4 gives values of C\ for atomic

and molecular ions for Ti = 0C and T2
= 18C.

34. Correlation between Mobility and Its Temperature Coefficient.

For most species of ions in Table 4 it will be seen that the value of CJ
8
is

appreciably less than unity ;
with rise of temperature the mobility increases

1 P. Walden and H. Ulich, Z. phyaik. Chem., 106, 89 (1923).
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somewhat less rapidly than is expected from (41). The values given at

the bottom of the table for the tetraethyl-ammonium positive ion and

the picrate negative ion both very large ions are near unity, as

expected from (42) for large particles. In Fig. 28 values of CJ
8

are

plotted for each ion against the equivalent conductivity at 18C. Unlike

CJ
8

1.00

0.98

0.96

0.94

0.92

0.90

20 40 60 80

FIG. 28. Values of Cj
8 from Table 4 plotted against the equivalent conductivity at

18C.

most properties of solutes, which are known only for ion pairs, the

quantities plotted in Fig. 28 are known for positive and negative ions

separately.

TABLE 4. TEMPERATURE VARIATION OF IONIC MOBILITIES
rill riia

Na+
K+

i 00 3

978

933

91 6

93<>

N0
3

~

IOJT.

0107....
(C 2H 6) 4N+
C 6H 2(N02) 80-

0.909

0.91 4

91 6

0.962

0.92 7

1.01 4

99 8

It will be seen that ions which have an unusually high mobility have,
at the same time, an abnormally low temperature coefficient for the

mobility. The points in the diagram make a definite pattern, the values
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for the atomic ions lying near to a straight line, while the points for

molecular ions lie about a nearly parallel line. We may ask next whether

there is any reason to expect that ions of exceptionally high mobility will

have an abnormally small temperature coefficient.

Consider first how the properties of pure water vary with temperature.

With rise of temperature the degree of short-range order progressively

decreases, and this is reflected in the rapid decrease in the viscosity of the

water. Suppose now that, in the co-sphere of an ion, at room tempera-
ture or below, there is (for some reason) a local loosening of the water

structure; this will have two effects: (1) in its Brownian motion the ion

will have a greater freedom of movement than it otherwise would have;
its random motion will be more lively, and consequently, in an electric

field, it will have a greater mobility ; (2) we may suppose that, with rise of

temperature, the freedom of movement of the ion will be less affected

than it otherwise would be. In the water there is only a certain amount
of order to be lost

;
and if, in the co-sphere of the ion a certain amount of

this order has been lost already at a low temperature, there will remain

less order to be progressively lost as the temperature rises; see Sec. 85.

We may expect then that, although as the temperature rises, the random
motion will become somewhat more lively, and the mobility will indeed

increase, nevertheless the increment in the mobility for this species of

ion will be less than normal. In this way we could account for the fact

that the ions that have the highest mobilities in Fig. 28 have at the same
time the smallest temperature coefficients. In Chapter 9 we shall find

that there is strong independent evidence that the above line of argument
is correct.

36. Electrical Conductivity in Non-aqueous Solvents. Let us now dis-

cuss the random motion of an atomic ion dissolved in methanol or

ethanol. It will be seen from Table 41 that the value of the dipole

moment on the OH group of these molecules differs little from that of the

TABLE 5. EQUIVALENT CONDUCTIVITIES IN METIIANOL AND ETHANOL AT 25Ca

M. Barak and H. Hartley, Z. physik. Chem., 165, 290 (1933)
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HjO molecule. Now (39) gives the magnitude of the mutual electro-

static energy of such a dipole and an ion separated by a distance r.

When the OH group of a methanol or ethanol molecule is in contact with

an atomic ion the value of r to be inserted in (39) presumably is roughly

the same as when a water molecule is in contact with the same ion. This

would lead us to expect that the force of attraction between an ion and an

adjacent solvent molecule would be similar in the three liquids.

Turning now to the Brownian motion of the ion, we must ask to what

extent adjacent solvent molecules will tend to accompany the ion in its

random motion, as a result of the mutual attraction. It appears* that the

strength of this mutual attraction will be similar in the three solvents.

But we notice that the size of the solvent molecules that tend to accom-

pany the ion is considerably larger in methanol than in water and will be

still larger in ethanol. This fact must be taken into account, if we

attempt to predict the relative mobilities of the ion in the three solvents.

The values of the viscosities of the three liquids are given in column 4

of Table 6. It will be seen that the viscosity of ethanol is twice that of

TABLE 6. ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY IN VARIOUS SOLVENTS

V. F. Hnizda and C. A. Kraus, /. Am. Chem. Soc., 71, 1565 (1949).

methanol, while the viscosity of water has a value lying intermediate

between these. Values for the limiting conductance of NaCl are given
in column 5; the value in aqueous solution is larger than in either of the

alcohols, and the same is true of other solutes. In the past these results

have been regarded as puzzling, since from Stokes's law a naive applica-

tion of (41) would lead us to expect that the value in aqueous solution

should lie intermediate between those in methanol and ethanol, since the

viscosity of water lies intermediate between the viscosities of the other

liquids. From what has been said above, however, it is clear that,

although every ionic mobility is influenced by the viscosity of the solvent,

the value of the viscosity of the pure liquid is not a reliable guide when we
want to know the degree to which a solvent molecule in contact with an
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ion tends to accompany this ion in its random motion, and the degree to

which this diminishes the mobility of the ion.

36. Electrical Conduction by Proton Jumps. As mentioned in Sec.

24, a hydroxyl ion may be regarded as a doubly charged oxygen ion 0",

containing a proton inside the electronic cloud of the ion, which has the

same number of electrons as a fluoride ion. The radius of the hydroxyl
ion cannot be very different from that of the fluoride ion. But it will be

seen from Table 2 that the mobility of the hydroxyl ion is about four times

as great. This arises from the fact that a large part of the mobility is

undoubtedly due to proton transfers. 1 Consider a water molecule in

contact with a hydroxyl ion. If a proton

jumps from the molecule to the ion,

H 2O + (OH)~ -> (OH)- + H 2O

the result is the same as if the molecule

and the ion had changed places. Figure
29a is intended to depict two H 2O mole-

cules and a hydroxyl ion, the latter con-

taining only one proton. Figure 296 shows

the resulting situation, if a proton has

jumped as indicated by the arrow in Fig.

29a. The next event may be either that

the same proton jumps back again or that

another proton jumps, as indicated by the

arrow in Fig. 29fr. In the absence of a field

we must suppose that for each hydroxyl ion

such proton transfers take place many
times a second, so that the effective random
motion of the ion due to this effect is more important than the actual

Brownian motion of the ion itself in the intervals between proton jumps.
When a field is applied these proton jumps will still take place in all

directions, but owing to the presence of a mechanism that will be described

below, the number of proton jumps having a component parallel to the

field will be slightly greater than the number having a component anti-

parallel to the field.

As will be seen from Table 2, the mobility of the hydrogen ion is even

greater than that of (OH)~. This high mobility is ascribed to successive

proton jumps of the kind

(H 30)+ + H 2O - H 2O + (H 3O)+

Conductivity due to similar proton jumps is present in other solvents.

Consider a bisulfate ion dissolved in sulfuric acid. The relation between
1 K. Hiickel, Z. Elektrochem. 34, 546 (1928).
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the (HSO 4)~ ion and the H 2S0 4 is the same as between (OH)~ and H 2O;
the (HS0 4)~ ion is a solvent molecule from which a proton has been

removed. A series of solutions containing different bisulfates dissolved

in sulfuric acid were found to have almost identical conductivities. 1 This

fact was not explained until the transport numbers of the positive and

negative ions were measured. In barium bisulfate, for example, it was

found that more than 99 per cent of the current was being carried by the

negative ions. 2 The difference between one species of positive ion and

another could not make itself apparent when in each case the positive ions

were carrying less than 1 per cent of the current.

The viscosity of pure H 2SO4 at 25C is 27.6 times greater than that of

water
; consequently the normal migration of ions is extremely slow. The

comparatively high mobility of the (HSO 4)~ ion undoubtedly arises from

successive proton transfers to the ion from an adjacent solvent molecule:'2

H 2S() 4 + (HSO 4)~ -> (HS0 4)- + H 2S0 4

Owing to the enormous viscosity of the solvent, the result of these proton
transfers is more striking than in other liquids.

It was pointed out in Sec. 24 that the HOH molecule may be regarded
as an oxygen ion in which two protons are embedded. In the same way
the OH group in an alcohol molecule may be regarded as an 0~ ion con-

taining a proton. The positive charge associated with the embedded

proton, together with an equal negative charge, gives to the OH group a

dipole moment; and it has been suggested
3 that in a liquid alcohol some

dipoles become linked to form chains, as depicted in Fig. 30, where 0,

denotes the positions of the oxygen nuclei, and P, P the positions of the

protons.

When a strong acid, such as HC1, is dissolved in methanol, the proton

is doubtless transferred to a CH 3OH molecule, to form a (CHjOH 2)
+
ion,

analogous to the (H 3O)+ ion in water. It will be seen that the value given

in Table 5 for the mobility of the hydrogen ion in methanol is much

greater than for the other ions, indicating that proton transfers take

place readily in this solvent, though the effect on the relative mobilities is

not so large as in water.

When a strong acid is dissolved in ethanol the (C 2H5OH 2)+ ion is like-

wise formed; and it will be seen from Table 5 that the mobility of the

hydrogen ion again indicates some contribution from proton jumps,

though the effect is smaller than in methanol.

Returning to aqueous solutions, in view of the fact that the CH 3OH
1 A. Hantzch, Z. physik. Chem., 61, 257 (1907).
2 L. P. Hammett and F. A. Lowenheim, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 66, 2620 (1934)

G. Oster and J. Kirkwood, /. Chem. Phys., 11, 175 (1943).
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molecule and the C2EUOH molecule have a vacancy for an additional

proton, it is of interest to consider the addition of a trace of methyl or

ethyl alcohol to the dilute aqueous solution of a weak acid and to ask

whether there is any effect which can be attributed to the capture of

protons from the (H 30)+ ions; or, alternatively, whether the addition of a

trace of water to the dilute solution of an acid in either alcohol will have

an effect that can be attributed to the capture of protons by H 2O mole-

cules, to form (H 30)
+

. Various phenomena show that the second effect

is present, but not the first. A trace of water added to a dilute solution of

""-. "^

FIG. 30. Possible arrangement of molecules in liquid methanol.

HC1 in ethyl alcohol causes a marked drop in the electrical conductivity,

which is ascribed to the partial suppression of proton jumps resulting

from the capture of protons from the (C 2H 5OH 2)+ ions, thus:

(C 2H &OH 2)+ + H 2
- C 2H 5OH + (H 3O)+ (43)

Since a small trace of water suffices to produce a large effect, the equilib-

rium of (43) evidently lies far in favor of the right-hand side (see also

See. 115), indicating that a water molecule dissolved in ethyl alcohol

provides a vacant level for an additional proton that lies lower than the

level occupied by the protons in the OH 2 group of the (C 2H 5OH 2)+ ion.

A proton captured in this lower level of (H 30)+ will have to wait until it

receives the necessary energy before it can move back to an alcohol mole-

cule. In the meantime the (H 30)
+ ion can merely contribute to the elec-

trical conductivity by drifting slowly in the field; only when the proton

has returned to an alcohol molecule can the rapid proton jumps be

resumed.
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A similar drop in electrical conductivity, though not so marked, is

observed on adding a trace of water to a dilute solution of HC1 in methanol,

which is attributed to the proton transfer

(CH 3OH 2)+ + H 2
-> CH 3OH (44)

In Figs. 31 and 32 the ordinates give the equivalent conductivity of HC1,
each point being the result of a series of measurements extrapolated to

infinite dilution. 1 For comparison with similar diagrams given in a later

70

- 50

0.04 0.02 0.04 0.02

FIG. 31. FIG. 32.

FIGS. 31 and 32. Abscissas give the mole fraction of water, ordinates give the

equivalent conductivity of HC1.

chapter, where the interpretation of the results will be further discussed,

abscissas have been chosen with the mole fraction of the water running
from right to left. In Fig. 31 the values of the ordinates run from 99.2

upward, 99.2 being the value that it was found necessary to ascribe to the

conductivity of the pair of ions (HsO)
4"

and Cl~ in the nearly pure metha-

nol. In Fig. 32 the ordinates run from 44.4 upward, 44.4 being the value

ascribed to the conductivity of these ions in the nearly pure ethanol. In

ethanol with added water the equilibrium (43) has also been studied by a

spectrophotometric method. The results, which will be mentioned in

*L. Thomas and E. Marum, Z. phijsik. Chem., 143, 213 (1929).
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Sec. 115, confirm the value of the equilibrium constant that had been

found from the conductivity.

The situation depicted in Fig. 29a permits a pair of successive proton

jumps having a large component in the direction from left to right. By
imagining a diagram which is the mirror image of Fig. 29, we can visualize

the converse situation which permits proton jumps from right to left.

Tn the absence of a field such converse situations will occur equally often.

We can now raise the question whether a uniform external field, say from

left to right, can somehow bring it about that situations permitting

proton transfers in one direction will occur more frequently than their

converse. Such a mechanism was proposed by Huckel,
1 and revived by

Wannier. 2
Consider, for example, the hydroxyl ion in Fig. 29. The

proton embedded in the (OH)~ ion gives to the ion a dipole moment; it

is assumed that the value of this dipole moment is greater than in the

H 2O molecule. A uniform external field will exert a couple on each

dipole Consequently, each hydroxyl ion will spend more time with

its proton facing the anode than with it facing the cathode. A glance

at Fig. 29 shows that this implies that each (OH)~ is more often in a

position to receive a proton from one direction than from the other. In

this theory of Huckel the function of the field is to provide a greater

number of opportunities for the protons to jump in the direction of the

field than in the reverse direction. The same remark must be made for

such ions as (T1 3O)
+ and (Cn 3OII 2)

+
,
etc. In such ions it is again the

protons which give to the ion its dipole moment, and it is this dipole

moment that promotes proton jumps in the right direction. We can

say then that the proton jumps contribute to the electrical conductivity

through the presence of a self-regulating mechanism.

We should now consider the possibility that in some cases proton

jumps take place readily but do so in random directions owing to the

absence of the requisite dipole moment. Returning to Fig. 30, suppose

that the proton is removed from the OH group of a methanol molecule;

we obtain thereby a negative metholate ion, (CH 3O)~, which bears the

same relation to CH 3OH as the hydroxyl ion bears to H 2O. Suppose,

for example, that the proton is removed from the molecule on the extreme

right of Fig. 30. The negative ion so formed is at once in a position to

receive a proton from its neighbor, which thereby is converted into a

negative ion and is, in turn, ready to receive a proton from the molecule

on its left. Successive proton transfers can thus run down the chain, and

will undoubtedly do so. The question is whether such proton jumps

1 Huckel, he. cit.

2 G. Wannier, Ann. Physik, 24, 545 (1935).
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take place much more readily in the direction of the field than against

the field.

The proton in the OH group of CH 3OH gives to the OH group a dipole

moment. But, in removing the proton to form the (CH 30)- ion, we have

removed the dipole moment. The same remark applies to the etholate

ion (C2H 50)~ in ethanol, and to the other alcoholate ions. In each of

these cases the ion does not possess the self-regulating mechanism.

Let us next consider liquid ammonia as solvent, in which the positive

ion (NH 4)+ corresponds to (H 3O)+ in water. From this ion a proton can

jump to an adjacent solvent molecule.

(NH 4)+ + NH 3 ---> NH 3 + (NH 4)+

The question arises whether an external electric field will have any large

influence on the direction of these proton transfers. In the NH 3 mole-

cule all three protons are situated in one hemisphere of the electronic

cloud, and so give to the molecule a dipole moment. In the (NH 4)+ ion,

on the other hand, it is generally accepted that the four protons are

placed symmetrically at the corners of a tetrahedron. Accordingly, the

(NH4)+ ion will have no dipole moment.

Turning now to the experimental data, we find that the mobility

of the (NH 4)
+ ion in liquid ammonia does not have any high value

that would indicate a contribution from proton jumps.
1 Nor does the

(CH 30)~ ion in methanol or the (C 2H 50)~ ion in ethanol solution. 2

These experimental data do not force us to accept the Hiickel mechanism
;

but if we do not accept the mechanism, we shall have to make some ad

hoc assumptions to explain these experimental results.

It should be noted that in a solution containing these ions the solute

should show an abnormally high rate of diffusion, in spite of the normal

electrical mobility. If the above explanation is correct, the truth is that

proton jumps take place freely, leading to a high rate of diffusion; only
when an electric field is applied, the proton jumps continue to be almost

randomly directed. This could be tested experimentally. If the diffu-

sion of NH 4C1 were compared with that of KC1 in liquid ammonia solu-

tion, its rate of diffusion should be somewhat higher than that expected
from the observed values of the relative conductivity in this solvent.

The same comparison could be made between the diffusion rate of

CH 3OK and KC1 in methanol solution. If 3D+ and >_ are, respectively,

the diffusion coefficients of the positive and the negative ions at infinite

dilution, the diffusion coefficient of the solute is given by

1 C. A. Kraus, "The Properties of Electrically Conducting Systems," Chemical

Catalog Co., 1922.
* See values in Table 5.
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l.JL+J.
3D

3D!}. 3D?.

37. Mobility of Ions in D 2O. The viscosity of liquid D 2 at room

temperature has a value 1.232 times the viscosity of H 20. Since the

D 2O and H 2 molecules are so similar in other respects, we should expect
the mobility of ions dissolved in D 2 to be smaller than in H20. The

conductivity of potassium chloride and potassium acetate was measured

in mixtures of D 2 and H2 up to a composition containing 97 per cent

of D 20.
1 The values for ions in D20, given in Table 7, were obtained by

extrapolation from values obtained in the mixed solvent containing a

few per cent of H20. As was expected, the conductivity in D 2 was

found to be smaller than in H 20. But the change was not quite so great

as the change in the viscosity, as is shown by the ratios in the last column

of Table 7. We must conclude that, for some or all of the ions, the

TABLE 7. EQUIVALENT CONDUCTIVITY IN 1120 AND D 2O AT 25

random motion in D 2 is about 2 per cent more lively than would be

required by the relative viscosities of the two liquids.

The conductivity of DC1 in D 2 solution depends to a large extent

on the ease with which a deuteron can jump from a (D 30)+ ion to an

adjacent D 2 molecule. From the value given for DC1 in Table 7 it is

clear that such deuteron transfers take place with greater difficulty than

the corresponding proton transfers in H 2 ;
see Sec. 79.

Problem

Taking from Table 43 the value for the viscosity of water at 25C, calculate what

would be the velocity of a sphere of diameter 3.0 angstroms, bearing an electronic

charge, in a field of 1 volt/cm, if equation (41) could correctly be used for a sphere as

small as 3 angstroms, moving through water; and find what would be the equivalent

conductivity of a uni-univalent solute in water at 25C, if both the cation and the

anion could be treated as spheres having this radius. Compare the result with the

experimental values given in Table 2.

i W. N. Baker and V. K. La Mer, J. Chem. Phys., 3, 408 (1935).



CHAPTER 5

Ideal and Non-ideal Solutions. Treatment of Solutions by Statis-

tical Mechanics. A Solution Containing Diatomic Solute Par-

ticles. A Solution Containing Polyatomic Solute Particles. An

Interstitial Solution. Review of Solutions in General. Quantities

Dependent on, and Quantities Independent of, the Composition of

the Solution. Unitary Quantities and Cratic Quantities. Molality

and Activities on the Molality Scale.

38. Ideal and Non-ideal Solutions. The concluding sentences of

Chapter 2 summarized certain aspects of the processes associated with

the quantities D, L, Y, and J. It was pointed out that in each of these

processes the total change in the free energy consists of two parts, one

of which is independent of the volume and composition of the solution,

while the other is strongly dependent on the concentration, even in

extremely dilute solution. Each of the quantities D, Y, L, and J is inde-

pendent of the concentration, while the total change in the free energy
is not. The situation is quite similar to the corresponding processes in

a gas or vapor, where the quantities D^, Lvac,
Yroc ,

and J<. are inde-

pendent of the volume of the vessel, while the total change in the free

energy depends strongly on the number of particles (of the relevant

species) per unit volume.

In dilute solution the problem may be approached from two directions:

(1) from the point of view of traditional thermodynamics, and (2) from

the point of view of modern statistical mechanics. We shall begin by
examining briefly the former approach.

The traditional treatment of a liquid non-ideal solution is to compare
its behavior with that of an ideal solution, which obeys Raoult's law

over the whole range of composition, and for which the free energy of

mixing is known. Consider the mixing of two liquids, of which one con-

tains nA particles of species A, while the other contains nD particles of

species B] and consider the change in the free energy that accompanies
the mixing of these particles. It is recognized

1
that, if the mixture obeys

1
See, for example, L. E. Steiner, "Introduction to Chemical Thermodynamics,"

p. 299, McGraw-Hill, 1948.

80
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Raoult's law over the whole range of composition, this is because the

total change in the free energy, on mixing the particles, is given by
nAkT In XA + nnkT In XB ,

where XA is the mole fraction of A in the solution

and XB is the mole fraction of B. For a solution that contains in addition

ne particles of species C, and so on, terms must be added, thus

nAkT In XA + nBkT In XB + nckT In xc + (45)

where XA = nA/(nA + nB + nc + - -

) is the mole fraction of A and

so on. This gives the change in the free energy, irrespective of whether

the mixture is a liquid or a solid.

At the same time it is recognized that the pairs of substances which,
on mixing, are most likely to obey Raoult's law arc those whose particles

are most nearly alike and therefore interchangeable. Obviously no

species of particles is likely to fulfill this condition better than the isotopes

of an element. Among the isotopes of any element the only difference

between the various particles is, of course, a nuclear difference
; among

the isotopes of a heavy element the mass difference is trivial; and the

various species of particles are interchangeable. Whether the element

is in its liquid or solid form, the isotopes of a heavy element form an

ideal solution. Before discussing this problem we shall first consider

the solution of a solid solute in a liquid solvent.

If we wish to discuss the solution of a solid in a liquid at room tempera-

ture, the traditional procedure is as follows: We first consider the solute

at a temperature above its melting point; that is, we consider the solid in

molten form. We then imagine that we carefully supercool this liquid

until it reaches the required temperature T. We then take a suitable

quantity of this liquid and mix it with the liquid solvent at temperature
T. The final result is, of course, the same as if the same quantity of solid

solute had been dissolved in this solvent. By this imaginary procedure
for any solid, the free energy of solution is divided into two parts the

free energy of melting to form the supercooled liquid, and the free energy
of mixing of this liquid with the liquid solvent. The question now arises,

whether the change in the free energy on mixing is given by the simple

expression (45). If so, the resultant solution will be an ideal (or perfect)

solution; if not, the solution will be a non-ideal solution.

39. Treatment of Solutions by Statistical Mechanics. Since the vapor

pressure is directly connected with the free energy, in the thermodynamic
treatment the free energy is discussed first, and the entropy is derived

from it. In the treatment by statistical mechanics, however, the entropy
is discussed first, and the free energy is derived from it. Let us first

consider an element that consists of a single isotope. When the particles

share a certain total energy E, we are interested in the number of recog-
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nizably different ways in which this energy may be shared by the particles ;

let us denote this thermal quantity by Wth. Let us next consider a heavy
element that consists of two or more isotopes, the various species being

denoted by A, B, C, . . . . Here we have to take into account the fact

that, if an A-particle and a ^-particle are exchanged, we obtain a recog-

nizably different configuration ;
and this is true whether the substance is

in the liquid or crystalline form. In addition to the thermal quantity

Wth, we have to compute the total number of permutations of the par-

ticles that give rise to recognizably different configurations. Let us

denote this configurational number of Wcf. For any number of isotopes

its value is given by 1

w = (** + n, + na+ )!
('

This gives the number of possible permutations, irrespective of whether

the solution is a solid or a liquid. Using Stirling's approximation, we

may obtain from (46)

In Wcf
= UA In XA + nB In XB + nc In xc + (47)

The contribution that (46) makes to the free energy of mixing is

kT In WCf\ and it will be noticed that, if the right-hand side of (47) is

multiplied by kT, it becomes identical with (45), which is the total change
in the free energy, when an ideal solution is formed from its components.

Leaving isotopic mixtures, let us consider the mixing of any two liquids

.1 and B, where the molecules of A and B are of nearly the same size. In

deriving (46) it is assumed that the mixing of the particles takes place by
a simple process of one-for-one substitution. In any mixture for which

we may correctly use (46) the question arises whether the quantity
kT In We/ provides the total change in the free energy. If not, the

solution is not an ideal solution. Starting with the pure liquids A and B,
at the same temperature T

7

, suppose that we take one particle from the

interior of A, and one particle from the interior of B, and interchange

them, placing the A-particle in the interior of #, and the ^-particle in the

interior of A. In this process Fowler and Guggenheim
2 denote the total

increment in potential energy by 2wAK ,
and point out 3

that, in general, WAB
will vary with temperature. If from a distant site in the liquid A we take

another A-particle, and from a distant site in the liquid B we take

another ^-particle, and interchange them, we again have to do work
1
See, for example, R. W. Gurney, "Introduction to Statistical Mechanics,"

McGraw-Hill, 1949.
a R. H, Fowler and E. A. Guggenheim, "Statistical Thermodynamics," p. 352,

Cambridge, 1939.

Ibid., p. 356.
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equal to 2wAB, and so on. In each interchange the quantity WAB makes
a contribution to the change in the free energy; and thus (47) will not

give the total change in the free energy, unless WAB is zero; if WAB is not

zero the solution will not be an ideal (or perfect) solution.

In an ideal solution the components A, B, and (7 ... are on an equal

footing, and there is no distinction between solvent and solute. In this

book we are mainly interested in very dilute ionic solutions, where the

mole fraction of one component, known as the solvent, is very near unity,

and where (at least) two solute species are present, the positive and the

negative ions
;
we shall use nA and XA to refer to the solvent particles and

shall denote the solute species by B and C. Let us write

- 2-* ^
and by analogy with the mole fractions, let us call yB and yc the mole

ratios of the solutes B and C in the solution. Consider now the mole

fraction x* = na/(nA + UB + nc)', in an extremely dilute solution where

nB + nc is small compared with HA the mole ratio yB will differ from XB

by an amount which is small compared with the experimental error in

the most accurate measurements of the various quantities.

If a small additional number of particles of any species is added to the

solution to which (47) applies, the mole fraction of every species will

thereby be changed. Taking this into account, we find from (47) that

if, for example, dnB particles of species B are added, the increment in

In WCf per particle is given by

/- In Wcf
= - In XB - 1 + (XA + XB + )

uUs
= - In XB (49)

Since XB is less than unity, this represents a positive increment in Wcf .

The expression (49) is correct at any concentration. In an extremely

dilute solution, instead of In xs we may, with sufficient accuracy,

write In yB .

We mentioned above one case of a non-ideal solution. In Sees. 40 to 42

we shall discuss three more examples, arid in Sec. 43 we shall review the

results obtained.

40. A Solution Containing Diatomic Solute Particles. We have begun
in Sec. 39 to sketch the application of statistical mechanics to solutions;

this is a rather new branch of physics, and relatively few problems have

been solved. Since the author has elsewhere 1 devoted 40 pages to a

1 Gurney, op. cit., Chapter 7.
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simple discussion of the subject, only certain aspects will be considered

briefly here.

In studying the most familiar electrolytes, we have to deal with various

molecular ions as well as atomic ions. The simplest molecular solute

particle is a diatomic molecule that has roughly the same size and shape
as two solvent particles in contact, and which goes into solution by occupy-

ing any two adjacent places that, in the pure solvent, are occupied by
two adjacent solvent particles. This solution is formed by a process of

substitution, but not by simple one-for-one substitution. There are two

cases to discuss; either the solute molecule is homonuclear, ofthe type
B

2j
or it is heteronuclear, of the type BC. In either case let the number

of solute molecules be denoted by nB ,
the number of solvent particles

being nA . In the substitution process, each position occupied by a

solvent particle is a possible position for one half of a solute molecule,

and it is convenient to speak of each such position as a site, although in a

liquid this site is, of course, not located at a fixed point in space.

In the pure solvent let each particle have z nearest neighbors in contact

with it. Let us ask how, removing two adjacent solvent particles from

the interior, wo may insert a solvent molecule. When a particular site

is to be occupied by the B-half of the molecule BC, there are clearly z

choices for the position of its C-half. This is true for each of the nB
solute particles, provided that the solution is so dilute that they do not

compete for the available sites to an appreciable extent. From the inde-

pendent orientations of nB solute particles, the quantity Wcf receives

the factor zn if the molecules are heteronuclear and receives the factor

(2/2)
n

if the molecules are homonuclear.

In this way we can obtain 1 an expression for Wcf in a solution contain-

ing a few solute molecules; a symmetry factor can be included, to make
the expression applicable to either heteronuclear or homonuclear particles :

(50)

where <r has the value 2 for a homonuclear and unity for a heteronuclear

molecule. Now, when additional solute particles are added to the

solution, we wish to know the increment in In We/ per particle added.

From (50) we obtain

-- In Wcf
= In - - In

, *f (51)dnB cr %HA + nB

For comparison with (49) the right-hand side of (51) may be written in

the form

1

Gurney, op. cit., p. 164.
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i 2z . . HA ~h W>B ^^N
In In XB In , . (52)

<r ?nA + UB

As has already been mentioned, (50) is a good approximation only
when nB is very small compared with nA . In this case the value of the

last term in (52) does not vary appreciably with the concentration and in

fact does not differ appreciably from the constant value In 2.

Alternatively, the right-hand side of (51) may be written in the form

In - - In y,
- In

,

n*
(53)

<r ?nA + nB
^

where yB is the mole ratio from (48) ;
and the same remarks will apply

to the last term in this expression. Hence we reach the conclusion that

at extreme dilution (51) takes the form

or alternatively

- In WCf
= constant In XB (54)

- In Wcf
= constant In ys (55)

These expressions differ from (49), the form characteristic of the ideal

(or perfect) solution.

41. A Solution Containing Polyatomic Solute Particles. In the same

way one can discuss a molecular solute particle that has roughly the

same size and shape as three, or more, solvent particles. The author

has considered 1 the case of (z + 1) particles; that is, where the size

and shape of the solute particle are roughly the same as those of a solvent

particle together with the z particles in contact with it. Suppose, for

example, that in Fig. 16, where 2 = 4, the molecules 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 are

removed, and a solute molecule of the form BCi (like the carbon tetra-

fluoride molecule) is inserted, so that the central atom occupies the

site 1, while the other four atoms occupy the adjacent sites, 2, 3, 4, and 5.

If one of the four peripheral solute molecules was different from the

other three (if one of the fluorine atoms in CF* was recognizably different

from the other three), this atom could occupy any one of the sites 2, 3, 4,

and 5; each of these orientations of the molecule would be recognizably

different, and there would be four choices after the position of the central

atom had been chosen. In an extremely dilute solution this would be

so for each of the nB solute molecules; WCf would contain the factor 4n*,

leading to expressions of the forms (54) and (55), which contain a con-

stant term independent of the concentration. On the other hand, for a

1

Ibid., p. 162.
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solute molecule where the z peripheral atoms are identical (as in CF) y
we

do not obtain recognizably different orientations in this way. Thus,

although the fact that the solution is not formed by a process of one-

for-one substitution is, by itself, sufficient to make the solution a non-

ideal solution,
1 the expression, in place of (54) or (55), tends at extreme

dilution to the value In XB or In yB without the constant term.

42. An Interstitial Solution. For comparison let us next discuss a solu-

tion of another kind. In certain crystalline solid solutions, where the

size of each solute particle is small, it is known that the solute particles

take up positions in the interstices between the particles of the crystal

which is acting as solvent. Such a solution is called an interstitial solu-

tion. Consider a crystal consisting of UA particles of species A, in which

nB particles of species B have been dissolved. The crystal consisting of

UA particles provides for the B particles a number of interstitial sites

equal to, or proportional to, UA. Let this number of sites be denoted by
bnA ,

where b is either unity or a number somewhat greater or less than

unity. We wish to compute the number of different ways in which the

na solute particles can be arranged on the bnA available sites. The num-
ber of recognizably different configurations Wef is given by

Wc/ =

If a few additional B particles are added to this solution, the increment

in In Wef per particle added will be

For comparison with (54) this may be written in the form

- In *fl + In fc (56)-

In very dilute solution, where nB is very small compared with nA ,
the

second term does not vary appreciably with concentration and scarcely

differs from the constant value In b.

Alternatively, the right-hand side of (56) may be written

In ya + In

Here again in extremely dilute solution the second term will not differ

appreciably from In b, and we have

i

Ibid., p. 163.
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<%

In Wcf
= In b - In yB

OTlB

= constant In ya

43. Review of Solutions in General. In the discussion of these various

examples we have noticed at extreme dilution the prevalence of the term

In XB, or alternatively In yB . The origin of this common factor in

many different types of solutions can be shown, as we might suspect, to

be of a fundamental nature. For this purpose let us make the famil-

iar comparison between a dilute solution and a gas. Since the nine-

teenth century it has been recognized that the behavior of any solute

in extremely dilute solution is, in some ways, similar to that of a gas at

low pressure. Now when a vessel of volume v contains n particles of a

perfect gas at a fixed temperature, the value of the entropy depends on

the number of particles per unit volume, n/v. In fact, when an addi-

tional number of particles is introduced into the vessel, the increment in

the entropy, per particle added, is of the form

c/N
,

.

/ i
^ ,

~T-
= constant k In - (57)

dn v
^ '

where k is Boltzmann's constant. In discussing dilute solutions, we
do not usually mention the volume v of the solution, but we make use of

the fact that the volume of the solution is proportional to the number of

particles; if we double the number of particles, we double the volume of

the solution; and we usually mention the number of particles rather

than the volume itself. In an extremely dilute solution the solute par-

ticles make a negligible contribution to the volume; the volume of the

solution is proportional to UAJ the number of solvent particles, and the

quantity yR n B/nA is a measure of the number of solute particles per

unit volume. If we are right to expect an expression analogous to (57),

this would be
1 f\ Sf

T -^ = constant In yK (58)
A* ona

That is to say, however many different factors contribute to the constant

term that is independent of the concentration, the other term that

depends on the concentration should, at extreme dilution, be of the form

In yB . Since we identify
1 the entropy with fc(ln Wth + In TTC/), (58)

is the form that we have obtained in each of the examples examined

above.

To obtain an insight into the significance of (55) we have compared
the solute in a very dilute solution with a perfect gas at low pressure.

1

Ibid., p. 135.
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We obtain a still better comparison, if we consider a mixture of perfect

gases, A, B, C . . . in which one species A (corresponding to the solvent)

is predominant, while the species B, C . . . corresponds to solutes at

very low concentration. A direct link between the solution and the

mixture of perfect gases is obtained in an imaginary experiment pro-

posed many years ago by Planck. 1 We suppose that the entire solution

is vaporized until it forms a mixture of gases; then the volume is increased

until the behavior of this mixture of gases differs by a negligible amount
from the behavior of a mixture of perfect gases. In the case of a solution

formed by one-for-one substitution, where particles of all species present

have roughly the same size, the form

1 dS
,

y -j
= 111 XB

k dns

remains applicable, during the vaporization of the solution, for each of

the solutes. For a perfect solution of this particular type this statement

is true even when the solution is not very dilute. We are interested here

in various types of solution at extreme dilution, for which we can in each

case, with sufficient accuracy, use (58).

At infinite dilution the values of the quantities In XR and In yD

become infinite. In this book, instead of "infinite dilution," we shall

often prefer to use the expression "extreme dilution" (see Sec. 56).

44. Quantities Dependent on, and Quantities Independent of, the

Composition of the Solution. In Chapter 1 we began by considering

various processes by which additional ions may be introduced into a

solvent or into a very dilute solution. Initially in such a solution we
have a certain value of Wcf ]

if additional solute particles are introduced,

there will be an increase in the value of WCf] this means there will be an

increase in the entropy and a decrease in the free energy of the solution.

At the same time we recall that, in discussing polar dielectrics in Chapter

1, we saw that, when an electrostatic field is applied to a polar dielectric,

there is a change of free energy and a change of entropy in the dielectric.

When a few ions are added to a solvent, there is a local change in the

entropy of the solvent in the immediate neighborhood of each added ion.

This purely local change is, of course, independent of the amount of

solvent into which the ions have been introduced, and independent of the

composition of the solution as a whole; it is quite separate from the change
in entropy and free energy associated with the change in We/. In ana-

lyzing experimental data, we cannot interpret the observed change in

entropy until we understand how to distinguish between the two parts

the part that depends on the amount of solvent and on the composi-
1 M. Planck, "Treatise on Thermodynamics,

"
Longmans, 1903.
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tion of the solution, and the part that is independent of the composition
of the solution.

In order to be in a position to discuss these two parts more easily, it

will be convenient to introduce names for them. Seeing that thirty years

have elapsed since the Debye-Hiickel theory was first put forward, it is

perhaps a little surprising that greater efforts have not been made to

isolate quantities that are characteristic of the solute species and inde-

pendent of the composition of the solution. In fact, there does not even

appear to be any recognized terminology for making the distinction to

which we have just called attention. Before we can continue the discus-

sion of entropy or free energy, we must introduce some provisional names

for the two parts. In grammar the word crasis is used to denote the

mixing or blending of two syllables; the word is derived from the Greek

Kpao-ts, a word meaning mixing and used chiefly for the mixing of wines.

The crater, or bowl, of a volcano gets its name directly from the Greek

word for a mixing bowl. For our purpose we may coin the adjective

cratic (to be pronounced with long a as in crater) ; then, when we are dis-

cussing the entropy of a non-ideal solution, we may speak of the cratic

part, when we wish to refer to the part that arises from the mixing of a

certain number of solute particles with a certain number of solvent particles,

regardless of the species of particles that have been mixed. In the same

way, when we are discussing a change in the entropy of a solution due to

the addition or removal of particles, and have written down an expres-

sion for this change, we may speak of the cratic term in this expression.

Similarly when we are discussing the free energy, we may speak of the

cratic part ;
this part depends only on the numbers of particles of different

kinds that have been mixed and does not depend on the particular species

involved.

In Sec. 39 we introduced the notation Wth and We/. When we write

for the free energy

F = E - TS = E - kT In W

the part Wc/ in W makes to F the contribution kT In WCf] and when
we consider dF/dnB at extreme dilution, the term In XB is the only

quantity that depends on the composition of the solution. Hence at any

temperature T, at extreme dilution, we obtain

or alternatively

3F
P- = constant + kT In XB (59)

rlJ?
- = constant + kT In yB
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In our study of solutions our aim is to discover quantities that are

characteristic of the various solutes. We have coined a name for the

cratic terms, not because we wish to focus attention on them, but because

we wish to eliminate them.

When we are dealing with electrolyte^ two species of particles (posi-

tive and negative ions) are added to or removed from a solution at the

same time. In the case of a uni-divalent solute, three particles are added

or removed at the same time. Since the cratic term depends only on the

numbers of particles of various species that have been mixed, electrolytes

that are completely dissociated in solution must be classified ^according

to their valence types uni-univalent, di-divalent, and so on. Then in

any very dilute solution the correct assertion to make is that the cratic

term will have the same value for all electrolytes of the same valence

type.

45. Unitary Quantities and Cratic Quantities. More than once we
have drawn attention to the fact that the quantities denoted by D, L,

Y, and J are independent of the composition of the solution. Let us-
1

examine again the ionic dissociation of molecules in a very dilute solu-

tion, represented in Fig. 8b, and consider the change of free energy in

the dissociation process. If in the given solution we dissociate a few

more molecules into ions, we have to do, for each additional molecule

dissociated, an amount of work equal to the dissociation energy D. If,

for example, we break up q additional molecules, there will be a change
in the cratic term for the solution, and at the same time the change in

the free energy will receive the contribution qD.
Consider next the process depicted in Fig. 10. If an ionic crystal is

in contact with a dilute solution, and we take q additional ion pairs into

the solution, there will be a change in the cratic term, and at the same

time the change in the free energy &F will receive the contribution qL,

that is to say, a contribution consisting of q units each equal to L.

If in a dilute solution we carry out q proton transfers according to (28),

there will be a change in the cratic term, and at the same time the free

energy will receive the contribution qj, that is to nay, q units each equal
to J Since each of the quantities gD, qL, qY, and q] consists of q equal

units, we may call them unitary quantities, in contrast to the cratic term,

which is a communal quantity, depending as it does on the amount of

solvent as well as the amount of solute present.

We may say then that in each of those processes the change AF in the

free energy consists of two parts, a unitary part and a communal part.

When an ionic solution is not extremely dilute, the free energy of the

solution receives a contribution from the interionic forces; this quantity

depends on the concentration of the solute and is a communal quantity.

When, however, the solution is extremely dilute, the interionic contribu-
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tion 1 becomes negligible (smaller than the error in extrapolation from

the most accurate series of measurements), while the oratic term remains

large. Since we are interested here only in processes at extreme dilution,

we may assert that the change AF in the free energy consists of two parts,

a unitary term and the cratic term. We may write

AF = AFttn,tarW + AF^c (60)

The division of A/'
1

into two parts is true for other processes than those

mentioned above. Consider, for example, the quantity 2wAn in the mix-

ing of two liquids by .successive interchange of particles, as discussed in

Sec. 39. When two very dilute solutions have already been formed by
the interchange of a few particles taken from the interiors of the two

liquids, the work required to interchange q additional pairs of particles

will be 2qwA B, provided that each particle is taken from a place distant

from any particle that has already been substituted. Now the quantity

2qwAu is independent of the composition of the solutions and provides
or contributes a unitary term; thus AF will be of the form (60).

We have already pointed out that, in general, WAD will vary with

temperature. In this respect WAD resembles the quantities D, L, Y, and

J, all of which are sensitive to temperature. When, for any process, we
differentiate (60) with respect to the temperature, we obtain the change
in entropy A/S for the process. Now at all temperatures the unitary
term in (60) is independent of the composition of the solution; and

obviously, if we differentiate it with respect to the temperature, the

quantity so obtained will necessarily be independent of the composition
of the solution, and so will provide a unitary term in A/S. We must
write then

AS = *SumtarV + A&rofc, (61)

As pointed out in Sec. 44, the cratic term does not depend on the species

of particles but only on the number of particles that have been mixed.

If for any process we have obtained an experimental value of A$ in

extremely dilute solution, we may at once calculate the cratic term for

the solution, and subtract it, and so obtain the value of the unitary term,

which is characteristic of the particles taking part in the process.

46. Molality and Activities on the Molality Scale. In order to give a

numerical value to the concentration of a solution, it is customary to

J In Sec. 41 it was pointed out that, when we are dealing with a solution that is not

formed by a process of onc-for-one substitution, this is, by itself, sufficient to make the

solution a non-ideal solution that is to say, is sufficient, by itself, to introduce a

communal term that is different from the simple cratic term. Nevertheless, in an

ionic solution at any concentration this deviation is small compared with the deviation

caused by the electrostatic forces between the ions. In this book it will therefore be

sufficient to mention only the interionic forces when speaking of the difference between

a communal term and a cratic term.
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mention the number of moles of solute which are dissolved in an arbitrary

amount of solvent. Thus a "0.1-molal solution/' for example, is a solu-

tion in which 0.1 mole of solute has been dissolved in that amount of

solvent which has been arbitrarily chosen as standard. Although this

method is in current use, there is no recognized name for the basic quan-

tity of solvent. In this book we shall use the abbreviation b.q.s. for

basic quantity of solvent. If, for example, we were to decide to choose

10 6
grams of solvent as the b.q.s., then a "1-molal solution" would be a

solution whose composition corresponds to the dissolving of 1 mole of

solute in 10 6 grams of solvent. In electrochemistry it is customary to

choose 1000 grams of solvent as the b.q.s., and in this book we shall

always follow this custom. In calculating mole fractions and mole

ratios, an important quantity is the number of moles of solvent in the b.q.s.;

this number, which will be denoted by M, is obviously equal to 1000

divided by the molecular weight of the solvent. In H 2O, for example,
M is equal to 1000 divided by 18.016, that is 55.51. Likewise in CH 3OH
we have M equal to 1000 divided by 32.03, that is, 31.22. When deal-

ing with a mixed solvent, such as a methanpl-water mixture, the molality
of a solute is the number of moles of this solute in 1000 grams of the

mixed solvent.

Since an ionic solution contains two species of solute particles, the

positive and negative ions, it is often useful to mention the molality of

each species. If barium chloride, for example, dissolved in a solvent,

is completely dissociated into Ba++ ions and Cl~ ions, the molality of

the Ba++ will be equal to the molality of the solute BaCl 2 ,
while the

molality of the Cl~ will be twice as great.

There are several different scales 011 which the activity of a solute may
be defined. 1 In thermodynamic expressions for a solute in a non-ideal

solution the activity on the molality scale plays the same part that is

played by the molality of a solute in an ideal solution. Since the activity

is expressed in the same units as the molality, the ratio of the activity

to the molality the activity coefficient is a pure number whose value

is independent of these units; it is also independent of the particular

b.q.s. that has been adopted. Thus the numerical values of all activities

and molalities would change in the same ratio, if at any time a new
choice were made for the b.q.s.

Problems

1. Using Stirling's approximation in the form

Inn! = n In n n

derive equation (49) and (46).

2. Derive equation (51) from (50); and in the case of an interstitial solution derive

(56) from the appropriate expression for W9/.

1
Steiner, op. ciLt p. 409,



CHAPTER 6

Heat of Precipitation. Entropy of Solution and Partial Molal

Entropy. The Unitary Part of the Entropy. Equilibrium in

Proton Transfers. Equilibrium in Any Process. The Unitary

Part of a Free Energy Change. The Conventional Standard Free

Energy Change. Proton Transfers Involving a Solvent Molecule.

The Conventional Standard Free Energy of Solution. The Dis-

parity of a Solution. The E.M.F. of Galvanic Cells.

47. Heat of Precipitation. Although the heat of solution of a sparingly

soluble crystal may be too small to be measured calorimetrically, an

experimental value may be obtained by measuring its converse, namely,
the heat of precipitation. For example, the heat of precipitation of

AgCl in aqueous solution was determined 1 by adding a dilute solution

TABLE 8

of AgN0 3 to a solution of KC1 in a calorimeter at 22.5C. In Table 8

columns 1 and 2 give the concentrations of the solutions used. In the

last series of measurements a 0.0493-molal solution of AgNO 3 was added

to a 0.535-molal solution of KC1, and a value 15,864 cal/mole was

obtained for the heat of precipitation of AgCl. The value in column 3

1 E. Lange and R. M. Fuoss, Z. physik. Chem., 125, 431 (1927).

93
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needs to be corrected for the heat of dilution of the KN0 3 that remains

in solution; column 4 gives the estimates made by Pitzer and Smith 1 for

these corrections. To obtain the heat of solution, column 3 must be

subtracted from column 4; the result is given in column 5 in calories per

mole, while Column 6 gives the same quantity in electron-volts per ion

pair. For the heat of solution at 22.5C the value - 15,830 was adopted,

and for the heat of solution at 25.0C the value -15,740 cal/mole, or

0.6828 electron-volt per ion pair.

Similar measurements were made for the heat of precipitation of silver

iodide,
2 which is even less soluble in water than silver chloride. As

shown in Table 33 in Sec. 102, a saturated solution of Agl at 25C con-

tains only 9.08 X 10~9
moles/liter, as compared with 1.34 X 10~6 for

AgCl. By calorimetric measurement the heat of precipitation of Agl at

25C was found to be 1.16 electron-volts per ion pair, or 26,710 cal/mole.

48. Entropy of Solution and Partial Molal Entropy. If the heat of

solution of a solute is known, and the free energy of solution is known at

some low concentration, then the entropy of solution A$ at the same

concentration can at once be found from the relation

A/*' = AH - T AS

Consider, for example, the saturated solution of a sparingly soluble

crystal. Let A//AO< and A.n * denote the heat of solution and the entropy

of solution when a few additional pairs are taken into the saturated solu-

tion. The condition for equilibrium between the solid and the solution

js, of course, that there shall be no change in the free energy in this

process; a saturated solution is one for which AF is zero. Hence we may
write at once

To obtain the entropy of solution we have only to divide the heat of solu-

tion by the temperature.

Let us apply this to the values for silver chloride at 25 given above.

Dividing 15,740 by the temperature, we obtain for the entropy of solu-

tion of crystalline AgCl in its saturated solution the value

AS,at
= - = 52.8 cal/deg/mole

When a certain amount of crystalline, AgCl is in contact with its

saturated solution, consider the process of taking an additional pair of

1 K. S. Pitzer and W. V. Smith, /. Am. Chcm. Uoc
, 69, 2638 (1937).

* E. Lange and Z. Shibata, Z. physik. Chem., A149, 405 (1930).
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ions from the crystal into the solution. Initially the pair of ions makes
its proper contribution to the entropy of the crystal; finally the pair of

ions makes its proper contribution to the entropy of the solution. The

change of entropy per ion pair dissolved, A#ta ,
is equal to the difference

between these two contributions; hence, if we add &Saat to the former,

we clearly obtain the value of the latter.

In electrochemistry it is customary to multiply each of these quantities

by Avogadro's constant and, when a few additional ions enter the

already saturated solution, to speak of the entropy of solution per mole.

Let the entropy of one mole of the crystalline solid be denoted by /Scr ;

and let Si and $2 denote, respectively, the entropy of the solution before,

and after, the entry of the additional solute, both expressed in calories

per mole. The total initial entropy is obviously (Scr + $1) ;
and the

final entropy is $ 2 . The difference between the final and the initial

entropy is by definition A$8a*:

2
-

(Ser + Si) = AS.* (63)

Hence
S2

- Si = &r + A&., (64)

In the case of a sparingly soluble substance, if each of the quantities in

(64) is divided by Avogadro's constant, we confirm the statement made
above namely, that, if ASKa t per ion pair is added to the contribution

made to the entropy of the crystal by each ion pair, in this way we
evaluate the contribution made by one additional ion pair to the entropy
of the saturated solution; and it is important to grasp that this con-

tribution depends only on the presence of the additional pair of ions in

the solution and does not depend on where they have come from. They

might have been introduced into the solution from a vacuum, instead of

from the surface of a solid. In (64) the quantities on the right-hand

side refer to the solution of a crystal, but the quantity ($2 Si) does

not; it denotes merely a change in the entropy of a solution due to the

presence of additional ions, which may have come from anywhere. When
$1 denotes the entropy of a sufficiently large amount of solution, ($2 Si)

is the partial molal entropy of the solute in this solution.

Returning now to silver chloride, let us apply these ideas to its satu-

rated aqueous solution at 25. From the value given in Table 42, we
see that in solid AgCl the entropy per ion pair is almost exactly 1 milli-

electron-volt per degree, which is equivalent to 23.0 cal/deg/mole. It

makes no difference whether we express the entropies per ion pair in

electron-volts per degree or in the equivalent calories per degree per

mole. In the electrochemical literature the calorie per degree per mole

is used and is called "one entropy unit." (This is abbreviated e.u.)-
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When solid AgCl is in contact with its saturated aqueous solution, we

have found that, if additional ion pairs are transferred from the surface

of the crystal to the solution, the total change of entropy is equivalent

to 52.8 e.u Since the entropy of the solid is 23.0 e.u., we find that the

partial molal entropy of AgCl in its saturated aqueous solution at 25 C is

S.., = (23.0 + 52.8) = 75.8 e.u.

After discussing in Chapter 1 a charged sphere in a dielectric, we saw

in Sec. 14 that, when any pair of ions is added to a solvent, there will be

a change of entropy in the co-sphere of each ion. If, for example, we
knew the value of this change for the ion pair (Ag

+ + Cl~) and likewise

for the ion pair (Ag+ + I~), any difference between the two quantities

could at once be ascribed to the difference between the co-spheres of the

chloride ion Cl~" and the iodode ion I~, since the contribution from the

Ag+ ion and its co-sphere would be the same in the two cases.

Since the saturated solutions of AgT and AgCl are both very dilute,

it is of interest to examine their partial molal entropies, to see whether

we can make a comparison between the values of the unitary terms. As
mentioned above, the heat of precipitation of silver iodide was found by
calorimetric measurement to be 1.16 electron-volts per ion pair, or

26,710 cal/mole. Dividing this by the temperature, we find for the

entropy of solution of the crystal in the saturated solution the value

A& = ~ = 89.6 e.u.

The entropy of solid Agl is a little larger than that of AgCl, namely,
27.1 e.u., as compared with 23.0 e.u. Using (64) we find for the partial

molal entropy of Agl in its saturated solution the value

S 8at
= 89.7 + 27.1 = 116.8 e.u.

We notice that this is considerably larger than the value 75.8 obtained

above for AgCl.
49. The Unitary Part of the Entropy. Let us return now to the ques-

tion of the entropy associated with each ion and its co-sphere. The
values 75.8 and 116.8 which we have just obtained cannot, as they stand,
throw any light on this question for Cl~ and I~, since they refer to very
different concentrations of solute. The partial molal entropy of any
solute contains a cratic term, which depends strongly on the concentra-

tion. If we compare the two saturated solutions, the amount of solvent

that contains a given quantity of Agl is much larger than the amount of

solvent that contains the same quantity of AgCl; that is to say, a given

quantity of Agl is mixed with a greater number of solvent molecules
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than an equal quantity of AgCl. Hence the value of Wc/ is much greater

in the saturated solution of Agl than in the saturated solution that con-

tains an equal amount of AgCl, and the cratic term will have a larger

positive value.

Before we can decide whether there is a large or a small difference

between the unitary terms of the Cl~ ions and the I~ ion, the difference

in the cratic term must be calculated. The question is whether the

difference of 41.0 e.u. between 116.8 and 75.8 merely represents the

difference between the cratic terms, or whether it includes as well a

difference between the unitary terms of the I~ ion and the Cl~ ion. For

ions provided by any two such sparingly soluble substances this question
can be settled at once by a simple calculation.

Let x and x' denote the mole fractions of the two sparingly soluble

solids in their respective saturated solutions; let y and y' denote their

mole ratios, m and mf
their molalities, and a and of their activities on the

molality scale. If the saturated solutions are sufficiently dilute, we may,
with sufficient accuracy, neglect the differences between the four ratios

x/x', y/y
f

y ra/ra', and a/a'. We can express the difference between the

cratic terms by means of any of these quantities, thus,

R In x'
2 - R In x 2 = 2R In - = 2R In ^

x y

= 272 In (65)m ^ '

Attention was already drawn in Sec. 47 to the concentrations of the

saturated solutions of AgCl and AgT, given in Table 33 as, respectively,

1.34 X 10~ 6 and 9.08 X 10~. Inserting these values we obtain

= 29.1 e.u.

We can now answer the question under discussion. Since 29.1 e.u. is

considerably smaller than the total difference (116.8 75.8) = 41.0 e.u.,

mentioned above, we conclude that the unitary term for the ion pair

(Ag+ + I~) is greater than for (Ag+ + Cl~). The contribution from the

Ag+ iori and its co-sphere must be, within the experimental error, the same

in the two cases. Finally then, we reach the conclusion that in water at

25 C the entropy associated with the iodide ion I~ and its co-sphere is

greater than that associated with the ion Cl~ and its co-sphere; in fact,

the excess lies in the neighborhood of (41 29) = 12 e.u.

The numerical calculations for AgCl and Agl were given here as an

example of the way in which one may obtain unitary quantities, by
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eliminating the cratic terms. We shall now consider the same procedure
in analyzing proton transfers. The examination of ionic entropies will

be resumed in Sec. 87.

50. Equilibrium in Proton Transfers. In each of the two examples
that have been discussed in Sec. 49 the data were derived from a study
of the equilibrium between a salt and its saturated solution. Let us

next consider the conditions for equilibrium in the transfer of a proton,

like that introduced in Sec. 17. In the process (28) four species are

involved two neutral particles and two ions. We may next recognize

the fact that in

AH + B -* A- + (BH)+ (66)

the two neutral species are not necessarily both solute particles, but either

AH or B may denote a solvent molecule. If, for example, in aqueous

solution, B denotes a water molecule, (BH)+ will denote a (H 3O)+ ion,

thus,

AH + H,0 --> A + (H 80)+ (67)

Similarly in methanol solution

AH + CH 3OH -+ A- + (CH,()H,)+

Turning next to the case where AH denotes a water molecule, A~ will

clearly denote a hydroxyl ion; thus

H 2() + B -> (OH)- + (BH)+ (68)

The expressions that we shall derive will be applicable irrespective of

whether a solvent molecule is involved, or whether all four species are

solute particles. In cither case, numbering the species in (66) from left

to right, let the numbers of particles present in the dilute solution be

n\, HZ, 7&3, and r&4, their mole fractions xi, x^ xz, #4, their molalities m\ m^
m 3 ,

w4 ,
and their activities ai, a 2 ,

a 3 , a*. When one additional proton
is transferred from left to right in (66), the value of n% is increased by
unity, and likewise n^ while the values of n\ and n 2 are diminished by
unity. These changes are accompanied by an alteration in the cratic

term in the free energy. In a solution where equilibrium for the process

(66) prevails, the work required to transfer a few additional protons is

zero; that is to say, dF/dn = 0; or using the usual chemical notation

AF = 0. Recalling that AF consists of a unitary part and a communal

part, it is clear that a zero value of AF can come about only if the values

of the unitary and the communal terms in AF happen to be exactly equal and

opposite. At any temperature the unitary term for the proton transfer

is just a given constant, and we can express the state of equilibrium for

(66) in the following way: the concentrations of the various species of
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particles adopt values which give to the communal term a value equal
and opposite to that of the unitary term.

If we go on to consider the reaction (66) in a solution so dilute that the

interionic forces make a negligible contribution to the communal term
in AF, we may refer to the cratic term, instead of the communal term;
we may describe the equilibrium by saying that the concentrations of

the four species adopt values which give to the cratic term in (60) a

value equal arid opposite to that of the unitary term:

AF'cratic
= &Funitary

A solution that is so dilute that the difference between the cratic term

and the total communal term may be neglected will be said to have a

concentration "lying in the extremely dilute range."
At the same time, in this extremely dilute solution, the difference

between the mole fraction x and the mole ratio y becomes negligible for

each of the four species. Consider now the cratic terms that arise from

the changes in (47 j, the quantity ( In WCf). From (55), when in

(66) one additional proton is transferred, the change from n 3 to (n 3 + 1)

makes a contribution that may be written either + In #3 or + In 2/3,

while the change from n 4 to (n4 + 1) makes a contribution that may be

written either + In x\ or + In f/ 4 . At the same time the changes from

Tii to (ni 1) and from nz to (n% 1) make contributions that may be

written In x\ and In x<2 ,
or else In yi and hi ?/ 2 . Adding

together these four quantities, we obtain

In x, + In x 4
- In xi - In x 2

= In = In (69)

We conclude then that in the proton transfer the cratic part of AF,

according to (59) ,
will be

kT In (70)

This is the quantity that must be equal to the unitary part taken with

negative sign.

In electrochemistry the symbol AF is used to denote the value per mole,

not the value per particle. To avoid confusion, we shall use dF/dn to

denote the change in the free energy per proton transferred; then we

shall calL (70) the cratic part of dF/dn for the proton transfer.

Consider now a series of extremely dilute solutions, all at the same

temperature T, containing these four species at widely different concen-

trations. At equilibrium the values adopted by Xi, x 2 , Xa, and x* must

be such that the ratio XzXt/xix z has the same value in each solution,

since the unitary term is independent of the concentrations, and the
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quantity In (xsx^/XiXz) must in each case be equal to this unitary term

multiplied by -1/kT.
61. Equilibrium in Any Process. We have discussed a reaction involv-

ing either four solute species or three solute and one solvent species.

The method can be used to describe the equilibrium in any type of

reaction or process, involving any number of solute species in extremely

dilute solution. The method could be applied, for example, to the ionic

dissociation of a molecule, or to the dissociation of a molecular ion. In

general, when the expression for the reaction has been written down, we

suppose that the reaction takes place from left to right ;
then each particle

(of species i) on the right-hand side makes to the cratic term the contribu-

tion +kT In zt while each particle on the left-hand side makes the con-

tribution kT\nxl . The sum of these quantities, which may be

denoted by kT 2 In xt
,
will contain as many terms as there are particles

in the reaction as written down.

Since at equilibrium dF/dn =
0, that part of dF/dn which depends

on the amount of solvent must have a value that is equal and opposite

to the part that is independent of the amount of solvent. In other words,
the cratic part must be equal and opposite to the total unitary term. If

the latter is denoted by 17, we shall have, for equilibrium at extreme

dilution

Z/~~
*

dn

Hence
U -kT S In Xi = -kT S In y% (72)

The quantity U is the only part of dF/dn that is characteristic of the

species that are taking part in the reaction; and if the concentrations of

all the species can be measured in sufficiently dilute solution, an accurate

value of U can be obtained by inserting the values of x\, x 2 . . . in (72).

In this way, a value of U correct to less than one part in 1000 can often

be obtained directly. If higher accuracy is desired, or if for some reason

measurements cannot be made in sufficiently dilute solution, measure-

ments are made in a series of dilute solutions, and the value of 2J In XL

at infinite dilution is obtained by extrapolation (see the example of an

extrapolation in Fig. 33, in Sec. 63).

62. The Unitary Part of a Free Energy Change. In this way we can

obtain values for the unitary terms characteristic of processes of each

of the four types discussed in Chapters 1 and 2. At this point it will be

convenient to review what was said in those chapters and to relate that

discussion to (71) and (72). In Sec. 11 the dissociation energy D was

introduced by analogy with the dissociation energy D voc ,
defined for the

same molecule in a vacuum. In solution (as in a gas or vapor) the parts
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of a molecule remain united because a certain amount of work is required
to separate them. In a vacuum, molecules of a species for which Dvac is

large will be less dissociated than molecules of a species for which Dvac

is small. Similarly in solution it must be possible to say that molecules

of a species for which D is large will be less dissociated than those of a

species for which D is small.

Turning next to (72), we could define, for the dissociation of any mole-

cule or molecular ion, a characteristic unit D, by writing

D + kT In Xi = =
(73)

In Sec. 18 we noticed that the work done in the isothermal dissociation

process was a change in the free energy but not the total change in the

free energy; and we did not proceed to give a precise definition to D.

If we were to define D as the total change in the free energy at extreme

dilution, exclusive of the cratic part, there would be no difference between

the D in bold-faced type and the D in ordinary type; for this is the defini-

tion that, by (73), has been given to D.

If, in the same way, we use (72) to define for the other processes the

characteristic units J, L, and Y, similar remarks can be made with regard

to J and J, with regard to L and L, and likewise with regard to Y and Y.

By equation (72) a precise definition has been given to the characteristic

unit of any process; and we must hope that in the future the study of

ionic solutions will eventually provide a complete interpretation of these

quantities. At the present time we are very far from this goal. At any
rate the total unitary quantity for each process must be isolated and

evaluated before it can be interpreted. In the remaining chapters of

this book we shall have occasion to mention only the quantities Z>, L, F,

J, and C7, defined in accordance with (72) and (73). If, however, anyone
should wish to give a precise definition to a quantity that includes less

than the whole of the unitary term, the symbols in bold-faced type remain

available for this purpose.

In any process the change in entropy is, of course, equal to the tempera-
ture coefficient of the change in free energy, taken with opposite sign:

and this expression may be written down for the cratic part and the

unitary part separately:

(74)
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and likewise

AC _ _ A. \p (7*}Q&umtary 1/77
**" unitary V"/al

Since in the various processes considered the quantities L, D, 7, and J
form the unitary part of AF, we see that, in these various processes,

kSunitary is either equal to -(dL/dT) or -(dD/dT) or -(dY/dT) or

(dJ/dT) (multiplied in each case by Avogadro's constant to give the

value per mole).

We must now draw attention to the fact that, for any kind of process

in any solution of given composition, the quantity A/'
T

cr *tc is simply a

constant depending on the numbers of particles involved, multiplied by
the absolute temperature [as was the case in (70) for example]. As a

result, differentiating &Fcratlc with respect to T is equivalent to dividing

by T. In other words, in any process in any solution whatever, we have

t-** cratic *
jrn

^' erotic
~~~ *'

\ **)

It is a result of this relation that in any process whatever the heat of

reaction per mole at extreme dilution, usually denoted by A//, is a

unitary quantity, not depending on the amount of solvent present.

According to the Gibbs-Helmholtz relation 1 we have

d
A//<> = AF-^AF<>

Now according to (76) the mitic part of AF makes no contribution at

all. We are left then with

^//o /^y/
T

y
T (AF ) f77^
^rp

uni ary

Thus, in the various processes, we see that A// is equal to [L

T(dL/dT)], or [J
-

T(dJ/dT)}, and so on, multiplied in each case by
Avogadro's constant.

In discussing the experimental data, we shall wish to make use of the

equilibrium constants that are to be found in the literature. We must
therefore inquire into the relation that the thermodynamlc treatment

bears to the treatment that has been given above. When the expression
for any reaction, such as (66) for example, has been written down, the

species that have been written on the left-hand side are called the react-

ants, and those on the right-hand side are called the products. The

1 L. 10. Steiner, "Introduction to Chemical Thermodynamics/' p. 232, McGraw-Hill,
1948.
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usual practice is to express any equilibrium in solution in terms of the

activities of the reactants and products, these being activities on the

molality scale (see Sec. 46). The equilibrium constant K is defined by

InK

where at denotes the activity of the iih species when equilibrium prevails,

and 0% denotes the activity of the same species in the state that has

arbitrarily been chosen as the standard state; in (78) 2 denotes the

algebraic sum in which the term for each reactant species occurs with

negative sign and the term for each product occurs with positive sign

[compare the left-hand side of (71)]. In very dilute solution the value

of at for each species approaches the molality m, ;
and at extreme dilution

the difference between at and m, becomes negligible. If for each species

the condition ajj
= 1 is adopted as defining the arbitrary standard state,

(78) can obviously be written in the form

In K = 2 In a t (79)

In the case of the proton transfer (66), for example, we should have

In K = hi (80)

an expression which has a structure similar to that of (70).

63. The Conventional Standard Free Energy Change. For any of

these reactions let us now discuss the standard free energy change, usu-

ally denoted by A^; this is defined as the value of AF per mole when the

initial state of each of the reactants is a state that has been chosen as

standard, and the final state of each of the products is likewise a state

that has been chosen as standard. That is to say, A/*70 is the over-all

change in the free energy for three steps: the transfer of each of the

reactants from its standard state; the reaction itself; and the transfer of

each of the products to its standard state. Since at equilibrium the

reaction itself makes zero contribution, A/*
70 consists entirely of the

changes in the first and third steps. These contributions are RT
In (at/a) from each of the reactants and -\-RT In (a/aj) from each of

the products. Hence the familiar expression

AF = -RT 2
ln^

= -RT 2 In a, = -RT In K (81)

In any solvent it is customary to use activities based on the usual choice

of 10 3
grams as the b.q.s. In most reactions in solution, but not in all,
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the numerical value of A^ depends on the amount of solvent that has

been adopted as the b.q.s. We may say that this is connected with the

fact that, for most types of reaction in solution, but not in all, the value

of the equilibrium constant K depends on the amount of solvent that has

been adopted as the b.q.s. From what has been said above, it will be

clear that one of the aims of this book is to deal, as far as possible, with

quantities that are really characteristic of the various ionic species

quantities that are free from the arbitrary conventions of thermody-
namics. The problem here is to disentangle such quantities. Since the

quantities x and y that occur in (72) depend only on ratios of cpncentra-

tions, their values do not even depend on the units in which these con-

centrations are expressed. To facilitate comparison between (81) and

(72) it will be convenient to write

Kx = 2 In x, Ky
= S In y^ Km = S In rat

At extreme dilution the difference between Kx and Kv becomes negligibly

small; and so does the difference between Km and K.

The relation between Km and Ky depends on the number of particles

taking part in the reaction or rather upon the change in this number.

As an example, let us consider the dissociation (29)

(PbCl)+ *= Pb++ + Cl-

Numbering the particles from left to right, we have at infinite dilution

from (73) and (81)

/> = -kT In = -kT In (82)
xi 2/i

v '

and at the same time

= _RT ln <Wl _RT ln *Wl (83)

It was mentioned in Sec. 46 that 1000 grams of HsO contains 55.5 moles.

For any solute species in aqueous solution

m =
55.5?/

Hence in (83)

= K c
'

Since R/k is equal to Avogadro's number N 9
we obtain for this dissociation

kTln 55.5 (84)
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The term +kT In 55.5 is characteristic of a reaction in aqueous solution

in which the number of solute particles is increased by unity.

In general, when the equation for any reaction or process has been

written down, let there be q solute particles on the left-hand side, and
let there be (q + A<j) solute particles on the right-hand side. In any
solvent let M denote the number of moles of solvent that are contained

in the mass that has been adopted as the b.q.s.; then for each solute

species m = My. At extreme dilution the ratio of K to Kx takes the

value 1

J^
= M* (85)A x

and the relation between AF and the characteristic unit U is given by
* E^O IS

U - ~ = kT In = &q(kT In M) (86)
i\ JK~x

In the example (82) the value of A<7 was +1, thus leading to the term

+kT In 55.5 in (84).

In discussing the proton transfer (66), we saw that one of the neutral

species could be a solvent molecule. We shall discuss that case below.

Here we may notice that, when all four species are solute particles, the

number of solute particles is unchanged by the reaction, or Ag = 0. In

such a case AF happens to be equal to the characteristic unit U multiplied

by Avogadro's constant.

64. Proton Transfers Involving a Solvent Molecule. In electrochem-

istry it is still often customary to treat the dissociation of a weak acid as

a simple splitting of the molecule into ions. In the case of acetic acid,

for example, the equilibrium is written

CH 3COOH <= (CH 3COO)- + H+ (87)

although it is generally recognized that the process would be more

accurately written as the transfer of a proton to a solvent molecule; for

example, in aqueous solution

CHjCOOH + H 2 & (CH,COO)- + (H,O)+ (88)

Numbering the particles in (87) from left to right, the conventional

"acid dissociation constant" is defined at infinite dilution by

23 23 f
.

KA =
TT

=
IS" (89)

and the AFA is taken equal to RT In KA . On the other hand, if the

equilibrium constant for the proton transfer (88) at infinite dilution is

1 See Steiner, op. cit., p. 260.
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written down, four species are involved, and we have to introduce in the

denominator a = m M ior the molality of the solvent particle, where

M is the number of moles in the b.q.s. For (88) we thus obtain

Now in (88) the number of particles is unchanged; and from (85) we
know that in this case Kx = K. We thus reach the result

J = -kT In Kx = -kT In KA + kT In M (91)

=^ + kT In M

But this is the relation that was found in (86) to be appropriate to a

process in which the number of particles is increased by unity.

We thus verify that if the proton transfer

AH + H 2O -> A- + (H,O)+ (92)

is written in the form

AH -> A- + H+ (93)

use of the conventional KA for (87) leads to the same results as the use

of the equilibrium constant for the proton transfer (88).

Alternatively, we can reach the same result by writing down the

expressions for Kx for (87) and (88) and noticing that at extreme dilu-

tion their values will not differ appreciably, since the mole fraction or

the activity of the solvent will not differ appreciably from unity.

66. The Conventional Standard Free Energy of Solution. Returning
now to the solution of a crystalline solid, let us consider the free energy
of solution. Taking a uni-univalent substance let AF denote the change
in free energy per mole when additional ions are added to a solution at

temperature T where the solute has the mole fraction x f

, and let us fix

attention on the quantity

(&F-2RT\nx) (94)

We shall ask two questions: (1) how does the value of this quantity vary
with the concentration of the solution into which the additional ions are

being introduced, and (2) how would the value vary with concentration,
if the solution were an ideal solution? We may take question (2) first

and may answer at once that the value would not vary with concentra-

tion at all. For AF will vary with concentration, only because it con-

tains the cratic part +2RT In x\ and since this is canceled by the second

term in (94), we conclude that (94) has a fixed value characteristic of the

solute dissolving in the given solvent.
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Turning now to the non-ideal ionic solution, we may answer question

(1) by saying that the value of (94) will vary with concentration, only
insofar as the solution differs from an ideal solution in other words,

only insofar as the communal term differs from the cratic term. Now
in the extremely dilute range this difference is negligible, and we must
conclude that in this range the value of (94) will be a constant within the

experimental error; it is in fact N times the unitary quantity L, char-

acteristic of the uni-univalent solute dissolving in the given solute at the

given temperature. This constant value adopted by (94) in extremely
dilute solutions may conveniently be written as the limiting value as x

tends to zero, thus

lim (AF - 2RT In x) (95)
j^O

Since in these extremely dilute solutions the mole ratio y does not differ

appreciably from x, (95) may equally well be written

lim (AF - 2RT In y)
= NL (96)

7/-0

Finally, since y = m/M, we may add the constant quantity 2RT In M
to both sides of (96), and obtain

lim (AF - 2RT In m) = NL + 2RT In M (97)
w->0

The left-hand side of (97) is just the usual standard free energy of solu-

tion AF. We see that

L - ^ = 2kT In M (98)

in agreement with (86).

Dividing (94) by Avogadro's constant, let us proceed to ask how the

quantity

^ - 2kT In x (99)

varies with concentration in less dilute solutions. As soon as we go to

progressively higher concentrations lying outside the extremely dilute

range, (99) is no longer constant and equal to L but differs from L by

progressively greater amounts. Let us write

^ - 2kT In x = L + dx (100)

Here d* is the disparity between the free energy per ion pair added to the

non-ideal solution and the free energy per ion pair added to the corre-

sponding ideal solution. It is the disparity between the communal term

in the free energy and the cratic term in the free energy. In the solution
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of this uni-univalent solute the total communal term is equal to

2kT In x + dx (101)

66. The Disparity of a Solution. We may begin to use the word dis-

parity in a technical sense, for the quantity defined above, and to speak
of dx as the disparity of the solution when the mole fraction of the solute

is x. In dilute ionic solutions the sign of dx is always negative. The

effect of the interionic forces is that ions added to a dilute solution always
lose more free energy than they would when added to the corresponding
ideal solution; hence the total communal term is less than the cratic term.

We shall be interested in the magnitude of d* in comparison with kT.

We may say that, when d* is less than one quarter of kT, the solution

is dilute; and, when dx is less than 0.002/c7
7

,
we may say that the con-

centration lies in the extremely dilute range. For a uni-univalent solute

let us define a number /, a function of the concentration, by writing

i
= 2 In/ (102)

Substituting in (100) we have

^ - 2kT\nfx == L (103)

At every concentration / must be given that value which makes the

left-hand side of (103) constant and equal toL; here /is the usual activity

coefficient for use with mole fractions. When, for example d* is equal

to 0.23&7
7

,
we have

log/ = -0.05 = T.95 = log (0.89) (104)

Hence, when d* is less than 0.23&7
1

,
the value of / lies between 0.89 and

1.00. Similarly when -d* is equal to 0.002/cT
7

,
we have In / = -0.001,

whence / is approximately equal to 0.999. In the whole range of solu-

tions, where dx is less than 0.002&7
7

,
the value 1 of the activity coeffi-

cient / varies only in the narrow range between 0.999 and 1.000. We call

this the range of extremely dilute solutions.

Turning next to the quantity

AF
TJr

- 2fcr In y

we recall that in the extremely dilute range this is independent of the

concentration. But, as soon as we leave the extremely dilute range,
this is likewise no longer constant but differs from L by progressively

*In an aqueous solution at 25C containing c moles/liter of a uni-univalent solute

the value of d* according to Debye-Httckel theory is given by dx/kT 1.02 \/c
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larger amounts. Let us write

AF - 2kT In y = L + dv (105)

In all dilute solutions the disparity dw will be negative and will have a

value nearly equal to that of d. Since, however, at any concentration

the value of y is slightly larger than that of x, it follows that dy in (105)

must have a slightly larger negative value than d*. We are again
interested in the magnitude of d

tf
in comparison with kT. Let us define

a function 7 such that at every concentration

j!j?

= 2 In 7 (106)

Substituting in (105), we have

^-2kT\nyy
= L (107)

Finally, multiplying by Avogadro's constant, and subtracting from both

sides the constant quantity 2RT In M, we obtain, since y m/M

AF - 2RT In ym = NL - 2RT In M = AF (108)

In agreement with (98), the left-hand side is just the standard free energy
of solution AF. Here 7, as defined by (106), is the usual activity coeffi-

cient on the molality scale. In particular, when the solid is in contact

with its saturated solution, there is no change in the free energy when

additional ions are taken into solution. In this case, if in (108) we write

maat and 7 ,
the values of m and 7 in the saturated solution, we may set

AF equal to zero. This will be discussed in Sec. 100.

57. The E.M.F. of Galvanic Cells. In Fig. 9b of Chapter 2 we con-

sidered the removal of an ion from a metal surface into a solvent or very

dilute solution a process that is very important in the working of

galvanic cells. Now it has long been recognized that the e.m.f. of a

cell is determined by changes in the free energy that would accompany
the flow of a current, if a current were allowed to flow. If we regard the

cell as consisting of two half-cells, the total change in the free energy

is equal to the sum of the contributions from each half-cell.

In this connection it is important to consider the AF of the process

depicted in Fig. 96. For each successive ion taken from the metal into

a very dilute solution, work equal to Y must be done. Thus Y provides

a unitary term and, at the same time, there will be in AF a cratic term

depending on the concentration of the solution. At the electrode in the

other half-cell, either positive ions are being removed from solution, when
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a current flows, or an equivalent number of negative ions are entering the

solution. Let us consider a cell of the latter type containing a com-

pletely dissociated uni-univalent solute. Each half-cell provides a uni-

tary term and a cratic term. Several cells of this type will be discussed

in Chapter 13.

Referring to Fig. 9, it will be recalled that the curve of Fig. 9& differs

from the curve of Fig. 9a because, when the ion is introduced into the

solvent, the molecular dipoles in the co-sphere of the ion lose a certain

amount of free energy. The co-sphere of each ion thereby makes a con-

tribution (positive or negative) to the e.m.f. of the cell. For- each ion

added or removed, the cratic term likewise makes a contribution to the

e.m.f. 8 of the cell.

Suppose now that we build a series of cells, alike in all respects save

that the (very dilute and completely dissociated) solute has a different

concentration in each cell. If the cells are alike in all other respects, the

unitary terms must be the same in each cell; the values of the e.m.f. for

the various cells will differ owing to the difference in the communal terms.

In very dilute solutions the contribution made to each communal term

by the interionic forces will be small, and the dependence of the e.m.f.

on the concentration will arise almost entirely from the cratic term which,

for each solute species, may be written kT In y or kT In x. Since

we are considering a uni-univalent solute, the numerical values of y+ and

2/_ for the positive and negative ions will both be the same as the mole

ratio of the solute.

From (59) we can then make the following prediction: if the e.m.f. of

each cell in this series is measured, it will be possible to represent the

values for those cells containing the most dilute solutions very nearly

by an expression of the form

eg = constant - 2kT In y (109)

where the constant term contains the unitary quantities from the ionic

co-spheres, and where the last term is the sum of the cratic terms kT
In y+ and kT In g/_ for the positive and the negative ions. If we
introduce a quantity 8, writing e8 for the constant term, (109) takes

the form

e8 = <?8
- 2kT\ny (110)

Since in practice we cannot use extremely dilute solutions, the e.m.f. 's

will be given by

e = e8 -
d,
- 2kT In y (111)

where the magnitude of the disparity dv progressively increases as we
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go to progressively higher concentrations. Hence from (106) we obtain

= 6- In?? (112)
G

since the faraday ff is equal to the electronic charge e multiplied by
Avogadro's constant. The expression for the e.m.f. begins to have a

familiar appearance, except that usually the molality ra is introduced

rather than the mole fraction y. In order to make this adjustment, we

may introduce a different expression for the constant term, writing

eS = eS - 2kT In M (114)

Then (112) and (113) take the form

8 =
fio
- hi (yMy) (115)

7m (116)
u

Here, as usual, the activity coefficient 7 takes into account two things:

(1) that the solution differs from the corresponding ideal solution, and

(2) that, even if the solution were ideal, In x in the cratic term has been

replaced by In ?/, which is justified only in very dilute solutions.

In this series of cells the e.m.f. 's will be given by (116). Suppose now

that, from this series of cells, we take any two, and put them back to

back, connecting together their positive terminals, and then closing the

circuit by connecting together the negative terminals through a high
resistance. A small current will flow. Since the e.m.f.'s of the cells are

different, one must be the greater; and the cell which has this greater

e.m.f. will force a current to flow through the other cell. In the two cells,

equivalent processes will take place in opposite directions. In fact, we
can say that the processes taking place in opposite directions are identical,

except that the solutions mentioned above do not have the same con-

centration. During the flow of current, while ions are entering one

solution, an equal number of ions of the same species are being deposited
from the other solution; in other words, solute is gradually removed from
one solution and, at the same time, an equal amount of the same solute is

gradually added to the other solution. The net result is that, during the

flow of current, solute is continually transferred from one solution to the

other. There is no difficulty in deciding in which direction the transfer

takes place. Obviously the solute will be transferred from the less dilute
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to the more dilute solution since, according to (59), this results in a loss

of free energy by the system.

As a numerical example, let us suppose that the loss of free energy,

per ion pair transferred, amounts to 10~ 13
erg that is to say, 62.4 X 10~ 3

electron-volt. In this case, if we were to measure net e.m.f., driving

the current, we should find the e.m.f. to be 62.4 millivolts This must

be so, since the change of free energy of one electron-volt per ion pair

necessarily gives rise to an e.m.f. of 1 volt, the electron-volt being defined

as the work required to take an electronic charge through a potential

difference of I volt. Conversely, an e.m.f. of 1 millivolt signifies a free

energy change amounting to 1 milli-electron-volt per ion pair.

The same remarks can be made about each part of the e.m.f., sepa-

rately. The unitary part of the e.m.f., expressed in volts, is numerically

equal to the unitary change in the free energy, expressed in electron-volts

per ion pair. At the same time, the cratic term in the e.m.f., expressed
in volts, is numerically equal to the cratic change in the free energy,

expressed in electron-volts per ion pair. A similar statement can be

made about the interionic part; but we are usually interested in the

value of the e.m.f., extrapolated to extreme dilution, where this part is

negligibly small.

Problem

The heat of solution of silver bromide in water at 25C is 20,150 cal/mole. Taking
the value of the entropy and the solubility of tho crystalline solid from Tables 44 and

33, find by the method of Sees. 48 and 49 the difference between the unitary part of

the partial molal entropy of the bromide ion Br~ and that of the iodide ion I~.



CHAPTER 7

Different Types of Proton Transfers. Molecular Ions. The Elec-

trostatic Energy. The Zwttenons of Ammo Acids. Autopro-

tolysis of the Solvent. The Dissociation Constant of a Weak Acid.

Variation of the Equilibrium Constant with Temperature. Proton

Transfers of Class I. Proton Transfers of Classes //, ///, and I V.

The Temperature at Which In Kx Passes through Its Maximum.

Comparison between Theory and Experiment. A Chart of Occu-

pied and Vacant Proton Levels.

68. Different Types of Proton Transfers. In Sec. 51 we introduced

U, the characteristic unit in any process the unitary part of the free

energy change. In the various processes U stands for />, L, /, or F. In

Sec. 80, in treating molecular ions, we shall say something about Z>, the

work to dissociate a molecular ion in aqueous solution. In Chapter 12

we shall give a fuller treatment of the quantity L, the work required to

take ions from a crystal surface into a solvent. In Chapter 13 we shall

likewise consider the process of transferring ions from one solvent to

another. But the present chapter will be devoted to a thorough dis-

cussion of the unitary quantity J, the work required to carry out a

proton transfer in a solvent.

In this discussion we shall need to go right back to Chapter 1 and

shall need to put together various aspects of ionic processes that have

been considered separately in the preceding six chapters. In Sec. 15 we
noticed that the relation between equations (26) and (25) was precisely

the same as the relation between the equations (19) and (18) that had

been obtained in Chapter 1. In Sec. 17 we discussed one type of proton

transfer, which involved the formation of two ions at a great distance

apart; and in the footnote to Sec. 17 it was pointed out that the discus-

sion of equation (27) given in Sec. 15 will apply to the electrostatic part

of J. Proton transfers were also considered in Sec. 31; but hitherto we

have examined only the type

AH + B <=t A- + (BH)+ (117)
113
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where two neutral particles are converted into a pair of singly charged
ions of opposite sign. We must now make a list of other possible types.

In each case we shall suppose that the particles are in extremely dilute

solution.

la. The proton may be transferred from a neutral particle to a distant

negative ion, thus

AH + B- + A- + BH (118)

Hereby the negative ion becomes a neutral molecule, and the original

neutral molecule becomes a negative ion. The original dilute solution

must, of course, contain, in addition to the ions B~, sufficient positive

ions to neutralize their negative charges; these positive ions take no part
in the reaction. As far as the ionic fields are concerned, the net result

is that the field of one negative ion disappears and is replaced by the field

of a different species of negative ion.

16. In (118) either AH or BH may denote a solvent molecule. If

AH denotes a water molecule and B~ denotes a (II 2PO 4 ) ion, we should

have

H 2 + (H,P0 4 ) <= (OH)- + H 8P0 4 (119)

In (118) if BH denotes a solvent molecule and AH denotes a HjP04

molecule, the reaction is merely (119) written down from right to left.

We shall need some convention for deciding in which way the reaction

should be written.

2a. The proton may be transferred from a positive molecular ion to a

distant neutral particle, thus

(AI1)+ + B 4= A + (BH)+ (120)

Hereby the initial positive ion becomes a neutral particle and the initial

neutral particle becomes a new species of positive ion. The initial dilute

solution must have contained sufficient negative ions to neutralize the

positive charges; these negative ions take no part in the reaction. As

far as the ionic fields are concerned, the field of one species of positive

molecular ion is replaced by that of another.

25. In (120) either B or A may denote a solvent molecule. In an

aqueous solution of NH 4C1, for example, B in (120) may denote H 2O,

and (AH)+ may denote (NH 4)
+

. In this case the process is

(NH 4)+ + H 2 <= NH, + (H 30)+ (121)

3a. The proton may be transferred from a negative molecular ion (con-

taining a proton) to a distant neutral particle; thus

(AH)- 4- B f A- + (BH)+ (122)
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eby a doubly charged negative ion is created. The initial solution

it again have contained positive ions that take no part in the reaction.

). In (122) B may denote a solvent molecule. In an aqueous solu-

of NaHSO*, for example, if B denotes H 2O and (AH)~ denotes the

04)" ion, we have

(IISO 4)- + H 2O <r (SO 4)- + (H aO)+ (123)

ton transfers in aqueous solution were first divided into these three

3s by Wynne Jones. 1

J. Molecular Ions. Before adding other variants to this list, it will

convenient to pause here and study various aspects of the types
ch have already been listed. First, something should be said about

molecular ions that occur in these reactions. Although in earlier

3ters some molecular ions have been mentioned, we have not yet
to consider any in detail. In discussing ionic fields we have merely
Dosed that each ion was roughly spherical with a radius a. When
i an ion is in a solvent, the important question is how close the adja-
, solvent dipoles can approach to the ionic charge. In Sec. 32 we

that, if am is the radius of a water molecule, the centers of the H 2O
>les that are in contact with the ion will lie on a sphere of radius

hO.
n the other hand, we must recognize that, in many large molecular

tive and negative ions, the ionic charge is confined to an atom

rroup of atoms in the molecular ion. In the acetic acid molecule
O

^
sC the proton vibrates within the electronic structure of one of

OH
oxygon atoms, the oilier oxygon atom boing attached to the carbon

n by a double bond. 2 When the proton has been removed and we
sider the ionic field in the co-sphere of the (CH 3COO)~ ion, the size

he whole molecular ion is unimportant. The question is again how
e the adjacent solvont dipolos can approach to the ionic charge,
i center of a solvont dipole cannot approach closer than (a + aw),

re a is the radius of the atom or group of atoms that actually bears

ionic charge. In the acetate ion this a is small compared with the

of the whole molecular ion; see Sec. 84.

W. F. K. Wynne Jones, Proc. Roy. Soc., 140A, 448 (1933).

[n sodium formate, and in various COOH groups, the distance between the carbon

oxygon nuclei is found to be about 1.27 angstroms, the O C O angle being in

neighborhood of 125. L. Pauling, "The Nature of the Chemical Bond/' 2d ed.,

32, Cornell University Press, 1940.
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60. The Electrostatic Energy. In Chapter 2 we drew attention to the

fact that, when a proton transfer (117) has been carried out in a solvent,

the electrostatic fields of two ions have been created; and work must
have been done to supply the amount of energy associated with these

ionic fields. Let us now compare (117) with the process (123), both in

aqueous solution at the same temperature. In both cases an (H 30)+ ion

will be formed; but in (123), when the proton is removed from the (HSO4)~

ion, we have to separate the particles against the mutual attraction of

the proton and the doubly charged ion (SO 4)~. Consequently, more

work must be done against the electrostatic forces of attraction than in

the removal of a proton from a neutral particle.

Let us express this result in terms of the energy associated with the

ionic fields. As far as the positive iori is concerned the amount of energy
is the same in each case. Turning next to the negative ions, we recall

that in a vacuum the amount of energy in the field of a charged sphere

varies with the square of the charge. To estimate the amount of energy
associated with a (SO^ ion in a vacuum we should first have to know
the effective radius to be used. In solution we cannot say more than

that we expect the amount of energy to be considerably larger than that

associated with the co-sphere of a singly charged ion in the same solvent

at the same temperature. The total work to transfer a proton from a

(HSCX)" ion to a distant water molecule will depend also on the relative

binding energy of the proton in these two particles. But, as far as the

electrostatic part of the work is concerned, we expect this part to be

larger for the type (123) than for the type (117) in the same solvent at

the same temperature.

In contrast to this result, consider the types (120) and (118). In

(118) we have initially a certain amount of energy associated with the

ionic field of the negative ion B~; and after the proton transfer we have

instead a certain amount of energy associated with the field of the ion,

A~. The latter amount may be greater than or less than the former,

depending on the effective radii of the atoms or groups of atoms that

bear the ionic charges. If the energy associated with the ion A~ is some-

what the greater, at least a small amount of electrostatic work must be

done to transfer the proton from AH to B~. We reach, however, the

important conclusion that in such a proton transfer it is very unlikely

that the amount of electrostatic work will be as large as in the type (117),

where we have to set up the ionic fields of two new ions.

In a particular case of (118) it may happen that the amounts of energy
associated with the two ionic fields are nearly equal; such a proton trans-

fer may be called nearly isoelectric. If in (118) the energy associated

with the field of A~ is less than that associated with B~, electrostatic work
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would have to be done to transfer the proton in the reverse direction

from BH to A~.

Turning next to the processes of the type (120), it is clear that the

relevant discussion will be quite similar to the above. Initially in (120)

we have a certain amount of energy in the co-sphere of the ion (AH)+,
and afterward we have instead an amount of energy in the co-sphere of

the distant ion (BH)+; and the question is whether one of these is greater

than the other. When one amount is greater than the other, the excess

is, in any case, likely to be small compared with the work required to

carry out a proton transfer of type (117) which involves setting up two

new ionic fields. The difference between the fields of (AH)+ and (BH) +

is most likely to be small when these ions are of roughly the same size.

Now, in the ion (NH4)
+

,
10 electrons move round the nuclei, and like-

wise 10 electrons in the ion (HsO)"
1
"; these ions should therefore be of

nearly the same size, and in (121) we expect only a small amount of

electrostatic work in carrying out the proton transfer (either from left

to right or from right to left).

We have said nothing about the total amount of work required in these

processes. Even in an isoelectric transfer there may, of course, be any
amount of work to be done against the quantum-mechanical forces.

The question may be reasonably asked, why we have gone to so much
trouble to draw attention to the electrostatic energy, when the observed

equilibrium is determined by the value of the total energy. The answer

is that in discussing any ionic field the electrostatic energy is sensitive

to the environment of the ion. On the other hand, as mentioned in

Sec. 31, the binding energy of a proton in a molecule depends on internal

factors, and the quantization of the molecule is not sensitive to the

environment.

When an ion is in a solvent, the energy associated with its ionic field,

being sensitive to the environment, is sensitive to the temperature of the

solvent, as we saw in (19). On the other hand, quantum-mechanical
forces will be relatively insensitive to the temperature of the solvent.

The electrical analogue of magnetic heating and cooling arises entirely,

or almost entirely, from the interaction between the ion and the solvent

in its co-sphere.

When accurate measurements of the dissociation of weak acids were

first made over a wide range of temperature, so many different types of

behavior were found that the results could not easily be explained. It

was only when the proposal was made to separate the quantum-mechani-
cal part of the energy from the part that is sensitive to temperature, that

the mechanism underlying the wide variety of behavior could to a large

extent be understood.
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61. The Zwitterions of Amino Acids. Now that we have decided what

aspects are important, we may mention some other types of proton trans-

fers. Consider, for example, the positive ion NHfCKUCOOH of glycine.

If we transfer the proton from the carboxyl group to a distant water

molecule, we have

NHfCH 2COOH + H 2O -> NH+CH 2COO- + (H 30)+ (124)

As in (121) a proton has been removed from a positive molecular ion,

leaving behind a particle which is, as a whole, electrically neutral, though,

in this case, it bears charges to opposite sign on its two ends. The

initial positive ion is replaced by a new species of positive ion, the distant

(H 30)+ . When the proton has been removed to a great distance, the

lines of force around the NHCH 2COO~ particle will have a pattern

similar to the familiar magnetic lines of force of a bar magnet. At any
distant point in this field the density of energy will be given by the usual

expression. The total energy in this field will not be so large as that

associated with the fields of two small separate ions; we may expect the

value to be perhaps half as great. This will be the amount of electro-

static work done in transferring the proton, if the field of the (H 3O)
+ ion

roughly cancels that of the initial positive ion.

We can reach the same conclusion by another argument. The proton
transfer (124) may be described by saying that, while the proton is being

removed from the COOH group, it is meanwhile subject to repulsion

from the permanent positive charge on the Nil 3" group. This repulsion

assists the removal of the proton ;
hence we reach the same conclusion as

before the work that has to be done against the electrostatic forces is

somewhat smaller than in the type (117).

Similar remarks apply to the proton transfer

H 2 + NHsCHsCOO- -> (OH)- + NHJCH 2COO- (125)

which is similar to the type (118), in that an initial negative ion is

replaced by another species of negative ion, leaving a particle which is,

as a whole, neutral. During the transfer of the proton it is subject to

attraction from both negative ions, but in opposite directions. A certain

amount of work must be done to set up the field of the NHJCtUCOO"
particle, as before.

The equilibrium constant of the proton transfer (125), omitting the

activity of the H 2O, is known as the base dissociation constant and is

denoted by KB ,
to distinguish it from the KA of (124).

The removal of the proton in (124) may be followed by the transfer of

a second proton, again to form a (H 30)+ ion, thus

H2 + NHJCH 2COO~ -> (H 30)+ + NH 2CH 2COO~ (126)
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In this process we obtain two ions of opposite sign, as in (117). But the

electrostatic work is not so large as in (117) because there is initially

the energy in the field surrounding the NH 3

fCH 2COO- particle, and

only the additional amount of energy has to be supplied.

To sum up the discussion of electrostatic energy in these processes,

we can say that we have noticed four different types. The work done

against electrostatic forces is likely to be the largest in the type (123)

and the smallest in (118) and (120); while in (117) it should be larger

than in (124), (125), or (126). We may label these four classes as I, II,

III, and IV, where the value of the electrostatic contribution is near

zero in class I and is greatest in class IV. The first dissociation of a

weak acid will normally fall in class III, and the second dissociation in

class IV, though we must not forget that the amount of energy in the

field of a molecular ion depends on the size of the atom or group of atoms

in the ion over which the charge is distributed. When this group of

atoms is unusually large, as in the picrate ion, the electrostatic energy
will be unusually small.

62. Autoprotolysis of the Solvent. While studying these proton trans-

fers, there is another type that may be discussed at the same time,

namely, the self-dissociation of the solvent itself. As is well known,

highly purified solvents show at least a small electrical conductivity.

In methanol, for example, it is generally recognized that this conductivity

arises from the fact that, a certain number of protons have been trans-

ferred according to the process

CH 3OH + CH 3OH <=* (CH 30)- + (CH 3OH)+ (127)

In water it arises from the equilibrium

H aO + H 2 ^ (OH)~ + (H 30)+ (128)

In any pure liquid, the transfer of a proton from one molecule to another

(distant) molecule has been named autoprotolysis. In any solvent this

process creates a positive and a negative ion and must clearly belong to

class II; it will not differ from other proton transfers of class II except

for the fact that the relation between Kx and K will be different. On
the left-hand side of (127) and (128) there is no solute particle; hence

the increase in the cratic term is greater than in (119) or (121). In

(128) we have Ag = +2, and

In Kx = In K - 2 In M (129)

63. The Dissociation Constant of a Weak Acid. In Sec. 36 two experi-

mental methods by which proton transfers may be studied were men-
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tioned the spectrophotometric method, and the measurement of elec-

trical conductivity. Both these methods are capable of yielding equilib-

rium constants of high accuracy. But most of the investigations that

have been made over a wide range of temperature have been through
measurements of the e.m.f. of cells, using a hydrogen electrode. Some
details of this method will be given in Chapter 13, where the e.m.f. of

other cells will also be discussed. Here we may merely say that a

measurement with the hydrogen electrode in an aqueous solution con-

taining (H 3O)+ ions yields a result that may be interpreted as a measure

of the activity of the hydrogen ions in the solution. In a very dilute

solution the activity on the molality scale differs little from the molality

itself; if therefore the source of these hydrogen ions is a known amount

-4.765 -

-4.760

0.05 0.150.10

Ionic strength

FIG. 33. Extrapolation to zero ionic strength of the equilibrium constant of acetic

acid in aqueous solution at 25C.

of a certain weak acid, a provisional value for the activity of the undis-

sociated portion of the acid can be estimated, and hence a provisional

value in (89) for the dissociation constant K = a2a 3/ai.

When the measurements have been made in dilute solutions, only a

small extrapolation is required, to obtain the value of K at extreme dilu-

tion. Figure 33 shows this extrapolation for the dissociation of acetic

acid in aqueous solution at 25, the values of log K being plotted against
the ionic strength. The point at which the curve meets the axis gives

the value K = 1.754 X 10~ 6
,
while the last two experimental points

correspond to the values 1.752 X 10~ 5 and 1.747 X 10~5
.

Values obtained in this way for various proton transfers, over a wide

range of temperature, are given in Table 9. In some cases equilibrium
constants have been accurately determined by measurements of the elec-
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trical conductivity of the solutions. Values of Kc ,
the equilibrium con-

stant expressed in terms of concentration, at 25C are given in Table 10,

together with the corresponding values of Kc determined by e.m.f.

measurements.

64. Variation of the Equilibrium Constant with Temperature. We
know that with rise of temperature the vapor pressure of any solid or

liquid increases rapidly. In the same way, when we have a diatomic or

a polyatomic gas, partially dissociated into atoms or into ions, the degree

of dissociation increases rapidly with rise of temperature. Both these

are examples of the tendency for any aggregate to be broken.up by the

thermal agitation. We may also say that, according to the law of van't

IIoff and Le Chatelier, this increase in the dissociation constant with rise

TABLE 10. EQUILIBRIUM CONSTANTS FOR PROTON TRANSFERS IN AQUEOUS SOLUTION

AT 25C

a D. A. Maclnnes, "Principles of Electrochemistry," Chapter 18, Reinhold, 1939
b D. A. Maclnnes and D. Belcher, J. Am. Chem. Hoc., 66, 2030 (1933); the other

values in this column have been taken from Table 9, using tho relation K e
= p/v,

where p is the density of the solvent.

of temperature is associated with the fact that, at any temperature, the

dissociation of molecules is accompanied by an absorption of heat; or

conversely, that recombination to form molecules is accompanied by an

evolution of heat. In such a case the degree of dissociation must increase

with rise of temperature, as is observed.

Let us turn next to molecules in solution. As already pointed out

more than once, when a solute molecule exists, this is because a certain

amount of work is required to split the molecule into two or more atoms

or ions. The situation here is the same as in a gas; and at first sight, we
should expect that with rise of temperature any increment in the thermal

energy would in every case tend to break up the molecules, leading in

every case to a steady increase in the dissociation constant with rise of

temperature, just as we find in a gas or vapor. A glance at Table 9
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shows that, although some weak acids behave in this normal way, in

several cases the behavior is quite different. Although the values given

in the Table 9 for metaboric acid and for carbonic acid show a steady

increase, it will be seen that the values for chloracetic acid fall from

1.528 X 10
~ 3 at 0C to 1.229 X 10 3 at 40C, while the values for phos-

phoric acid fall from 8.983 X 10 -* to 6.439 X 10 3 at 50C. The values

for chloracetic acid are plotted as curve a in Fig. 34. On the other hand,

it will be seen from Table 9 that the values given for formic acid, acetic

-3.16

Chloracetii

acid

-3.14

-3.12

-3.10 -

-3.68

-3.64

-3.62

-3.60

-20 20 40 60 80

Temperature, degrees

FIG. 34. The logarithm of the equilibrium constants plotted against the temperature

centigrade

acid, and propionic acid first increase, pass through a maximum, and

then decrease, as the temperature rises. The temperature at which the

value of A" passes through a maximum is usually denoted by 0. The

small circles in Fig. 41 show the experimental results for acetic acid.

When a parabola is fitted to the results, the maximum is found to lie at

= 22.6C.

In the two sets of results plotted in Fig. 34 no maximum is observed

in either case within the range of temperature covered by the experi-

ments; nevertheless, in both cases the values appear to be tending

toward a maximum lying just outside the experimental range, namely,

at 5.4C for chloracetic acid, and at 53.9 for glycine. In 1934, Harned

and Embree, surveying all the data (in Table 9) that had been obtained

up to that time in aqueous solution, found a remarkable uniformity in
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all the proton transfers: when a parabola of the form

log K -
log tfffiax

= p(T - 0)
2

(130)

was fitted to a set of results, for all the proton transfers investigated a

single value of p, namely,

p = 5 X 10-5
(131)

was found to fit the experimental values very well. 1 Since then this has

been extended to include all the substances in Table 13, with one excep-

tion. Only in the case of boric acid did the results appear to be anoma-

lous; in this case it was necessary to use p = 8 X 10~6 instead of (131).

It will be seen that most of the dissociation constants in Table 9 lie

between 10~3 and 10~n . It is of interest to know how much work is

required to dissociate any of these molecules or molecular ions, trans-

ferring a proton to a distant water molecule. Using (91) in the form

J = -kTlnKx (132)

let us evaluate J in some typical cases. The value K = 8.983 X 10~ 3

mentioned above for H 3PO4 at 0C is one of the largest in Table 9.

Using (86) we find kT In Kx from log K by means of the formula

-kT In Kx = -2.303 kT [log K -
log (55.51)] (133)

For phosphoric acid at 0C we find the value J = 0.2056 electron-volt.

The smallest value of K for any acid in Table 9 is 2.36 X 10~n for car-

bonic acid at 0C. From (132) in this case we find the value J = 0.6708

electron-volt. The values of K for the self-dissociation of water, given

in Table 9, are still smaller. To calculate J we use (129) instead of (91),

and at 60C obtain the value J = 1.092 electron-volts.

The discussion of Sec. 60 led to the suggestion that it might be very
useful to divide the characteristic unit J into two parts a part sensitive

to the environment, which may be denoted by Jenv ,
and a part insensitive

to the environment and independent of temperature, which may be

denoted by Jnon . We shall accordingly write (132) in the form

J^ + J^ (134)
2/1x2

The factors that determine the magnitudes of Jnon and Jenv are quite

separate and independent; and there is no reason why a small Jenv should

not be accompanied by a large Jnon ,
or a large Jenv accompanied by a

small Jnon. In surveying different species we may therefore expect a

wide variety of behavior.

In Sec. 61 we provisionally arranged proton transfers into four classes,
1 H. S. Harned and N. D. Embree, /. Am. Chem. Soc., 66, 1050 (1934).
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named I, II, III, and IV, according to the size of the electrostatic con-

tribution. This classification should be very useful to us in applying

(134), since the electrostatic contribution belongs entirely to Jenvy and
not at all to Jnon .

Table 9 includes data on the first dissociation constants of seven weak

acids; it will be recalled that we expect these to fall into class III. The
table includes the second dissociation constants of five acids, phosphoric,

sulfuric, oxalic, malonic, and carbonic, which fall into class IV, while the

amino acids glycine and alanine provide four examples that should fall

into class II.

Since at equilibrium each of the above reactions may be regarded as

taking place in both directions at the same time, we need, as already

pointed out, some convention as to the direction in which the reaction

shall be written down. Since we wish to fix attention on the electrostatic

energy, it is convenient to aim at writing down every process in such a

way that, when the reaction takes place from left to right, there is an

increase in electrostatic energy, so that a positive amount of work has to

be done against electrostatic forces. When this is the case it does not

necessarily imply that the total work J is positive. In the process (117) ,

for example, the binding energy of the proton in (BH)+ may be con-

siderably larger than the binding energy of the proton in AH. In this

case the energy liberated by quantum-mechanical forces may be more

than sufficient to supply the energy required to set up the electrostatic

fields of the two ions that is to say, more than sufficient to separate

the electrostatic charges against their mutual attraction. In this case

there will be a net liberation of energy instead of work to be done.

We see that, in (134), depending on the relative binding energies, the

value of J may be positive or negative. In a particular case we may
find J equal to zero. This condition could be satisfied only at a par-

ticular temperature, since the electrostatic energy in the ionic field is

sensitive to temperature.

65. Proton Transfers of Class I. Writing (132) in the form

-kT In Kx = Jn0n + Jenv (135)

let us ask, for what type of proton transfer are we likely to find the

simplest behavior. Since Jnon is independent of temperature, clearly

the behavior should be simple when Jenv is zero or near zero. Now, as

far as the electrostatic energy is concerned, we have seen that for proton
transfers of type (118) and type (120) the contribution to Jenv may be

zero, or near zero.

Experiments are available only over the small range of T between 273

and 333; let us then ask what behavior will be expected if, over this
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range of temperature, J may be written in the form

J = Jnon + OiT (136)

where the value of the parameter a is small. We see that (135) is now

-In Kx =
J
ff +

"

k
(137)

which is of the form

-In Kx = ~ + B (138)

where A and B are constants. Thus, if ,/ is of the form (136), experi-

mental values of In Kx , plotted against 1/7
T

,
will lie on a straight line,

in contrast to the curvature shown by all the proton transfers listed in

Table 9.

TABLE 11

Anilinium ion

(C 6H 6NII 3) + H 20-> C.H.NIL + (H 3O)+
. 1.553X103
log A = -

, 0.614

Ortho-chlor-aiulinium ion" (C<,

-
log A'

Ammonium ion6 (NH 4 )
+

K. J. Pcderson, Kyi. Danube Vidcnskab. Selttkab
,
14 (1937); ibid., 16 (1937).

5 D. H. Evcrott and W. F. K. Wynne Jonos, Proc. Roy. Soc. 169A, 20-1 (1938).

If any equilibrium constants show this linearity, this behavior is most

likely to be found among proton transfers of type (118) and type (120).

The expressions for log K given in Table 11 show this linearity; they

represent, within the experimental error, the accurate data obtained by
measurements on three proton transfers in aqueous solution. All three

are of the type (120).

66. Proton Transfers of Classes II, III, and IV. Although, as Table 9

shows, the value of K may decrease with rise of temperature, or may
increase, or may pass through a maximum, the tentative theory proposed
in Sec. 64 leads to the conclusion that for proton transfers of classes II,

III, and IV the value of kT In K should in no case decrease or pass

through a maximum or a minimum but in every case should increase

steadily with rise of temperature. According to (132) the quantity
kT In Kx is equal to J, which consists of a part Jenv increasing with

temperature, and a part Jnon independent of temperature.
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This prediction is fulfilled by all the values in Table 9; in every case

the value of kT In Kx increases throughout the range covered by experi-

ment. Having established this fact, the next step is to look at the rate

at which the values of J increase with rise of temperature. For most of

the substances in Table 9 values of K are available at 20 and at 40C.
Let us then calculate the values of J at these two temperatures

1 and by
subtraction find in each case the increment in ,/ over this range of tem-

perature. From what has been said above we know that we expect the

increment in J to depend on whether the proton transfer belongs to class

TABLE 12. VALUES OF J IN ELECTRON-VOLTS AT 20 AND AT 40C

1, II, III, or IV. Though it is true that the electrostatic energy depends
to some extent on the radii of the ions involved, we expect to find the

largest increments in class IV, the next largest in class III, and so on.

On the other hand, the increment in J should not depend on the value of

,/ itself. A large value of J may show a smaller increment than a smaller

value of /, if the latter contains a larger Jeno than the former.

The results are shown in Table 12. Column 2 gives the value of

J = -kT In Kx at 20C, while column 3 gives the value at 40C. The

1 The formula for finding the value of J in electron-volts at 20C in aqueous
solution: to the value of log K add 1.744 and multiply the result by 0.5827. To
find J at 40C: after adding 1.744, multiply by 0.6213.
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last column gives the difference between these two. It will be seen that,

with one exception, the values in column 4 fall very clearly into four

groups, as expected. The one exception is boric acid, for which, as

already mentioned in Sec. 64, the experimental data are anomalous, since

the value p = 8 X 10~6 in equation (130) is required to fit the data,

instead of the usual value 5 X 10~ 5
.

The satisfactory result shown in Table 12 suggests that one might give

a more detailed and quantitative discussion of the variation with tem-

perature. If we are to do this, we need some standard of comparison

with which to compare the experimental results. Just as WQ compare

an imperfect gas with a perfect gas, and compare a non-ideal solution

with an ideal solution, so we need a simple standard behavior with which

to compare the observed behavior. We obtain this standard behavior

if, supposing that Jenv is almost entirely electrostatic in origin, we take

JenV to vary with temperature as demanded by the macroscopic dielectric

constant of the medium;
1 that is to say, we assume that Jenv as a function

of temperature is inversely proportional to . For this standard electro-

static term we may use the notation Jei instead of Jew
Now in the neighborhood of room temperature, we have seen in Sec. 8

that for H 2O, D 20, and for several common solvents, 1/e can be expressed

in the form
1 PT/&
- = e

(139)

where the & is a temperature characteristic of the solvent. Values of

& were given in Table 1, together with those of e . If in the standard

behavior J et is proportional to 1/e, it is clear that (135) will take the form

(140)

where Ca = Jnon/k and CeM = Jei/k.

67. The Temperature at Which In Kx Passes through Its Maximum.

Consider now the case where a =
0, that is to say, where we have pure

electrostatic forces, with ,/<, = 0. The function -(eT/ )/T passes

through a maximum at T = tf
;
for if we differentiate with respect to T

7

,

and set the result equal to zero, we have

that is to say, for pure electrostatic forces, with Jnon equal to zero, values

of In K would be found to lie on a curve passing through a maximum at

*L. P. Hammctt, J. Chem. Phys., 4, 613 (1936); "Physical Organic Chemistry,"

p. 83, McGraw-Hill, 1940.
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Temperature, degrees

100 200 300 400

T = &. Curve I in Fig. 35 is a plot of - (e
T/0)/T for # = 219. It will be

seen that the curve passes through a maximum at 219K. In Table 1

we saw that the value of # for each of the common solvents lies well below

the range of temperature covered by experiment. Addition of a non-

electrostatic contribution Jnon shifts the position of this maximum.
With a positive value of a in (140),

the maximum is shifted to a higher

temperature, that is to say, toward

room temperature. In this way, one

accounts for the maximum in log K
that has been observed for so many
weak acids in aqueous solution. An

example is shown in Fig. 35, where

curve II is a plot of (a/7
7

) with

a = +1.5. On adding the ordinates

of curves I and II, we obtain curve

III. The effect of adding a small

Jnon has been to shift the position of

the maximum downward and to the

right. In this case fewer protons will

be transferred owing to the incre-

ment in J, and the value of log K
will pass through a maximum at a

temperature near 300K. It is clear

from Fig. 35 that the addition of a

larger Jnon to the given J ei would shift the maximum still farther to the

right; and by examining (140), we may next decide in what way the

position of the maximum should depend on the magnitudes of Jnon and

Jei. If we differentiate the right-hand side of (140) with respect to

T
7

,
and set the result equal to zero, we have

-o.oi

-0.02

FIG. 35. Curve I is a plot of ~eT/*/T
with d = 219; curve II is a plot of

1.5/7'; and curve III is obtained by
adding the ordinates of I and II.

We see that the value of (140) will pass through a maximum at a tem-

perature 7
1*

given by
/ \

(142)

Now according to (140) the quantity a/eT/
* is equal to Jnon divided by

/!. Hence

T* = (143)
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where J% is the value of Jei at the temperature T*. Thus the position

of the maximum depends, not on the value of J, which is (/<, + J6i), or

of Jnon or of Jei, but only on their ratio. This is an important result; for

if we compare various weak acids, choosing them at random from Table

13, we should find that K passes through a maximum at a temperature
that is not correlated at all with the degree of dissociation of the acid; for

the latter is, of course, determined by (J non + Jei).

68. Comparison between Theory and Experiment. The last column

of Table 12 gave the difference between the value of J at 313K and the

value of J at 293K. Since Jnon is independent of temperature, this

difference is the increment in J
'

env between these two temperatures or

if we use (140) it is the increment in Jei between these two temperatures.
We see then that in class II the value of Jei increases by about 0.01 G

electron-volt in the 20 interval, while in class IV it increases by more

than 0.03 electron-volt. In each case, according to (140), the increment

in Jei is proportional to J f \ itself; for the increment is

Now the quantity in parentheses is just a number that has the same value

in each case; hence the increment is proportional to C and hence propor-

tional to Je i itself. Accordingly, the values in the last column of Table 12

imply that for proton transfers in class IV the value of Jei is rather more

than twice as great as for proton transfers in class II.

We may next ask whether the maxima of K occur at temperatures that

are roughly in agreement with those expected from (143). This question

may be put in three different forms.

1. Let us first discuss the four proton transfers in class II. We see

that in the last column all four values lie near 0.016 electron-volt, indicat-

ing that the value of Jei is nearly the same in all four cases. On the other

hand, we notice from Table 9 that, for both glycine and alanine, the value

of KH is a hundred times smaller than K *. We must ascribe this to the

presence of a larger Jnon in the basic proton transfer. According to (143)

this implies in (130) a greater value of 0. The observed values of for

KB are near 90C, while for KA the values of are smaller, namely 53.9

for glycine and 44.8 for alanine.

2. Table 9 contains six values of K lying between 10~ 5 and 10~4
. One

of these (oxalic acid) belongs to class IV, three belong to class III, and

the remaining two are the values of KB just discussed. The fact that

these six values of K lie between 10~5 and 10~4 means that the values of

J do not differ by more than 20 per cent. Since J = (Jnon 4- Jei), a

given value of J may arise from moderate values of Jnon and Jei, or from

a larger value of Jnon combined with a smaller Jrf ,
or from a smaller Jnnon
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combined with a larger Jet . As a result, according to (143) the maximum
of K would occur either at a moderate temperature or at a higher tem-

perature or at a lower temperature. We have already seen that the

values of 6 for the KB lie near 90, while Table 13 shows that the value

of for oxalic acid lies at 6.8, and for the three proton transfers in

class III the value of 6 falls near.room temperature. In the three classes

the maxima occur in the positions that we expect from (143).

3. As another test, we may compare two proton transfers for which

6 happens to fall at almost the same temperature. For phosphoric acid

K 2 passes through a maximum at 43.1, as shown in Table 13, while KA
for alanine falls at 44.8, as mentioned above. According to (143) this

implies that the ratio Jnon/Jei has roughly the same value in these two

TABLE 13. CONSTANTS FOR ACIDS IN AQUEOUS SOLUTION"

H. S. Ilarned and B B. Owen, Chem. Rev., 26, 50 (L<)39).

proton transfers, and therefore that the ratio J/Jei has likewise roughly

the same value. From the last column of Table 12 we infer that the

value of J ei for the KA of alanine is just less than half of the Jei for phos-

phoric acid; in fact, this is true for both the KA and the KB of alanine.

On looking at the values of J at 20 and 40, we see that in both cases the

value for K A is indeed rather less than half the value for phosphoric acid,

as predicted. (On the other hand, the values of J for KB betray the

presence of a larger Jnon .} For a qualitative discussion at any rate, we

find that (143) has stood up to the three tests rather well.

It was pointed out above that, if we choose any two acids at random

from Table 9, we are not likely to find any correlation between the

position of the maximum of K and the value of K itself. But this would

not be true, if we compare two acids, paying due regard to the probable

value of Jnon. Three dissociation constants in Table 9 have values

smaller than 10~7
;
and in all three cases the value of falls above 40.

This is doubtless because, in aqueous solution, such a low degree of
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dissociation cannot occur without an unusually large value of Jnon] and

the latter has the effect of giving to an unusually large value.

69. A Chart of Occupied and Vacant Proton Levels. With two excep-

tions, each of the values of J given in Tables 9, 10, and 11 refers to the

process where a proton is raised to the vacant proton level of an H^O
molecule from a lower occupied proton level of a species of molecule or

molecular ion; in each case the value of J gives the amount by which

this initially occupied level lies below the vacant level of H 20. Obvi-

ously, using these values, it is at once possible to map out a chart of the

proton levels of these various particles in aqueous solution, as has been

done in Fig. 36. The two exceptions in Table 9 are the values derived

from the KB of glycine and alanine. In these cases, as shown in (125),

a proton is transferred to a vacant level from the ordinary occupied

proton level in a water molecule; the value of J gives the amount by
which the vacant level lies above this occupied proton level of H 2O.

In the ionic dissociation of water itself, discussed in Sec. 62, the proton
is raised to the vacant level of one H 2O molecule from the occupied level

of another (distant) H 2 molecule; the value of J at 25C is very nearly
1 electron-volt, as shown in Table 12. Since both these proton levels of

the H 2 molecule are important, two energy scales have been provided
in Fig. 36. The scale on the left counts downward from the vacant

level of H 20, while the scale on the right counts upward from the occupied

level of H 20.

In preparing to construct a diagram for these energy levels, the first

thing to notice is that each level has two aspects, according as we are

thinking of it as an occupied or as a vacant level. When, for example, a

proton has been added to an H 2 molecule, an (H 30)+ ion has been

formed; and when we speak of the energy of the occupied proton level

of the (H 3O)+ ion, this is merely another name for the energy of the

vacant proton level of the neutral H 2 molecule. Moreover, although
the hydroxyl ion contains a proton, it has a vacancy for another proton ;

and if we speak of the energy of the vacant level of the (OH)~ ion, this

is the same as the energy of the ordinary occupied proton level of H 2O.

In the same way, when we speak of the occupied proton level of the

bicarbonate ion (HCO 3)~, the energy of this proton level is the same as

the energy of the vacant proton level of the (C0 3)^ ion.

In constructing a diagram to display quantitatively the relationships

between the proton levels of various species of particles in the same

solvent, it is desirable to label each level with both its names. This has

been done for each level in Figs. 36 and 37, the name of the occupied
level being given on the left, and the name of the corresponding vacant

level being given on the right.
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FIG. 36. Values of J in water at 25C.
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^Occupied^
I proton^

levels

CH3COOH,

H2O

Vacant

proton
levels

Cl-

In discussing the ionic dissociation of acids in aqueous solution, it was

mentioned in Sec. 31 that for the strongest acids the dissociation appears
to be complete, not only at the lowest concentrations, but also in moder-

ately dilute solutions. We must suppose that for each of these solute

molecules the occupied proton level lies above the vacant proton level

offered by a water molecule. In other words, when a distant (H 30)+

ion has been formed by proton transfer, a certain amount of work would

be required to raise the proton from the (HaO)* ion to the vacant proton
level in the distant anion. In Fig. 36 the occupied proton levels of the

HC1, HC104, and H 2SO4 molecules in aqueous solution must lie some-

where above the level of (H 3O)
+

,
while in each case the vacant proton

level of 01", (C1O4)~, or (HS04)~ lies an equal distance above the vacant

level of H 2O. We should like to know, for

each acid, the energy of this level, for inclu-

sion in Fig. 30; for there may be wide intervals

between the levels of IIC1, II 2SO4 ,
and HC1O 4 .

But no method of obtaining direct information

on this question has been widely accepted as

reliable. In Fig. 36 the correct position of the

occupied level of the (HSO 4)~ ion has been

shown, but the position of the vacant proton
level of the same ion is unknown.

For the sake of illustration, the proton levels

of HOI and 01~ have been drawn in Fig. 37 a

little above the level of (H 3O)
+

. Starting with

the protons in HOI, we can imagine an experi-

ment, in which we cause these protons to fall,

by a series of steps, toward the bottom of the

diagram. When a little HC1 is dissolved in

water, the protons from nearly all the HOI molecules will immediately
fall to vacant levels in H 2 molecules, to form (H 3O)

+
ions, as indicated

by the arrows at the top of Fig. 37.

Suppose next that we mix this solution with an aqueous solution con-

taining lower vacant proton levels say, with an aqueous solution con-

taining an equal quantity of sodium acetate; that is, a solution containing
Na4*

ions and (CH 3COO)~ ions. The Na+ ions do not have an affinity

for a proton; but, as shown in Fig. 37, the vacant level of the (CH 3COO)~
ion in aqueous solution lies well below the occupied level of the (H^O)*
ion. Consequently a proton from nearly every (H 30)+ ion will very

quickly fall, as shown by the next arrows in the diagram, into the vacant

level of a (CH 3COO)~ ion, to form a neutral CH 3COOH molecule. From
here we can make the protons fall again, if we mix this solution with a

OH-
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solution containing a solute with a lower vacant proton level. Take, for

example, an aqueous solution of sodium hydroxide, containing Na"1
"

ions

and (OH)" ions. The vacant proton level of each (OII)~ ion lies well

below the occupied level of neutral CH 3COOH. Hence the protons fall

once more, leaving the CH 3COOII molecules to revert to (CHsCOO)",
while at the same time each hydroxyl ion is converted to a neutral H20
molecule.

In Fig. 37 two areas have been shaded. The area in the upper left

corner, where protons in occupied levels are unstable, we have already

discussed. In the lower right-hand corner the shaded area is one where

vacant proton levels cannot remain vacant to any great extent. In

aqueous solution any solute particle that has a vacant proton level lower

than that of the hydroxyl ion will capture a proton from the solvent

molecule, since the occupied level of the latter has the same energy as the

vacant level of a hydroxyl ion. Consequently any proton level that

would lie in this shaded area will be vacant only on the rare occasions

when the thermal agitation has raised the proton to the vacant level of a

hydroxyl ion. On the other hand, there are plenty of occupied proton

levels that lie below the occupied level of the H 2O molecule. For exam-

ple, the occupied level of the NH 3 molecule in aqueous solution lies a

long way below that of H 2O.

There are, of course, many substances, soluble in water, whose mole-

cules contain one or more protons, but which, like the NIL molecule, show

no spontaneous tendency to lose a proton when hydroxyl ions are present.

In each of these molecules the energy level occupied by the proton must,

as in NII 3 ,
lie below the occupied level of H 2O. If methanol is an example

of this class, the vacant proton level of the mctholatc ion (CHsO)~ in

aqueous solution must lie below the vacant level of (OH)~.

Although we have used Fig. 37 to illustrate the spontaneous falling

of protons to lower vacant levels, the values of / given in Table 12 were all

obtained from solutions where a small number of protons were thrown

up to, and maintained in, higher levels by the thermal agitation. Some

more examples of such proton transfers arising from thermal agitation

are illustrated in Fig. 38. If, for example, we dissolve in water some

Na 2HP0 4 , obtaining Na+ ions and doubly charged (HPO 4)~ ions, the

thermal agitation can throw a proton from a solvent molecule into the

vacant level of any (IIPO 4)^ ion, forming thereby a singly charged

(H2PO 4)~ ion, as indicated by the arrow at the bottom of Fig. 38; this

process is called the hydrolysis of the sodium salt. Each proton so

transferred from H 2O leaves behind a hydroxyl ion. Since the energy

gap between the occupied level of H 2 and the vacant level of (HPO4)~

is rather large, the thermal agitation at room temperature is not sufficient
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to maintain more than a few protons in the higher level that is to say, is

not sufficient to convert more than a small fraction of the (HP(>4)~ ions

into (H 2PO4)~. The number of protons transferred from water mole-

cules would be still smaller in an aqueous solution of NaH 2P04, containing

Na+ ions and (H2PO4)~ ions, because in this case the energy gap between

the occupied level of H 2O and the vacant level of the negative ion is still

wider.

In Fig. 38 it will be seen that for the (H 2PO 4)~ ion there are two entries,

one for its occupied proton level and one for its vacant proton level. In

the aqueous solution of NaII 2P04 under consideration the thermal agita-

Occupied
levels

HjPO,

H2POr

H 2O

Vacant
levels

OH-

FIG. 38

tion can throw a proton from one (H 2P04)~ ion into the vacant level of

another (H 2PC>4)~ ion in the same solution, forming thereby a neutral

H 3PC>4 molecule, according to the process:

(H 2P0 4)- + (H 2P0 4)- -> H 3P0 4 + (HP0 4)" (144)

In a solution containing such particles, the conditions for equilibrium
in all possible proton transfers must be satisfied simultaneously. In

terms of these proton energy levels, we may say that this is made possible

by the additivity of the J values. In Fig. 38 the values of J for the three

proton transfers have been labeled J\, J2 ,
and J 3 . From the relation

/s = (t/i + Jz) we may obtain at once a relation between the values of

Kx ,
and hence between the equilibrium constants K. In the proton

transfer labeled J<t the number of solute particles remains unchanged,
whereas in Ji and J8 the number of solute particles is increased by unity.
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Hence, in accordance with (88), we have

Ji = -kT In Kx -kT In Kv + kT In M
/2

= -kT In Kx = -kT In #2

J 3
= -kT In X, = -kT In # 3 + fcT

1

In M
From the equality of ,/ 3 and (,/i + Jz) we obtain the relation

V V V f~\ A KNAS = A]A2 V^w/

Hence in the solution containing these species the conditions for equilib-

rium for all these proton transfers are satisfied at the same time; and the

argument could be extended to include other species. Although in Fig. 38

we have discussed a diagram where one species, the (H 2PO4)~ ion, occurs

twice, both on the left and on the right, and where a solvent molecule

was involved, neither of these features is essential; and we might equally

well have derived (145) for proton transfers involving six different solute

species.
Problems

1. Derive the recipe, given in the footnote to Sec. 66, for finding the value of J in

electron-volts from the value of log K for a weak acid in aqueous solution.

2. From the data given in Table 9 find the value of J for the proton transfer (125)

in water at 10C.
3. Find the value of J for the proton transfer (128) in water at 0C.
4. The following table gives the values of K for the first dissociation constant of

carbonic acid; obtained by H. S. Harned and R. Davis [J. Am. Cheni. Soc
, 66, 2030

(1943)]. Find the values of J at these temperatures, and compare the rate of varia-

tion of J with temperature with those given in Table 12.

5. For a certain weak acid HA in aqueous solution the value of J for the proton
transfer

HA + H2 -> (A)- + (H,0)+

is equal to 0.50 electron-volt at 25C. Find approximately what percentage of this

solute would remain in the form of neutral molecules in a solution where the molality

is equal to 10~.



CHAPTER 8

The Dissociation Constant of Nitric Acid. Moderately Weak

Acids. The Variation of J with Temperature. Proton Transfers

between Solute Particles. A Proton Transfer in Methanol Solu-

tion. Proton Transfers with a Negative Value for Jn<>n> The

Hydrolysis of Salts. Molecules with Symmetry. Substituted

Ammonium Ions. Deuteron Transfers in DgO. The Dissocia-

tion of Molecular fons.

70. The Dissociation Constant of Nitric Acid. The largest value of A"

in Table 9 is that for the (HS0 4)~ ion. In Fig. 36 there is a gap of more

than 0.2 electron-volt below the level of the (H 3O) f ion. As is well

known, several acids exist which in aqueous solution fall in the inter-

mediate region between the very weak acids and the recognized strong

acids; the proton levels of these acids will fall in this gap. The values of

K for these acids obtained by different methods seldom show close

agreement. Results obtained by various methods were compared in 1946

by Redlich,
1 who discussed the difficulties encountered.

In this connection we should first recognize that, if an acid is to behave

as a strong acid in a moderately dilute aqueous solution, it is not necessary

that in Fig. 36 the occupied proton level of the particle should lie above

the vacant proton level of the H 2O molecule. For suppose that we have

a species of acid molecule HA, whose proton level in aqueous solution

is such that no work is required to transfer the proton to a distant water

molecule that is to say, J is equal to zero for this proton transfer -in

this case the protons from the HA molecules will distribute themselves

indiscriminately among the available vacant proton levels Now in a

0.001 -molal solution, for example, the number of H 2O molecules is 55,510

times greater than the number of HA molecules dissolved in this solvent.

Hence when the protons have distributed themselves at random among
the available levels, the chance of finding one vibrating within an A~~ ion

1 O. Redlich, Chem. Rev., 39, 333 (1946).

138
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to form a neutral HA molecule is obviously very small. We can go
further, and say that this chance will be small, even if J has a small

positive value. In a moderately dilute solution the relative number of

H 2O molecules is so great that, even if a small amount of work has to be
done to transfer the proton to a distant H2 molecule, nearly all the

protons will be transferred.

This is illustrated by the case of nitric acid, which, according to the

usual criteria, is classed among the strong acids. Nevertheless, there is

evidence from more than one source that a considerable number of

neutral HNO 3 molecules are present in moderately dilute solutions. A
study of the ultraviolet absorption spectrum of aqueous solutions of

nitric acid and of nitrates such as

KNO 3 leads to the conclusion that

the absorption bauds of the (N0 3)~ ion

are different from those of the HNO 3

molecule. Unfortunately the inten-

sity of absorption is weak, arising pre-

sumably from forbidden transitions,

and accurate measurements have not

been made at concentrations of nitric

acid lower than 0.5 molal, at which

concentration a few per cent of the

solute appears to be in the form of

neutral HNO 3 molecules. Results ob-

tained by Goldring
1 at 25C are shown

in Fig. 39. As will be seen from the

diagram, extrapolation to infinite dilu-

lion gives K = 7. The diagram also

shows results calculated by Goldring

from absorption data of von Halban

.'ind Eisenbnind,
2
using an extinction

coefficient of Jones and Thorn. 3 It

will be seen that this curve extrapolates to K 9.

At higher concentrations the Raman spectra of aqueous solutions

of alkali nitrates and of nitric acid have been investigated. Nitric acid

was found to be incompletely dissociated, though for the alkali nitrates

no evidence of incomplete dissociation was found. Since accurate

measurements on solutions of nitric acid have not been made at concen-

trations below 4.0 molar, it is not certain how the extrapolation to infinite

!L. S. Goldring, Ph.D. Thesis m Chemistry, M.I.T., June, 1950.
2 H. von Ilalbaii and J. Kisnnbraml, X. physik. Chem., 132, 433 (1928).
3 K. N. Jones and G. D. Thorn, Can. J. Kcsearch, 272, 580 (1949).

10

ilban and Eisenbrand

2 4

Moles per liter

Fro. 39
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solution should be made. The results of Redlich and Bigeleisen
1 were

extrapolated to give K = 21 4, while the results of Smith, Maranville,

and Young2 were extrapolated to K = 24.

When we come to calculate the value of J for the transfer of a proton

from a HN0 3 molecule to a water molecule, we find that all these values

of K agree in giving a positive value of J. In other words, a certain

amount of work is required to transfer a proton from HN0 3 to a distant

H 2O molecule, just as in the case of

a weak acid. At 25C, from K = 7

we calculate

HNO,-

CCliCOOH
HIO3

-

HS0 4

-0.1

-0.2

-CON2H 4

-CClaCOO-

-so4
-

FlG. 40

-HaO
J = -kT\nKx

'" ~ frTi
7

= +0.052 electron-volt

Using this value, the positions of the

proton levels of HN0 3 and of the

(NO 3)~ ion are shown in Fig. 40; the

vacant level of the (NO 3)~ ion lies

0.052 electron-volt below the vacant

level of the H 2 molecule. (If we
were to use the value K 21, de-

rived from measurements of Raman

spectrum at high concentrations, the gap between these two levels in Fig.

40 would be about half as wide.)

71. Moderately Weak Acids. It has been recognized that, for mod-

erately weak acids (K greater than 10~ 3
) the evaluation of reliable dis-

sociation constants from measurements of electrical conductivity is more

difficult than had previously been supposed. It is agreed that Shed-

lovky's method of extrapolation to infinite dilution is both simpler and, in

some cases, more reliable than earlier methods. 3 Some values of K
obtained by various methods are given in Table 14. The proton levels

for HIO 3 and (IO 3)~ and for trichloracetic acid are included in Fig. 40.

The position of the vacant proton level of the urea molecule has been

calculated from the value K = 10~ 14 for the proton transfer4

CON 2H 4 + H 2 -> (CON 2H 5)+ + (OH)~ (146)

1 0. Redlich and J. Bigeleisen, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 65, 1883 (1942).
2 H. M. Smith, L. F. Maranville, and T. F. Young, American Chemical Society

Meeting, Atlantic City, 1949.
8 R. M. Fuoss and T. Shedlovsky, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 71, 1469 (1949).
4 L. P. Hammett and N. Dietz, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 62, 4806 (1930).
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72. The Variation of J with Temperature. Although each proton

transfer has its own characteristic value of 0, the variation of K near

the maximum shows a marked degree of uniformity, as already mentioned

in Sec. 64. If a parabola of the form p(T 9)
2
is fitted to the experi-

mental results, a single value of p, namely 5 X 10~ 5
, reproduces the

variation of log K, not only for proton transfers of class III, but also

for those of class II and class IV. If we accept (140) as providing a

qualitative theory of the phenomena, we have at once a physical explana-
tion of the observed uniformity. Whether we are concerned with the

TABLE 14. DISSOCIATION CONSTANTS IN AQUEOUS SOLUTION

* R. Fuoss and T. Shcdlovsky, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 71, 1469 (1949).
b H. von Halban and J. Brull, Helv. Chim. Ada, 27 (1947).
e S. Naidich and J. E. Ricci, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 61, 3268 (1939).
d E. Abel, O. Redlich, and P. Hersch, Z. physik. Chem., A170, 112 (1934).
* C. Morton, Quart. J. Pharm. 126, 102 (1930).
t A. D. Michell, /. Chem. Soc., 117, 1957 (1920).

H. V. Tartar and H. II. Garritson, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 63, 308 (1941).
<*,

removal of a proton from a negative ion, such as (HCO 3)~, or from a

neutral molecule, or from a zwitterion, the increase of J e\ with tempera-
ture is in each case due to the changing environment and so leads to a

similarity in the variation of K, because the changing environment is the

same in each case.

Since, according to (77) we have &H = J (dJ/dT), it follows that, if

Jei is proportional to l/, then the value of A// at any temperature should

be proportional to -rff. (-) Using the empirical values of 1/c for
c dT\/

water, and its temperature coefficient, Baughan
1 tested the proportional-

ity between the observed and calculated rates of variation of A#. Sur-

1 E. C. Baughan, J. Chem. Phys., 7, 952 (1939).
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prisingly good agreement was obtained, an example of which is given in

Table 15.

In equation (140) the magnitude of the electrostatic energy is con-

tained in the constant C; and the variation of K with temperature is

determined by the factor e~T/
*, which is common to all proton transfers

of classes II, III, and IV.

TABLE 15. AH FOR PKOTON TRANSFER FROM HCOOH IN AQUEOUS SOLUTION

An example of the use of (140) is shown in Fig. 41. The small circles

in Fig. 41 give the experimental values of log Kx for acetic acid in aqueous
solution. The theoretical curve marked 219 is calculated from (140),

with a =
1.35, C 850.2, and & = 219. It will be seen that the agree-

ment is better than might have been expected. To obtain still closer

agreement, a somewhat larger value of $ is required. The other curve

in Fig. 41, calculated with & 240, gives almost perfect agreement.

-7.50

-7.48

-7.46

-7.44
O Experimental

Calculated with <? =240

273 283 323 333

FIG. 41.

293 303 313

Temperature, K.

Ionic dissociation of the acetic acid molecule in water.

73. Proton Transfers between Solute Particles. In each of the types

of proton transfer discussed in Sees. 58 and 71, a solvent molecule is

involved. In dilute solution the solvent molecules are present in great

excess, and therefore an equilibrium is observed only if a considerable

amount of work is required to transfer the proton; otherwise the solute
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will be almost completely dissociated. In aqueous solution electrostatic

forces of attraction are not sufficient to give even a moderately weak

acid; a contribution from quantum-mechanical forces is required in

addition. Only in this way does one obtain a dissociation energy that

is large enough to compensate for the large excess of solvent.

Consider now the transfer of a proton from a solute particle to another

species of solute particle. Here the concentrations of both are under our

control, and the above limitations do not apply. By adjusting the solute

concentrations, one can observe an equilibrium, even if the work to

transfer the proton has a value in the neighborhood of zero; a zero value

can come about if the contributions from electrostatic and non-electro-

static forces happen to be of opposite sign. When the proton is trans-

ferred from one particle to the other, the binding energy of the proton
in the latter may be greater than in the former; the difference in the

binding energy may compensate for the energy that is put into the electro-

static fields, when ions are created and separated against the forces of

mutual attraction, with the result that the net amount of work done is

small, or even zero.

As pointed out at the end of Sec. 64, such a compensation can be exact

only at a particular temperature, seeing that the electrostatic energy
varies with temperature. In fact, with rise of temperature there will, in

such a case, be a change in sign for J, the work to transfer the proton. J
will change sign from negative to positive, as the temperature rises; and
InKx will change sign from positive to negative. This will also be true of

In K, since no solvent particle is involved in the proton transfer. An
example of this behavior is recorded in Table 16.

74. A Proton Transfer in Methanol Solution. Although in non-

aqueous solutions several proton transfers have been studied at room

temperature, very few investigations have been made over a wide range
of temperature in very dilute solution. Table 16 gives some results

obtained in mcthanol solution by Nisonoff and Kuhn 1 for a proton trans-

fer of the following type:

(AH)- + B -> A- -f (BH)+ (147)

where the molecule B was trimethanolamine and (AH)~ was the ion of

bromcresol green. The measurements were made by the spectrophoto-

metric method in very dilute solutions.

The character of the results is very different from any of those given
in Tables 9 or 11. It will be seen that in Table 16, as the temperature
falls below 0C, the value of log K changes sign from negative to positive.

Since K = Kx in this proton transfer, this implies, according to (132),

i A. Nisonoff, L. P. Kuhn, and R. W. Gurney, /. Chem. Phys., 20, 985 (1952).
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that just below 0C the value of J passes through a zero value; that is to

say, at this temperature the vacant proton level of a B molecule in solu-

tion has exactly the same energy as the occupied proton level in a distant

(AH)" ion. This must be due to the fact that, at this temperature, the

values of Jnan and Jenv happen to be exactly equal and opposite. In

(147) the work to set up the additional ionic fields will certainly be

positive at all temperatures. The constant value of Jnon must be negative

here. At low temperatures, where the dielectric constant is large, the

magnitude of Jenv is smaller than that of Jnon .

TABLE 16. VALUES OF LOG K FOB THE PROTON TRANSFER (116) IN METIIANOL

SOLUTION

But with rise of temperature, as the dielectric constant decreases, the

magnitude of Jenv becomes greater than that of Jnon ,
and a net amount of

work is required to transfer the proton.

76. Proton Transfers with a Nega-
tive Value for Jnon . Although experi-

mental results for many different pro-

ton transfers in aqueous solution are

included in Tables 9, 10, and 11, those

investigations were limited to proton
transfers of only one type, namely,
where both J non and Jenv are positive.

We shall find that the different char-

acter of the results given in Table 16

is not due to the change of solvent

from water to methanol but is due to

the fact that the investigations dealt

with a proton transfer with a large

negative value for Jnon . Widening
the scope of the discussion, we may
now use the equation

Temperature

FIG. 42 = -C a + eT/

(148)

to predict the behavior in proton transfers for various negative values of

/ mm.

It will be convenient to deal with aqueous solutions as well as methanol
solutions. In this connection we may refer again to Fig. 35, where
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curve I was a plot of ( eT/*/T), and curve II was a plot of a/T with

a = +1.5. The effect of taking a Jnon of opposite sign is shown in Fig.

42, where curve I is the same as in Fig. 35, but where curve II is a plot of

a/T with a =
1.5, instead of +1.5. This represents a negative

value of Jnon. It so happens that in this case the concave curvature of

the upper curve is nearly equal and opposite to the convex curvature of

the lower curve, with the result that, when ordinates are added to give

curve III, the latter is, over a wide range of temperature, almost a straight

line. Curves of this type are included in Fig. 43, which shows a family

+ 0.005

-0.005

-0.010

-0.015

-0.020

100 400200 300

Temperature, K
FIG. 43. Family of curves with # = 219 and various values of a

of curves calculated with # = 219, and various values of a between +1.5

and 4.0. Near the bottom of Fig. 43 the row of circles reproduces the

experimental results for acetic acid in aqueous solution. We have

already seen that with a equal to +1.35 and C equal to 850.2, we obtain

rather good agreement.

Returning now to proton transfers in methanol solution, we see that

the family of curves in Fig. 44, calculated with & = 185.4 is very similar

to those for aqueous solution. The curve for a = 0.0 passes through its

maximum at the characteristic temperature 185.4K. We now find that

we can interpret the experimental results recorded in Table 16; for we see

in Fig. 44 that curves drawn for values of a between 3 and 4 pass

through zero near room temperature. The row of circles give values of
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In (K/C) with C = 645 and experimental values of K taken from Table

16. Agreement with (140) is found if a is taken equal to 4.32.

76. The Hydrolysis of Salts. As shown in Table 41
,
the NH.{ molecule

has a dipole moment almost as large as that of the H 2 molecule. When
ammonia has been dissolved in water the electrostatic interaction of

an NH dipole with an adjacent solvent dipole is of the same order of

magnitude as the interaction between two adjacent H 2O dipoles. At

the same time, when ammonia has been dissolved in water, the solu-

tion has a feeble electrical conductivity, due to the fact that a certain

+ 0.01

SH

-0.01

50 100

FIG.

150 200 250 300 350

Temperature, K

Family of curves with t? = 184 and various values of a

number of protons have been transferred from water molecules to the

solute particles;

H 2O + NH 3 -> (OH)~ + (NH 4)+ (149)

Formerly, it was thought that the NH 3 entered into chemical combination

with the water to form NH 4OII molecules, some of which then dissociated

into positive and negative ions. It is true that at low temperatures a

solid compound NH 4OH is known. "But it melts with decomposition
at 79.3C, and the amount present in aqueous solution can hardly be

important."
1

*L. P. Hammett, "Physical Organic Chemistry," p. 45, McGraw-Hill, 1940.
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In Table 11 data were given on the proton transfer from the ammo-
nium ion to a water molecule

(NI1 4)+ + H 2O -> NI1 3 + (H SO)+ (150)

When this takes place in the aqueous solution of a salt, such as NH 4C1,

the process is known as the hydrolysis of the salt. Formerly, this hydrol-

ysis was regarded as due to the self-dissociation of the water

H 2 -* H+ + (011)-

followed by

(NH 4)+ + (OH) -> NH 4OH (151)

Even recent textbooks mention only the traditional view that "if water

were not dissociated at all, hydrolysis would not occur." From Fig. 30,

however, it is quite clear that in the proton transfer (150) we are con-

cerned with the gap between the occupied proton level of the (NH 4 )
+

ion and the vacant level of the H 2O molecule near the top of the diagram.

The existence of the vacant proton level of the (OII)~ ion, near the bot-

tom of the diagram, is irrelevant.

In contrast to this, consider next a solution of sodium acetate. From
Sec. GO we know that in such a solution the thermal agitation raises a

certain number of protons from the solvent molecules to the vacant

proton levels of the (CHnOOO)~ ions. In the aqueous solution of such a

salt, this process is known as the hydrolysis of the salt and is tradition-

ally regarded as a result of the self-ionization of the water. In Fig. 36,

however, it is clear that in the proton transfer

II 2 + (CH.COO)- - (OH)- + CH 3COOII (152)

we are concerned only with the gap between the vacant level of the

(CH 3COO)~ ion and the occupied level of the H 2O molecule, near the

bottom of Fig. 36. The existence of the vacant proton level of the II 2O

molecule, near the top of the diagram, is irrelevant here.

Suppose now that the proton transfer (152) is followed by the transfer

of the same proton to another distant water molecule:

CH 3COOH + H 2O -> (CHaCOO)- + (11,0)+ (153)

In this second step the (CH 8COO)~ ion, to which the proton had been

transferred in (152), is recovered, and the same would be true, whatever

species of particle is involved. This will be clear from Fig. 45, which

shows a close resemblance to Fig. 38. The final result of (152) followed

by (153) is evidently

2H 2O -> (TI 8O)+ + (OH)-
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The equilibrium constant of (152), omitting the H^O, is known as the

hydrolysis constant and is often denoted by Kh . As in (145), it is

related to Ji in Fig. 45 by

J 1
= -kTinKh + kTinM

Similarly

and
-kT In Kw + 2kT In M

From Fig. 45 it is clear that / 3
= Ji 4- /2, from which we derive at once

the relation

KwKh = KA
(154)

A corresponding relation exists for the equi-

librium constant of (150) in the hydrolysis

of an ammonium salt.

In non-aqueous solution the process cor-

responding to hydrolysis is known as "sol-

volysis"; and corresponding relations must

hold for the solvolysis constants.

77. Molecules with Symmetry. In dis-

cussing diatomic solute molecules in Sec.

44, the difference between the homonuclear

and heteronuclear types was mentioned. If

a homonuclear molecule in any position is

rotated through 180, the final state is in-

distinguishable from the initial state; and

this must be taken into account in evaluat-

ing W f. A similar situation arises in cer-

tain acid molecules containing two carboxyl

groups. Figure 46a shows the malonic acid

molecule. Consider the line which bisects the angle between the two
COOH groups. If, about this line as axis, the molecule is rotated through

180, the final state will be indistinguishable from the initial state there

will be no difference in the wave function describing the molecule. In

any solution, this must be taken into consideration in counting the

number of different ways in which the molecule may be placed.

If a proton is removed from one COOH group, as shown in Fig. 466,

and transferred to a distant water molecule to form (H 30)+,
the sym-

metry of the molecule is lost. On the other hand, if the proton is now
removed from the other COOH group and transferred to a water mole-

FIG. 45
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cule, the symmetry is regained by the molecular ion, as shown in Fig.

46c. In each case the symmetry or asymmetry of the solute particle is

obviously independent of the amount of solvent present; and hence each

change of symmetry makes, through In Wcft
a contribution to the unitary

term in (59). In fact, when the first proton is removed, the loss of

symmetry makes in (59) the contribution -j-fc7Mn2; and when the

second proton is removed, the restoration of symmetry makes the con-

tribution -kTln2.
Let us consider now the work required to remove the first proton and

the second proton. When the doubly charged ion of Fig. 46c has been

formed, a certain amount of energy has been put into the electrostatic

field of the ion; this total amount differs, owing to the proximity of the

two negative charges, from twice the amount put into the electrostatic

H H H
I I I

HOOC C COOH HOOC C -COO- -OOC C COQ-
I I I

H H H
(a) (b) (c)

Fro. 46

field of the singly charged ion of Fig. 46b. Although in Fig. 46 only one

CH 2 group separates the two carboxyl groups, malonic acid is the shortest

of a series of dicarboxylic acids of the type COOOH(CH 2)nCOOH, in

which the length of the chain increases with n. We may take the point

of view that, when the chain is long, the two COOH groups tend to

become independent, both as regards electrostatic energy and as regards

the binding of the proton. When these protons are to be transferred to

distant solvent molecules, let /i and J2 denote the values of J for the

first and second protons, respectively. It would be a mistake to sup-

pose that, when the molecular chain is long, J} and /2 tend to become

equal. In Sec. 52 we defined J as the total change in fche unitary part

of the free energy. Hence we can only anticipate that, when the molecu-

lar chain is long, the values of Ji and / 2 may be related by expressions

of the form

Ji = J Q + kT In 2

J 2
= Jo - kT In 2

This means that, with increasing length of chain, the equilibrium con-

stants Ki and K 2 (the first and second dissociation constants at infinite

dilution of the acid) should not tend to equality; rather their ratio

Ki/Kz should tend toward the value 4, as recognized by Adams. 1

*. G. Adams, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 38, 1503 (1916); R. Ganc and C. K. Ingold,

J. Chem. Soc., 1931, 2153.
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78. Substituted Ammonium Ions. Like NH4C1 the substance NH 3
-

(CH 3)C1, where a CH 3 group has been substituted for one hydrogen,
forms a crystalline solid; and so do the substances NH2(CH 3) 2C1 and

NH(CH 3) 3C1. When one of these substances is dissolved in water, it is

completely dissociated into Cl~~ ions and molecular positive ions corre-

sponding to (NH 4)
+

. Suppose now that such a solution contains an

NH 3 molecule, and consider the following proton transfer

[NH(CH 3) 3]+ + NH 3 -> N(CH 3) 3 + (NH 4)+ (155)

Here the number of ions remains unchanged; only the smaller

ion replaces the initial larger ion. Although in Sec. 19 we discussed the

transfer of a charge from a larger sphere to a

smaller sphere, the situation here is different.

Figure 47 shows schematically the struc-

ture of the NH(CH.0 3
f
ion. We must sup-

pose that the positive charge is associated

with the proton which lies embedded in the

nitrogen atom. Thus, in contrast to the

case of Fig. 15, the proton transfer (155)

does not imply the concentration of the

o. 47 charge iipon n smaller sphere. When the

ion is situated in a polar solvent, we must

suppose that the three CH 3 groups will prevent adjacent solvent dipoles

from lying as near to the positive charge as they would in the case of

the (NH 4)
+ ion. This will mean that, at any temperature, the total

amount of free energy lost by the solvent in the ionic, co-sphere of (NII 4)+

will be considerably greater than the amount of free energy lost by the

solvent in the co-sphere of the [NI1(CH 3)3]
+ ion As a result, in the

proton transfer

N(CH 3 ) 3 + (NII 4)+ -* [NH(CH 3) 3]+ + NH 3 (156)

although the number of ions remains unchanged, a positive amount of

electrostatic work is done; and this amount will vary with temperature.
The variation of J with temperature should be smaller for the dimethyl-
ammonium ion, where only two methyl groups prevent the solvent

dipoles from approaching near to the positive charge; and smaller still

for the monomethylammonium ion. The experimental results on these

ions 1 show that these predictions are fulfilled.

79. Deuteron Transfers in D 2O. As shown in Table 1 the character-

istic temperature $ for the dielectric constant of D 2O is almost the same
as for H2O. The values of the dielectric constant of D 2O are given with

1 I). II. Everett and W. F. K. Wynne Jones, Proc. Roy. Soc., 177A, 409 (1941).
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good approximation by the expression
1

log e = 1.9433 - 0.00199* (157)

as compared with the expression for H 2O

log c = 1.9440 - 0.00198* (158)

Near room temperature there is scarcely any difference between the two.

When a deuteron has been removed from a molecule in D 20, the electro-

static energy associated with the negative ion will scarcely differ from

that associated with the field of a similar ion in H 2O from which a proton

has been removed. Furthermore, the energy associated with the electric

field surrounding a (D 3O)+ ion in D 2 will scarcely differ from that of the

field surrounding a (H 3O)+ ion in II 2O. We must conclude then that the

observed differences between the degrees of dissociation of weak acids

in D 2 and H 2 are due entirely to a difference in the quantum-mechani-
cal forces.

Consider the quantized energies of vibration associated with a molecu-

lar potential energy such as that depicted in Fig. 7. It is well known that

the three or four lowest vibrational energy levels have nearly uniform

spacing that is to say, the intervals between successive allowed values

of the vibration energy arc nearly equal, as in a harmonic oscillator. We
may say that this is because, near its minimum, the potential-energy

curve of Fig. 7 is approximately a parabola, the potential-energy charac-

teristic of a harmonic oscillator. In a diatomic molecule containing

nuclei of mass m and M the interval between successive levels is propor-

tional to -\/(m + M)/mM. Writing down the corresponding expression

for a similar molecule containing nuclei of mass m' and M, we find that,

when M is large compared with either m or w', the spacing of the levels

in the second molecule differs from that in the former approximately in

the ratio \7ra/ra'. If then we take m and m' to denote the mass of the

proton and deuteron, respectively, and M to denote the mass of a nucleus

several times larger than either, we conclude that the spacing of the

vibrationai levels for the deuteron will be narrower than those for the

proton, nearly in the ratio l/\/2. This reduction in the spacing of the

levels is accompanied by a difference in the position of the lowest vibra-

tional level.

We may fix our attention on the minimum of the potential-energy

curve in Fig. 7 and ask how much higher the lowest vibrational level will

lie. This energy gap between the potential minimum and the lowest

vibrational level is equal to the vibrational energy of the molecule at the

absolute zero of temperature and is known as the zero-point energy of

1 J. Wyman and E. N. Ingalls, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 60, 1184 (1938).
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vibration. In the harmonic oscillator the zero-point energy is equal to

half the spacing between successive levels. Since the spacing of the

levels is narrower for a deuteron than for a proton, this means that the

zero-point energy will likewise be smaller. If we consider a molecule

where a proton has been replaced by a deuteron, the lowest quantized
state for the deuteron will lie nearer to the potential minimum; and since

the depth of the potential minimum is the same for both, being deter-

mined by the electric charge, we conclude that the binding energy will be

greater for the deuteron than for the proton. This increment in the

binding energy can be expressed ass a fraction of the interval between

FIG. 48

successive levels. In the harmonic oscillator this fraction will be

[1 (l/\/2)], or about 15 per cent of the spacing between successive

energy levels of the proton.

We want now to ask what effect this will have on the difference between

the work J required to transfer a proton from the molecule of a weak

proto-acid HA to an H 2 molecule and the corresponding work J required

to transfer a deuteron from the corresponding deutero-acid DA to a

distant D 2O molecule to form a (D 3O)+ ion. Since J is positive, the

binding forces in the molecules HA and DA must be considerably stronger

than in the ions (H 3O)+ and (D 3O)+ ;
and we must here make use of the

fundamental idea that in a molecule or molecular ion where the binding

forces arc strong the spacing of the energy levels is wider than where they

are weak. The situation is shown schematically in Fig. 48, from which

we conclude that the value of J for the deuteron will be greater than the

value of / for the transfer of a proton from the corresponding proto-acid

in aqueous solution.

We expect that the dissociation constant of a weak deutero-acid in

D 2 solution will be smaller than that of the corresponding proto-acid

in aqueous solution; and we may say at once that in all six cases that have
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been measured the value of the dissociation constant K* of the deutero-

acid is less than half that of Kp for the corresponding proto-acid.
The difference in the value of J that we have predicted is a difference

in the quantum-mechanical binding energy Jnon and not in the environ-

mental part Jenv . In fact, the replacement of a proton by a deuteron

enables us to carry out the ideal experiment of increasing Jnon without

at the same time changing Jenv . It therefore provides a convenient

method of testing the theory put forward in Sec. 67. In connection

with the parabolas of Figs. 35 and 43 it was pointed out that increasing
the positive value of J non ,

while leaving the value of Jenv unchanged, has

Temperature

FlG. 49

the effect of moving the parabola downward and to the right. That is to

say, in the case of the deutcro-acid the dissociation constant K should

pass through its maximum value at a higher temperature than the corre-

sponding proto-acid. Fortunately, in the case of dcutcroacetic acid

measurements have been made over a wide range of temperature.
1

Through the experimental points it is possible to draw a parabola having
the same shape as that of Fig. 41, but passing through a maximum at a

temperature some 10 higher. This is in the direction predicted.

For other acids measurements were not made over a wide range of

temperature, but the value of the ratio K p/Kd was determined at a single

temperature a temperature which in some cases lay above and in other

cases below the temperature at which the value of K passed through its

maximum value. Under these circumstances the situation needs to be

looked into more carefully.

Curve b in Fig. 49 shows the situation that arises if curve a is shifted

downward and slightly to the right. Suppose that at one particular

temperature measurements are made to determine the value of K a/Kb>

1 F. Brescia, V. K. La Mer and F. C. Nachod, /. Am. Chem. Soc., 62, 616 (1940).
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The result will clearly depend on whether the maxima of the curves lie

below or above or near the temperature at which the measurements are

made, since the vertical distance between the curves is the logarithm
of Ka/Kb . The arrow P in the diagram, for a temperature lying below

the maxima, is considerably longer than the arrow Q for a temperature

lying above the maxima.

When, for example, measurements of the value of Kp/K<i have been

made at 25C for a number of acids, we expect that the value of KP/Kd
will be larger when 25C lies below the temperature than when it lies

above 0. That such a trend is present is shown by the experimental

results given in Table 17.

The question arises whether measurements made over a wide range
of temperature would or would not show that the ratio of the maximum
value of Kp to the maximum value of Kd would vary in the same way.
For we have reason to believe that it would be so. In Table 17 the

molecules and molecular ions have been arranged in the order of decreas-

ing K'p ,
that is to say, in the order of increasing ,7, or of increasing strength

of the binding forces. This means wider spacing of the energy levels,

TABLE 17. DISSOCIATION CONSTANTS OF DEUTERO-ACIDS AND PHOTO-ACIDS*

C. K. Rule and V. K. La Mer, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 60, 1981 (1938).
b J. Curry and Z. Z. Ilugus, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 66, 653 (1944).

and greater zero-point energy, and hence according to the situation

depicted in Fig. 48 increasing difference between the binding energy
of the deuteron and the binding energy of the proton. As pointed out

by Halpern,
1 this leads us to expect that the value of Kp/Kd increases

as we go from a moderately weak to a very weak acid. Rule and La

Mer 2 found that, when the observed values of Kp/Kd at 25C are plotted

against log Kp ,
the points lie on a curve; and Martin and Butler 3 found

that the values of Kp/Kd at 25 for six nitrophenols lie almost on the same

1 O. Halpern, J. Chem. Phys., 3, 456 (1935).
* C. K. Rule and V. K. La Mer, /. Am. Chem. Soc., 60, 1981 (1938).

*D. C. Martin and J. A. V. Butler, /. Chem. Soc., 1939, 1366.
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curve. Unfortunately, when measurements have been made only at a

single temperature, the effect obviously has to be disentangled from that

depicted in Fig. 49.

80. The Dissociation of Molecular Ions. In Chapter 4 we introduced

in Fig. 27 the idea of simultaneous long-range and short-range forces of

attraction between a pair of ions of opposite sign in solution. When
quantum-mechanical forces of attraction are superimposed upon the

electrostatic forces, a neutral molecule or a molecular ion in solution

may be formed. In Sec. 29 we gave as examples the formation of TIC1

in aqueous solution from Tl+ and Cl~, and the formation of (Fed) 4"1
" from

Fe+++ and Cl~. For any such molecule or molecular ion in solution

we use the letter D to denote the work required to break up the molecule

or molecular ion and to separate the ions in the solvent. Since the

strength of the long-range forces depends on the environment, D must

clearly be regarded as consisting of two parts D non and D en ,
which will

play a role similar to that of the J non and J env of Chapter 7. From the

observed values of the dissociation constant K at room temperature we

can estimate the value of the total dissociation energy D for various

species. But, unfortunately, there have been few thorough investiga-

tions of the variation of K with temperature, comparable with those

which have been made for proton transfers over a wide range of

temperature.

By a spectrophotometric method Rabinowitch and Stockmayer
1

studied the dissociation of the molecular ions (FeCl)~
M and (FeBr)*4

between 25 and 45C, and likewise the dissociation of the molecular ion

(FeOII)
++ into Fe+++ and (OH)-. Let us consider what different kinds

of behavior are to be expected. In studying proton transfers, we found

that, with rise of temperature, the value of K would either increase or

decrease, according to the relative magnitude of J non and Jenv . So here,

similar behavior is to be expected according to the relative magnitudes
of DMn and Denv \

the possibility of their being of opposite sign does not

arise.

The crystallographic radius assigned to the ion Fe++ "h is comparable
with that assigned to the scandium ion SG+++. The ions K +

,
Ca+ +

,
and

SC+++ have the same number of electrons, and the same closed electronic

shells as the argon atom. In aqueous solution there will be electrostatic

forces of attraction between Ca++ and Cl
,
and between So**"** and Cl~;

but the quantum-mechanical forces between these ions will be forces of

repulsion only. Between Fe+++ and Cl~, on the other hand, there may
be quantum-mechanical forces of attraction. In view of the rather

intense electrostatic attraction between Fe+++ and a negative ion, a

1 E. Rabinowitch and W. H. Stockmayer, J. Am. Chem. Sac., 64, 341 (1942).
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rather small Dnon superimposed upon this Dei will be sufficient to give

incomplete dissociation, comparable with that of the moderately weak

acids that were listed in Table 14. On the other hand, when Dnon as

well as Denv is large, the dissociation constant K will have a very small

value, like that of a very weak acid. The experimental data given in

Table 18 include both of these types. For the (FeOH)++ ion we obtain

the value D = 0.84 electron-volt.

TABLE 18. DISSOCIATION OF MOLECULAR IONS IN AQUEOUS SOLUTION AT 25C

E. Rabinowitch and W. H. Stockmayer, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 64, 341 (1942). The

equilibrium constants tabulated by these authors are association constants.
6 S. Edmonds and N. Birnbaurn, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 63, 1471 (1941).

If we make the approximation of replacing Denv by Dei, according to

the equation analogous to (143), the dissociation constant of the molecu-

lar ion will pass through a maximum value at a certain temperature

0, given by

=

If lies below the freezing point of the solvent, the value of the dissocia-

tion constant will fall over the whole range of temperature.
When Dnon/Dei is large, the predominant effect will be the tendency

for the thermal agitation to break up the molecular ions; and the degree
of dissociation will increase with rise of temperature. On the other hand,
when Dnon/Dei is small, the predominant effect will, according to simple

electrostatic theory, arise from the progressive increase in depth of the

potential minimum of Fig. 86 with rise of temperature, so that the degree
of dissociation actually decreases with rise of temperature, in spite of the

increase of the thermal energy. Both types of behavior are found.

In the case of the ions (FeCl)
++ and (FeBr)++, where the value of

(Dnon + Denv ) is relatively small, the value of K continually decreases

with rise of temperature, whereas in the case of (FeOH)++, for which the

value of (Dnon + Denv ) is relatively large, the opposite behavior is found.

It will be noticed that the value of A# for this ion, included in Table 18,

has a positive value, in contrast to those for (FeCl)++ and (FeBr)++,
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which are negative. Thus the simple theory evidently predicts the right

kind of behavior, which is all that should be expected of it.

We have discussed the triply charged ion Fe'f++ in aqueous solution.

Let us consider now the water molecules that are in contact with such

an ion, and let Fig. 50a depict one such H2O molecule. The protons in

the H 2O molecule will be repelled by the large positive charge of the

Fe+++ ion will be so strongly repelled that it is possible that, sooner or

later, the thermal agitation will be sufficient to transfer a proton to a

(c)

FIG. 50

more distant H 2O molecule, as depicted in Fig. 506, to form an

ion; in which case it is likely that another proton, repelled by the

ion, will be transferred from the (H 3O)+ ion to a still more distant water

molecule, as depicted in Fig. 50c.

This process leaves a hydroxyl ion in contact with the Fe+++ ion
;
and

we have seen that these ions combine to form a molecular ion (FeOH)++ .

The whole process may then be written

Fe+++ + H 2O -* (FeOH)++ + (H 8O)- (159)

We notice that, although there is only one solute species on the left-hand

side, there are two on the right-hand side. The process is therefore

accompanied by an increase in entropy, and the AF of the process will

contain a term T &Scratic- Let us first discuss the values of the unitary

terms; to do this we may carry out the process in a different manner.

Choosing two distant water molecules, we transfer a proton from one to

the other. According to Table 12, at 25C the work required amounts
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to 1.03 electron-volts. We then bring the hydroxyl ion up to, and allow

it to combine with, the Fe+++ ion, thereby receiving energy equal to the

dissociation energy D of the (FeOH)++ ion. For this we have found the

value to be D = 0.84. If we denote by U the work required to carry

out the process (159), we find

U = J - D = 1.03 - 0.84

= 0.19 electron-volt

Now this is smaller than any of the values of J given in Table 12, and

since the cratic term is the same, Aq in (159) being equal to +1, we con-

clude that the process (159) should take place to a considerable extent.

In this way we have another mechanism for the hydrolysis of a salt.

In the experiments described above no tendency was found for the

(C104)~ ion to form a molecular ion by combination with Fe+++ . The

absorption spectrum characteristic of the Fe^** ion in aqueous solution

was therefore determined by studying solutions of FeClO4 as a function

of the hydroxyl-ion concentration.

Problems

1. From the data given in Table 18 for the dissociation of the molecular ion

(Fed) 4"4
',
find in electron-volts the dissociation energy D at 25C; and find in electron-

volts per degree the value of dD/dT, the rate of variation of D with temperature;

compare the result with values of dJ/flT taken fiom Table 12.

2. Taking from Tables 9 and 1 1 the values for the equilibrium constants for the

proton transfers from the acetic acid molecule and from the anilinium ion, and using

(145), find the value of kT In Kx for the proton transfer

CHaCOOH + C 6H BNH 2 -> (CTI,COO)- + (C 6H 6NH 8)+

at the following temperatures: 0, 20, 40, 60. Plot the values of J against the

temperature, and by comparison with Fig. 43, find approximately the value to be

assigned to the constant a in equation (140).



CHAPTER 9

The Viscosity of Ionic Solutions. The B-coefficients. Assign-

ment of B-coefficients to Separate Ions. The Acetate Ion. The

Sign of the B-coefficient and the Magnitude of C\. The Magni-

tude of the B-coefficient and of (7J
8

.

81. The Viscosity of Ionic Solutions. Random motion of the mole-

cules of a liquid was discussed in Bee. 27; and the probable duration of

contacts- the length of time during which two molecules were likely to

remain neighbors was examined. These considerations were for a

liquid at rest or in uniform motion. When a velocity gradient exists in

the moving liquid, each successive layer of molecules has to move over

the adjacent layer, and the phenomena of viscosity enter. In this chap-
ter we are concerned with the question of how the viscosity of a dilute

ionic solution will differ from that of the pure solvent.

In a very dilute solution, between the co-spheres of the ions the inter-

stitial solvent is unmodified and has the same properties as in the pure
solvent. The co-sphere of each positive ion and the co-sphere of each

negative ion, however, may contribute toward a change in the viscosity.

We should expect to find, in a very dilute solution, for each species of ion

present, a total contribution proportional to the number of ions of that

species present in unit volume. At the same time, we may anticipate

that the electrostatic forces between the positively and the negatively

charged ions must be taken into account.

Accurate viscosity measurements have been made on dilute solutions

containing atomic or small molecular ions, either water or methanol

being the solvent. In 1929, Jones and Dole,
1

studying extremely dilute

aqueous solutions, found that their results could be written in the form

n =
770(1 + A \/^ + Be) (160)

where rjo is the viscosity of the pure solvent, c is the concentration of the

solute, and A and B are constants characteristic of the solute. They
suggested that the A \/c term, which becomes predominant at low con-

1 Grinnell Jones and M. Dole, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 61, 2950 (1929).

159
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centrations, might be due to the interionic electrostatic forces, like the

analogous \/c term which occurs in expressions for electrical conductivity,

and so on, derived from the Debye-Huckel theory. This suggestion has

proved correct. When the contribution from these long-range forces was

worked out, it was found that in very dilute solution they should yield

an increment in viscosity, proportional to the square root of the con-

centration. 1 In agreement with the theory, the value of the coefficient

A in (160) is found to be positive in every case that is examined. This

1.0012

FIG. 51. Relative viscosity of aqueous solutions of KC1 at 18C plotted against the

square root of the concentration. [W. E. Joy and J. H. Wolfenden, Proc. Roy. Soc.,

134A, 424 (1932).]

leaves the Be term in (160) to represent the expected contributions from

the co-spheres of the ions.

In aqueous solution at room temperature the coefficient B is positive

for the majority of electrolytes. For some, however, it is negative; in

such a case the viscosity at moderate concentrations, where the B term

is predominant, is less than that of pure water, while at lower concentra-

tions, where the A -\/c term becomes predominant, the value of the

viscosity rises above that of pure water. An example of this is shown
in Fig. 51, where abcissas are \/c. The straight line is a plot of A \/~c

with A = +0.0052, while the lower curve is a plot of Be withB = -0.033.

On adding the ordinates of these two curves the middle curve is obtained,

which reproduces, within the experimental error, the values of rj/rjo

obtained for KC1 in aqueous solution at 18C.
82. The B-Coefficients. We may pass on now to discuss the J5-coeffi-

cients. The experimental values in aqueous solution are given in Tables

21 and 22. The variation with temperature for various pairs of ions is

shown in Fig. 52. It will be seen that with rise of temperature the

1 H. Falkenhagen, "Electrolytes," Chapter 10, Oxford, 1934.
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TABLE 19. VISCOSITY A-COEFFICIENTS IN AQUEOUS SOLUTION"

161

"Grinnell Jones and H. J. Fornwalt, /. Am. Chem. Soc., 68, 619 (1936); Grinnell

Jones and J. H. Colvin, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 62, 338 (1940); Grinnell Jones and S. M.

Christian, J. Am. Chem. Soc
, 69, 484 (1937), W. E. Joy and J. H. Wolfenden, Proc.

Roy. Soc., 134A, 424 (1932).
6 Value very uncertain because the A \/c term is masked by an unusually large nega-

tive Be term; see Table 21.

TABLE 20. VISCOSITY ^-COEFFICIENTS AT 25C

Grinnell Jones and H. J. Fornwalt, J Am. Chem. Soc., 64, 4244 (1932).
* W. M. Cox and J. II. Wolfenden, Proc. Roy. Soc., 146A, 475 (1934).

negative coefficients tend to become positive. It appears that above

50C the ^-coefficients for most pairs of ions will have become positive.

At the same time, with rise of temperature the coefficients which are

positive below room temperature increase in value, but more slowly.

It is likely that the occurrence of negative ^-coefficients is a peculiarity
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of aqueous solutions, since the few accurate measurements that have

been made in non-aqueous solvents have yielded only viscosities greater

than that of the pure solvent. Some results from solutions in methanol

and ethanol are given in Table 23. On comparing these values with

those given in Table 21, it will be seen that solutes which have negative

^-coefficients in water have large positive ^-coefficients in methanol.

If the ^-coefficients represent the contributions from the co-spheres

of the ions, we should expect that in very dilute solution the contribu-

tions from the positive and the negative ions would be indeppuHpnt. find

+ 0.1 -

HNO,

-o.i

-0.2

10 20 30

Temperature, C.

FIG. 52. Viscosity of ^-coefficients plotted against the temperature centigrade.

therefore additive. In Table 21 the values for uni-univalent solutes in

aqueous solution have been arranged so that one can see whether this

additive property is present. It will be noticed that, for example, when
the positive ion is Li4 the value in each case is larger than when the posi-

tive ion is Na+ in a solution at the same temperature. In most cases

when the positive ion is K+
,
the value is negative, while for Cs+ at the

same temperature the coefficients have still larger negative values. Not

only do the values in the various columns lie in the order Li+,
Na+

,
K+

,

Rb+, Cs+
,
but there are nearly constant differences between the rows,

and likewise between the vertical columns. This means that at any
temperature it is possible to assign a coefficient to each species of positive

and of negative ion, such that the sum of two such coefficients gives in

each case a value near to the observed ^-coefficient for the pair of ions.

We can conclude that at the concentrations at which the measurements
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have been made the contributions from the co-spheres of the positive and

negative ions are, at least, approximately additive and independent.
It will be noticed that the value of the ^-coefficient for HNO 3 at 18C,

given in Table 21, lies intermediate between those of KNO 3 and NaN0 3 ,

TABLE 21. VISCOSITY U-COEKFICIENTS FOR ION PAIRS IN AQUEOUS SOLUTION**

Griimell Jones and S. K. Talloy, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 56, 624 (1933); Grinnd! Jones

and R. E. Stauffer, J. Am. Chan. Soc., 62, 336 (1940); V. D. Laurence and J. H.

Wolfcndon, /. Chem. Soc., 1144 (1934); and references to Table 19.

while that of IIC1 lies intermediate between those of KC1 and NaCl.

On the other hand, the calculated value of the ^.-coefficient for HN0 3 ,

given in Table 19, is abnormally small. This is because the ionic cloud

surrounding the (NOs)"" ion has an abnormally small time of relaxation,

owing to the high mobility of the proton that arises from proton jumps,

and because the resultant drag due to the electrostatic interionic forces

is small. It will be seen that the experimental value of the A-coefficient
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agrees with this calculated value. On the other hand, the 5-coefficient

which belongs to the (H 3O)+ ion is quite normal; it is unaffected by

proton jumps and has a value intermediate between those of the K+ ion

and the Na+ ion.

TABLE 22. VISCOSITY /^-COEFFICIENTS NOT INCLUDED IN TABLE 21 tt

Grinnell Jones and R. E. Stauffer, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 62, 337 (1940) ;
and references

to Tables 19 and 21.

TABLE 23. VISCOSITY B-COEFFICIENTS IN DILUTE METHYL AND ETHYL ALCOHOLS AT

25C
In methanol:"

KC1 7635

KBr 7396

KI 6747

NII 4C1 6610

In ethanol: fr

Nal . . . 1 15

Grinnell Jones and H. J. Fornwalt, J. Am. Chem. Soc
, 64, 4244 (1932).

* W. M. Cox and J. II. Wolfenden, Proc. Roy. Soc., 145A, 475 (1934).

The question arises as to how the /^-coefficient for any solute is to be

divided among the cation and anion. Before attempting to solve this

problem, we could, of course, begin by assigning an arbitrary value to

some species of ion (we could, for example, assign the value zero to K+) ;

then the values to be assigned to all the other monovalent ions can readily
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be worked out from Tables 21 and 22. Instead of this arbitrary scale,

it would be much more satisfactory to decide, if possible, what contribu-

tion is actually being made by the cation and anion, separately.

For some of the solutes in Table 21 (for example, NaNO 3 and KC1)
the J5-coefficient has a value not far from zero. In such a case it might
be that the viscosity of the solvent is very little modified either by the

presence of the positive ion or by the presence of the negative ion. On
the other hand, the correct explanation may be quite different: it may
be that the co-sphere of the positive ion causes a local increase in the

viscosity, while the co-sphere of the negative ion causes a nearly equal
decrease in the viscosity, or vice versa; whenever such a cancellation

occurs, the ^-coefficient for the solute will have a value not far from

zero, and we need other evidence before we can decide how contributions

should be assigned to the individual ions. When the ^-coefficient for

a solute is negative, we know that at least one of the ions is diminishing
the viscosity. The largest negative value in Table 21 is for cesium

iodide. We may suspect that in this case both the positive and negative
ion are diminishing the viscosity. But this will remain a specula-
tion until we bring forward some evidence or argument to justify this

interpretation.

In 1906, Einstein worked out a theory of the viscosity of a liquid which

contains, in suspension, spherical particles which are large compared with

the size of molecules of the liquid. The predictions of the theory are

found to be in good agreement with the measured values of the viscosity

of liquids containing colloidal particles in suspension. The presence of

these obstacles increases the apparent viscosity of the liquid, and Einstein

found 1 that the increment is proportional to the total volume v of the

foreign particles in unit volume, that is to say, the sum of the volumes

of the particles that are present in unit volume of the liquid; thus,

y = 770(1 + 2.50) (161)

If we tentatively extend this theory to particles of smaller size, that is,

to large molecules in solution, we should again expect to find an increment

in the viscosity. It is, in fact, found that both the acetic acid molecule 2

CHsCOOH and the urea molecule 3 CON 2H 4 in aqueous solution at room

temperature have positive ^-coefficients, the values being 0.117 and

0.03784, respectively.

If we next try to extend the theory to particles that are not electrically

neutral, that is, to large molecular ions, we must distinguish between two

i A. Einstein, Ann. Physik., 19, 289 (1906); ibid., 34, 591 (1911).
* V. D. Laurence and J. H. Wolfenden, /. Chem. Soc., 1144 (1934).
8 Grinnell Jones and S. K. Talley, /. Am. Chem. Soc., 66, 641 (1933).
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types the same two types which were mentioned in Sec. 59, namely,

(1) where the electric charge is distributed fairly uniformly over the

whole solute particle, and (2) where the ionic charge is located on one

atom or small group of atoms in the molecular ion. In the former class

the electrostatic field of the ion is so weak that we may expect the large

molecular ion to have an effect very similar to that of a neutral molecule

of about the same size. When tetraethyl ammonium picrate is dissolved

in water it is dissociated into ions, the tetraethyl ammonium positive

ion and the picrate negative ion. At 18C the solute is found to have a

positive /^-coefficient equal to 0.74. It seems then that a large ion

behaves as an obstacle, in a way similar to that of a colloidal particle.

It is only when we come to examine ionic solutes in aqueous solution

that we meet ionic solutes that decrease the viscosity of the solvent.

It will be recalled that in Fig. 28 we found that for the most mobile

ions the mobility has the smallest temperature coefficient. If any species

of ion in aqueous solution at room temperature causes a local loosening

of the water structure, the solvent in the co-sphere of each ion will have a

viscosity smaller than that of the normal solvent. A solute in which

both anions and cations are of this type will have in (160) a negative

viscosity /^-coefficient. At the same time the local loosening of the

water structure will permit a more lively Brownian motion than the ion

would otherwise have at this temperature. Normally a certain rise of

temperature would be needed to produce an equal loosening of the water

structure. If, in the co-sphere of any species of ion, there exists already

at a low temperature a certain loosening of the water structure, the

mobility of this ion is likely to have an abnormally small temperature

coefficient, as pointed out in Sec. 34.

A negative /^-coefficient for a solute implies that, in the co-sphere of

the positive ion, or in that of the negative ion, or in both, there is an

increase in fluidity. Writing in 1934, Cox and Wolfenden 1 stated that

the generally accepted explanation of these negative viscosity coefficients

was that they were due to "depolymerization" of the water; in a footnote

to their paper, referring to the hypothesis of Bernal and Fowler,
2
they

added that, if water is a pseudo-crystalline liquid, the word depolymeriza-
tion might be replaced by "rise of structural temperature." This prob-

lem can be more easily discussed if one first makes a tentative division

of the B-coefficients between the anioiis and cations of each solute.

Such a tentative separation was made by Cox and Wolfenden and appears
to reach the correct result, although in their argument they used con-

cepts which are more difficult to accept today.

1 W. M. Cox and J. H. Wolfenden, Proc. Roy. Soc., A146, 486 (1934).
2 J. Bernal and R. H. Fowler, /. Chem. Phys., 1, 515 (1933)
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83. Assignment of ^-Coefficients to Separate Ions. As explained in

Sec. 32, the term "
electrolytic ion" in aqueous solution was often used,

not for the solute particle itself, but for the solute particle surrounded

by a quantity of attached solvent, which was supposed to form a perma-
nent rigid spherical "hydrated ion." The next step was to suppose that

such a "
hydrated ion" is large enough to obey Stokes's law, even when

the solute particle itself is as small as Li+ . It will be noticed that in

Table 2 the mobility of Li+ is less than 3 per cent larger than the mobility

of the iodate ion (IDs)". From this fact Cox and Wolfenden argued
that the radius of the hydrated Li+ ion must, in accordance with Stokes's

law, be less than 3 per cent larger than the radius of the hydrated (I0a)
~

ion. In support of this contention they cited the fact that the tempera-
ture coefficient of the mobilities of these two ions is not far from the

value demanded by Stokes's law, as will be seen from Fig. 28. If the

hydrated ions are spherical with the above radii, the volume of the

hydrated Li+ ion would be nearly 10 per cent greater than the volume

of the hydrated (I0 3)"~ ion. Since the Einstein expression (161) is

derived from Stokes's law (and since it is assumed that these two hydrated
ions obey Stokes's law), the argument leads directly to the prediction

that the B -coefficient of Li+ must be nearly 10 per cent greater than

that of (lOs)". As the viscosity of aqueous solutions of lithium iodate

had been measured, this conclusion permitted /^-coefficients to be allotted

to the Li+ and (IO 3)~ ions. In Table 21 the total /^-coefficient of LiIO.<

in aqueous solution at 18C is 0.283, the accuracy not being high enough
to give the last figure with certainty. Cox and Wolfenden, making the

separation in the required ratio, assigned 0.14 6 to Li+ and 0.13 6 to (IO 3)~.

The values of the /^-coefficients to be ascribed to the other ions at 18C
followed at once. At the same time, they tentatively assigned the value

0.14e to Li+ at 25C also; the values to be ascribed to the other ions at

25C followed from this choice.

Before discussing these results, we may inquire whether there is not a

plausible way of separating the /^-coefficients without making use of the

concept of hydrated ions obeying Stokes's law, or anything of that nature.

Let us reconsider the whole problem from the beginning. It was pointed

out in Sec. 34 that the mobility u and its temperature coefficient are

almost the only quantities for which experimental values can be obtained

for anions and cations separately. The information contained in Fig.

28 in Sec. 34 should be a more reliable guide for our purpose than any
calculation based precariously on theory, seeing that the data of Fig. 28

appear to be relevant to the problem under discussion. Since the points

plotted in Fig. 28 are a guide to the behavior of the individual ions, the

question arises whether we cannot, by inspection, allot ^-coefficients to
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the ions in such a way as to correspond rather closely to the behavior

depicted. We notice, for example, that the point for K+ in Fig. 28 lies

very near to the point for Cl~.

In Sec. 82 it was mentioned that the ^-coefficient for KC1 has a value

near zero; and it was pointed out that this could arise from the fact that

a considerable positive contribution from the cation was being nearly

canceled by a similar negative contribution from the anion (or vice

versa). According to this interpretation the ions K+ and Cl~ would be

showing opposite behavior. The points plotted in Fig. 28 would incline

us to reject this view, to believe that the ions K+ and Cl~~ are alike and to

interpret the ^-coefficient of KC1 as meaning that each ion has very
little effect on the viscosity of water at room temperature. From Table

21 we see that at 25C the ^-coefficient for KC1 is 0.0140; we must

split this into two nearly equal parts, each of which will be negative in.

sign. If we divide 0.0140 in two equal halves, and allot the value

0.007 to both the K+ and the Cl~ ions, the values to be ascribed to all

the other ions at this temperature follow at once. These 5-coefficients

for the separate ions are given in Table 24.

TABLE 24. VISCOSITY ^-COEFFICIENTS IN AQUEOUS SOLUTION AT 25C
Li+ +0 14 7 Cl- . -0 00 7

Na+ +0 08 6 Br-.. -0 03 2

K+ -0 00 7 I- -0 08

Rb + -0 02 9 NOf -0 04 6

Cs+ -0 04 6 MnOr -0 059

H+ +0 07 C1O3

~ -0 02 4

NH+ -0 00 7 BrOr +0 00 6

Ag+ +0 09i IO3
-. +0.15 2

OH- +0 12

The question arises whether this assignment of coefficients to the

individual ions conflicts with that proposed by Cox and Wolfenden.

In Table 24 it will be seen that the value allotted to Li+ by the new
method is +0.147, which is in surprisingly good agreement with the

value 0.146 assigned to Li+ by the method of Cox and Wolfenden. It

follows that there is no significant difference between the values of

Table 24 and the earlier values.

84. The Acetate Ion. For the /^-coefficients of lithium acetate and

potassium acetate, which are of course completely dissociated in aqueous

solution, Cox and Wolfenden obtained at 25C the values +0.397 and

+0.238. These large values could be due entirely to the large size of

the molecular ion or could be due partly to the fact that the anion pro-
duces order in its co-sphere. To test this, Laurence and Wolfenden
measured the J5-coefficient of acetic acid in aqueous solution at 25C.
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It is of especial interest to have coefficients for a neutral molecule and
for a molecular anion of the same size. For the neutral molecule they
found that the B-coefficient was equal to only 0.117. Since the values

for lithium and potassium acetates arc so much greater than for the

chlorides, we cannot ascribe them merely to the large size of the anion

but must suppose that it is an order-producing ion. This is not alto-

gether surprising, since the oxygen atom that bears the negative charge

may resemble (OH)~, which is likewise an order-producing anion. From
the ^-coefficients +0.147 and 0.007 that have been allotted to Li+and
K+ in Table 24, we obtain for the acetate ion the value 250 or else 0.245.

In a vacuum an isolated acetate ion will resonate between the form

O
/ /

CH 3 C and the form CH 3 C . If this were also true in solu-

\ \
o- o

tion, the negative charge would appear to be spread out over an unusu-

ally large volume. The ionic field would be weak, like that of (Mn04)
and (N0 3)~; but the fact that the viscosity ^-coefficient of the acetate

ion has a greater positive value than that of the acetic acid molecule

suggests that this is not so. If we consider the acetate ion in solution,

at any moment it is extremely unlikely that the solvent dipoics that are

in contact with the two oxygen atoms happen to produce identical

polarizations, and provide for the negative charge states of equal energy,

between which the electron can resonate. On one oxygen atom the

energy will be the lower
;
and the negative charge will be localized on one

oxygen atom or the other.

86. The Sign of the ^-Coefficient and the Magnitude of C\. We come

now to the important fact, pointed out by Cox and Wolfenden, that

there is a correlation between the sign of the viscosity /^-coefficient of

an ion in aqueous solution and the temperature coefficient of the elec-

trical mobility of the ion. They drew attention to the fact that ions to

which they had assigned a negative ^-coefficient for viscosity had the

lowest values of the temperature coefficient of electrical mobility; and

they gave an explanation in terms of dcpolymerization of the solvent.

In pure water, with rise of temperature the liquid gradually becomes

depolymerized. But if the presence of a certain ion has produced a

partial local depolymerization already at a low temperature, "the tem-

perature coefficient of viscosity of the solvent in the neighbourhood of

the ion will be lower than that of the solvent as a whole. Since the

mobility of an ion depends on the viscosity of the solvent immediately

surrounding it, the temperature coefficient of mobility of an ion must be

determined by the (lower) temperature coefficient of viscosity of the
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partially depolymerized solvent and not by the temperature coefficient

of the macroscopic viscosity."
1 This convincing explanation can easily

be put into terms of local order-disorder in the liquid. In pure water,

with rise of temperature the average degree of local order becomes every-

where smaller. But if in the co-sphere of a certain species of ion,, the

ionic field has produced a certain amount of disorder, already at a low

temperature, one can say that the viscosity of the solvent in the ionic

1.00

0.98

0.96

0.94

0.92

0.90

+ 0.15 +0.10 +0.05 -0.05 -0.10

Viscosity 5-cocfficient

FIG. 53. Values from Table 4 plotted against viscosity ^-coefficients from Table 24.

co-sphere will have a lower temperature coefficient than in the bulk of

the solvent outside. At any rate, the freedom of the random Brownian

motion of this ion at any temperature is determined by the local degree
of order-disorder in its ionic co-sphere, and this Brownian motion will

have a lower temperature coefficient than that calculated from the

viscosity of the pure solvent. Since both the diffusion coefficient of the

ion, and in an external electric field the electrical mobility of the ion, are

determined by the freedom of its random motion, both these quantities

will have an abnormally small temperature coefficient. There does not

seem to be sufficient evidence as to how the diffusion coefficients of

various ionic solutes vary with temperature. But it is true that those

ions to which a negative viscosity coefficient have been assigned have

1 Cox and Wolfenden, op. cit., p. 486.
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86. The Magnitude of the B-Coefficient and of Cj
8

. It will be recalled

that in Fig. 28 in Sec. 34 we plotted values of Cj
8
for various ions against

the values of the ionic mobility; and we found that the values for atomic

ions lay about one straight line, while the values for small molecular ions

lay about another straight line. We may now try the effect of plotting

values of Cj
8
for the same ions against their viscosity ^-coefficients. The

values are plotted in Fig. 53, which shows the striking correlation between

the values of CJ
8 and the ^-coefficients. The ordinates in Fig. 53 are

the same as those of Fig. 28, while the abscissas are the values from

Table 24. It will be seen that the diagram reproduces the main features

of Fig. 28. The atomic ions fall near a straight line, and the molecular

ions likewise fall in positions roughly similar to those of Fig. 28. One

cannot resist the conclusion that for the various species of ions in aqueous
solution there is a rather close connection between the mobility, the tem-

perature coefficient of the mobility, and the effect on the viscosity of the

water.



CHAPTER 10

Conventional Partial Molal Ionic Entropies. Correlation between

Ionic Entropy and Viscosity. Conventional Partial Molal Entropy

of (H 30)+ and (OH)~. The Conventional and the Unitary Entropy

of Solution. Solutes in Aaueous Solution. Solutes in Methanol

Solution.

87. Conventional Partial Molal Ionic Entropies. In discussing the par-

tial molal entropy of AgCl and Agl in Sec. 51
,
we succeeded in comparing

the unitary term for the ion pair (Ag+ -f- Cl~~) with the unitary term for

the ion pair (Ag
+ + I~). We found that the value of the latter is 12

entropy units greater than the former. To obtain this result, we had to

take into account the fact that the concentration of a saturated solution

of AgCl is more than a thousand times greater than for Agl. Only when
the difference between the cratic terms had been eliminated could we
make a comparison between the unitary terms. Experimental data are

available from which similar results for many different solutes may be

calculated; and it is obviously desirable to adopt some standard proce-

dure and a standard way of expressing the results. The values obtained

from saturated solutions of various substances are not comparable, so

long as these contain widely different cratic terms. The method that

has been adopted in the electrochemical literature is to choose an arbi-

trary standard and to tabulate values each of which contains the same
cratic term.

When this has been done, the next step is to follow a procedure similar

to that used in Sec. 83. When discussing the viscosity ^-coefficients

for ion pairs, we saw that, if a certain value is assigned to any one species

of ion, the values to be ascribed to the other species of ions follow at once.

The same will be true here.

Suppose that we arbitrarily set the partial molal entropy of the K+
ion equal to zero. This means that we assign to the Cl~ ion the whole

of the partial molal entropy of the ion pair (K+ + Cl~) ;
that is to say,

we assign to the Cl~ ion, not only the unitary term for the Cl~ ion, but

also the cratic term for both ions, and also the unitary term for the

potassium ion.

172
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A procedure like this has been adopted in the literature, except that

it is the value for the hydrogen ion that has been set equal to zero. This

involves a slightly more difficult concept; for, when a proton is added

to water, it converts an H 2O molecule into an (H 30)+ ion. The entropy
of the original water molecule is replaced by the entropy of the (H 30)+
ion and its co-sphere. When the partial molal entropy of HC1 in aqueous
solution has been determined, the whole is assigned to the Cl~ ion; that

is to say, the value for the hydrogen ion is set equal to zero, and the

values for all other species of ions are expressed relative to this zero.

Values expressed in this way, taken from a long list published by

Latimer, Pitzer, and Smith, are given in Table 25. It will be seen that

TABLE 25. CONVENTIONAL PAIITIAL MOLAL ENTROPIES OP IONS IN AQUEOUS SOLUTION
AT 25O

Ion e.u. Ion e.u.

H+ (0 00) NII+ 26.4

Li+ 47 Cl~ 13.5

Na+ 14 Br- 19 7

K+ 24 2 I" 25 3

Or 1 31 8 OH- -2 49

Ag+ 17.54

For the probable error in these values, see Table 43.

W. M. Latimer, K. S. Pitzer, and W. V. Smith, /. Am. Chem. Soc., 60, 1831 (1938)

the value assigned to the iodide ion I~ is nearly 12 e.u. greater than that

for the Cl~ ion (in agreement with the conclusion reached in Sec. 49).

Adding together the values assigned to Ag+ and Cl in Table 25, we see

that the value ascribed to this pair of ions is 31 e.u. In Sec. 48 we found

for (Ag+ + Cl~) in a saturated solution of AgCl the value 75.8 e.u.

This value contained, of course, the rather large cratic term for the ions

in this very dilute saturated solution. As will be explained later, the

basis of the values in Table 25 is such that the value for each ion pair

contains a smaller arbitrary cratic term. Enough has been said to make

it clear that the difference between the values assigned to any two species

of positive ions is a significant unitary quantity, and likewise between

any two species of negative ions; but not between a positive ion and a

negative ion. Before saying more about the way in which the values

in Table 25 were obtained, or about the way in which they are expressed,

we shall discuss the values, as they stand, in relation to the viscosity

/^-coefficients of the same solutes.

88. Correlation between Ionic Entropy and Viscosity. In Chapter 9,

when we noticed that certain ions in aqueous solution cause a decrease

in viscosity, and asked how this should be explained, it seemed natural

to interpret the effect in terms of order and disorder. In pure water

at room temperature there is a considerable degree of short-range order;
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and it appears that certain species of ions introduce a certain degree of

disorder in the co-sphere. Now, since the entropy of any system is to

be regarded as some measure of the degree of disorder, it occurred to the

author to examine the available data, to see whether a decrease in vis-

cosity is, in fact, accompanied by an increase in entropy, and vice versa.

In the co-sphere of any ion the presence of disorder should manifest
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FIG. 54. Viscosity /^-coefficients from Table 24 plotted against partial molal entropies

from Table 25 (on scale of 0.0 for H+).

itself in two ways: as a negative ^-coefficient in viscosity, and as an

increment in the entropy. Those species of ions which behave in this

way should be in marked contrast to those which, in aqueous solution,

cause an increase in the viscosity.

Furthermore, we noticed in Table 23 that solutes which have negative

/^-coefficients in water have large positive ^-coefficients when dissolved

in methanol. The correlation will therefore be complete, if we find that

these same solutes introduce an increase of entropy in water and a

decrease in entropy when dissolved in methanol.

When we say that we might expect to find this correlation between

viscosity and ionic entropy we are, of course, concerned only with the
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unitary part of the entropy the part associated with the ionic co-sphere.

If, however, such a correlation exists, it should be apparent in the values

quoted in Table 25, in spite of the fact that these contain an arbitrary

cratic term. In view of the fact that this cratic term has the same value

for each ion pair, its presence will not mask the correlation with viscosity,

if one exists. Let us then plot the viscosity ^-coefficients from Table

24 against the values from Table 25. The result shown in Fig. 54 could

hardly be more striking and convincing. It will be seen that the points

for the positive ions lie about a straight line, while the points for the

negative ions lie about a nearly parallel straight line. In both cases the

ions with the greatest ionic entropies are those with negative Z?-coeffi-

cients for viscosity.

In view of the fact that the entropy values are all based on the arbi-

trary choice of zero for the H+
ion, it is not surprising that the points for

the positive and negative ions lie on separate straight lines; this fact is

of no significance. If, instead of zero, we were to assign the value 5.5

to the H+
ion, we should obtain the set of values shown in Table 26,

where the value for each positive ion has been diminished by 5.5 e.u.,

while at the same time the value for each negative ion has been increased

by the same amount, so that the sum for any ion pair retains the same

value, namely, the value derived from the experimental data. Table 26

also includes entropy values for five of the larger molecular ions for which

viscosity /^-coefficients were given in Table 24.

TABLK 26

Ion c.u Ion p.u

11+ (-5 5) Br~ 25 1

Li+ -08 I" 30 8

Na+ 8 5 OH- 3 01

K+ 18 7 Mn07 52 2

Cs+ 26 3 NO3

-
40.5

Ag< 12 04 ClOr 44 9

NH+. 20 9 BrO3

-
44.0

Cl- 19 IOg- . 33.5

When the values from Table 26 are plotted against the B-coefficients

from Table 24, the result shown in Fig. 55 is obtained. The points for

atomic ions of both signs now lie about a single straight line.

Further we may notice that there is a striking resemblance to Fig. 28

in Chapter 4, where the temperature coefficient of the ionic mobility was

plotted against the mobility itself. This resemblance is more interesting

when it is recalled that the experimental values plotted in Fig. 28 are

obtained for each species of positive and each species of negative ion

separately and do not contain any arbitrary factor (like the assignment
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of 5.5 to the H+
ion). Six features of Fig. 28may be enumerated as fol-

lows: (1) the values for K+ and Cl~ lie close together; (2) the values for

Cs+ and I~ lie below
; (3) the values for Na+ and Ag+ lie above

; (4) the

value for Li+ lies still higher; (5) the values for the large molecular ions

lie about a nearly parallel line; (6) their order is (NO 3)~, (C10 3)~, (IO 3)~.

On comparing Fig. 55 with Fig. 28, it will be seen that all these six fea-

tures are reproduced in Fig. 55. It is difficult to resist the conclusion
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Viscosity ^-coefficients plotted against partial molal entropies from Table 26FIG. 55.

(on scale of -5.5 for H+).

that this striking resemblance is due to the fact that all four of the ionic

properties that are involved in these diagrams depend largely on the

same factor, namely, the degree of order or disorder in the ionic co-sphere.

It will be recalled that in Chapter 7, in dealing with the anions of

weak acids, we found that we were able to obtain good qualitative agree-

ment between theory and experiment, if we replaced JenV by the electro-

static J ei. As has been pointed out more than once, the use of simple

electrostatic theory necessarily implies that there is an increment in

the degree of order in the solvent subject to the electrostatic field. In the

^-coefficients of Table 24, however, we have found that for 6 out of the
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9 anions there appears to be a decrease in the amount of order in the

ionic co-sphere; and we must ask whether the conclusions of Chapter 7

can be reconciled with this result. As a partial answer we can at once

point out that every one of the 6 anions in question (Cl~, Br~, I ~, NOjT,

MnOr, ClOs") is the ariion of a strong acid and therefore did not come
into question in Chapter 7 where we were discussing the anions of weak
acids. Further, we can mention that the experimental evidence brought
forward in Sec. 84 seems to show that, on the contrary, the acetate ion

is an order-producing ion. As far as it goes, this is satisfactory, but it

raises a new question it leads us to inquire whether we should regard
it as

"
accidental

"
that the anions of strong acids arc order-destroying

ions, while the anions of weak acids are order-producing ions; or whether

there is some significance in this result. This question will be discussed

in Sec. 99 of Chapter 12.

89. Conventional Partial Molal Entropy of (H 3O)+ and (OH)~. Let

us now consider the partial molal entropy for the (H 3O)+ ion and the

(OII)~ ion. If we wish to add an (H 3O)+ ion to water, this may be done

in two stops; we first add an H 2O molecule to the liquid, and then add a

proton to this molecule. The entropy of liquid water at 25C is 16.75

cal/deg/mole. This value may be "obtained (1) from the low tempera-
ture calorimetric data of Giauque and Stout,

1 combined with the zero

point entropy predicted by Pauling, or (2) from the spectroscopic entropy
of steam less the entropy of vaporization."'

2 Values obtained by the two

methods agree within 0.01 cal/deg.

The entropy per molecule of liquid water will therefore be 16.75 e.u.,

divided by Avogadro's constant. We have next to consider the change
of entropy when a proton is added to a water molecule to give an (If 30)+
ion. It is this quantity that is arbitrarily put equal to zero in Latimer's

scale. We see at once that the value that must be allotted to the (H 3O)+
ion in Latimer's list is 16.75 e.u.

Let us now look at the viscosity ^-coefficients for ion pairs containing

the (H.iO)+ ion. As far as the size of the ion is concerned, (H 30)
f

should be similar to K+. In Table 22 we see, however, that while the

^-coefficients for KC1 and KBr at 25 are negative, those for HC1 and

HBr are positive. The (H 3O)+ more nearly resembles the Na+ ion.

For HC1 the ^-coefficient is 0.06 as compared with 0.07866 for NaCl;
thus the value for HC1 is smaller by nearly 0.019. The value for NaN0 3

given in Table 21 is 0.033 at 18, while the value for HNO 3 at this tem-

perature is 0.008; in this case the value for HN0 3 is smaller by 0.025 e.u.

It is of interest now to see where the point will fall in Fig. 55 if we plot

1 W. F. Giauque and J. W. Stout, /. Am. Chem. Soc., 68, 1144 (1936).
2 K. S. Pitzer and W. V. Smith, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 69, 2639 (1937).
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the entropy 16.75 against the ^-coefficient, taking the value of the latter

to be 0.022 e.u. less than that of Na+. We see that the point in Fig. 55

falls quite near the line for positive ions.

The entropy of the (OH)~ ion may be obtained from the value of A
for the self-dissociation of water. Whether this process is written in

the form

2H 2O <= (H 3O)+ + (OH)" (162)

or in the older form

H 2 * H+ + (OH)~

in either case the number of solute species is increased by 2. We* do not

have to worry about the cratic term, since this will have the same value

as when a uni-univalent solid dissolves. The initial entropy of 2H 2

is twice 16.75 e.u., that is to say, 33.50 e.u. From the measurements

included in Table 9 the value of A$ for the process (162) was found to be

19.24 e.u. Adding this value to 33.50 o.u., we find +14.26 e.u. for the

partial molal entropy of the ion pair (H 3O)+ and (Oil)". We have seen

that assigning zero value to the proton is equivalent to assigning 16.75

e.u. to the (H 3O)+ ion. We conclude then that the value to be allotted

to (OH)~ in Table 25 is (14.26
-

16.75) = -2.49 e.u. This value

includes the same cratic term as the other anions in this table. The vis-

cosity J5-coefficient for (OH)~ is plotted against this value in Fig. 54.

It was pointed out in Sec. 24 that a hydroxyl ion may be regarded as an

oxygen ion O containing a proton inside the electronic cloud of the ion;

and we see that in Fig. 54 the point for (OH)~ falls almost on the line

for the negative atomic ions.

90. The Conventional and the Unitary Entropy of Solution. In Sec.

55 we discussed the free energy of solution, by considering the quantity

(AF 2RT In x). Again taking a uni-univalent solute, let us now fix

attention on the quantity

(A//
- AF + 2RT In x) (163)

where A# is the heat of solution per mole, and AF is the corresponding
free energy of solution at the same temperature T in that solution where

the solute has the mole fraction x. As in Sec. 55 we shall ask two ques-

tions: (1) how does the value of this quantity vary with the concentra-

tion of the solution into which the additional ions are being introduced,
and (2) how would the value vary with concentration, if the solution

were an ideal solution? We may take question (2) first and may answer

at once that the value would not vary with concentration at all. For

according to (77) A.fiT would not vary with concentration, and AF
would vary with concentration only because it contained the cratic part
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2RT In x. Since this cratic part is canceled by the third term in (163),

we conclude that the value of (163) has a fixed value, characteristic of

the solute dissolving in the given solvent.

Turning now to the non-ideal solution, we may answer question (1)

by saying that the value of (163) will vary with concentration only inso-

far as the solution differs from an ideal solution; and we can proceed to

ask a third question: how would the value of (163) vary with concentra-

tion for an ionic solution in the extremely dilute range? We must
answer that in a series of extremely dilute solutions the value of (163)

would be constant within the experimental error; it is, in fact, a unitary

quantity, characteristic of the solute dissolving in the given solvent.

As in Sec. 55, this constant value adopted by (163) in extremely dilute

solutions may conveniently be written as the limiting value as x tends

to zero; thus

lim (A/7
- AF + 2RT In x) (164)

a>-*0

If we now divide this by the constant temperature 7
7

,
the result is obvi-

ously the unitary part of A$, the entropy of solution.

4- 2R In x]
= AtfttBItor|

/
lim ^ 4- 2R In x = AtfttBItor| , (165)
r-*o \ / /

Since in these extremely dilute solutions the mole ratio does not differ

appreciably from x, (165) may equally well be written

lirn

~
+ 2R In (166)

r->o\ r I

Finally, since y = m/M, we may add the constant quantity 2R In M to

both sides of equation (166) and obtain

lim (
-7/ ~ A/yT + 2R In m] = ASMnt<ori/ + 2R In M (167)

m~*0 \ J /

The left-hand side of (165) or (166) gives the unitary part of the entropy

of solution. In electrochemistry, however, it is the left-hand side of

(167) which is the conventional "
entropy of solution at infinite dilution"

usually denoted by A$. Thus

ASumtw = AS - 2R In M (168)

With the usual 1000 grams of solvent as the b.q.s. we have in aqueous
solution M = 55.51; thus 2R In M is equal to 16 e.u. To obtain the

unitary part of the entropy of solution of a uni-univalent crystal in water

at any temperature, we have to subtract 16.0 e.u. from the conventional
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A<S. Similarly in methanol, whose molecular weight is 32, we have

M = 1000/32; for any uni-univalent solute, we have then 2R In M
equal to 14.0 e.u.

The molar entropy of solution of a crystalthe AS of (168) may be

regarded as the difference between (1) the molar entropy of the crystal,

and (2) the partial molal entropy of the solute in a solution of a certain

concentration. The question arises: In a solution of what concentra-

tion? Now we notice that (168) may be written in the form

In -

= ASttnt ary
- (2R In y)m^ (169)

Accordingly, the conventional partial molal entropies of ions in solution

are often said to refer to the ions in a one-molal solution (m = 1); not

in a real one-molal solution, but in a hypothetical ideal one-molal solu-

tion, where the contribution from the interionic forces is taken to be

zero, and the cratic term replaces the communal term.

Actually the cratic term for an ideal solution of a uni-univalent solute, instead of

-2R In y, would be -2R In x with x = l/(M + 2); or if one imagines two ideal

solutions, each containing only one species of ion, it would be twice R In x, with

In (167), in taking the value at the limit as m tends to zero, our aim

was merely to eliminate the contribution from the interionic forces. In

practice we may take for the molality m any value lying within the

extremely dilute range, provided that in (167) we take the value of AF
for the solute at the same concentration m. Now we know that in the

case of a sparingly soluble solute the interionic forces make a negligible

contribution, even in a saturated solution. In evaluating A$ for such

a solute, it is convenient to take for m the molality of the saturated solu-

tion, since in this case the value of A/'
1

is zero. As an example, we may
evaluate the conventional A for AgCl in water at 25C. In Table 33

on page 205 the concentration of the saturated solution at 25C is given

as 1.337 X 10~ 5 mole per 1000 grams of water, and the corresponding

value of -log K is given as 9.749. Multiplying this by 1.987 X 2.303,

we find that 2R In m is equal to 44.6. Now in Sec. 48 we have already

seen that for AgCl the value of &H/T is 52.8 e.u. Hence for the con-

ventional A$ of AgCl we find

AS = 52.8 - 44.6

= 8.2 e.u.

In the same way, for silver iodide we see that the value of log K
at 25 is given in Table 33 as 16.08. Multiplying this by 1.987 X 2.303,
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we find that the value of 2R In m is 73.6 e.u. Since the value of AH/T
given in Sec. 48 was 89.6 e.u., we obtain for the conventional A$ of Agl
at 25C the value

AS = 89.6 - 73.6

= 16.0 e.u.

For sodium hydroxide the value of A$ may be obtained by sub-

tracting the entropy of solid NaOH (given in Table 44) from the

values given in Table 45 for the Na+ and ()H~ ions, which are known

independently; see Sec. 89.

91. Solutes in Aqueous Solution. As mentioned in Sec. 88, when we

say that we expect to find a correlation between the /^-coefficients of

viscosity of various species of ions, and their entropy of solution, this

refers only to the unitary part of the entropy, the part associated with

the ionic co-sphere. We are inclined to adopt the view that a negative

^-coefficient for a pair of ions should be accompanied by a positive

increment in entropy, while a positive /^-coefficient should be accom-

panied by a decrease in entropy. The values of A$, the conventional

entropy of solution, to be found in the literature, do not give a direct

answer to this question, since they contain the eratic term, which in

water at room temperature amounts to 16 e.u. This must be subtracted.

TABLE 27. ENTUOPIES OF SOLUTION" AND VISCOSITY ^-COEFFICIENTS

W. M. Liitimer and C. M. Slansky, J. Am. Cheni. Soc., 62, 2019 (1940);

W. M. Latimer, K. S. Pitzcr, and W. V. Smith, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 60, 1829 (1938)

Table 27 contains data for some uni-univalent solutes for which both

the entropy of solution at 25C and the viscosity /^-coefficient in aqueous
solution at 18 or 25 are known. In column 3 from the entropy of solu-

tion 16.0 e.u. have been subtracted for the eratic term.

In column 4 it will be seen that the /^-coefficients for potassium iodide

and potassium chloride are negative, in contrast to that for sodium

chloride, which is positive. In all three cases the values of A$, given
in column 2, are positive. When, however, the 16.0 e.u. are subtracted,
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we obtain the negative value 5.7 for NaCl, in contrast to +9.4 and

+2.0 for KI and KC1. The ^-coefficient for the ion pair (Na+ + OH~)
has a positive value, larger than that of (Na+ + Cl~). In column 3

we see that the value obtained for NaOH is 18.3 as compared with

5.7 for NaCl. In each case a negative value in column 3, implying

an increment in order in the ionic co-spheres, is accompanied by a posi-

tive viscosity /^-coefficient. At the same time a positive value in col-

umn 3, indicating disorder in the ionic co-spheres, is accompanied by a

TABLE 28

negative value in column 4. Additional examples of the latter type,

such as KBr, KNO 3 ,
and KClOs could have been added; but before we

do this, the large molecular anions need special attention.

Consider an ionic crystal in which the anioii is a molecular ion. The
orientation of this anion in the crystal is completely determined, or

determined to a large extent, by the crystal structure; and furthermore,
its freedom of libration is severely limited by the intense fields of the

adjacent ions. When this ion goes into solution, it will have a greater

number of possible orientations, and its freedom of libration will be

greater. Hence the A/S for a molecular anion will contain a considerable

increment in entropy over and above the cratic term (which is all that

we subtract in the case of an atomic ion). This additional increment

in entropy is likely to be somewhat different for different species of anion.

The best we can do at present is to subtract an amount that is of the

right order of magnitude. The question is whether we can, by sub-
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tracting a certain amount for each of the large molecular anions, bring

these solutes into line with those that consist of atomic ions. Allowing
an additional 8 e.u. for this effect, in Table 28 we have subtracted 24

e.u., in place of the 16 e.u. used for a pair of atomic ions. We have seen

in Fig. 55 that the small molecular ions (OH)~, (H 3O)+, and (NH 4)+,

which merely contain one or more protons within the electronic cloud,

behave like atomic ions.

When the values in columns 3 and 4 of Table 28 are compared, it will

be seen that the correlation is surprisingly good; in fact, there is not a

single case of a positive value in column 3 being accompanied by a posi-

tive value in column 4 or of a negative value in column 3 being accom-

panied by a negative value in column 4. We should hardly expect to

find this perfect correlation; and it is likely that, when accurate data

for other solutes are available, cases will be found which fail to fit into

this scheme.

92. Solutes in Methanol Solution. In Table 23 we have seen that for

four solutes in methanol the viscosity /^-coefficients are positive. This

is the case even for KC1 and KBr, for which the coefficients are negative
in aqueous solution. In Sec. 88 it was pointed out that it would be of

interest to see whether this inversion is likewise accompanied by a change
in sign for the ionic entropy. Although no accurate values for the

entropy of solution of salts in methanol arc available, reliable estimates

have been made for KC1, KBr, and NaCl. 1 Since the /^-coefficients of

KC1 and KBr have been determined both in methanol and in water, all

the required data are available for these two solutes. The values of

A/S given in Table 29 have been taken from Table 34 in Chapter 12,

where the method of derivation is explained. The cratic term included

in each of these values is 14 cal/deg, as already mentioned in Sec. 90.

TABLE 29. ENTKOPIES OF SOLUTION AND VISCOSITIES IN METHANOL AND IN WATKH

It will be seen that the correlation that was found in aqueous solution

is now extended to solutes in methyl alcohol. The large increment in the

1 W. M. Latimer and C. M. Sknsky, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 62, 2019 (1940).
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viscosity is accompanied by a large loss in entropy. It is only in water

that negative /^-coefficients have been found, and then only for certain

species of ions. This is interpreted as due to a local breaking up or

loosening of the water structure in the ionic co-sphere. In each case

this mechanical disorder appears at the same time as thermodynamic

disorder, or an increment in the entropy. The results from columns 3

\
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\

\

\

\

\

\
\
\
\
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FiG. 56. Viscosity /^-coefficients plotted against values from Tables 28 and 29.

and 4 of Table 29 are plotted in Fig. 56, together with the results for

solutes in aqueous solution from Table 27.

As a postscript to this chapter we may return to the values for ions in

aqueous solution given in Tables 25 and 20. We recall that each value

contains the conventional cratic quantity R In M; that is to say, 8.0 e.u.

per uni-univalent ion. Subtracting 8.0 e.u. from each of the values in

Table 26, we obtain those given in Table 30, assigning 13.5 e.u. to

TABLE 30. THE UNITARY PARTIAL MOLAL ENTROPY IN AQUEOUS SOLUTION

Ton

11+

Li' .

Na+
K+
Cs+

Ag+
NII+....

H 3O+....

e.u.

11

17.1

22 8

-4 99

44 2

32 5

36.9

25.5
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the H+
ion, this being the value that brings together the points for posi-

tive atomic ions and negative atomic ions, to lie about the same straight

line as in Fig. 55.

Problem

Taking the values for the Ag+ ion and the Cl~ ion from Table 25, and adjusting the

cratic term, find the value of the partial molal entropy of silver chloride in an aqueous
solution having a molality equal to 10~6

.



CHAPTER 11

Properties of Different Solvents. Volumes in Aqueous Solution.

The Increment in Volume, jor a Pair of Ions. Volumes in Differ-

ent Solvents Compared. Thermal Expansion.

93. Properties of Different Solvents. In discussing molecular dipoles

in Sec. 25, we estimated the force of attraction between an atomic ion

and a dipole having the most favorable orientation and found this attrac-

tion to be very strong. Tn any ionic co-sphere those molecular dipoles

which have a favorable orientation will be attracted, while those that

have the opposite orientation will be repelled. Since the former are

more numerous the solvent in the co-sphere is, on the whole, attracted

toward the ion. Since the liquid is not incompressible, we must expect

that this will lead to a contraction in each co-sphere. In any ionic solu-

tion the sum of the contractions that have taken place in the co-spheres

of the positive and negative ions will be apparent if we measure accu-

rately the volume of the solution.

At the same time, since there has been, in each co-sphere, an increment

in the density of the solvent, we must expect some modification in other

properties of the solvent, such as its compressibility. In a very dilute

solution it may be difficult to detect such a change by measuring the

compressibility of the solution. At higher concentrations, however, when
a sufficient fraction of the total solvent lies within the ionic co-spheres,

the sum of these local modifications can be detected by measuring the

compressibility of the whole solution.

For this purpose, from the available solvents one would be inclined to

choose first the liquid whose properties, in the pure state, are the simplest.

In other words, one would not choose water, whose properties in the pure
state are most complicated. Not only does the density of water show
the familiar maximum at 4C, but its compressibility passes through a

minimum near 50C; its thermal expansion is abnormal, and so on. If

it were not for the extreme practical importance of the familiar aqueous

solutions, one would prefer to study several other solvents first. But,
as it is, aqueous solutions must be interpreted, and one may ask which

of the other solvents is most suitable for comparison with water.

186
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As methyl alcohol freezes in the neighborhood of 95C, measure-

ments at a temperature 70C would be comparable with water at

room temperature; at 25C methyl alcohol is very unlike water, having
a compressibility more than 2.5 times as large. Ethyl alcohol and

liquid ammonia are likewise unsuitable for comparison with water.

On the other hand, ethylene glycol, C 2H 4(OII)2, which has a dielectric

constant equal to 38.66 at 20C, has been investigated by R. E. Gibson
and found to be a very suitable solvent for comparison with water, with-

out the eccentricities of the latter. At room temperature the compres-

sibility of ethylene glycol (for brevity often called glycol) is only 29 per
cent smaller than that of water. The behavior of its energy-volume
coefficient (dE/dv) T does not differ much from that of a normal non-

polar liquid. Ionic crystals dissolve in glycol almost as readily as in

water; and, as described below, the solvation of the ions in this liquid

seems to be almost free from the peculiarities shown in aqueous solution.

Various comparative results obtained for ions in glycol, water, and in

methyl alcohol will be described later in this chapter. But, since a

greater mass of data is available in aqueous solutions, we shall first turn

our attention to the latter.

94. Volumes in Aqueous Solution. In an extremely dilute solution,

there will be a large quantity of solvent that is not near any ion or

modified by any ion; and in this solution the co-spheres of the ions will

not overlap, except in those very rare cases where two ions happen to be

near to each other. If the volume of such a solution could be measured,
the contributions from the co-spheres of the positive ions would be inde-

pendent of the contributions from the co-spheres of the negative ions.

In other words, the contributions would be additive; and if measure-

ments were made on the solutions of a large number of ionic crystals, it

should be possible to express each of the results as the sum of a contribu-

tion from the species of positive ion present and a contribution from the

species of negative ion present. When the volume of a sufficiently dilute

solution cannot be accurately measured, measurements can be made on

a series of less dilute solutions, and the results extrapolated to infinite

dilution. In attacking this problem, it looks at first sight as if one could

obtain interesting and significant data for a series of ionic solutes by a

simple straighforward procedure. Suppose we take a known amount of

an ionic crystal, and a known large amount of solvent. Adding the

volumes of solute and solvent, we call this the initial volume. After

dissolving the crystal in the solvent, we measure the volume of the

resulting solution, and compare it with the initial volume. The differ-

ence is the change of volume on mixing. By making measurements on a

series of dilute solutions, the values can be extrapolated to infinite dilu-
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tion that is to say, to a solution where the co-spheres of the ions do not

overlap. Such values for 15 alkali halides are given in column 2 of

Table 31, together with the crystal volume in column 3. The values

are shown by the circles in Fig. 57. In this diagram the scale used for

ordinates and abcissas is the same, and a diagonal has been drawn at

45 to the axes. If, for the various pairs of ions in solution, the incre-

ment in volume follows the volume in the crystal, the experimental

points will lie near this diagonal. Although nearly all the points are

TABLE 31. PARTIAL MOLAL VOLUME OF ION PAIRS AT INFINITE DILUTION IN WATER
AT 25C AND 1 ATMOSPHERE," AND THE MOLAL VOLUME IN THE CRYSTALLINE

SOLID, BOTH IN CM3/MoLE

B. B. Owen and R. S. Briiiklcy, Chem. Rev., 29, 461 (1942).

seen to lie below the diagonal, Fig. 57 shows clearly a rough correlation

between the crystal volume and the volume in solution. The points

for LiBr, Lil, CsBr, and Csl lie very near the diagonal. Only for Lil

is the volume in solution greater than in the crystal; in all other cases

there is a certain shrinkage, as we might expect, from the electrostatic

attraction between ions and solvent dipoles.

Although such a survey as that shown in Fig. 57 is useful as a first

step, we find that the data do not bear a straightforward interpretation,

when we come to look at the details. It is clear from Fig. 19 that, if

each solvent molecule is regarded as a sphere, the total volume of any
pure solvent is equal to the volumes of these spheres, together with the

large amount of void space between the spheres. If to a quantity of

water at room temperature we add n additional II 2O molecules, we

thereby add the volumes of these n spheres together with the appropriate
amount of void space, characteristic of water, where the average number
of nearest neighbors is 4.4. Similarly, if to the same quantity of water

we add n (spherical) solute particles of any species, we add not only the

volumes of the particles themselves but also a certain amount of void

space per particle.
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Turning next to an ionic crystal, where the ions may be regarded as

spheres, the total volume of the crystal is equal to the volumes of these

spheres, together with the appropriate amount of void space between

the spheres. To take the simplest case, it is convenient to discuss a set

of substances, all of which have the same crystalline structure for

example, the 17 alkali halide crystals that have the NaCl structure.

40

20

'RbCl

20 6040

Volume in crystal

FIG. 57. Ion pairs in aqueous solution at 25C. Partial molal volume at extreme

dilution, plotted against the volume in the crystalline solid, both in cubic centimeters

per mole.

But even in this case the fraction of the crystal that is "void space"

between the spheres depends on the relative radii of the positive and

negative ions and will have a different value for each of the 17 crystals.

This being so, when we come to introduce the ions into a solvent, and

wish to understand the increment in volume of the liquid, the volumes

of the various crystals clearly do not provide a satisfactory basis of

comparison.
Consider next the experimental points for Csl, CsBr, and CsCl which,

as already pointed out, lie quite near the diagonal in Fig. 57. At room

temperature neither of these substances crystallizes in the NaCl type of

lattice, but in a lattice where each ion has eight neighbors, instead of six.

From the observed distance between the cesium nucleus and the halogen

nucleus in each of these three crystals, one can easily calculate what
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would be the molar volume of the substance, if it crystallized in the

NaCl type of lattice. The three triangles plotted in Fig. 57 show the

result of plotting the ionic volume in solution against these calculated

values, instead of against the actual crystal values. 1 We see that in the

positions of the three triangles the cesium salts fall in line with the salts

of rubidium and potassium.

Returning to the observed values for these cesium salts, plotted as

dark circles in Fig. 57, we must conclude that the position of the experi-

mental points nearer the diagonal than any salt of Rb, K, or Na does

not indicate anything unusual about the aqueous solution of the cesium

salts, but merely arises from the fact that these cesium salts happen to

crystallize in a more compact lattice structure, with less void space

between the ions. We cannot make a similar remark about the points

for the lithium salts, which lie astride the diagonal; the interpretation

of these values will be discussed later.

We set out with the idea that, in the vicinity of each ion in solution

there is likely to be a certain amount of electrostriction a certain shrink-

age of the solvent caused by the attraction between the ionic charge and

the polar molecules. In order to estimate from experimental data how
much shrinkage, if any, has taken place, we must start with a correct

idea of what would have been the volume of the solution, if no shrinkage

had taken place. In making a comparative study of various solutes, we

need a common basis for comparison. Since this is not provided by the

volumes of the crystalline solids, we may try a different approach. We
may compare the addition of any pair of ions to the solvent with the

addition of a pair of solvent molecules.

The molecular weight of H 2O being 18.0, 1 mole of water at room tem-

perature occupies 18.0 cm*. If several water molecules are added to a

quantity of water, the increment in volume per molecule added will be

18.0 cm 3 divided by Avogadro's constant. In other words, omitting

Avogadro's constant, the increment will be 18.0 cm 3
/niole. As we shall

be interested in ion pairs, we may remark that the increment in volume

per pair of H 2O molecules will be 36 cm 3
/mole; and we may use this

value as a basis of comparison for a pair of atomic ions.

96. The Increment in Volume for a Pair of Ions. The type of solution

that may be expected for atomic ions was considered in connection with

Figs. 23 and 24. Let us discuss the ions K+ and F~, since the crystallo-

graphic radii assigned to these ions most nearly resemble that assigned

to the H2O molecule. Let us begin by supposing that, from the interior

of water, we remove an H 2 molecule and insert a K+ ion at the vacant

site. We place the H 2 molecule on the surface of the liquid, causing

1 A. F. Scott, J. Phys. Chem., 36, 3379 (1931).
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thereby an increment in the volume of the liquid. Let us suppose that,

from a distant site, we remove another H 2O molecule, and insert a F~

ion, again placing the H 2 molecule on the surface of the liquid. We see

that, if no disturbance of the water structure took place, the increment

in volume for one pair of ions would amount to 36.0 cm 3 divided by
Avogadro's constant; or 36.0 cm 3

/mole of KF at extreme dilution.

Let us now ask how this value could be used as a basis from which to

measure the local disturbance of the water structure that will be caused

by each ionic field. The electrostriction round each ion may lead to a

local increase in the density of the solvent. As an example, let us first

consider the following imaginary case : let us suppose that in the neighbor-

hood of each ion the density is such that 101 water molecules occupy the

volume initially occupied by 100 molecules and that more distant mole-

cules are not appreciably affected. In this case the local increase in

density would exactly compensate for the 36.0 cm^ increment in volume

per mole of KF. The volume of the solution would be the same as that

of the initial pure solvent, and the partial molal volume of KF at infinite

dilution would be zero. Moreover, if we had supposed that in the

vicinity of each ion 101 molecules occupy rather less than the volume

initially occupied by 100 molecules, the partial molal volume of the

solute would in this case have a negative value.

Turning now to the experimental value for KF in aqueous solution,

we see from Table 44 that the value at 25C at infinite dilution is 6.6

cm 3
/mole. This is certainly much smaller than 36.0 cm 3

/mole, but the

value is at least positive.

It is well known in crystallography that, when spheres of equal radius

are packed together, the closest type of packing is one in which each

sphere has 12 other spheres in contact with it. In Sec. 24 it was men-

tioned that in water at room temperature each molecule has, on the

average, only 4.4 other molecules in contact with it. If we wanted to

place one or two additional H 2O molecules in contact with any H 2O
molecule, there would be plenty of room to do this without seriously

disturbing the neighbors that are already in contact with this molecule.

Similarly, if this molecule is replaced by a solute particle of the same

size, the same remark could be made about placing molecules in contact

with the solute particle.

The crystallographic radius of the ion Ba++ is very nearly the same as

that of the water molecule. For the solute BaF2 we could carry through
an argument similar to that given above for KF, inserting separately

the three ions to replace three distant water molecules. Now the elec-

trostatic attraction between the ion Ba++ and any molecular dipole will

be twice as great as that exerted by a singly charged ion on a dipole
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having the same orientation. Authors who have discussed the subject
1

are agreed that, as a result, in dilute aqueous solution the average num-
ber of water molecules in contact with a Ba++ ion is at least as great as 6.

In order to illustrate the effects of various increments in the number of

nearest neighbors, it is scarcely necessary to draw diagrams depicting

the situation in three dimensions. Diagrams showing the situation

schematically in two dimensions will help to illustrate the various results.

Let Fig. 58a represent a molecule in the pure

solvent, with four nearest neighbors; and let

Fig. 586 represent the simple substitution of

a solute particle for the central molecule.

The displaced molecule is to be put on the

surface of the liquid. In water, if there

were no other disturbance of the liquid, this

would lead to the value 18 cmVmole for the

solute. Next let Fig. 58c represent the situa-

tion where the number of nearest neighbors

has been increased by unity. In this case

no solvent molecule has to be placed on the

surface of the liquid; and if there were no

other disturbance of the surrounding liquid,

the observed molal volume for the solute

would clearly be zero.

Figure 58d is intended to represent schematically the situation where

the number of nearest neighbors has been increased by 2. If there hits

been no disturbance of the surrounding liquid, we are at liberty to sup-

pose that the extra molecule has been brought from the surface of the

liquid ;
this could lead to a negative molal volume for the solute

;
in water

the value would be 18 cm 3 for each ion; that is to say, 36 cm 3
per

ion pair. These are the values that would be obtained if there were no

contraction in the surrounding solvent. In practice we must suppose
that such electrostriction is present; superimposed on an increment in

the number of nearest neighbors, the effect would clearly be to give still

greater negative values for the partial molal volume of the solute. The

interpretation of experimental values is not at present possible. An
increment in the number of nearest neighbors produces a decrease in

volume equal to that which would be produced by a certain degree of

electrostriction. It is not possible to disentangle these two effects until

we have evidence of a different kind that helps to throw light on the

1 J. Bernal and R. H. Fowler, J. Chem. Phys., 1, 536 (1933); E. J. W. Verwey, Rec.

trav. chim., 81, 127 (1941).

Fio. 58
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problem. We shall therefore pass on to review the comparative studies

that have been made on ionic solutes in different solvents.

96. Volumes in Different Solvents Compared. It has been mentioned
above that at room temperature methanol is more than 2.5 times as

-0.04

-0.08

-0.12

-0.16

In water

In methanol

0.8 1.6 2.4

FIG. 59. Ordinates give in millilitors per gram the volume change accompanying the

solution of the ionic crystal at 25C; abscissas give the square root of the concentration

in moles per liter.

compressible as water. This factor is so large that we should certainly

expect that, when ions are dissolved in these liquids, the contraction

caused by the ionic fields will be greater in methanol than in water.

Some results in three different solvents are given
1 in Fig. 59. In each

case the volume of the solid crystal is subtracted from the apparent
volume in solution; and the difference is plotted against the square root

of the concentration.

1 R. E. Gibson and J. F. Kincaid, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 59, 580 (1937).
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We have pointed out above that the volume of the solid crystal is not

a useful basis for comparing different salts in the same solvent. It is,

however, quite satisfactory, when we are comparing the apparent vol-

umes of the same salt in different solvents, as is being done in Fig. 59.

Near the bottom of Fig. 59 the large negative values obtained for

salts dissolved in methanol agree with the large contraction expected in

this solvent. Near the top of the diagram the values for four salts dis-

solved in glycol lie in a close group.
1 Since the compressibility of water

has a value intermediate between that of glycol and that of methanol,
we expect the values for salts in aqueous solution to fall in the diagram
between these groups. It will be noticed that the curves for NaBr and

KI in aqueous solution do, in fact, fall here. But the curve for LiBr in

aqueous solution lies in anomalous position. Instead of falling below

the curve for LiBr in glycol, it lies above all the glycol results. When
measurements are made on LiBr and NaBr in aqueous solution at 0C,
the values are found to be still farther apart than the values for 25

shown in Fig. 59. Moreover, it will be noticed that the values for LiCl

and Lil, given in Table 31, instead of being smaller than those of NaCl
and Nal, are larger. Apparently when the Li+ ion is introduced into

water, it causes an abnormally small contraction of the surrounding
solvent. Drawing attention to the comparison between LiBr in water

and in glycol, Gibson and Kincaid wrote as follows: "The lithium ion in

virtue of its small radius can approach close enough to a water molecule

to polarize the molecule, thereby causing a strengthening of the electro-

static bonds which hold the water molecules in the less random open

liquid structure (the
'

quartz-like
'

structure of Bernal and Fowler with

all its inference as to its exact nature removed). The effect is to cause

an expansion of the water and hence to produce a smaller net contrac-

tion than if structural effects were absent. This also accounts for the

fact that the compressions of lithium salt solutions are abnormally high."

This interpretation obviously agrees with our opinion of the Li+ ion as

an order-producing ion in aqueous solution. It will be recalled that in

Chapter 10 we found that, among the alkali ions, Li+ has the largest

positive ^-coefficient in viscosity, accompanied by the largest loss of

entropy (see Fig. 55).

At the same time we recall that, in an external field, the electrical

mobility of the Li+ ion is unusually small; and in this connection we
should certainly discuss the passage just quoted. Although the Li+ ion

has the smallest radius of all the alkali ions, it has the smallest electrical

mobility. According to the traditional explanation, described in Chapter
x The curves for KI and NaBr, not shown in Fig. 59, lie just below the other

two.
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3, a number of water molecules are attached to each alkali ion, to form a

large but compact "hydrated ion." The H 2 molecules attached to Li+

were supposed to be more numerous than those attached to Na+
,
which

in turn were supposed to be more numerous than those attached to K+.

The data on the relative volumes, shown in Fig. 59, do not support this

view; on the contrary, they suggest that this view is untenable.

It is clear, however, that, from the state of affairs envisaged by Gibson,

we can obtain quite a different view of the ionic mobility of Li+ and Na+
a view in good agreement with the concepts of order-disorder already

16
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FIG. 60. Ordinates give 100 times the apparent molal expansibility of each solute

at 25C, while abscissas give the square root of the concentration in moles per liter.

developed in this book. Let us first consider a Li+ ion in aqueous solu-

tion in the absence of an external field. The ion executes a random

Brownian motion, which becomes more lively as the temperature is

raised. At each temperature this random movement is hampered by the

amount of interlocking between the water molecules near the ion (see

Fig. 20). If it is true that the average degree of interlocking is greater

in the co-sphere of the Li+ ion than in the co-sphere of the Na+ ion and

greater for Na+ than for K+, this would be sufficient to account for the

observed fact that the ionic mobilities stand in the order Li*, Na+, K+.
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97. Thermal Expansion. Turning next to the thermal expansion of

solutions, results 1 obtained in the same three solvents, methanol, glycol,

and water, are shown in Fig. GO. Ordinates give in each case the apparent
molal expansibility of the salt in a solution at 25C, and abscissas are

again the square root of the number of moles of salt per liter of solution.

The results in glycol and methanol may be regarded as normal behavior,

the larger negative values in methanol being due to the much larger com-

pression. In aqueous solution, on the other hand, we find positive values
;

in the case of Nal large positive values. Gibson is again inclined to

interpret the results in terms of order-disorder. (From this point of

view, however, the choice of solutes is unfortunate, since the data of

Chapter 11 led us to regard the I~ and Br~ ions as among the strongest

disorder-producing ions, in contrast to Li+ and Na+.)

Problem

Taking the ionic radii for Cs+
, Cl~, Br~, and I from Table 42, calculate in cubic

centimeters per mole the volumes which the cesium halides would have if they crystal-

lized in the sodium chloride structure, and compare with the values plotted in Fig. 57.

1 Gibson and Kincaid, loc. cit.
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98. The Number of Dipoles per Unit Volume. In the foregoing chap-

ters a discussion of experimental data of various kinds has led us to

develop some new ideas about ions in solution. We may now attempt to

treat these ideas in a more systematic way. For this purpose we may
make a fresh start, reexamining in greater detail the various concepts,

beginning with those discussed in Chapter 1. It will be recalled that in

Table 41 the permanent dipole moments of the CII 3OH and C 2H50H
molecules have almost the same value as that of the H 2 molecule

;
and in

Table 1 the empirical values of # for the liquids methanol and ethanol do

not differ by any large factor from the value of & for water. In each case

let us consider now n, the number of dipoles per unit volume. The

values of n are given in column 2 of Table 32, together with the corre-

sponding value of (e I) in column 3. If the values in columns 2 and 3

are compared, it will be seen that the values of (e 1) are roughly pro-

portional to the number of dipoles per cubic centimeter. In these

liquids the dipole moment of each molecule is nearly the same, and the

effect of the mutual interaction between these dipoles is roughly the same
;

but the number of dipoles per cubic centimeter is widely different, and

this accounts for the rapid decrease in e on going from water to the series

methanol, ethanol, and so on.

Alternatively, starting with water, the number of dipoles per cubic

centimeter may be progressively diminished by diluting the water with

a nonpolar liquid, such as dioxane. Values for dioxane-water mixtures

197
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are included in Table 32
;
and it will be seen that the mixture resembles an

artificial alcohol. The value of & is reduced only a little, while the

dielectric constant is reduced by a large factor.

In discussing the loss of entropy in an electric field, we may consider a

charged sphere immersed either in an alcohol or in a dioxane-water mix-

ture. In (19) in Sec. 8 we obtained an expression for the total amount

TABLE 32. THE NUMBER OF MOLECULAR DIPOLES IN SOLVENTS AND SOLVENT
MIXTURES AT 25C

Water-Dioxane Mixtures'1

G. Akerlof and O. A. Short, /. Am. Chem. Soc., 58, 1241 (1936).

of entropy lost by the dielectric lying outside any radius R. The expres-

sion was

2R&* (170)

our purpose now is to ask how this total loss of entropy will depend upon

n, the number of dipoles per unit volume. We have seen that, in the

series of alcohols and in the dioxane-water mixtures, # varies only slowly

with n, while e is roughly proportional to n.

Let us now consider the same charged sphere immersed in various

liquids with widely different values of n. By diluting water with dioxane

at constant temperature, we can reduce n from 3.3 X 1022 toward zero.

Clearly when n, the number of dipoles per unit volume, approaches

zero, the total entropy lost per unit volume must approach zero. From
this point of view the expression (170) is seen to have a somewhat para-

doxical appearance, since e, which, according to Table 32, is roughly

proportional to n, occurs in the denominator. This means that, as the

number of dipoles per cubic centimeter decreases, the total amount of

entropy lost progressively increases. The reason for this is that, when
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fewer dipoles are present, the dielectric reduces the intensity of the field

to a smaller extent. Hence each dipole that is present is subject to con-

trol by a greater residual field, and hence there is a greater degree of

order, and each dipole loses more entropy in the field. In fact, this loss

of entropy is so much greater that it more than compensates for the

smaller number of dipoles per unit volume- -with the result that the

total loss of entropy per unit volume is actually larger, roughly in inverse

ratio to n. At the same time, it must remain true that, if n is reduced

to zero, the loss of entropy eventually falls to zero. There is no reason

to pursue the problem; for a more detailed discussion, see Note 4 of the

Appendix.
The conclusions are evidently relevant to the amount of entropy lost

by ions in methanol solution see Table 29. If, however, the expres-

sion (170) is used for an atomic ion, we know that it is applicable only
for values of R that are large compared with the ionic radius that is

to say, it will give quantitative results only when applied to the solvent

dipoles in the outer parts of the co-sphere. The extent to which it

applies also to the dipoles in the inner parts of the co-sphere must depend
on the degree to which the behavior of these molecules simulates that of

the more distant molecules. This can be determined only by experi-

ment. In Table 29 we have seen that for the ion pair (K+ + Br~) and

for the ion pair (K+ + Cl~) in methanol the unitary part of A$ amounts
to a loss of 26.8 e.u. and 30.5 e.u., respectively, in contrast to the values

for the same ions in aqueous solution, where the loss of entropy in the

outer parts of the co-sphere is more than counterbalanced by a gain in

entropy that has been attributed to the disorder produced by the ionic

field.

Although the viscosity ^-coefficients in methanol are known for very
few solutes, the numerical values in Table 23 suggest that the values

would be positive, even for such solutes as KNOa and Csl, which have

the largest negative coefficients in aqueous solution.

99. The Entropy Change Accompanying Proton Transfers. If we com-

pare potassium iodate with potassium nitrate, we find that entropy of

crystalline KIO 3 given in Table 44 is 4.4 e.u. greater than that of KNO 3 .

This is doubtless, as usual, due to the fact that the mass of the iodine

atom in KIO 3 is much greater than the mass of the nitrogen atom in

KNO 3 . For the same reason, it is likely that the entropy of the HI0 3

molecule in aqueous solution is greater than that of the HNOs molecule.

Yet we know from the values given in Table 26 that the unitary part of

the partial molal entropy of the (lOa)" ion is 7 e.u. less than that of the

(NOs)" ion. This implies that, if we consider the formation of these

anions by proton transfer, the loss of entropy in the process
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HI0 3 + H 2 -> (10,)- + (H 30)+

should be more than 7 e.u. greater than in the process

HN0 3 + H 2 -> (NO,)- + (H 30)+

Now loss of entropy, we recall, means gain of free energy, or work done,

and the quantity T &SunitarV makes a contribution to J. In fact, as

we shall see, it may account for the whole difference between the values

of J for HI0 3 and HNO 3 .

In Table 24 the viscosity ^-coefficient of the ion (N0 3)~ is negative,

while that of the ion (IOs)~ has a large positive value. We are led to

entertain the idea of an unexpected correlation between viscosity and the

degree of dissociation of the corresponding acids HIO 3 and HN0 3 . The
acid HIOs is a moderately weak acid, while HNO 3 is classed among the

strong acids. In Sees. 70 and 71 we found for J the values 0.16 and

0.05 electron-volt, respectively. The difference between them thus

amounts to (0.16 0.05) =0.11 electron-volt per molecule, or 25,300

cal/mole. Now we concluded above that the value of ASunitary for the

proton transfer from the HI0 3 molecule at 25C is more than 7 e.u. less

than the corresponding quantity for the HNO 3 molecule. Multiplying
this difference by the absolute temperature 298, we find that the corre-

sponding values of T AuSUMt*rU differ by more than 20,000 cal/mole ;
and

a difference of 9 e.u. in AS, arising from the order-destroying character

of one anion and the order-producing character of the other, would be

sufficient to account for the whole difference between the values of J
for HIO, and HNO 3 .

In recent years various attempts have been made to account for the

observed differences between the dissociation constants of organic acids,

whose molecules differ only slightly from each other. The proposed

explanations have naturally been given in each case in terms of the

structures of the respective neutral acid molecules. 1 In the tentative

discussion of HNO 3 and HI0 3 that has just been given, the approach
has been quite different; we focused attention, not on the neutral mole-

cule or on the structure of the anion, but on the condition of the solvent

in the vicinity of the anion.

In view of this result, it becomes almost imperative to inquire whether

the same method might be given wider application whether, in discuss-

ing the small differences between homologous organic acids, we should

pay attention to the possible states of order-disorder in the co-spheres

1 The theory has been developed especially by F. W. Westheimer, J. Am. Chem.

Soc., 61, 1977 (1939). A good account of this work is given by G. W. Wheland,
"Advanced Organic Chemistry," 2d ed., Chapter 11, Wiley, 1949; see also M. Kil-

patrick, Chem. Rev., 30, 159 (1942); J. N. Sarmousakis, /. Chem. Phys., 12, 277 (1944).
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of the anions. Table 2 in Sec. 21 shows, for example, that at 18C the

electrical mobility of the formate ion is some 40 per cent greater than

that of the acetate ion. This means that, in the absence of an external

electric field, the Brownian motion of the former is more lively than that

of the latter. Although this difference may be due entirely to the

smaller size of the formate ion, let us, for the sake of argument, suppose
that it is partly due to the fact that the solvent in the co-sphere of

the formate ion has a smaller degree of order than in the co-sphere of the

acetate ion. If this were so, the comparison would be similar to the ten-

tative comparison that has been made between HNO 3 and HIOs, the

formate ion playing the part of NO^, and the acetate ion that of IO^".

We see from Table 13 in Sec. 68 that the value of for formic acid

falls at 24.7C. Table 15 in Sec. 72 shows that for formic acid between

20 and 25 the magnitude of A// is less than 200 cal/mole; the same

will be true for acetic acid whose 8 falls at 22.6C. On the other hand,
the value of ,/ for formic acid, given in Table 12, is smaller than that of

acetic acid by 0.0584 electron-volt, or 1344 cal/mole. Evidently, this

large difference in J arises from a difference in the term T &S unl tau/ .

The viscosity /^-coefficient of the formate ion has not yet been measured;
but its high mobility suggests that, compared with the acetate ion, it

is a less strongly order-producing ion, and that, in discussing these weak

acids, we are right in attempting to correlate the degree of dissociation

with properties, such as viscosity and mobility, that depend on the state

of order-disorder in the co-sphere of the anion.

We are led to rcexamine the temperature coefficients of /, given in

the last column of Table 12, in relation to the values of J itself, given

in the preceding columns. It will be recalled that the striking result of

Table 12 was that the temperature coefficients of J were found to fall

(with the possible exception of boric acid) into four groups corresponding

to the four types of proton transfer, irrespective of the value of ,/ itself.

We emphasized the absence of a correlation between dJ/dT and J
;
thus

the ammonium ion has one of the largest values of J, but one of the

smallest values of dJ/dT. In the main, we were undoubtedly right to

stress the absence of correlation. But the tentative comparison that we

have just made between formic acid and acetic acid, suggests that, on a

small scale, a correlation should be found. In ascribing formic acid's

smaller value of J to the presence of a greater entropy in the co-sphere

of the formate ion, we thereby, according to (75), associate it with a

smaller value of dJ/dT. Now, on looking at the last column of Table

12, we see that the value inserted for formic acid is, indeed, 15 per cent

smaller than that for acetic acid. Furthermore we see that the values

for propionic and n-butyric acids are larger than for acetic acid, and so
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are the values of J given in the preceding columns for these two acids.

Thus on the broad classification into four types of proton transfer there

may be superimposed a small-scale effect, arising from the various values

of Jenv for the different acids.

Turning now to Table 22, we see that the viscosity ^-coefficients of

NH 4C1, NH 4Br, and NH4N0 3 are all negative, while the values given

in Table 21 for HC1, HBr, and HN0 3 are all positive. There thus

appears to be less order in the co-sphere of the (NH 4 )
+ ion than in that

of the (H 3O)+ ion. Using the same type of argument as we have used

above, let us ask whether this enables us to make any prediction with

regard to the proton transfer

(NH4)+ + H 2
- Nils + (H 30)+ (171)

We recall that the field of an ionic charge, in aligning the solvent dipoles,

produces a certain amount of order; at a higher temperature the align-

ment is smaller, and a greater amount of energy is associated with the

ionic field. This description disregards the order that already existed

in the solvent and disregards the possibility that the ionic field may to

some extent destroy this order -an effect that appears to be present in

the co-sphere of (NII 4)+, but not in that of (H 30)+. With rise of tem-

perature, the amount of energy associated with the ionic field of (NII4)+

should thus show a smaller increment than that of (H 30)
+

. Accord-

ing to (75), although we expect the radii of the two ions to be nearly the

same, we do not expect the value of J for the proton transfer (171) to be

independent of temperature, but to increase slightly with temperature.
In this way we account for the small increment recorded in the last

column of Table 12.

100. The Equilibrium between a Solid and Its Saturated Solution.

We shall discuss now in greater detail the process depicted in Fig. 11,

where ions are taken from the surface of a solid into a solvent. In Sec.

52 we defined a unitary quantity L, which will play a role similar to that

played by D and J. The equilibrium between a solid and its saturated

solution is an example of the equilibria considered in Sec. 51. If a few

additional pairs of ions are taken into this solution, the value of dF/dn is

zero. We now say that this zero value can come about only when the

communal part and the unitary part have values that are equal and

opposite. A saturated solution is, in fact, the solution that provides

these equal and opposite values. The communal term in the free energy
differs from the cratic term by the value that dx has in the saturated

solution. When this value is known, AF and L can be evaluated. Let

maat , y a t,
and xta t refer to the concentration of the saturated solution.

Then, writing AF = in (108), we obtain for the standard free energy
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of solution

-2RT In (y, atm.at) (172)

and likewise

L = -2kT In (y 8atmsat) + 2kT In M (173)

where the value of ysat is adjusted so that

Jsatysat
=

/.otf.at (174)

When interpreting proton transfers in Chapter 7, we found that the

experimental data showed that for most solute species in aqueous solu-

tion the values of J lay between 0.25 and 1.0 electron-volts. We shall

now be interested in the values of L that are necessary to account for

the observed solubilities of solids in water. We may expect the range
of values of L to be rather similar; the main difference is that in the solu-

tion of a crystal the value of Ag in (80) is never less than 2, whereas in

most of the proton transfers discussed in Chapter 7 the value of Ag was

either unity or zero.

For any ionic crystal the conventional "free energy of solution" per

mole AF is often defined as the change in free energy accompanying the

transfer of ions, comprising 1 mole, from the solid to a solution or

solutions, where the positive ions and the negative ions are at unit

activity. The case of a uni-divalent salt will be discussed in Sec. 103.

Here we shall discuss a uni-univalent crystal, in contact with its saturated

solution. The process of transferring a pair of ions to a solution of unit

activity may be carried out in two steps each pair of ions is taken from

the surface of the crystal into the saturated solution and from there is

transferred to a solution of unit activity. If a8at is the activity of the

solute in the saturated solution, the work done in transferring the pair

of ions from this solution to a solution where a \ will be

2kT In -l
- = ~2kT In (a*,,) (175)

Cl*at

while the work done in the initial step is zero. Hence for 1 mole of a

uni-univalent solute

AF = -2RT In (aaat)
= -2RT In (7*a {m,at) (176)

which is the same expression as (172), which was derived from (108).

Thus the operation of transferring the ions to a solution of unit activity

on the molality scale has the effect of removing the communal part and

subtracting, at the same time, the conventional quantity 2RT In M,
where M is the number of moles on the b.q.s.; for we have

-2RT In (7.im. i)
= -2RT In (T.#.<)

- 2RT In M (177)
= -2RT In (faatx8ai) -2RT\n M (178)
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101. Examples of Values of L and AF. As a first example we may
evaluate both L and AF for a moderately soluble salt in aqueous solu-

tion. At 25 a saturated solution of potassium perchlorate has a con-

centration of 0.148 mole of KC1O4 in a 1000 grams of water; that is to

say, y+ = y~ = 0.148/55.5. The activity coefficient in the saturated

solution has been taken 1 to be 0.70 0.05. Using this value, we can

estimate the work required to take a pair of ions from the crystal surface

to mutually distant points, when the crystal is in contact with pure
solvent at 25C;

L = -2kT\n (0.7 X 0.148/55.5)
= 0.33 electron-volt per ion pair

Comparing this value with the values of J for proton transfers given in

Table 12, we see that, for this moderately soluble crystal the value of L is

similar to the value of J for a weak acid.

Turning next to the conventional free energy of solution of the same

substance, we have

AF = -2RT In (0.7 X 0.148)
= -2 X 1364.3 log (0.7 X 0.148)
= 2690 cal/mole

In order to obtain NL from this value, we should, according to (178),

have to add 2RT In (55.5), which at 25 is 4760 cal.

As another example we may discuss silver iodide. As mentioned in

Sec. 49 a saturated aqueous solution of this salt at 25C contains only
9.08 X 10~9 mole in 1000 grams of water. At this low concentration

the activity coefficient does not differ appreciably from unity; we have
then

L = -2/c77
ln (9.08 X 10- 9

/55.5)
= 1.158 electron-volts

This value is rather larger than the value of .7 for the self-dissociation

of water, given in Table 12.

Finally, as an example of a highly soluble salt, we may take sodium

chloride; at 25 the concentration of the saturated solution is 6.16 molal.

The activity coefficient of Nad, like that of NaBr plotted in Fig. 72,

passes through a minimum at a concentration between 1.0 and 1.5 molal;
and it has been estimated 2 that in the saturated solution the activity

coefficient has risen to a value very near unity. Writing 7 =
1.0, we

find that the work required to take a pair of ions from the surface of

NaCl into pure water at 25 has the rather small value

L = -2kT In (6.16/55.51) = 0.11 electron-volt

1 W. M. Latimer and J. E. Ahlberg, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 52, 549 (1930).
2 W. M. Latimer and C. M. Slansky, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 62, 2019 (1940).
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102. The Change of Solubility with Temperature. The solubilities of

various salts have been measured in aqueous solution at various tem-

peratures. But from these measurements we cannot derive values of L
as a function of temperature, until the activity coefficients in the various

saturated solutions have been accurately measured. In dilute solutions

TABLE 33. SOLUBILITIES OF AgOl, AgBr, AND Agl IN WATKR

AgCl

5

15

25

35

45

500 X 10

842

1 337

2 038

3 002

10 5945

10.1520

9 7492

9 3809

9 0425

777

780

784

787

791

AgBr

931

932

934

936

939

Agl

AgBr:
RT log K = 72,776 + 4.90(<

- 25) - 2.0 X 10~2
(t
- 25)

2

AgCl:
RT log K = 57,671 + 3.4248(Z

-
25)

- 2.581 X 10~2
(J
- 25)

2 + 9.948

X 10~6
(t
- 25)*

of a few salts measurements of activity coefficients have been made over

a wide range of temperature; but not in saturated solutions; in fact, in

most cases the activity coefficient of even the saturated solution at 25C
is not accurately known. Thus, we can obtain values of L as a function

of temperature only in the case of sparingly soluble substances, where

the activity coefficient is in the neighborhood of unity at all tempera-
tures and so is independent of temperature within the experimental error.

Table 33 gives the solubilities and the values of log K for Agl, AgBr,
and AgCl from 5 to 45C from the measurements of Owen and Brinkley.

1

i B. B. Owen and S. R. Bnnkley, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 60, 2237 (1938).
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The last column in the table gives the values of L, calculated from (173).

It will be noticed that for AgCl and AgBr the value of L increases with

rise of temperature. The sign of dL/dT is thus in agreement with that

expected from simple electrostatic theory: the work to convey the

ions from the solid into solution increases with rise of temperature.

For Agl, on the other hand, we see that L is almost independent of

temperature.
Now from Sec. 52 we recall that

A9 - - dL
*-*J unitary im

For AgCl and AgBr this quantity is negative (in agreement with a loss

of entropy by solvent dipoles in the ionic fields). For Agl, on the other

hand, it is zero. This implies, according to (168), that in this case A$

happens to be equal to 2R In M; in other words, the value happens to be

16.0 e.u. On referring to Sec. 90 it will, in fact, be seen that the value

of A/S calculated from the solubility of Agl at 25C, and its heat of

precipitation, was 16.0 e.u.

Turning next to AgBr, we see from Table 33 that the value of L
increases from 0.931 electron-volt at 15 to 0.935 at 35, a difference of

0.004. Dividing by 20, we find that the average value of dL/dT in the

neighborhood of 25 is 2 X 10~ 4
electron-volt/deg. Multiplying by

23,060, we find this is equivalent to 4.6 cal/mole. It follows that the

value of the conventional entropy of solution A$ in the neighborhood
of 25C is approximately

AS = 16.0 - 4.6

= 11.4 e.u.

In Table 33 are given equations that express the results for AgCl and

AgBr. Multiplying by 2.303 to obtain RTlogJC = A/'70
,
and differ-

entiating with respect to the temperature, we find for AgBr at 25 the

more accurate value A$ =11.3 e.u.

Similarly for AgCl at 25C we find from Table 33 the value AS = 7.9

e.u. Owen and Brinkley regarded this value as probably more accurate

than the value 8.2 obtained in Sec. 90 from the heat of solution.

103. Uni-divalent and Other Solutes. In Sec. 47 we were able to

state that the heat of precipitation of silver iodide amounted to 1.16

electron-volts per ion pair. On the other hand, when the heat of pre-

cipitation of CaF 2 or Li 2CO 3 or LaCl 3 has been measured, we obviously
cannot express the result in electron-volts per ion pair, since in each case

three or four ions are involved; nor is there in use any recognized name
for the group of ions. Since in Greek the word KCO/XOS was used for a

mobile group (of doves, huntsmen, maidens), we propose to coin the word
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kome and to speak of a kome of ions when we wish to refer to that group
of ions which, in any solution, is the smallest group that together form

an electrically neutral unit. Thus in a solution of CaF 2 ,
a kome of ions

will contain one positive and two negative ions, while in a solution of

Li 2C0 3 the kome will contain one negative and two positive ions, and

so on. We can then, for example, in each case express the heat of pre-

cipitation in electron-volts per kome. A pair of ions is now a special

case of a kome of ions. It will be shown below that the heat of pre-

cipitation of I^COs, for example, tends at extreme dilution to the value

0.18 electron-volt per kome.

Consider now the non-ideal solution of a completely dissociated uni-

divalent salt, and its comparison with the corresponding ideal solution.

In choosing the ideal solution, if we denote the two solute species by B
and C, we must obviously take a solution that contains twice as many

C particles as B particles. The mole fraction of B is ;
]

>

nA + nB + nc
where nc = 2nB . In the extremely dilute range we can take the mole

ratios instead of mole fractions and may take the cratic terms in the free

energy to be n&kT In yB and nckT In yc, where nc is again equal

to 2nB .

In the imperfect solution of an ionic solute, such as BaCl 2 ,
the cratic

terms are, of course, the same as those of the corresponding ideal solution,

namely,

-n+kT In y+
- n. kT In ?/_ (179)

There is no difference between this expression and that of a uni-univalent

solute; only n- is equal to 2n+. In practice, however, it is convenient

to express the concentration of the positive and negative ions in terms

of the amount of neutral solute that has been dissolved in a given amount
of solvent. If y denotes the mole ratio of BaCl 2 ,

and if the solution

contains n komes, each consisting of (Ba++ + 2C1~), we have in (179)

n+kT In y+ = nkT In y
nJcT In y- = 2nkT In 2y

Substituting in (179), and using (59), we obtain

dn y

= -ZkT In m + kT In ^~ (180)

since y = m/M.
Proceeding as in Sec. 55, we can consider AF, the free energy change

per mole accompanying the solution of this crystal in a certain solvent
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at temperature T
7

,
and we can fix attention on the quantity

(181)

and can ask how the value of this quantity will vary with the concentra-

tion of the solute. We can answer that, for any concentrations lying

within the extremely dilute range, it will not vary appreciably with con-

centration but will have a constant value, characteristic of this solute

dissolving in this solvent. But, as soon as we leave the extremely dilute

range and go to progressively higher concentrations, the value of (181)

will no longer remain constant; it is now the quantity

-
d,
- kT hi v (182)

that remains constant.

In Sec. 56, where we said, let 6.y/kT be equal to 2 In 7, the factor 2

was introduced, because 2 was the number of ions in the kome. In

general, if the kome contains N ions, we say, let

pp
= N In y (183)

In the uni-divalent or di-univalent solute, to which (181) refers, N is

equal to 3, and (182), when multiplied by Avogadro's constant, takes

the form

(A/?
- 3#77

In yy - 2RT In 2) (184)

The conventional free energy of solution is greater than this by the

amount 3/2T In A/"; adding this quantity, we obtain

(AF - 3RT In ym - 2RT In 2) = AF (185)

In particular, if the crystal is in contact with its saturated solution, in

(185) we may write A/'
1 =

0, whence

A/<
T = (-3RT In 7.iw..,

- 2RT In 2) (186)

Finally, the conventional entropy of solution A*S> may be written

AS = lim (

AH ~ *F + 3R In m + 2R In 2
)

m-+0 \ 1 /
(187)

There is no ambiguity as to the value of the cratic term, as this must be

the same as in the corresponding ideal solution that contains the same
number of particles of each of the species present.
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104. Lithium Carbonate in Aqueous Solution. As an illustration, we
shall evaluate the conventional A/*" and A>S for lithium carbonate in

aqueous solution. At 25C the concentration of the saturated solution

is 0.169 molal. 1 In this solution the molality of the Li+ ion is of course

0.338. The activity coefficient of the Li 2CO.? in the saturated solution

is not accurately known, but its value is not far from y sat
= 0.59. Sub-

stituting in (186) we have then

AF" = -RT[3 In (0.59 X 0.169) + 1.38]

= 3280 cal/mole

The heat of solution of solid Li 2CO 3 in water at 25C has been measured;
2

the value is found to tend to 4200 cal/mole at infinite dilution equiva-
lent to 0.18 electron-volt/kome. We have then

T AS - A// - A/<
T = -4200 - 3280
= -7480 cal/mole

Hence for the conventional entropy of solution at 25 we obtain

A on 7480

ml - 26 - 1 e 'u '

As mentioned in Sec. 90 we may think of this A*S as being the difference

between the molar entropy of solid Li 2CO 3 and the partial molal entropies

of one (C0 3)^ ion and two Li f

ions, each in its hypothetical standard

aqueous solution. We propose now to compare the A/S of the reaction

Li 2C03Gw, rf)
-> (COs)- + 2L1+

that we have been discussing, with the A$ of the process

II 2CO.K <,)

- (CO,)- + 2H+

likewise carried out in aqueous solution at 25C. Our purpose will be

to show that eventually the comparison may be made to yield the differ-

ence between the unitary part of the partial molal entropy of the lithium

ion and the corresponding unitary quantity for the proton.

105. H 2CO.{ in Aqueous Solution. Before discussing the ionic dis-

sociation of HaCOs in aqueous solution, let us first consider its formation

from gaseous CO 2 and liquid II 2O

CO 2 + H 2O -> H2CO
3(^

The entropy of C0 2 in its standard state is 51.08 e.u., while that of water

at 25 is 16.75 e.u. From the experimental data it has been found that

1 C. A. Seyler and P. V. Lloyd, /. Chem. Soc., Ill, 994 (1917).
* L. I. Brown and W. M. Latimer, /. Am. Chem. Soc., 58, 2229 (1936).
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the value of A/S to give H 2CO3 in aqueous solution is 22.7 e.u. Sub-

tracting 22.7 from 67.8, we obtain 45.1 e.u. as the partial molal entropy

of EUCOa in a solution of unit activity.

When H 2C0 3 reacts with another molecule of water by proton trans-

fer, we have the first stage of the dissociation:

H 2CO 3 + H 2O <= (HCO,)" + (H 3O)+ (188)

The value for the equilibrium constant at 25C given in the last column

of Table 10 is 4.52 X 10~ 7
. Multiplying \ogeK by RT, we find for AF

the value 8683 cal/mole. The heat of dissociation has been measured

calorimetrically
1 and found to be 1843 cal/mole. By subtraction we find

T AS = A// - AF = 1843 - 8683
= -6840

AS = -22.9 e.u.

When a proton is transferred from the (IICO 3)~ ion, we have the

second stage of dissociation:

(HC0 3)- + H 2 * (CO,)- + (H 80)+ (189)

Values for the equilibrium constant at temperatures between and 60C
were included in Table 9. From the value at 25 we find log^ == 23.8.

Multiplying by RT, we obtain AF = 13,983 cal/mole. From the tem-

perature coefficient of AF we obtain for the heat of dissociation the

value A// = 3500 cal. Hence

T A&
= 3500 - 13,983 - -10,483

AS = -35.2 e.u.

Adding together the values for the two stages, we may obtain the entropy

change for the whole process

H 2CO 3 + 2H 2O -> (CO)- + 2(H,O)+ (190)

It amounts to -(22.9 + 35.2) = -58.1 e.u.

106. Comparison between H 2CO 3 and Li 2CO 3 in Aqueous Solution.

If we subtract two H 2 molecules from either side of equation (190), we

may take the AS to refer to the simpler process

H 2C0 3(a7)
-> (CO,)- + 2H+ (191)

1 K. S. Pitzer, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 69, 2368 (1937).
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We are now in a position to compare this quantity with the A<S for the

process

Li 2C0
3( .oM)

-> (CO,)- + 2Li+ (192)

In both processes the ions are supposed to be introduced into solutions

where the interionic forces are negligible. When in (191) the COj* ion

is formed, the solvent in the co-sphere of this ion loses a certain amount
of entropy. Likewise, in (192) when the C0j ion is formed, the solvent

in the co-sphere of the ion loses precisely the same amount of entropy.
At the same time, the amount of entropy associated with the thermal

energy of the COj
5

ion in aqueous solution is, of course, the same in (192)

as in (191). In the process (192) we shall be concerned with the unitary

term for the two Li+ ions in contrast to (191) where two protons are

added to two H 2O molecules.

In each case the values of AF and A$ discussed in this chapter con-

tain, of course, the cratic term appropriate to the change in the number
of solute particles that are mixed with the solvent. In the reaction

(191) we have, on the left-hand side, a species of solute particle H 2CO 3

mixed with M moles of solvent, where M is the number of moles in the

b.q.s. On the right-hand side we have three solute particles, each sup-

posed to be mixed with M moles of solvent. The AF and A for this

reaction must therefore, if correctly calculated, contain the cratic term

appropriate to the change from one to three solute particles; the value

A$ = 58.1 does, in fact, contain this contribution, namely, +16.0
e.u. In the process (193), on the other hand, the A# must contain a

greater cratic term, namely, 24.0 e.u., appropriate to the mixing of

three particles with the solvent; the values obtained in Sec. 104 contain,

in fact, this cratic contribution.

From Table 44 it will be seen that the molar entropy of solid Li 2COs
amounts to 21.60 cal/degree. In Sec. 104 it was pointed out that, if

the A$ for the process (192) is added to the entropy of solid Li 2CO 3 ,
the

sum will be equal to the partial molal entropies of the CO" ion and two

Li+ ions. For this sum then we obtain

SCo 8
- + 2SLl+ = 21.6 - 25.1 (193)

= -3.5

vSimilarly, for (191)

Soo,- + 2SH+ = 45.1 - 58.1 (194)
= -13.0

We can now ask the question to wjiich the whole of this discussion has

been leading: By subtracting (194) from (193) can we obtain the differ-

ence between the unitary term for two Li+ ions and the unitary term
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for two protons? We have already seen that for the COJ
3

ion the unitary

contribution in (194) must be identical with that in (193). Further-

more, the discussion of the different cratic contributions to A$ just

given has shown that these different contributions are exactly what is

required to ensure that the cratic term in (194) is the same as that in

(193). We can conclude then that the difference between (194) and

(193) lies entirely in the difference between the unitary term for two

Li+ ions and that for two protons. Thus, when we write

2S Li + -3.5 + 13.0

9.5

we have obtained a quantity that is independent of the choice of a certain

concentration as standard state. In Sec. 104 it was mentioned that the

activity coefficient of Li.2CO 3 in its saturated solution is not accurately

known; so there may be a considerable error in the value 3.5. Latimer

adopted
1 the value

Sn+ Su+ = 4.7 +1 cal/mole/deg

The value 4.7 was included in Table 25.

107. Heats of Solution and the Conventional Free Energies and

Entropies of Solution. Table 34 gives for various common salts the

observed values of the heat of solution, and the conventional free energy

TABLE 34. CONVENTIONAL FKKE KNEKGIES AND ENTKOPIES OK SOLUTION AND HEATS
OF SOLUTION AT 25C

W. M. Latimer and C. M. Slansky, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 62, 2019 (1940).

W. M. Latimer, Chem. Rev., 18, 350 (1936).

1 W. M. Latimer, K. S. Pitzer, and W. V. Smith, /. Am. Chem. Soc., 60, 1829 (1938).
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and entropy of solution calculated from experimental data. In all col-

umns both positive and negative values are represented ;
and on compar-

ing values or different substances, it will be seen that positive and negative

values of A#, AF
,
and A appear to be combined in a capricious man-

ner. In order to display these various combinations, the signs of A//,

AF, and AS are listed in Table 35. Although NaCl and KC1 are alike

in aqueous solution, they are unlike in methanol. Moreover, neither

NaCl nor KC1 shows the same type of behavior in methanol as in water.

TABLE 35. SIGN OF THE CONVENTIONAL FKEE ENERGY, ENTROPY, AND HEAT OF

SOLUTION

Altogether five types are included in Table 35; and the question arises

whether there are any other possible combinations that are not rep-

resented here. Examples of the types that follow are not found in

Table 35; and though the first of these is possible, the last two are

logically impossible. When AF and A$ are of the same sign,
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must likewise be of this sign; this clearly follows at once from the rela-

tion AF = AH - T AS.

Confronted by the wide variety shown in Table 35, we are led to

inquire whether we can do something to account for this variety. For

this purpose, we must evaluate the unitary part of each quantity. As

pointed out in Sec. 101, to obtain the unitary part of AF in aqueous

solution, one must add to AF 4760 cal/mole for a uni-univalent and

7140 for a uni-divalent solute; or, respectively, 0.2064 and 0.3097 electron-

volt per kome. In methanol solution the corresponding quantities to

be added are 4080 and 6120 cal/mole. The results of doing this for

the substances of Table 34 are shown in Table 36 under the column

headed NL. All the values are positive in both solvents. It will be

seen that the division into solutes with AF positive and solutes with

AF negative, shown in Table 35, arises merely from the fact that for

some solutes NL happens to be greater than 4760 cal, while for others

it happens to be less.

Turning next to the unitary part of A$, this is given in Table 36

under the heading N(dL/dT). It was pointed out in Sees. 90 and

106 that, to obtain the unitary part of A$ in aqueous solution, one must

subtract 16.0 e.u. for a uni-univalent solute, and 24.0 e.u. for a uni-

divalent solute. In methanol solution the corresponding quantities are

14.0 and 21.0 e.u. In Table 36 it will be seen that, except for the first

two solutes KBr and KC1, the values are all negative, in both solvents.

It will be recalled that for KBr and KC1 the ^-coefficients in viscosity

are negative, and we associate the positive values for the unitary part

of the entropy, shown in Table 29, with the creation of disorder in the

ionic co-spheres. In every solvent the dielectric constant decreases with

rise of temperature; and this leads us to expect that L will increase.

For KBr and KC1 in methanol solution, we see from Table 36 that

dL/dT has indeed a large positive value. On the other hand, when these

crystals dissolve in water, these electrostatic considerations appear to

be completely overbalanced by other factors.

In the last column of Table 36 we come finally to the values of AH
under the guise of AT[L T(dL/dT)]. Since the two quantities in

brackets are of the same order of magnitude, the value of A# may be

either positive or negative.

It is of interest to compare the values of AF and AH in Table 34 with

the values of AF and AH given in Table 18 for the dissociation of molecu-

lar ions. We notice that in the dissociation of the ions (FeCl)++ and

(FeBr)
++ the value of AF is relatively small and is accompanied by a

AH that is negative; on the other hand, in the dissociation of (FeOH)++

the value of AF is very large and is accompanied in Table 18 by a AH
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that is positive. This correlation is, of course, to be expected. The

large amount of work required to break up the (FeOH)++ into separate

ions is due to the presence of a large /)<, superimposed on a smaller

Denv. A large amount of heat is absorbed in the dissociation, whereas

in the case of (FeCl)++ and (FeBr)++ the Dnon is sufficiently small for its

effect to be swamped by the effect of the Dcno ,
with the result that A// is

negative and heat is evolved.

TABLE 36. VALUES OF NL AND N-r^ AND N [ L T

The same factors are present in Table 34, though in a more complicated

form. The largest values of AF in tho table, namely, those for BaSO 4

and Agl, are accompanied by large positive values of A//. We can say

that the large value of L arises from the presence of a large Lnon super-

imposed on a smaller Lenv . It has, in fact, long been recognized that the

lattice energy of silver iodide possesses a considerable homopolar com-

ponent; the observed lattice energy is larger than that calculated theo-

retically for a purely ionic crystal.
1 We expect then that the A// for

Agl will have a large positive value. The situation is complicated by
the fact, noted in Sec. 102, that, owing to the disorder in the co-sphere

of the iodide ion, the value of L does not appreciably increase with tem-

perature. In this exceptional case we have A// approximately equal

to NL.
Problems

1. The saturated solution of silver sulfate in water at 25 C has a molality equal to

0.02689, and the activity coefficient y of the solute in this saturated solution is 0.533.

i J. E. Mayer, J. Chem. Phys., 1, 327 (1933).
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The heat of solution tends at extreme dilution to the value +4207 cal/mole. Calcu-

late the conventional free energy of solution at 25C and the conventional entropy of

solution.

2. The saturated solution of potassium iodate in water at 25C has a molality

equal to 0.43. Taking the activity coefficient 7 in this saturated solution to be 0.52,

find the conventional free energy of solution at 25C, and calculate in electron-volts

per ion pair the value of L for the removal of the ions K4"

and (lOs)"" into water at

25C.
3. What is the solubility in water at 0C of a uni-univalent crystal for which the

value of L at this temperature is 0.00 electron-volt?

4. The saturated solution of silver iodate in water at 25C his a molality equal to

0.00179, and the activity coefficient y in this saturated solution may be taken to be

0.989. The heat of solution tends at extreme dilution to the value 4- 13,200 ciri/mole

Find in electron-volts per ion pair the value of L, and also the value of dL/dT in water

at 25C.
5. Taking the values for the Ag+ ion and the SOj" ion from Table 45, find the

value of the partial molul entropy of silver sulfate in an aqueous solution at 25 having
a molality equal to 10~ 6

;
see the discussion of (179).

6. Discuss the sign and the magnitude of all the quantities given in Tables 34 and 36

for the solution of lithium carbonate, in comparison with the values for other

substances.



CHAPTER 13

Electrodes and Galvanic Cells. The Silver-Silver Chloride Elec-

trode. The Hydrogen Electrode. Half-cells Containing an Amal-

gam Electrode. Two Cells Placed Back to Back. Cells Containing

Eqnimolal Solutions. The Alkali Chlorides as Solutes. HCl in

Methanol or Ethanol Containing a Trace of Water. The Alkali

Chlorides in Methanol-Water Mixtures. The Heat of Solution of

HCl. Proton Transfer Equilibriumfrom Measurements of E.M.F.

108. Electrodes and Galvanic Cells. In connection with Fig. 9 in

Sec. 1 1 we discussed the removal of a positive atomic core from a metal.

The same idea may be applied to any alloy that is a metallic conductor.

When, for example, some potassium has been dissolved in liquid mercury,
the valence electron from each potassium atom becomes a free electron,

and we may discuss the removal of a K+ core from the surface of the

amalgam. The work to remove the K+ into a vacuum may be denoted

by Yvac When this amalgam is in contact with a solvent, we may con-

sider the escape of a K+ into the solvent. The work Y to remove the

positive core into the solvent is much smaller than Yvae .

When a metal (or an alloy) is in contact with a solvent, the escape of

positive cores into the solvent leaves a negative charge on the metal.

An electrical double layer is set up at the surface of contact between the

metal and the solvent; and the work required to take an additional

positive core into the solvent becomes greater than Y. This increment

opposes the further escape of positive cores into the solvent; in fact, the

strength of the double layer quickly reaches a value that establishes an

equilibrium such that the number of ions leaving the metal per second

is equal to the number returning to the metal. The part played by
such electrical double layers has been discussed in some detail by the

author. 1 In any galvanic cell the e.m.f. is the algebraic sum of the

double layers present at the surfaces of contact between the conductors.

Any galvanic cell may be regarded as consisting of two half-cells, each

1 R. W. Gurney, "Ions in Solution," Cambridge, 1936.

217
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of which contains a metallic electrode in contact with an ionic solution.

In electrochemistry a half-cell is usually called an electrode; thus the

silver-silver chloride half-cell is known as the silver-silver chloride elec-

trode. In addition to this electrode we shall discuss in this chapter only

two other types, namely, the hydrogen electrode, and the alkali amal-

gams of the type mentioned above.

When two reversible half-cells are coupled together to form a cell, a

current may be caused to flow through the cell in either direction if a

source of e.m.f. is introduced into the external circuit. When a current

passes, electrons will flow into the external circuit from the metallic

electrode of one half-cell, and from the external circuit into the metallic;

electrode of the other half-cell. In each half-cell electrical neutrality

must be preserved by the simultaneous motion of ions.

109. The Silver-Silver Chloride Electrode. In the Ag/AgCl half-cell

the electrode itself is of metallic silver, and the solution contains some

solid silver chloride, so that the solvent is saturated with AgCl. In the

Ag/AgCl half-cells to be discussed in this chapter the solvent will be

either water or in some cases methanol or a mixture of methanol and

water. In each case the solution in the half-cell will contain two solutes,

namely, silver chloride and some other chloride, either HC1 or an alkali

chloride. In the reversible half-cell to which the Ag/AgCl half-cell is to

be coupled there will in each case be a solution differing from the above

by the absence of the AgCl, but containing the other chloride at the

same concentration in the same solvent.

It has already been mentioned that, in addition to the metallic silver

electrode, the Ag/AgCl half-cell contains some solid AgCl. Conse-

quently, when one of these cells generates a current, not only must the

usual requirement of electrical neutrality be preserved, but in the

Ag/AgCl half-cell the solubility product of the ions Ag+ and Cl~ must
be maintained constant, to preserve the equilibrium between the satu-

rated solution and the solid AgCl. When a steady current passes,

either additional solid AgCl will be formed, or else an equivalent amount
of solid AgCl will dissolve away, according to the direction in which the

current is caused to flow. When electrons flow from the metallic silver

into the external circuit, the Ag/AgCl half-cell receives an equal number
of Cl~ ions from the other half-cell. At the same time, an equal number
of Ag+ ions from the metallic silver become superfluous. Deposition
of Ag+ and Cl~ ions to form additional solid AgCl prevents the solution

from becoming supersaturated. The net result is that, for every electron

entering the external circuit from the metallic silver, one Ag+ ion is trans-

ferred from the metallic electrode to the solid AgCl, the number of Ag+

ions in the solution remaining constant. When the current flows in the
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reverse direction, Ag+ ions from the AgCl build up additional metallic

silver, their positive charge being neutralized by the electrons that arrive

from the external circuit,

Provided that the solution in a reversible half-cell contains the requi-

site solutes, it may also contain one or more other solutes which do not

react with the electrode at all; the electrode will still function properly.

The Ag/AgCl half-cells mentioned in Sec. 118 will contain one or two

such subsidiary solutes. These solutes, which will also be present in

the other half-coll to which the Ag/AgCl half-cell is coupled, react with

the electrode there; they are included in the Ag/AgCl half-cell at the

same concentration in order to avoid the electrical double layer which

would otherwise be set up at the junction between the two solutions

at the liquid junction between the two half-cells. ,

110. The Hydrogen Electrode. In the reversible hydrogen half-cell

the solution contains a strong or a weak acid; the solution is also satu-

rated with H 2 at atmospheric pressure, pure hydrogen being continu-

ously bubbled through the solution. The electrode is usually of plati-

num foil, covered with finely divided platinum. The latter provides a

medium from which protons ran go into solution, or into which protons

can be deposited from solution, just as a potassium amalgam provides a

medium from which K+ ions can go into solution, or into which K+ ions

can be deposited from solution. When the solvent is water, and the

electrode is on open circuit, the state of affairs in a hydrogen half-eel I

may be described by saying that both the following reactions are taking

place at the surface of the metallic electrode.

H 2 + 2H 2 -> 2(H 30)+ + 2 electrons

2(H 8O)+ + 2 electrons - II 2 + 2H 2O

At the surface of contact between the platinum and the solution an elec-

trical double layer spontaneously arises of that magnitude which suffices

to make these reactions take place at the same rate, thereby yielding

equilibrium. The strength of the double layer that is sufficient for this

purpose depends on the concentration, or rather on the activity, of the

(H 3O)+ ions. When the half-cell has been coupled to another suitable

half-cell, such as an Ag/AgCl half-cell, the value of the e.m.f. generated

by the complete cell will accordingly depend on the activity of the hydro-

gen ions. A measurement of e.m.f. may therefore be used to make an

accurate determination of the hydrogen-ion activity in a solution of

unknown composition, provided that the cell has been standardized by
a series of measurements on solutions of known composition. For

example, one may measure the hydrogen-ion activity in the solution of a

weak acid whose dissociation constant is not accurately known. It was,
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in fact, by this method, as already mentioned in Sec. 63, that all the

dissociation constants in Table 9 were obtained. The solutions in the

cells used for those measurements were somewhat complex, since they

contained no less than five solute species, not counting the molecular H 2

with which the solution in the hydrogen half-cell was saturated. Those

measurements will be described later in Sec. 118. We shall first discuss

some measurements with cells containing fewer solute species.

111. Half-cells Containing an Amalgam Electrode. We return now

to the type of half-cell already mentioned in Sec. 108. When the elec-

trode is a potassium amalgam in contact with the dilute solution of a

potassium salt, K+ ions are continually passing into the solution* from

the amalgam, and from the solution to the amalgam. At the surface of

contact between the solution and the amalgam an electrical double layer

will spontaneously arise, whose magnitude gives equilibrium. The

strength of this double layer will depend on the concentration of the

potassium, both in the solution and in the amalgam. It will also depend
on the liquid that is used as solvent.

In the experiments to be described, in each case the half-cell was

coupled to a Ag/AgOl half-cell, which in each case formed the positive

electrode of the cell; that is to say, on closing the external circuit, elec-

trons flowed in the external circuit from the amalgam electrode to the

silver electrode. This was the situation whether the solvent was water,

or mcthanol, or a mixture of methanol and water.

112. Two Cells Placed Back to Back. Fn Sec. 57 of Chapter 6 we dis-

cussed the e.m.f. of two cells placed back to back. Both cells contained

the same solute in aqueous solution, but at different concentrations.

We saw that, when a current flows, the net result is simply to transfer

an amount of solute from one solution to the other. Hence the observed

resultant e.m.f. of the pair of cells is a measure of the change in free energy
on transferring a pair of ions from one solution to the other; in fact, this

change of free energy expressed in electron-volts is numerically equal to

the e.m.f. expressed in volts.

In the cells discussed in Sec. 57 the solvent in every case was water.

But in this chapter we shall discuss cells placed back to back, where one

solution contains a solute dissolved in water, while the other contains the

same solute dissolved in ethanol, or in methanol, or in a methanol-water

mixture. When, for example, a hydrogen electrode containing IIC1 dis-

solved in ethanol is coupled to a Ag/AgCl electrode, also containing HC1
dissolved in ethanol, the cell may be written

H 2 (Pt) |

HC1 in ethanol
| AgCl/Ag (195)

If now we have a similar cell with HC1 in aqueous solution, and we put
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the two cells back to back, by placing the two hydrogen electrodes in

contact with each other, the resulting arrangement may be written

Ag/AgCl |

HC1 in water
|
H 2 (Pt) |

HC1 in ethanol
| AgCl/Ag (196)

since there is no need to write down the hydrogen electrode twice.

On closing the external circuit between the two Ag electrodes, when a

current flows, the net result will be simply to transfer an amount of

solute from one solvent to the other, and the measured e.m.f. will be

equal to the change in free energy associated with the transfer of a kome
of ions from one solvent to the other. This quantity will contain, in

addition to the usual communal term, a unitary term arising from the

fact that, in the co-sphere of each positive ion and each negative ion, the

amount of free energy lost by the dipoles of one solvent will be different

from that lost by the dipoles of the other solvent.

We shall be interested in pairs of cells, in which the mole fraction of

the solute in one solvent is equal to its mole fraction in the other solvent.

Suppose then that a series of such pairs of cells is made up, with the

solute at progressively greater dilutions. When the members of these

pairs of cells are placed back to back, the resultant e.m.f. 's will contain

progressively smaller contributions from the interionic forces; and, on

extrapolation to extreme dilution, this contribution will be negligibly

small. Since the mole fraction on each side is the same, the difference

between the cratic terms will be zero. In any such series of cells, the

measured e.m.f.'s when extrapolated to extreme dilution thus yield the

unitary part of the change in free energy.

113. Cells Containing Equimolal Solutions. In the literature values

of the e.m.f. of the cells (190) are given, not when the IIC1 has the same

mole fraction in either solvent, but when it has the same molality an

arbitrary choice. A thousand grams of water contain 2.555 times as

many molecules as 1000 grams of ethanol; so, when we consider the

number of different ways in which the protons from the IIC1 can be dis-

tributed among the vacant levels provided by the solvent molecules, we
have a greater value of Wc/ in (59) for water than for an equimolal solu-

tion in methanol. The difference between the cratic terms would give

rise to an e.m.f., even if the unitary terms gave rise to none. The magni-
tude of this e.m.f. would clearly be equivalent to

2kT In 2.555 = 1.88/cT
7 = 0.048 electron-volt

The e.m.f. would thus be 0.048 volt, and its sign would be such that the

spontaneous current transfers HC1 from ethanol to water. This is the

sign that the resultant e.m.f. of equimolal cells, placed back to back, is

found to have; the value, extrapolated to infinite dilution, is either 0.296
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volt, according to Harned and Fleyscher, or 0.310 volt according to the

measurements of Woolcock and Hartley.
1

Subtracting 0.048 electron-

volt, we find that the work required to transfer one Cl~ ion and one

proton from aqueous solution to ethanol amounts to either 0.248 or

0.262 electron-volt.

Passing on now to cells containing HC1 at equal molality in methanol

and in water, we find for the difference between the cratic terms, since

the molecular weight of methanol is 32,

2kT In fi = 1.15/cT = 0.030 electron-volt (197)

The cells with equimolaj. solutions of IIC1, placed back to back,* were

found to yield an e.m.f. of 0.232 volt. Converting to electron-volts,

and subtracting 0.030, we find 0.202 as the value of the work required

to transfer one Cl~ ion and one proton from water to methanol. This

value, 0.202, has been plotted on the right-hand side of Fig. 61; the

other points plotted give values obtained with methaiiol-water mixtures.

These will be discussed below.

114. The Alkali Chlorides as Solutes. In order to make a similar

study of the transference of KC1, NaCl, and LiCl between water and

methanol-water mixtures, the hydrogen electrode was replaced by an

amalgam electrode, as described in Sec. 111. The arrangement when
two cells having potassium amalgam electrodes are placed back to back

may be written

Ag/AgCl KC1 in water K(Hg) KC1 in methanol or in AgOl/Ag
methanol-water mixture

(198;

since there is no need to write down the K(Hg) electrode twice. When
the external circuit between the Ag electrodes is closed, and the cells

generate a current, on one side K f and Cl~ ions go into solution in the

water, while at the same time K+ and Cl~ ions are deposited from solu-

tion in the methanol or in the methanol-water mixture. The net result

is that, for every electron that flows round the external circuit, one pair

of ions, K+ and Cl~, is transferred to the water from the other solvent.

When the e.m.f. of the cells, placed back to back, has been extrapolated

to infinite dilution of KC1, and when the cratic term has been subtracted,

we expect to find a residual e.m.f. characteristic of the transfer of the pair

of ions from one solvent to the other. In addition to potassium amal-

gams, lithium amalgams in contact with lithium chloride solutions were

used, and sodium amalgams in contact with sodium chloride solutions.

Before discussing the results of the experiments, it will be convenient

*Phil. Mag., 6, 1142 (1928).
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to inquire into the magnitude of the effect that would be expected from

simple electrostatic theory. If we consider the introduction of any
species of atomic ion into two different solvents, we see from (16) that

the loss of free energy by the solvent lying outside any radius R will be

smaller in the solvent that has the lower dielectric constant. Whether
this is still true for a value of R comparable with an ionic radius depends
on the degree to which the contribution from those solvent molecules

that are in contact with the ion resembles the contribution to be expected
from (18). We may say at once that in every case, for the ions of KC1,

NaCl, LiCl, and HC1, the unitary part of the observed e.m.f. has the

sign to be expected from (18); that is to say, the spontaneous e.m.f.

corresponds to a transfer of ions to the water from the methanol (or from
the mixed solvent).

Fixing attention on this difference between ions in methanol and ions

in water, we may next ask whether the difference should be greater for

an atomic ion of large or of small radius. The answer is clearly that,

according to (18), if we take R equal to or proportional to the ionic radius

a, between any two solvents the difference should be greater for the

smaller ion; greater for Li+ than for K+ or Cs+, for example. If ei and

2 denote the dielectric constants of the two solvents, the difference,

according to (18), would amount to

25 \S -' (199)

which is inversely proportional to the radius. In accounting for this

result, we make use of the same idea that was used near the end of Sec.

14, where, in considering an ion in a vacuum, it was pointed out that in

the field of a small ion there is initially more energy to lose, and conse-

quently, when the ion is plunged into a solvent, more energy is lost.

So here, when a small ion is transferred from methanol to water, accord-

ing to (199) more free energy should be lost than in the case of a larger

ion, because there is more free energy to lose. If the galvanic cells of

Sec. Ill are set back to back, the current should in every case be observed

to flow in the direction that corresponds to transfer of solute from meth-

anol to water; and the e.m.f. should be the larger, the smaller the ionic

radius.

Nothing has been said about obtaining a numerical value from (199);

such a calculation, of course, could not be expected to give a correct

result. We have only suggested that, in comparing ions of markedly
different sizes, use of (199) might give relative values lying in the right

direction. We must next inquire whether we are entitled to expect even

this; we must ask whether the above effect may not be entirely masked
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by the order-disorder change in water in comparison with methanol or

other solvent.

As seen from Tables 23 and 21 the ion pair (K+ + Cl~) increases the

viscosity of methanol but diminishes that of water. We recall that the

values for the entropy of solution in Table 29 show a parallel trend; in

the galvanic cells of Sec. 112 placed back to back, this difference in

ionic entropy between aqueous and methanol solutions would alone bo

sufficient to give rise to an e.m.f. We must ask whether this e.m.f.

would be in the same direction, or in the direction opposite to the e.m.f.

that would result from a use of (199).

Owing to the minus sign in AF = AH T AS, a gain in entropy

implies a loss of free energy. On transferring the ions (K+ + Cl~) from

methanol to water, we go from order in the co-sphere (accompanied by a

high viscosity) to disorder in the co-sphere (accompanied by a dimin-

ished viscosity); there is thus an increment in entropy. This means a

loss in free energy. Looking back at (199), we see that the e.m.f. to be

expected from this source is of the same sign as that to be expected from

(199). We anticipate then that the order-disorder effect may change
the magnitude but not the sign of the e.m.f. It has been already men-

tioned that for all four solutes tho e.m.f.
;

s are of the expected sign.

In one of the two colls placed back to back, the solvent, as mentioned

above, was pure water in each case. When the mixed solvent in the

other cell contains only a small percentage of methanol, the resultant

e.m.f. will obviously be small, and it should progressively increase with

increasing difference between the solvents. In Fig. 61 abscissas are

values of 1/e for the mixed solvent, running from 0.0126 for pure water

to 0.0301 for pure methanol. Ordinatcs give the unitary part of the

e.m.f. extrapolated to infinite dilution. It will be seen that for KC1,

NaCl, and LiCl the curves differ only slightly from straight lines, but

the curve for HC1 has quite a different shape. From the experimental
results on the electrical conductivity depicted in Fig. 31 we expect the

curve for HC1 to take this form. In Sec. 115 we shall discuss this result

for HC1, and in Sec. 116 we shall return to the interpretation of the

results obtained with the alkali chlorides.

115. HC1 in Methanol or Ethanol Containing a Trace of Water. When
a little HC1 is dissolved in methanol, nearly all the protons are trans-

ferred to solvent molecules to form (CHsOB^)"1
"

ions. If now a certain

amount of water is mixed with this solution, each water molecule pro-
vides for a proton a vacant level that lies considerably deeper than that

occupied in the (CII 3OH 2 )
+ ion. Consequently, as we saw in Sec. 36,

many of the protons are transferred, to form (H 3O)+ ions. If a hydrogen
electrode is dipping into this solution, tho falling of the protons will be
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accompanied by a change in the strength of the electrical double layer

at the metal surface. When the protons have fallen to the lower levels

provided by the added water molecules, the tendency for protons to be

deposited on the metal surface is much reduced. Escape of protons from

the surface into the solution is no longer compensated by an equal deposi-

tion of protons from the solution; and this will quickly leave an addi-

tional negative charge on the metal. The strength of the electrical

0.20

0.15

0.10

0.05

140 160 180 200 220 240 260 280 300

FIG. 61 . Abscissas give the reciprocal of the dielectric constant of the methanol-wator

mixture.

double layer will thereby quickly change to a new value which will give

equilibrium.

If the said hydrogen half-cell is part of a cell, the change in the elec-

trical double layer will mean a change in the e.m.f. of the cell.

In their measurements with the cell (195) containing methanol, Non-

hebel and Hartley
1 verified by direct experiment that the addition of a

small drop of water to either side of the cell, sufficient to give a mole

fraction of I1 2O equal to about 0.001, produced a change in the e.m.f.

equal to a few millivolts. This was attributed mainly to the proton

transfer (44). The curve for HC1 in methanol-water mixtures must thus

have a very steep slope, as has been sketched on the right-hand side of

Fig. 61.

We can calculate the value of / for the proton transfers (43) and (44)

from the measurements of conductivity depicted in Figs. 31 and 32.

l Phil Mag., 50, 734 (1925).
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The simple analysis of their results, given by Thomas and Marum, was

as follows.

When the added water has a molarity n
t
let a fraction g of positive

ions be alcoholic ions, while the fraction (1 g) is in the form of

(H 30)+ ions. On extrapolating to infinite dilution, the equilibrium con-

stant of the reaction (43) may be written

K (200)
gn

Here N is the molarity of the alcohol which does not vary appreciably

when a trace of water is introduced. Writing N/K =
r, we have

If the conductivity of the HCI in pure alcohol is given by (37), one can

try the following simple assumption: that, when a trace of water has

been added, each (C 2H5OH 2)
+ makes to the conductivity a contribution

proportional to X+, while each (H 3O)
+ ion makes a contribution, which

may be written X'+ , proportional to its mobility in the nearly pure alcohol.

In this case the total conductivity of the solution of HCI, when the

added water has a molarity n, may be written

An = X+ ^PF^
+ X+ ^+~r

+ X~

Hence we obtain

(Ao
- Aw)(n + r)

= (X+
-

X+)n

which may be written in the form

n = -r + (x+
-

x;) XT^A; (202)

If, then, values of n/(A An) obtained from experiment are plotted

against the molarity of the water n, a straight line should be obtained,

of which the slope is (X+ X+) and the intercept r. The results 1 in

methyl and ethyl alcohol are shown in Fig. 62. It will be seen that from

the intercept the value r = 0.25 is obtained in methyl, and r = 0.06 in

ethyl. In each solvent the mobility of the (H 3O)+ ion is found to be not

very different from that of the Na+ ion.

The equilibrium (43) has also been studied by a spectroscopic method,
as already mentioned in Sec. 36. In ethanol solution picric acid is a weak

acid; in other words, the negative picrate ion has a tendency to pick up
a proton. This tendency is diminished when, according to (43), the

1 L. Thomas and E. Marum, Z. physik. Chem. t 143, 213 (1929).
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protons have fallen to a lower level. The change in the equilibrium is

determined by measuring the change in the absorption spectrum of the

solution. 1 In this way, the value r 0.052 0.001 was obtained.

There seems then no doubt that the value 0.06 obtained from the con-

ductivity measurements is near to the truth; and we may take the same

point of view with respect to the value 0.25 for methanol.

1.0

0.8

0.6

n

0.4

0.2

-0.2

10 15 20 25

A ~" A n

FIG. 62

In each case, from the value of r we can at once calculate the value of

J for the proton transfer. At 25C a liter of ethanol weighs 786 grams
and contains 17.0 moles. We find then for the proton transfer (43)

N ,

L
= In

17.0

0.052

./ = 5.78/bT
7 = 0.148 electron-volt (203)

Similarly, at 25C a liter of methanol weighs 785 grams and contains

24.5 moles. We find then for the proton transfer (44)

-kTlu
24.5

0.25
4.6kT = 0.12 electron-volt (204)

The contribution that this quantity makes to the e.m.f. of the cell con-

taining HC1 in Fig. 61 is indicated at the right-hand side of that diagram.

The result, (204), implies that, when an H 2 molecule is present in meth-

anol solution, its vacant proton level lies about 0.12 electron-volt lower

1 P. Gross, A. Jamoch, and F. Patat, Monatsh., 63, 124 (1933).
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than that of a CH 3OH molecule. If then from an extremely dilute

aqueous solution of HC1 we transfer a Cl~ ion and a proton to a quantity

of methanol that contains one or more H^O molecules in solution, the

work done (the unitary part) will be only (0.202
-

0.12) = 0.082 elec-

tron-volt if the proton is inserted into an H 2 molecule to form an

(EUO)* ion. An additional amount of work, in the neighborhood of

0.12 electron-volt is required to transfer the proton from the (PIsO)
+

ion to a methanol molecule to form a (CPi 3()H 2 )
+ ion. The broken line

0.8 1.00.2 0.4 0.6

Mole fraction of methanol

FIG. 63. Heat of solution of HC1 and NaCl at 25C (Slansky) and of NaCl at 20

(Moss and Wolfcnden) . Abscissas give the mole fraction of methanol in the methaiiol-

water mixture. [R. L. Moss and J. H. Wolfetiden, J. Chem. Soc., 1939, 1 18; C. M.

Slansky, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 62, 2433 (1940).]

in Fig. 61 must then be taken to represent the effect of the changing
environment on the ions Cl

~ and (H 3O)+ .

116. The Alkali Chlorides in Methanol-Water Mixtures. Turning to

the results for KC1, NaCl, and LiCl, plotted in Fig. 61, we see that in

each case the values are nearly linear with 1/e, suggesting that the results

may be simply interpreted in terms of electrostatic theory. This appar-

ent simplicity is, however, illusory. In the first place, KC1 gives greater

e.m.fVs than NaCl, while LiCl gives smaller e.m.f.'s; whereas in Sec. 114

we deduced from (199) that the contrary should be the case. In the

second place, if a simple electrostatic interpretation is to be given for

the variation of AF with the composition of the solvent, a similar simple
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trend should be found for A#, the heat absorbed when ions are trans-

ferred from water to the methanol-water mixture. That there is no

simple trend is shown in Fig. 63, where the heats of solution of NaCl in

methanol-water mixtures are plotted against the mole fraction of meth-

anol. It will be seen that for a value of xmeth in the neighborhood of 0.6

the heat of solution of NaCl has the same value as in pure water; in other

words, the heat of transferring the ions from water to this mixed solvent

is zero. In the left-hand half of

the diagram the AH for this proton
transfer is positive, while in the right-

hand half it is negative. Accord-

ing to simple electrostatic theory the

sign AH should be the same every-

where; and the question arises, in

which half of the diagram is the sign

of A// in accordance with simple

electrostatic theory? The answer

is: in the right-hand half. As in

(24), we expect AF and AH to be

opposite in sign.

At the value of aw^near 0.6, where

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1

-0.1
AfiT

1.00.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

Mole fraction of methanol

FIG 64. A/*
7

,
-T AS, and AH for the

transfer of the ion pair (Na+ + Cl~)
from water to methanol-water mixtures.

AH is zero, the values of AF and

T AS must obviously be the same.

The curves for AF and - T AS must

intersect at this point, as shown in

Fig. 64. In this diagram the values

of AH for NaCl are reproduced

from Fig. 63 but are expressed in

electron-volts, and the values of AF
from Fig. 61, while the values of

T AS are obtained from (AF AH). In the right-hand half of the

diagram the magnitude of T AS is greater than that of AF, in accord-

ance with electrostatic theory; compare (24). As pointed out in Sec. 98,

although the molecular dipoles in methanol are less numerous than in

water, they lose more entropy; in fact they lose so much more entropy

that the term T AS is predominant in producing the e.m.f. of the cells

(198) placed back to back.

The corresponding curve for the T AS of KC1, instead of lying below

the curve for NaCl, as would be expected from simple electrostatic theory

for an ion with a larger radius, rises considerably higher, as shown by the

broken line at the top of Fig. 64. In Sec. 114 we suggested that this

excess is due to the fact that, while the K+ ion produces order when dis-
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solved in methanol, it does not do so when dissolved in water; as a result

there is an unusually large loss of entropy on transferring this ion from

water to methanol.

117. The Heat of Solution of HC1. Figure 63 includes values of the

heat of solution of HC1 in methanol-water mixtures over the range from

pure water to pure methanol. As in the case of NaCl, it will be seen that,

for a value of xmeth in the neighborhood of 0.6, the heat of solution has

the same value as in pure water; in other words, the heat of transferring

the ions from pure water to this mixed solvent is zero. In the left-hand

half the A// for this transfer is again positive, while in the right-hand

half it is again negative.

Unfortunately no measurements were made with HC1 in the range
between 64 per cent methanol and pure methanol. According to the

discussions of Sees. 36 and 115 this should be the most interesting range,

for consider what happens when HC1 goes into solution. When HC1
dissolves in pure methanol, we obtain Cl" negative ions and (CH 3OH 2 )

+

positive ions. On the other hand, when HC1 dissolves in methanol con-

taining a little water, we obtain apparently Ct~ negative ions and mostly

(H 3O)+ positive ions, and the heat of solution for this process may be

quite different. More heat will, in fact, be evolved, if the binding energy
of the added proton is greater in (H 3O)+ than in (CH 3OH 2)

+
. Although

in Fig. 63 it is possible to complete the curve by drawing a smooth curve

through the few experimental points (as shown by the broken line), it

is very doubtful whether we should be right in attempting to do this.

118. Proton Transfer Equilibrium from Measurements of E.M.F.

We shall conclude this chapter by describing the use of a cell containing
a hydrogen electrode, to measure the equilibrium constants for proton
transfers from the molecules of a weak acid in aqueous solution. As

already mentioned in Sec. 1 10, the cell used for this purpose contained

five solute species, in addition to the molecular hydrogen with which the

solution in the hydrogen half-cell was saturated. If the weak acid is

denoted by HA, these ionic species were (H 3O)
+

, A~, Na+, Cl~, and the

Ag+ in the Ag/AgCl half-cell. Only two of these ions, however, took

part in the reaction of the cell, namely, the hydrogen ions and the chloride

ions. The cell may be written

H,(Pt)

HA \.
AT A 1m aqueousNaA >

, /.

NaClj
solution AgCl/Ag

As pointed out in Sec. 110, when the cell has been calibrated by a series

of solutions of HC1, it may be used to determine the activity of the

hydrogen ions provided by a known concentration of a weak acid HA.
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Since the Cl~ ions and the H+ ions are the only ions that take part in the

cell reaction, the e.m.f. of the cell is given by

kT
8 = So -- In (TH+WH+TCI WGI-) (205)

6

The dissociation constant of the acid HA is given by

-A:
(206)

Substituting in (205) for m, and rearranging the terms, we obtain

e , , , m AmCi-

In (206) and in (207) WHA denotes the amount of the acid which remains

undissociated. By assuming a preliminary value for K this may be

estimated; thus all the quantities on the right-hand side of (207) are

known. The values of the activity coefficients that occur on the left-

hand side depend on the ionic strength of the solution; in a mixture of

uni-univalent solutes, such as we are dealing with here, the ionic strength

is equal to the total concentration of all species of positive ions, or of

negative ions. Plotting the value of the right-hand side of (207) against

the ionic strength, and extrapolating to the extremely dilute range,

neither the numerator nor the denominator of - differs appre--

ciably from unity; so the left-hand side of (207) is the required value

of In K.

In the case of acetic acid in aqueous solution at 25 this extrapolation

was shown in Fig. 33 in Sec. 63.

Problem

Write out the derivation of equation (202) from (201).



CHAPTER 14

Proton Transfers in Various Solvents. The Autoprotolysis of

Methanol. Formic Acid as Solvent. The Sulfate Ion. Auto-

protolysis of Formic Acid. The Urea Molecule. Sulfuric Acid

and Liquid Ammonia as Solvents.

119. Proton Transfers in Various Solvents. As soon as sufficient data

are available, it will be possible to construct accurate charts, similar to

Figs. 36 and 40, showing the occupied and vacant proton levels in non-

aqueous solvents. Let us first consider proton transfers between solute

particles that is to say, where no solvent particle is involved. Con-

sidering various species of solute particles in a certain solvent, we may
ask to what extent the intervals between proton levels will differ from

the corresponding intervals found in water at 25C (throughout this dis-

cussion the word interval will mean the interval between two proton
levels in a diagram similar to Fig. 36). In attempting to answer this

question, the division of proton transfers into classes I, II, III, and IV
introduced in Sec. 66 will clearly be relevant when the electric suscepti-

bility, or dielectric constant, of the non-aqueous solvent differs markedly
from that of water. For this classification of Sec. 66 was based upon the

presence of electrostatic energy, whose magnitude makes the proton trans-

fer relatively sensitive or insensitive to a change of environment. Since

proton transfers of class I are least sensitive, we must expect that, for

such a proton transfer, the interval on the new diagram will differ least

from the interval drawn in Fig. 36 for aqueous solution. On going from

class I to classes II, III, and IV, the difference should become progres-

sively greater. In a solvent of lower dielectric constant, more work
must be done to separate charges; this means a wider interval for such

a proton transfer. But in the level diagram, there will evidently be no

uniform widening of the intervals.

Let us discuss next some proton transfers involving a molecule of the

solvent. Consider, for example, the proton transfer

(NH 4)+ + CH 3OH - NH 3 + (CH 3OH 2)+ (208)
232
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carried out in methanol solution. Here we merely replace one positive

ion by another; and as far as the electrostatic energy is concerned, we do
not expect J to differ much from the value of J for the proton transfer

(NH 4)+ + II 2 -> NH 3 + (HaO)+

in aqueous solution, though it is true, of course, that the values of J may

TABLE 37. EQUILIBRIUM CONSTANTS IN METHANOL"

N. Bjerrum, A. Unniack, and L. Zechmcister, Kgl. Danske Videnskab. Selskab.

Mat-fys. Medd., 6, No. 11 (1925).

differ owing to a difference in Jnon
- that is to say, owing to a difference

between the binding energies of the proton in the solvent molecule.

For comparison consider the proton transfer

NII 8 + CH 3OH -> (NH 4)
+ + (CH,0)- (209)

carried out in methanol solution. Here we expect the value of Jei to be

larger than the value of Jei for the proton transfer

NH 3 + H 2 -> (NH 4)+ + (011)-

in aqueous solution. At the same time there may be a difference between

the values of Jnon .

In connection with Fig. 36, consider an aqueous solution contain-

ing (NH4)+ ions and (CH 3COO)~ ions; and suppose that we raise a

proton from the occupied level of a (NH 4)+ ion to the vacant level of a

(CH 3COO)~ ion. In this process both the ionic fields disappear. But

the relative position of the levels in Fig. 36 shows that, in spite of the

electrostatic energy released in the recombination of the positive and
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negative charges, an amount of work equal to more than 0.26 electron-

volt must be done, to raise the proton, owing to the large value of Jnon .

For comparison, consider now the same ions in methanol solution.

Each ionic field will contain more electrostatic energy than the corre-

sponding ionic field in aqueous solution. Suppose that again we raise

a proton from the occupied level of a (NII 4)
+ ion to the vacant level of a

(CH 3COO)~ ion. In this process the amount of electrostatic energy
released will be greater than in water. If then the value of ,/non is roughly
the same as before, the total amount of work required to transfer the

proton will be smaller than in water. Hence, in the chart of the proton
levels in methanol, we expect that the interval between these two proton
levels will be narrower than in Fig. 36.

This prediction can be tested by examining the data given in Table

37 for the equilibrium

(NH 4)+ + (CH.COO)- <=+ NH 3 + CH 3COOH (210)

in methanol solution. From Table 37 it will be seen that the value of

log K is only 1 .48, which, as we shall see, means that the equilibrium
lies much farther to the right than in aqueous solution; it implies a much
smaller value of J. In Table 12 at 20C we had

/ = 0.6464 - 0.3781 = 0.2683 electron-volt

In methanol solution at 18C we find

J = -kT\n Kx = -kT\nK
0.0591 X 1 .48 = 0.088 electron-volt

As expected, this is smaller than the value in aqueous solution. Although
in both solvents a positive amount of work is required to transfer the

proton, the amount in methanol is smaller, owing to the greater amount
of electrostatic energy released in the disappearance of the ionic fields.

120. The Autoprotolysis of Methanol. The table gives the value

log K 16.6 for the autoprotolysis constant at 25C. From this

value we find

J = -kT\nK
= 0.591(16.66 + 2.99) = 1.16 electron-volts

The interval is thus a little wider than in the case of water; this is shown
in Fig. 65.

Using (204), let us attempt to predict the degree of dissociation of

nitric acid in methanol solution. According to (204) the occupied proton
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level of (H 3O)+ in methanol lies about 0.12 electron-volt below the level

of (CH 3OH 2)+, while in Fig. 40 the proton level of HN0 3 in aqueous
solution lies about 0.05 electron-volt below the level of (H 3O)+. If we

add together these quantities, we obtain (0.12 + 0.05) = 0.17. In addi-

tion, we must take into account the fact that the environment of the

ions is different. From the simple electrostatic point of view we should

say that, when the positive and the negative ions are created (by proton

transfer) in methanol, more electrostatic energy must be put into the

In methanol

H 30+

HN0 3

CH3COOH

CH,OH-

-02

-0.4

-06

-1.0

water In formic acid

N0 3
~

HN0 3

HSO4

HCOOH
CHjCOOH

CH3COO-

NH a v

r.-
H*

HO C.HiS 3H_

-HCOO-
CH3COO- HCOOH

NH,

HCOOH

=777(^803-

FIG. 65

ionic fields than for the corresponding ionic fields in water. Thus we

may expect that the dissociation constant A" for nitric acid will have a

value corresponding to a value of / greater than +0.17 electron-volt.

Such a value would be sufficient to reduce nitric acid to quite a weak

acid in methanol, although it is classed as a strong acid in water. This

is found to be the case; from measurements of electrical conductivity the

value of K for nitric acid is 6.4 X 10~ 4
,
from which we estimate

J = -kT In Kx
= 10.8 kT = 0.27 electron-volt

This is 0.22 electron-volt greater than the value of J for nitric acid in

water. The relative positions of the proton levels in methanol, using

this value, is shown in Fig. 65.
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TABLE 38. AUTOPROTOLYSIS OF PURE SOLVENTS AT 25C

a
Bjcrrum, Uimiaek, and Zechmeister, Kyi. Danske Videnskab. Sclskab. Mat-fys

Medd., 6, No. 11 (1025).
6 Danner, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 44, 2832 (1922).
C L. P. Hammett and N. Dietz, ./. Am. Chem. Soc,., 62, 4795 (1930); L. P. Hammett

and A. J. Deyrup, J. Am. Chem. Soc
, 64, 4239 (1932).

d L. P. Hammett, Chem. Itcv., 13, 62 (1933).

L. P. Hammett, "Physical Organic Chemistry," p. 256, McGraw-Hill, 1940.

f V. A. Pleskov and A. M. Monoszon, Ada Physicochun. U.R.S.S., 1, 725 (1935);

W. C. Fernelius and G. B. Bowman, Chem. Rev., 26, 5 (1940).

121. Formic Acid as Solvent. In Tables 9 and 12 data were given for

the proton transfer

HCOOH + H 2O --> (IICOO)- + (H 30)+ (21 1 )

carried out in aqueous solution. In this process the solute particle

HCOOH on the left-hand side is replaced by the two solute particles on

the right-hand side; that is to say, in (211) we have &q = +1. If now
we take pure formic acid as solvent and dissolve in it a small quantity
of water as solute, the thermal agitation will again throw up protons
from HCOOII molecules to the vacant proton level in a certain number
of I^O solute particles, to form (IlaO)

4"

ions. In this process the solute

particle H 2 on the left-hand side of (211) is replaced by the two solute

particles on the right-hand side; and again in (211) we have A# = +1.
The macroscopic dielectric constant of liquid formic acid at 25 has

the value 64, not much lower than that of water. Hence, from the

simple electrostatic point of view, we should expect Jcnv for the proton
transfer (211) carried out in formic acid solution, to have a value some-

what greater, but not much greater, than when the same proton transfer

is carried out in water as solvent. In Table 12 we found that, in aqueous

solution, the value of (Jnon + Jenv) rises from 0.3197 at 20C to 0.3425

at 40C. Measurements in formic acid at 25C yielded for the equilib-

rium of (211) the value kT log K = 4.76. Since for formic acid the

number of moles in the b.q.s. is M =
^fir-, we find
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J = -kTlnK + kTlnm*
= 0.059(4.76 + 1.34) = 0.36 electron-volt

If then we construct a tentative diagram for the proton levels in formic

acid solution, the gap between the vacant level of (HCOO)~ and the

occupied level of H 2O will be a little wider than in Fig. 36. This has

been shown in Fig. 65.

122. The Sulfate Ion. In Fig. 36 we see that the vacant level of the

(SO4)~ ion in aqueous solution lies only 0.13 electron-volt above the

occupied level of HCOOH. If the interval has a comparable value when
sulfate ions are present in formic acid as solvent, the thermal agitation

should transfer a large number of protons from solvent HCOOH mole-

cules to the (SO^ ions. This was found to be the case when Na 2SO 4

was dissolved in pure formic acid. Such a transfer of protons from mole-

cules of a solvent to the anions of a salt is analogous to the hydrolysis
of the salt in aqueous solution and is known as "solvolysis," as men-
tioned in Sec. 76. In a 0.101-molal solution of Na 2SO4 in formic acid

the degree of the solvolysis was found to be 35 per cent. 1

123. Autoprotolysis of Formic Acid. The self-dissociation of pure
formic acid yields, in addition to the formate ion, the positive ion

(HCOOII 2)+, according to

HCOOH + HCOOH -> (HCOO)- + (HCOOH 2)+ (212)

In Table 38 the autoprotolysis constant of formic acid is given by

log K = 6.2. For the proton transfer (212) we thus obtain

J = -kT In K + 2kT In fc*

= 0.059(6.2 + 2.67)
= 0.52 electron-volt

This value, which is only about half as large as the corresponding quantity
for water or methanol, has been used in constructing Fig. 65 for the

proton levels in formic acid.

Furthermore, since in Sec. 121 we found the value J = 0.36 electron-

volt for the proton transfer (211), this gives the occupied proton level

of the (HCOOII 2)+ ion a position at (0.52
-

0.36) = 0.16 electron-volt

above that of the (H 3O)+ ion in formic acid as solvent. This is shown
in Fig. 65, where, for comparison, a diagram for proton levels in aqueous
solution has been included, the level of the (H 3O)+ ion in aqueous solu-

tion being drawn opposite to the level of the same ion in formic acid

solution. This choice is quite arbitrary, but was made in order to show
more clearly that we may expect that one or more acids that are strong

1 L. P. Hammett and A. J. Dcyrup, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 64, 4244 (1932).
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acids in aqueous solution will be incompletely dissociated in formic acid

solution.

In the dilute solution of an acid that is a strong acid, in any solvent

the transfer of the proton leaves a vacant proton level in the anion.

As mentioned in Sec. 69, we should like to know, for each acid, the energy
of this vacant level, for inclusion in Fig. 36; for there may be a wide

difference in this respect, between the familiar strong acids HC1, H 2SO 4 ,

HC1O4, and so on. But no method of obtaining direct information on

this question has been widely accepted as reliable. If we adopt the

point of view that the binding energy of the proton in any neutral mole-

cule is very nearly independent of the solvent in which it is dissolved,

it should be possible to arrange the strong acids in an order of strength

that would be the same in all solvents, except insofar as the order is

upset by the considerations of Sec. 99. From a study of acids in non-

aqueous solvents, the following order of increasing strength has been

adopted:
1
nitric, hydrochloric, benzene-sulfonic, sulfuric, perchloric.

Although benzene-sulfonic acid, C 6H 5SO 3H, is a strong acid in aqueous

solution, it is not completely dissociated in formic acid solution. In a

0.1-molal solution the degree of dissociation was estimated at 60 per

cent. 2 This is comparable with the dissociation of HIOs in aqueous solu-

tion and is compatible with J 0.14 electron-volt for the formation of

(HCOOH 2)
+

. Using this value the level has been included in Fig. 65.

It is found that HC1 is likewise incompletely dissociated in formic acid

solution. There do not appear to be any accurate data on the degree
of dissociation; so we do not know whether it is necessary to place the

proton level of HC1 below that of (H 3O)
+ in formic acid solution.

124. The Urea Molecule. In Fig. 40 the vacant level of the CON 2H 4

molecule lies 0.085 electron-volt below the vacant level of the H 2 mole-

cule. If, when dissolved in formic acid, the vacant level of CON 2H 4

lies in a similar position relative to the vacant level of the H 2 molecule

in this solvent, it is clear that the tendency for protons to be transferred

from the solvent, according to

CON 2II 4 + IICOOH - (CON 8H B)+ + (HCOO)- (213)

will be much greater than for the corresponding process (146) in water;

this is found to be the case. 3

125. Sulfuric Acid and Liquid Ammonia as Solvents. The proton
transfer that takes place in pure sulfuric acid is believed to be

H 2S0 4 + H 2S0 4 -> (HS0 4)- + (H 3S0 4)+ (214)

'L. P. Hammett, "Physical Organic Chemistry," p. 261, McGraw-Hill, 1940.
2 Hammett and Deyrup, loc. ciL

*L. P. Hammett and N. Dietz, J, Am. Chem. Soc., 62, 4806 (1930).
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In Table 38 the autoprotolysis constant of aulfuric acid is given by

log K =
3.1, from which we calculate

J = -kT In K + 2hT In

= 0.059(3.1 + 2.02) = 0.30 electron-volt

This represents an interval narrower than that of any of the other solvents

included in Table 38.

Liquid
ammonia Water

Sulfuric

acid

-CH3COO- CH,COOH-

NH, NH4
+

H2

-H 2

CH3COO-

-NH3

-H,SO

sHS0 4
-

Fi<{. 60

On the other hand, for liquid ammonia at 33C, we find a value of

/ greater than that of all the other solvents. A tentative scheme for the

proton levels in these two solvents is sketched in Fig. 66, in comparison
with the scheme of levels in water.

If the occupied proton level of the CH 3COOH molecule dissolved in

liquid ammonia lies above the vacant level of NH 3 ,
as it does in aqueous

solution, acetic acid should be a strong acid in liquid ammonia. This is

found to be the case; the carboxylic acids are strong acids in this solvent,

the protons being transferred to NH 3 to form (NH 4)+.



CHAPTER 15

Proton Transfers in More Concentrated Solutions. Measurements

with Indicators. The Proton Levels of indicator Molecules in

Dilute Solution. Indicators in More Concentrated Solutions.

126. Proton Transfers in More Concentrated Solutions. In discussing

ions in solution, one of our major interests has been the ionic environ-

ment and the problem of disentangling characteristic and intrinsic ionic

properties from the effects that result from a change of environment.

We have discussed the change of temperature, and more than once we
have examined the effect of changing from one solvent to another. In

this chapter we shall consider a change of environment of another kind.

In a very dilute solution the number of solvent dipoles per unit vol-

ume is nearly the same as in pure solvent. On the other hand, if we go
to more concentrated solutions, this is no longer so, and we must say

that the environment of any ion suffers a progressive change. In this

chapter we shall describe experiments that have been made on proton
transfers at high concentrations. In each case, our purpose will be to

distinguish, as far as possible, between the binding energy of the proton

(a quantity that depends on the quantization of the molecule or molecular

ion containing the proton) and the energies that depend on the environ-

ment. This will certainly be much more difficult than in dilute solutions;

so we shall prefer to discuss the type of proton transfers that are least

sensitive to a change of environment. Now from Chapter 7 we know
that the proton transfers that are least sensitive to the environment are

those of class I, where one species of positive ion is merely replaced by
another, or where one species of negative ion is merely replaced by
another.

There are, in fact, two reasons why we should prefer to discuss proton
transfers of class I. In concentrated solutions the average electrostatic

forces between the ions will be intense. Only in proton transfers of class

I does the number of positive and negative charges in the solution remain

unaltered when the proton is transferred; only here do we find the pos-

sibility that the contribution from the interionic forces will remain almost

unchanged in a proton transfer. At the same time, although the number
240
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of solvent dipoles per cubic centimeter is smaller in a concentrated solu-

tion than in pure solvent, we may expect that this will be relatively

unimportant in proton transfers of class I.

In Chapter 4 we saw that in the common solvents the permanent

dipole moment of each molecule is due to the presence of one or more

protons within the electron cloud. It was pointed out that, if we con-

sider any acid in liquid form (such as HCKX or II 2864), each molecule

necessarily contains a proton; as a result, these are polar liquids, and

when an electrolyte is dissolved in one of these liquids, an ionic solution

is formed. From this point of view, a mixture of one of these acids in

water is a mixture of two solvents. If we were to mix 1 mole of H 2S0 4 ,

for example, with 1 mole of water, we might be inclined to regard the

resulting ionic solution as a concentrated solution of II^SO* in water;

but when we mix a smaller quantity of water with a larger quantity of

H 2SO 4 ,
this point of view becomes somewhat strained. As described

below, proton transfers have been studied over the whole range of com-

position from dilute aqueous solutions of H 2SO 4 up to 100 per cent

H2SO4. 1 These measurements, and the others described in this chapter,

were made by the spectrophotometric method, which has already been

mentioned in Sees. 74 and 80.

In Chapter 7 we found it convenient to distinguish between proton
transfers involving a solvent molecule and those involving only solute

particles; but this difference will lose its significance when the distinction

between solvent and solute begins to break down. We recall that in

Sec. 54 the mole fraction of the solvent did not differ appreciably from

unity and could be omitted from (72). In investigating concentrated

solutions, however, there is no question of extrapolating to infinite dilu-

tion; the mole fraction of the solvent will differ from unity and will have

to be retained in all formulas. At the same time each of the mole frac-

tions will need to be multiplied by its activity coefficient.

127. Measurements with Indicators. The proton transfers studied

were of the type

(H 30)+ + B -> H 2 + (BH)+ (215)

where B is a solute molecule at a very low concentration, chosen because

either B itself or (BIT)
4 has an intense absorption band in the visible

spectrum in other words, is an "indicator." In order to use the expres-

sions of Chapter 7 as a starting point, let us begin by such a proton
transfer in the dilute aqueous solution of a strong acid. If [B], [BH+],

[H 3
4

],
and [II 20] denote the mole fractions of the four species in (215),

the expression (132) may be written in the form

1 L. P. Hammett and A. J. Deyrup, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 64, 2721 (1932).
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BHF-&- me,

A measurement of the optical absorption of the solution at a suitable

wavelength tells us how much of the solute B has been converted to

(BH)+ and how much remains in the neutral form B. This measure-

ment gives accurate results over a certain range of concentration of acid.

This range includes the concentration that makes (BH)+ equal to B, and

extends unequally on either side. The reason for this asymmetry may
be understood as follows. Suppose that it is the ion (BH)+ that is

responsible for the absorption spectrum, and consider a concentration

of acid to make [BH+]/[B] equal to 9; that is to say, 90 per cent in the

form (BH)+ and 10 per cent remaining in the form B. Now, no matter

how much the acidity of the solution is increased, one cannot obtain more
than 100 per cent in the form (BH)+; consequently, in this range of con-

centration the method becomes very insensitive. On the other hand,
when we go to lower concentrations of acid, the method becomes insen-

sitive only when the total absorption of the solution falls too low for

accurate measurement. A similar limitation applies, mutatis mutandis,

to the case where it is the form B that is responsible for the absorption

spectrum. A list of the solutes used is given in Table 39. The pattern

of the experiments to be described depends on the fact that each of these

indicators can be used only over that range of acidity to which it is

appropriate, this range being determined by the energy of the vacant

proton level in the B molecule, relative to the occupied level of the

(H 3O)+ ion.

128. The Proton Levels of Indicator Molecules in Dilute Solution.

Let us now ask where the vacant proton level must lie, in order that an

indicator molecule shall be suitable for use in a very dilute acid solution

where the ratio [H 3
+
]/[H 20] will be very small compared with unity.

According to (216) in order that [BH+]/[B] shall be near unity, obviously

J must have a large negative value; in other words, the vacant proton
level of the molecule B must lie considerably below the occupied proton
level of (H 3O)+ ; otherwise, an insufficient crop of (BH)+ ions will be

obtained.

As an example, take the molecule aminoazobenzene, one of the solutes

listed in Table 39. When colorimetric measurements were made at room

temperature on very dilute aqueous solutions of HCl, containing a

trace of this substance, it was found that neutral molecules and (BH)+
ions were present in equal numbers when the concentration of the HCl
was 0.0016 molal. 1 At this low concentration the activity coefficient of

the HCl is very near unity, and we may use (216) to find how far the

vacant proton level provided by the aminoazobenzene molecule in aque-
1 L. P. Hammett and M. A. Paul, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 56, 827 (1934).
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ous solution lies below the occupied proton level of the (H 3O)+ ion.

Setting the left-hand side of (216) equal to unity, and taking the loga-

rithm, we obtain

ln(1.0)=0 =
ln[!^-^ (217)

whence

, lrr ,
0.0016

/ = kT In -=^-i-
55.5

= -10.4/cT
1

= -0.268 electron-volt

The vacant proton level lies 0.268 electron-volt below the occupied level

of (H 3O)+ . Referring to Table 12 we see that this level lies at about the

same depth as the vacant level of the chloraniline molecule.

Consider now two solute species BI and B 3 ,
between which no direct

experimental comparison by the colorimetric method is possible, because

their useful concentration ranges just fail to overlap. We can find an
intermediate indicator solute B 2 ,

whose useful range partly overlaps that

of BI and partly overlaps that of B 3 . Using B 2 ,
a relation between BI

and BS may thus be established indirectly. In dilute solution this rela-

tion will be a simple one. We do not know enough about concentrated

solutions to be in a position to say whether a similar relation should be

expected. In the experiments to be described, the first aim was to

obtain an answer to this question.

For the proton transfer from (H 3O)+ to BI let the .7 value be denoted

by Jij and likewise in a solution containing B 2 ,
let the value be .7 2 . If

the ratio [H 3
+
]/[H 2O] is denoted by yu +, we obtain from (216),

kT In 2^3 = ^ In z/1I+
- J, (218)

L>lJ

kT In i5^-
] = kT in yn+

_
,/ 2 (219)

l-t>2j

If, having in mind two dilute solutions containing the same concentra-

tion of hydrogen ions, we subtract (219) from (218), the value of the

right-hand side is clearly just (J 2 Ji), which is equal to the difference

between the binding energies of the additional proton added to the mole-

cules B 2 and BI.

It will be recalled that in the equation (216), from which this result

has been derived, the disparity between the cratic term and the complete
communal term had been neglected, and only the cratic term included.

The question then arises as to the degree of applicability of the result to

solutions whose concentrations are more than ten times greater than

that to which (217) referred.
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It was pointed out in Sec. 126 that in any proton transfer of class I

the number of negative ions remains unchanged and the number of posi-

tive ions remains unchanged; and consequently there is the possibility

that the contribution from the interionic forces shall remain unchanged.
Whether this is so or not can be decided only by experiment. Consider

what result should be obtained if (218) and (219) are applicable. In

this case, if experimental values of the left-hand side of (218) are plotted

0.06

0.04

0.02

A

-0.02

-9.0 -8.0 -7.0

FIG. 67. Experimental results at 25C for indicators 1 and 2 in Table 39.

against In */H + the points should lie on a straight line, whose slope is kT;
and if experimental values of the left-hand side of (219), obtained at the

same temperature T
7

,
are likewise plotted against In ?/n+, a parallel straight

line should be obtained, displaced by the amount (,/2 /i). That such

parallel straight lines are obtained is shown in Fig. 67.

The indicators numbered 1 and 2 at the bottom of Table 39 both have

vacant proton levels low enough for use in dilute solution; the circles in

Fig. 67 give the experimental results obtained in aqueous solutions of

HC1. In each case the slope of the line does not differ from the theoretical

slope of (218) by as much as 5 per cent. Reading off the constant verti-

cal distance between the two curves (the length of the vertical arrow in

Fig. 67), we find

0/2
~

Ji) = 0.076 electron-volt

In Table 39 this value is recorded at the bottom of column 3. We have

already found above that Ji is equal to 0.268 electron-volt. We find

then J 2
= (-0.268 + 0.076) = -0.192. This is the amount by which

the vacant proton level lies below the occupied proton level of the (H 3O)+

ion; the value is included in column 2 of Table 39.
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TABLE 39

No. Electron-volts

17 2,4,6-Trinitroaniline +0 447,.

^>0 063

16 Anthroquinono +0 384

^>0 097

15 6-Brom-2,4-dinitroamlino +0 287^

14 p-Benzoyldiphenyl H-0 264^
^>0 016

13 a-Benzoylnaphthalone +0 248

^>0 019

12 Benzalaoetophenoiie +0 229

^>0 054

11 N,N-Dimethy1-2,4,6-trinitroaniline -fO 175^"

10 2,4-Dinitroariilirio +0 157^
^>0 004

9 2,6-Dinitro-4-mothylaniline +0 153^

8 p-Nitroazobenzoiie -f 090^

7 2,4-Dichlor-G-nitroaniline -|-0 088^
J>0 050

6 p-Nitrodiphenylamme +0.038^

H 20. 0.0 \0.090

5 p-Chlor-o-nitroan ilirie . 052

^NO.044
4 o-Nitroanilirio -0.096^

>0 071

3 p-Nitroaniline

2 Benzene-azodiphenylamine

J>0 076

1 Aminoazobenzcne 208

129. Indicators in More Concentrated Solutions. The five acids that

have been investigated are HC1, HC10 4 ,
H 2SO 4 ,

IINO 3 ,
and HCOOH.

When we go to more concentrated solutions, there are three questions
to be asked: (1) When the behavior begins to deviate from (219) char-

acteristic of dilute solution, what is the character of this deviation? (2)

To what extent does this deviation depend on the particular acid that is

being used to provide the protons? (3) When two indicators are studied

over the same range of acid concentration, is their behavior similar,

apart from the difference in the binding energy of the proton which we

expect to be predominant?
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When two indicators are studied at high concentration, we cannot

expect to obtain two parallel straight lines, like those of Fig. 67. If,

however, a curve is obtained for one indicator, we may hope that the

experimental points for the other indicator will lie on a curve which is

the same except that it is displaced vertically with respect to the other

by an amount equal to (Jm Jn), the difference between the binding

energies. Some experimental results are shown in Fig. 08 where the

0.08

0.04

Slsi

-0.04

-4.0 -3.5 -3.0 -2.5

FIG. 68. Experimental results at 25 C for indicators 4 and 5 in Table 39.

scale of ordinates is again in electron-volts, and the small circles show
the experimental results for the substances numbered 4 and 5 near the

bottom of Table 39. The range of concentrations of the aqueous solu-

tions of HC1, covered by the abscissa, runs from 1 to 6 molal. It will be

seen that the upper curve is merely the lower curve displaced upward
by a certain amount, which in this case is equivalent to 0.044 electron-

volt. This value is recorded in the last column of Table 39. The
broken line in Fig. 68 reproduces from Fig. 67 the slope of the straight
lines found in dilute solutions of HC1 for the substances numbered 1 and
2 in Table 39. It will be seen that the slope of the curves is considerably

steeper, indicating that, to produce a given additional transfer of protons
from the (H 3O)+ ions, a smaller increment in acid concentration is needed

than in the more dilute solutions. This means that, in the continually

changing environment, the occupied proton level of the (H 3O)+ ion is
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being progressively raised relative to the vacant level of B, or the occupied
level of (BH)+

Similar pairs of curves were obtained for indicators 4 and 5 in aqueous
solutions of HNO 3 ,

H 2SO 4 ,
and IIC10 4 . In solutions of HNO 3 the curves

were slightly less steep, but the vertical displacement between the two
curves was nearly the same, being 0.045 electron-volt in HNO 3 solutions,

and likewise 0.043 electron-volt in H 2SO 4 and HC1O 4 solutions, as com-

pared with 0.044 in the HC1 solutions. In these solutions, at any rate,

the binding energies of the protons appear to differ by the same amount
within a few per cent.

In Sec. 128 it was found that the vacant proton level of indicator 2

lies at 0.192 electron-volt below the occupied level of (H 3O)
+ in dilute

aqueous solution. Using the successive increments listed in the last

column of Table 39, we find, counting upward, that the value for indicator

5 is 0.052, referred to the same zero of energy. Proceeding by the

same stepwise method to No. 6 we find for the energy of the vacant

proton level the positive value +0.038. This still refers to the occupied
level of the (II 3O)+ ion in dilute aqueous solution. It means that work

oqual to 0.038 electron-volt would be required to transfer a proton from

the (H 3O)+ ion in very dilute solution to the vacant level of No. 6 in the

concentrated acid solution in which the measurements were made. A
further amount of work would be required to transfer the proton from

the occupied level of No. 6 to the vacant proton level of one of the H 2O
molecules in the same concentrated solution. This is the situation

because, as mentioned above, the changing environment has raised the

proton level of the (H 3O)+ ion relative to that of each of the indicator

molecules.

With still further increase in concentration this process continues. In

addition, we may mention that, although in the solutions discussed the

H 2O molecules outnumber the (H 3O)+ ions nearly ten to one, in the still

more concentrated solutions the H 2O molecules become more and more

sparse. For indicators 6 to ] 7 the same stepwise procedure was followed

in mixtures of H 2SO 4 and water and yielded progressively higher proton
levels. With the last indicator, No. 17, measurements were made in

mixtures containing from 96 to 100 per cent of H 2SO4 . In the 100 per
cent H 2SO 4 the proton transfer presumably was

H 2S0 4 + B -> (HS0 4)- + (BH)+

As shown in Table 39, by the successive increments, the value +0.448
was obtained for the position of the vacant proton level of this indicator.

Using these indicators, Hammett was able to define a scale of acidity

over the whole range from dilute aqueous solution to 100 per centH 2SO 4 .
1

1 L. P. Hammett, "Physical Organic Chemistry," McGraw-Hill, 1940.



CHAPTER 16

The Orientation of Water Molecules Adjacent to an Ion. Order

and Disorder in the Vicinity of Solute Particles. Coulomb Attrac-

tion and Repulsion between Ions. Activity Coefficients. The Dis-
*

tanre of Closest Approach. Activity Coefficients of Various Sol-

utes. Forces Superimposed on the Coulomb Forces.

130. The Orientation of Water Molecules Adjacent to an Ion. Figure

19 shows an isolated group consisting of four tetrahedra ranged round

a central tetrahedron. We notice that two of the four outer tetrahedra

have a positively charged corner directed inward, Avhile each of the other

two has a negatively charged corner directed inward. This arrangement
is one of low potential energy. Now let us suppose that we remove the

central tetrahedron and replace it by a spherical conductor bearing a

rather large electric charge (either positive or negative). If we suppose
that we do this without disturbing the orientations of the other four

tetrahedra, it is clear that a state of lower potential energy can be reached

if each tetrahedron is free to rotate about its center. If the charge on

the central sphere is positive, those two tetrahedra that already have

their negative corners pointed toward it are well placed; but each of the

other two will, with advantage, turn so as to point likewise a negative

corner inward. Conversely, if the central sphere bears a negative charge
the two tetrahedra that have a negative corner pointing inward will turn

until all four have a positive corner pointing toward the sphere. We
have been discussing an isolated group representing an isolated group of

five water molecules; let us now go on to consider a similar group of water

molecules that forms part of a larger ordered group.

In Chapter 3, in discussing water near its freezing point, we took the

point of view that at any moment the liquid contains many groups of

molecules that have a local order similar to that of ice. In Fig. 20 the

molecules numbered 2, 3, 4, 5 are nearest neighbors of molecule 1
,
while

molecules 6, 7, 8 are neighbors of 5, and consequently are next-nearest

neighbors of 1. To be definite, let us identify the molecules 2, 3, 4, 5

with the outer tetrahedra of Fig. 19, and let us suppose that the protons
248
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of these molecules point in the directions indicated in Fig. 19- -that is to

say, molecules 4 and 5 have a proton pointing toward 1.

We may now emphasize the mutual control that is exercised between

adjacent water molecules. The orientation of molecule 5, for example,
is controlled by the orientations of 1

, 6, 7, and 8
;
and we may say that,

in turn, molecule 5 does its share in controlling the orientations of I, 6,

7, and 8. We may add that, throughout the liquid, near its freezing

point, any local ordered arrangement arising from this kind of mutual

control is not easily upset by the thermal agitation present in the liquid.

Suppose now that we remove molecule 1 and replace it by an ion of

roughly the same size (cither positive or negative), doing this without

disturbing any of the molecules in the vicinity; we mean that molecules

numbered 6, 7, and 8, for example, still exercise the same degree of con-

trol over 5 as they did before. Only the interaction between 5 and 1

has now been replaced by the interaction between a water molecule and
an ion. We have not yet decided what is the magnitude of the charge
borne by the ion. In order to consider the possible interactions, it will

be convenient here to discuss an imaginary experiment, in which the

charge on this ion is made to vary continuously from a value near zero

to a value greater than +2e. The purpose of this is as follows: so long

as the charge on the ion is very small, the control that it exerts on any

neighbor will certainly be smaller than the control exerted on this mole-

cule by the other molecules that are in contact with it; the control

exerted on 5, for example, by the ion will be less than that exerted on 5

by molecules 6, 7, and 8. Similarly, we can say that the control exerted

by the ion on 2 will certainly be smaller than the control exerted on 2

by its neighbors acting together; and we can make the same remark with

regard to the control exerted by the ion on 3 and 4. Considering the

potential energy of the whole group, this means that the lowest potential

energy is still possessed by the arrangement where two of the ion's

nearest neighbors (2, 3, 4, and 5) have a proton pointing toward it, and

the other two do not.

We can say that this certainly will be so, only because we are imagin-

ing that the (positive or negative) charge on the ion is small that is,

small compared with an electronic charge. Consider, however, what

happens when we imagine the magnitude of the charge increases steadily

toward the value 2e. Sooner or later, these directions for the H 2O
molecules will cease to be the preferred directions; sooner or later the

situation will be reversed, and the state of lowest potential energy will

be where each of the four water molecules in contact with the ion has a

proton pointing toward it, if the ionic charge is negative; and vice versa,

if it is positive. Before the preferred directions can have become reversed
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in this way, the (continuously increasing) ionic charge must have passed

through a critical value for which there is no preferred direction for an

adjacent molecule. Consider once more molecule 5, supposing that 6,

7, and 8 have not been disturbed; there must be a critical value of the

ionic charge such that the potential energy of 5 has the same value,

whether a proton remains pointing toward the ion or not.

The possible importance of such a situation is seen, if we consider the

thermal agitation; for we may imagine that, when there is no longer a

preferred direction for 4 and 5, the thermal agitation is likely to break

up the whole local structure. This tentative argument, though crude

in some respects, suggests one way in which an ionic charge could produce
local disorder, and an increase in entropy.

The question immediately arises: what is the magnitude of this critical

charge? We must answer that the value depends on the radius of the

ion, for we are primarily concerned with the intensity of the ionic field

to which the adjacent solvent molecules are subject. Above, where we

proposed the removal of a water molecule and the substitution of an ion,

we suggested an ion having roughly the same radius as a water molecule.

For an ion of this size the magnitude of the critical charge appears to be

a little less than that of the electronic charge e itself; for the ions Cs+ and

Br~ seem to be typical disorder-producing ions; they bear charges +e
and e, and their radii are larger than that of a water molecule. The
small ions Li+ and Na^ seem to be order-producing ions; we may suppose
that in both cases the intensity of the ionic field is so great that the ion is

able to set up and maintain an arrangement of local order somewhat

more stable than that of pure water.

131. Order and Disorder in the Vicinity of Solute Particles. Return-

ing to the question of order-disorder in the vicinity of a solute particle,

we may now discuss another aspect of the problem. In Fig. 69a let each

of the small circles represent a solute particle, and let each of the shaded

areas represent that adjacent spherical portion of solvent where the

degree of order differs from that of the pure solvent. Let us first suppose
that both solute particles are of the same species; in the solvent sur-

rounding each solute particle there has been a certain change in the free

energy; when the solvent contains only the two distant solute particles,

the value of the total change in the free energy is twice that for a single

solute particle. This is true so long as the distance between the two

solute particles is great. Let Fig. 696 depict the situation when the

same solute particles are near together. If each particle is a disorder-

producing particle, the pair of particles will now be surrounded by a

common portion of disordered solvent.

Assuming for the moment that the solute particles are not electrically
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charged, we must now ask the question: Is it likely that the free energy
of the whole system has the same value as it had when the solute par-

ticles were widely separated? The value of the free energy of the sys-

tem may be lower, or it may be higher. If the free energy is lower when
the particles are nearer together, this is equivalent to saying that these

solute particles attract one another. If for another solute species the

free energy is greater when the particles are nearer to each other, this is

equivalent to saying that these particles repel one another. In the same

way, instead of considering two solute particles of the same species, we

may recognize the possibility of forces

of attraction and repulsion between un-

like particles, arising from the degree of

order in the solvent adjacent to each.

We have considered electrically neu-

tral particles only as a preparation for

a discussion of ions. Here the above

considerations must be examined in

relation to the Coulomb forces. In

Sec. 15 we discussed the amount of

work required to increase the separation

of a pair of ions from r to (r + 5r) . In

a vacuum, for charges e this would

amount to (e
2
/r

2
) dr. But in water

with e = 80 the amount of work would be just ^V of this, because the

free energy lost by the solvent during the process accounts for the

remaining |$. If this free energy loss is to be exactly Jf, it is clear

that the behavior of the solvent dipoles in the ionic field must follow

strictly the regime demanded by the electrostatic theory. In view of

the various degrees of disorder in the co-spheres of different species of

ions, we must ask the question: have we any right to expect Coulomb's

law to be obeyed, except for large values of r? If the solute particles

in Fig. 69 are electrically charged, it is clear how the argument must
run. If the free energy associated with the order-disorder situation of

Fig. 69fo is greater when the particles are near together than when they
are widely separated, a rather short-range repulsion will be superimposed
on the usual Coulomb attraction or repulsion, as the case may be. In

the converse case a rather short-range attraction will be superimposed on

the usual Coulomb forces.

In Fig. 69 we have been considering a pair of solute particles in pure
solvent. We shall postpone further discussion of this question until

later. In the meantime we shall review the Coulomb forces in very dilute

ionic solutions as they are treated in the Debye-Hiickel theory.
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132. Coulomb Attraction and Repulsion between Ions. Consider the

random Brownian motion of the positive and negative ions in any dilute

solution. There is a tendency for ions of like sign to avoid one another

owing to their mutual repulsion, while there is a converse tendency for ions

of unlike sign, owing to their mutual attraction. We may make use of

this fact in considering an aqueous solution of KC1, or any similar solution

that contains exactly n singly charged positive ions of a certain species,

and exactly n singly charged negative ions of a certain species. In this

dilute solution let us fix our attention on one particular positive ion. The
remainder of the solution contains (n 1) similar positive ions, and n

negative ions. Thus the solution which surrounds the chosen positive

ion bears an equal negative charge, because the (n 1) positive ions fail

to neutralize the charge of the n negative ions. We wish to inquire how,
on the average, this negative charge is distributed. We may say that

the distribution would, on the average, be quite uniform, if it were not

for the fact, mentioned above, that any positive ions which, in their

Brownian motion, approach a positive ion, tend to avoid it, while any

negative ions that approach a positive ion are, to some extent, attracted

toward it.

Returning to the positive ion on which we have chosen to fix our atten-

tion, we may say that the solvent in the vicinity contains, on the average,

rather more negative ions than positive; in other words, it contains on

the average, a certain density of negative charge. This enables us to

answer the question as to the distribution of the charge that is present

in the solution because the (n 1) positive ions fail to neutralize the n

negative ions. Nearly the whole of this compensating charge will be

found within a rather small sphere surrounding the chosen ion. We may
describe this by saying that the positive ion is surrounded by a cloud of

negative charge, just as we say that in a hydrogen atom the proton is

surrounded by an electronic cloud; in the solution, however, the negative

charge will usually be spread through a much larger sphere. In neither

case does the cloud of negative charge have a definite boundary, but the

charge density falls off exponentially with distance from the center. In

both cases the density must be such that integration leads to e as the

value of the total charge. In this respect, however, there is one impor-
tant difference; in the hydrogen atom the integration is taken from zero

to infinity, whereas in solution the integration will be taken from a to

infinity, where a is the "distance of closest approach" of the positive and

negative ionic charges, which will be discussed later.

We may add now that, if initially we fix attention on a particular

negative ion in this solution, we shall have the exact converse of the

above. Each negative ion in the solution will be surrounded, on the
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average, by a cloud of positive charge decreasing exponentially with

distance from the center in such a way that the total positive charge
is +e.
We may recall that in the NaCl crystal structure each positive ion is

surrounded by six negative ions, while each negative ion is surrounded

by six positives; as a result the crystal can be broken up into its compo-
nent ions only if work is done equal to the crystal energy. In a dilute

solution we find a tendency toward a somewhat similar situation: each

positive ion is surrounded by a cloud of negative charge, while at the

same time each negative ion is surrounded by a cloud of positive charge;

1.0008
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1.0000
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Fir,. 70. Activity coefficient of lithium bromide in aqueous solution at 25C.

as a result, for the n ion pairs in the solution there is a quantity analogous
to the lattice energy of a crystal. The cloud of negative charge sur-

rounding each positive ion and the cloud of positive charge surrounding

each positive ion are the well-known ionic atmospheres of the Dcbye-
Huckel theory, from which the disparity and the activity coefficients of

very dilute solutions may be calculated.

133. Activity Coefficients. Turning now to the experimental data on

activity coefficients, Fig. 70 shows the results for lithium bromide

in aqueous solution at 25C, plotted against the square root of the

concentration.

If the set of experimental points plotted in Fig. 70 is compared with

that of Fig. 51, it will be seen that the situation is very similar. Nor is

this close resemblance accidental. It will be recalled that in equation

(1 6 1) the term Be represents the type of term that would be characteristic

of a solute of any kind, and that the situation in Fig. 51 arises from the

superposition, on this term, of another term arising from the ionic char-

acter of the solute. When the interionic effects had been eliminated,

ourin terest turned, in Chapter 9, to a discussion of the B-coefficients
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characteristic of the various pairs of ions. In Fig. 70 we encounter a

situation of the same kind arising from the superposition of interionic

contribution upon the term Be, where B is the activity J3-coefficient

characteristic of the solute. As in Fig. 51, the interionic effects are

predominant at low concentrations; and for each solute the value of the

J5-coefficient will be derived from the experimental data by subtraction

of the interionic term. For lithium bromide in aqueous solution at 25

the value of B is 0.130 (see Table 40).

134. The Distance of Closest Approach. According to quantum
mechanics, when the electronic shells of two atoms or ions come into con-

tact, their overlapping gives rise (as in

Fig. 11) to an intense mutual repulsion,

which varies exponentially with the dis-

tance. In any ionic crystal there must
be a balance between the repulsive forces

and the attractive forces that hold the

ions together in the crystal. The value

of the lattice spacing between the ions

is determined by this balance. This is

shown in Fig. 71 where the curves rep-

resent the potential energy as a function

of the interionic distance. Curve a rep-

resents the potential energy of the attrac-

tive forces, while the exponential curve b

represents the potential energy of the

quantum mechanical repulsion. In each

of the alkali halides the repulsive expo-
nential curve is taken to be one that

falls to half value in a distance of 0.24

angstrom.
1 On adding the ordinates of

the two curves, we obtain curve c with

a sharp minimum for a certain interionic

distance. The position of this minimum

gives the lattice spacing that will be adopted by the crystal. For every

crystal of the NaCl type the attractive energy amounts to 1.747e2
/r per

ion pair, 1.747 being the Madelung constant for any crystal of this type.

Let us now consider a pair of ions in aqueous solution from such a

crystal. In the Debye-Htickel theory it is assumed that in pure solvent,

the mutual potential energy is e2
/er, where e is the macroscopic dielec-

tric constant of the solvent,
2 until the ions come into contact with each

M. Born and J. E. Mayer, Z. Physik, 75, 1 (1932); see also N. F. Mott and R. W.

Gurney, "Electronic Processes in Ionic Crystals," p. 6, Cambridge, 1940.
8 For Coulomb forces see also Note 3 of the Appendix.

FIG. 71
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other. In water at room temperature, we have then e2/76r, instead

of 1.747e 2
/r; that is to say, at every point the slope of the curve corre-

sponding to curve a will be 132 times smaller.

Returning to Fig. 71, we can say that in the crystal the minimum
occurs, of course, at the point where the slope of curve b is exactly equal
and opposite to the slope of curve a. To find the "distance of closest

approach" for the same pair of ions in aqueous solution, we have to make
a similar construction. We may take the quantum-mechanical forces

of repulsion to be independent, or almost independent, of the environ-

ment; and the following treatment will be sufficiently accurate for our

purpose. Since in the NaCl crystal structure each ion has six ions of

opposite sign in contact with it, the repulsive energy per ion pair in Fig.

71 receives contributions from six adjacent pairs. When we are dealing
with an isolated ion pair, the ordinates of curve 6 in Fig. 71 must be

divided by 6, while the ordinates of curve a, as we have seen, will be

divided by 132. In aqueous solution the very weak attractive force will

be unable to bring the ionic nuclei as close together as in the crystal.

We see now how the required potential minimum will be related to the

position of the potential minimum in Fig. 71 : we have to look for the

point on curve b where the slope is -j|- times less steep than before that

is to say, 22 times less steep. Since the slope of the exponential curve,

as mentioned above, falls to half value in 0.24 angstrom, it will fall to

xV of its value in four times this distance, that is, in 0.96 angstrom, and

will fall to -jry of its value in a little more than 1 angstrom.
In applying the Debye-Huckd theory to alkali halides in aqueous solu-

tion, we ought to expect that the use of the quantity e 2
/er for ions of

opposite sign will necessarily be accompanied by a "
distance of closest

approach" that is in each case about 1 angstrom greater than in the

corresponding crystal lattice. This fact seems to have escaped notice,

and an additional assumption has been thought necessary to account for

the observed fact that agreement between theory and experiment is

obtained with a distance of closest approach that is, in most cases,

greater than the crystal-lattice spacing; for example, "The formation

of a sheath of water molecules around the ion will result in high values

of o, compared with crystallographic radii." 1

Values of the "distance of closest approach" derived from experi-

mental values of the activity coefficients are given in column 2 of Table

40. It will be seen that for the lithium and sodium salts the value is

greater than the crystal-lattice spacing (given in column 4) by rather

more than 1 angstrom, as is expected. For the salts of cesium, rubid-

ium, and potassium, on the other hand, the distance of closest approach
1 H. S. Harncd and B. B. Owen, "The Physical Chemistry of Electrolytic Solu-

tions," p. 385, Reinhold, 1943.
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is too small
;
for the cesium salts it is even smaller than the lattice spacing

in the crystal. The reason for this will be discussed in Sec. 130.

TABLE 40. ACTIVITY COEFFICIENTS IN WATKJI AT 25'*

fl R. A. Robinson and H. S. Harried, Chem. Rev., 28, 452 (1941).

135. Activity Coefficients of Various Solutes. When curves like that

of Fig. 70 are drawn for the various uni-imivalent solutes, the situation

is, in one respect, simpler than in Fig. 51, and in another respect, more

complicated. If in Fig. 51 we consider the slope of the curve, as the

concentration of the solute tends to zero, this slope is given by the value

of the coefficient A, which is different from each soluto, as shown in

Table 19. In plotting the logarithm of an activity coefficient, however,
the limiting slope of the curve in any solvent at a given temperature has,

as is well known, the same value for all uni-univalent electrolytes. In

this respect the behavior of the activities is simpler than that of the

viscosities. On the other hand, whereas the straight line A \fc, drawn

in Fig. 51, gives the whole interionio contribution to the viscosity, the

straight line drawn in Fig. 70 gives only the limiting slope, the expres-

sion for log / being

where the parameter C has a different value for each solute. As the con-

centration tends to zero, the value of the denominator tends to unity
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and the value of the first term tends to A \/c> where A in aqueous solu-

tion has the value 0.506 for all uni-univalent electrolytes at 25C.
In Fig. 70 the quantity log/ was plotted, instead of + log/, in

order that the relation of the diagram to Fig. 51 should be more clearly

seen. It is more usual to plot -f log/, in which case the diagram is

inverted, and the curve passes through a minimum or else to plot

simply the activity coefficient / or 7 against the concentration. The
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FIG. 72. Activity coefficients of alkali bromides in aqueous solution at 25C.

curve for lithium bromide included in Fig. 72 represents the same experi-

mental results as those already plotted in Fig. 70. It will be seen that

the curves for the five bromides lie in the order Li, Na, K, Kb, Cs. On
the other hand, in Fig. 73, it will be seen that, when the activity coeffi-

cients of the alkali hydroxides are plotted, the order is inverted. The

curve for lithium lies at the bottom, while that for cesium lies at the top.

The interiomc forces are evidently very different from those present in

solutions of the halides.

Since we have reason to believe that the order-disorder situation in

ionic co-spheres, overlapping and merging as in Fig. 69, could give rise

to forces of attraction or repulsion, superimposed on the Coulomb forces,

we may inquire whether the observed facts as to activity coefficients

may be correlated with the known behavior of the ions as regards vis-

cosity and entropy.

In Chapter 10 we found evidence that in aqueous solution the hydroxyl
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ion is a strong order-producing ion, as regards both viscosity and entropy,

as shown by the point that was plotted in Fig. 54. In the uppermost

curve of Fig. 73 we have, in the solution of CsOH, this hydroxyl ion

accompanied by the order-destroying ion Cs+. We see that, in the

family of curves, as we go down through the ion K+ to the order-produc-

ing ions Na+ and Li+
,
the activity coefficients become progressively

smaller. The question is, are we right in discussing such a family of

curves in terms of the order-disorder characteristics of the ions? In

1.0
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0.5 1.0 1.5

FIG. 73. Activity coefficients of alkali hydroxides in aqueous solution at 25C.

order to test this, we may invert the situation with respect to the signs

of the ionic charges: instead of the order-producing negative ion (OH)~
let us consider an order-producing positive ion, such as Li+ (or Na+).

If this positive ion behaves toward negative ions in the same way that

(OII)~ behaves toward positive ions, we certainly expect to find a similar

family of curves with the strongest order-destroying anion at the top;

that is to say, in Fig. 72 we expect the curve for lithium iodide to lie

above that for LiBr, and that for lithium chloride to lie below that for

LiBr. This is found to be the case. (The activities of lithium fluoride

do not seem to have been measured as a function of concentration.)

Likewise the curves for the sodium salts lie in the order Nal, NaBr, NaCl,

NaF; that is, we go down from ions of opposite character to the pair of

order-producing ions, Na+ and F~~.

Turning next to the large molecular ions, there are extensive data for

two which, fortunately, have very different order-disorder characteristics
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the nitrates and the acetates. It will be recalled that of all the ions

in Fig. 53 the (NO 3)~ ion has the lowest temperature coefficient of

mobility, and at the same time has the largest negative value for the

^-coefficient of viscosity. On the other hand, it was mentioned that

potassium acetate has a rather large positive viscosity J5-coefficient, in

contrast to KC1, KBr, and KI; this ^-coefficient is greater than that of

acetic acid, and we regard the acetate ion as an order-producing ion.

Thus, according to the above tentative scheme, we should expect the

activity coefficients of the alkali acetates to give a family of curves

similar to that of the hydroxides that is to say, lying in the order Cs,

K, Na, Li. The experimental curves are, in fact, found to lie in this

order, in contrast to the nitrates, which lie in the same order as the

halides, as expected.

Although the viscosity ^-coefficients for the fluorides are not known,
we see that the value for the ionic entropy of F~ listed in Table 45 is

-2.3 2, very different from the value -f 13.5 for Cl~. The value for

F~ is, in fact, very near the value 2.49 for (OH)~. We have then the

very interesting question, whether the activities of the fluorides will fall

in line with the other halides. In structure the ion F~ certainly resem-

bles Cl~ and the other halide ions; but according to the tentative scheme

proposed above, we should perhaps focus attention on the solvent in the

co-sphere of each ion. In this case we should expect to obtain for the

fluorides a family of curves similar to that of the hydroxides, in contrast

to that of the chlorides. The activities are known as a function of con-

centration for NaF and KF only. It is found that the curve for NaF
lies below that of KF that is to say, the order is the same as that of

NaOH and KOII, in contrast to that of NaCl and KC1.

Systematizing these results, we see that both in Fig. 72 and in Fig.

73, if we follow the succession of curves from top to bottom, we go from

ions of dissimilar character to ions of similar character: in Fig. 73 we go
down to Li+ and (OII)~, both strong order-producing ions, while in Fig.

72 we go down to Cs+ and Br~, both strong order-destroying ions. If

the same rule from dissimilar character downward to similar character

is to be applied to the rubidium and cesium halides, the order I, Br, Cl,

F, will clearly have to be reversed, in order that Rbl and Csl shall be

the lowest in each case. It has been known for several years that such

an inversion exists. Table 40, compiled by Robinson and Harned,
shows the order observed in the whole set of iodides, bromides, and

chlorides. It will be seen that, for IlbCl, RbBr, and Rbl, and likewise

for CsCl, CsBr, and Rbl, the observed order is opposite to that found

for the other alkali halides. Hitherto this inversion has been regarded
as mysterious. But it falls in line with the facts depicted in Fig. 72,
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all of which suggest that we may be right in discussing these activity

coefficients solely in terms of the order-disorder character of the ionic

co-spheres, overlapping as in Fig. 69.

136. Forces Superimposed on the Coulomb Forces. The discussion

has been based on the idea that, superimposed on the electrostatic forces

between a pair of ions, there are rather short-range forces of other origin,

which may be attractive or repulsive. Consider now what the situation

will be if these forces cause the mutual potential energy to fall at short

distances, below the value e2
/er that is assumed in the Debye-Htickel

theory. In Fig. 74 let the broken curve be a plot of e 2
/er, while the

full curve gives the actual potential energy between a certain pair of

FIG. 74

ions in solution. We must ask now, how agreement can be obtained

with experiment, seeing that the shaded area in Fig. 74a has been left

out of account. The answer is that, since the Debye-IIuckel theory is

committed to the use of ?Ver, the only way to compensate is by adding

a piece, as shown by the other shaded area in Fig. 746; that is to say,

approximate agreement with experiment can be obtained by using a

distance of closest approach that is somewhat smaller than the actual

distance of closest approach.

In Table 40 the values for the cesium salts show that, if a zero value

or a positive value of the activity /^-coefficient is used, approximate

agreement with experiment can be obtained only by introducing a value

of a that is smaller than the lattice spacing in the crystal- an impos-

sibly small value. Figure 74 indicates that this situation may have

arisen because a mutual attraction between the Cs+ ion and the halide

ion is superimposed on their electrostatic attraction. We may tenta-

tively look for the source of this additional attraction in the situation

depicted in Fig. 69.

In Table 40 we notice that likewise for rubidium iodide the value

adopted for the distance of closest approach is smaller than the lattice

spacing in the crystal.

In contrast to the foregoing, consider now the case depicted in Fig.

75, where the presence of moderately short-range forces of repulsion
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causes the potential-energy curve to lie above the broken curve for

e
2
/er. In this case the use of the Coulomb value, to which the Debye-

Hiickel theory is committed, means too much attraction; and approxi-

mate compensation can be obtained only by cutting off a piece, as

FICJ. 75

shown by the upper shaded area on the left; that is to say, approximate

agreement with experiment can be obtained by using a value of a that

is rather greater than the actual distance of closest approach. In this

way one can perhaps account for the fact that the values of a given in

Table 40 for the lithium salts are a little larger than is to be expected
in water.
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Note 1. The Free Energy Lost by a Polar Dielectric in an Electro-

static Field. Let Fig. 76 depict a permanent rigid dipole whose axis

makes an angle with a uniform field of intensity E. If
JJL

is the dipole

moment, the potential energy of the dipole in the field is EH cos 0.

If the dipole is held in this fixed position, any increment dE in the inten-

sity of the field will clearly mean a change in the potential energy of the

dipole, equal to /* cos dE.

Consider now a stage in the charging of a parallel-plate condenser,

where the charges already on the plates *

produce a field E in the dielectric, and a

polarization P. We may next imagine
the further charging of the condenser to

be carried out by a series of alternating

steps: (a) holding every dipole in a fixed

position, as above, we add charges +dq
and dq to the plates: (6) we now re-

lease the dipoles; since the intensity of F 76

*"

the field has been increased, the dipoles

will turn slightly in the field, toward a greater degree of alignment.
This movement of the dipoles generates heat

;
but if this heat is allowed

to escape from the dielectric, it will make no difference to the change of

free energy in the isothermal process.

In practice a polar molecule is not a rigid dipole but suffers some dis-

tortion in the field. In this case we shall assume that in the step (a) not

only is the axis of every dipole held in a fixed position, but also the dis-

tortion of the molecule is held at a fixed value. During this step (a) the

total polarization P of the dielectric will remain constant.

Now let X be the intensity of the field which the charges q would

produce if there were a vacuum between the plates, and let dX be the

increment that would be produced by the addition of the charges dq.

Then in the step (a) the increment in the intensity of the field is equal to

dX, even when the dielectric is present, since in the dielectric nothing
has been allowed to move. The free energy of the dielectric changes by
the amount P dX.

The electric susceptibility x of the material is defined by x = P/E.
Hence

-SPdX = -xfEdX
263
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The expression (7) of Chapter 1 can now be derived at once, by making
the following substitutions: the dielectric constant e = 1 + 4?rx; and

E = X/c.

Note 2. The Mutual Potential Energy of a Rigid Dipole of Moment

/z and a Distant Charge q. Let the length of the dipole be 21. Since the

moment /* of the dipole is equal to the magnitude of either of its charges

multiplied by 2Z, the magnitude of either charge is n/2l. Let r be the

distance between the distant charge q and the center of the dipole. In

r-l

r+l

FIG. 77

the position of Fig. 77 the distance between the charges of like sign is

(r + /) and their potential energy is clearly

Similarly the mutual potential energy of the unlike charges is

r - I

The total mutual potential energy of the rigid dipole and the charge q

is thus

<7M /_! 1 J\ l
2l\r + l r-l) r2 -

When I
2
is very small compared with r 2

,
this does not differ appreciably

from the value nq/r*, given in Sec. 25.

In the same way, one may go on to derive the mutual potential energy
of two dipoles, given in (38).

Note 3. The Coulomb Attraction between Charges. It is well known
that at any point lying at a great distance R from the center of a bar

magnet the intensity of the magnetic field is proportional to the moment
of the magnet that is to say, is proportional to the magnitude of either

pole, multiplied by the distance between the poles. Likewise, if we have

two equal and opposite electric charges, as in Fig. 78??, and we consider

the mid-point of the line joining them, the field in any element of vol-

ume dv lying at a great distance from this point is proportional to the

magnitude of either charge, multiplied by the distance between the
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charges. If then we have charges e, and we increase the distance

between them, the intensity of the field at every distant point increases

in proportion to their separation. If now the whole of space is occupied

by a uniform polar dielectric, in this increasing p
field the local degree of alignment of the dipoles /
at every distant point will increase in proportion /

to the distance between the charges. This in- /

crement in the degree of alignment is accompa- () '

nied by a loss of entropy (a greater degree of /
order). Now a loss of entropy means a gain of /
free energy, or work done. In fact, it follows /

from (27) that the total loss of entropy, ob- \&3!\ .-

tained by integrating over all space, when the /
distance between the charges is increased from /
r\ to r 2 ,

will according to simple electrostatic /

theory be proportional to (&) ,

*
2

('_A /T VI rJ /
which is the work done to separate the charges

""

against their mutual attraction.

Note 4. The Number of Dipoles per Unit Volume (Sec. 98) . Between

25 and 100C the value of \/e for water rises from TV to ^V, while the

increment in the value of l/(c 1) is nearly the same, namely, from

TS to ^V Similarly in any solvent whose dielectric constant is large

compared with unity the temperature coefficients of l/(c 1) and of

1/e are nearly equal. In comparing the behavior of different solvents,

let us consider now how the loss of entropy in an applied field will depend

upon HJ the number of dipoles per unit volume. Let us ask what will

be the behavior if (e 1) is nearly proportional to n/T as it is in the

case of a polar gas. In this case we have l/(e 1) nearly proportional

to T/n'j and since in a liquid n is almost independent of T, we have

^r I ~Z~T )
nearly proportional to 1/n. At the same time, if e is largeai \c i/

compared with unity, the temperature coefficient of 1/e will likewise be

roughly proportional to 1/n.

Let us return now to the sphere of Sec. 98, bearing a fixed charge q

and immersed in one solvent or another. We know from (19) that the

d /A
loss of entropy is proportional to ~7m I

-
)> which we have found, under

the above reasonable assumptions, to be roughly proportional to 1/n.
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This means that, if the number of dipoles per unit volume has been

diminished, the loss of entropy in the field of the charge q will actually

be greater roughly in proportion to 1/n.

TABLE 41. PERMANENT DIPOLE MOMENTS OF MOLECULES IN A VACUUM

Water .

Methanol

Ethanol

Ammonia

X 10 11

1 85

1 68

1 70

1 49

Ai-Propanol

Isopropanol

n-Butanol

Isobutanol

X 10 18

( 66

1 7

1 65

1.7

TABLE 42. CBYSTALLOGBAPHIC RADII OF IONS IN ANGSTROMS*
And in parentheses the reciprocals of the radii

V. M. Goldschmidt, Chem. Ber., 60, 1263 (1927).

TABLE 43. THE VISCOSITY OF WATER*

Temp., C vi

0.017887

5 0.015155

10

15

20

25

30

0.013061

011046

010046

0.008941

008019

N. E. Dorsey, "Properties of Ordinary Water Substance," Reinhold, 1940.
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TABLE 44. ENTROPY OP IONIC CRYSTALS AT 25Ca

Ion

NaCl
NaOH..
NaN0 3

KC1
KBr
KI
KC10 3

KBrO,
KI0 8

KC1O 4

KN0 3 .

KMn0 4

CsCi0 4

e.u.

17.3 05
13.8

28 8 01
19.76 0.1

22.6 0.5

0.5

02
0.2

02
04
02

24 1

34 2

35 7

36 2

36 1

31 8

41 04 1

41.89 0.26

Ion

AgCl

AgBr
Agl .

AgI0 3

T1C1 ..

TIBr .

TIL ..

T1N0 3 .

Li 2C0 8

BaF 2 ..

e.u.

23.0 0.1

25.60 0.1

27.1 1.0

35.7

47.9

24.8

26.8

29 9

38 4

1

03
1.0

1

1

02
21 60 05

23.03 0.1*

K. K. Kclley, U.S. Bur. Mines Bull. 394 (1936).
b K. S. Pitzcr, W. V. Smith, and W. M. Latimer, J. Am. Chem. Soc., 60, 1826 (1938).

W. M. Latimer, K. S. Pitzer, and W. V. Smith, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 60, 1829 (1938).
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TABLE 46. PARTIAL MOLAL VOLUMES OF ION PAIRS AT INFINITE DILUTION IN WATER
AT 25C AND 1 ATMOSPHERE

(See also Table 31)

Cm 3/mole Cm 8/molo
KF 6 6 AgN0 3 28 3

KOH 3.4 CaCl 2 18 5

NaOH.. -6 8 SrCl 2 18

LiOH. -63 BaCl 2 23

KN0 3 38

B. B. Owen and R. S. Brinkley, Chem. Rev., 29, 461 (1942).

TABLE 47. CONSTANTS AND CONVERSION FACTORS

Avogadro's number = 6.023 X 1023
per mole

Electronic charge = 4.802 X 10~ 10 e.s.u.

Boltzmann's constant = 1.380 X 10' 16
erg/deg

Molar gas constant = 1.987 cal/deg mole

25C = 298.16K
1 cal/mole = 4.336 X 10~ 5

eleotron-volt/kome

1 electron-volt/kome = 23,060 cal/mole
ei-

(for r equal to 1 angstrom) 2.306 X 10~n erg = 14.4 electron-volts

ln(10) =
(In x) /log x = 2.3026

At 25C
kT = 0.02569 electron-volt

2 3026 kT = 0.05916 eleotron-volt

RT ~ 592.5 cal.

2.3026 RT 1364.3 cal.
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A-coefficient of viscosity, 159-160

tables, J61

Activity, 92, 103-105, 203

Activity coefficients, 108-109, 111, 208,

242, 253, 25G-260

Alkali hahdes, 163, 188-189, 193-195,

222-225, 228-229, 256-257

Amalgam electrode, 217, 220

Ammonia, liquid, 72, 78, 239

Associated ion pairs, 62 64

Association constant, 89, 156

Autoprotolysis, 119, 147, 178, 234, 236-

237

B

^-coefficient, of activity, 254, 260

table, 256

of viscosity, 162, 165-166, 169-171,

174-176, 184, 202, 259

tables, 163-164, 168, 181-183

Basic quantity of solvent (b.q.s. ) defined,

92

Brownian motion, 40-42, 56, 63, 67, 69-

73

Cells, e.m.f. of, 109-112, 217-225, 229-

231

Closest approach, distance of, 252, 254

255, 260-261

table, 256

Communal quantities, 90, 98-99, 107,

203, 243

Compressibility, 52, 186, 194

Conductivity, equivalent, 40, 42, 226

tables, 41, 71-72

Conventional thermodynamic quantities,

103-104, 106, 203-204, 208, 211-212

Co-sphere of ion, 4, 28-30, 110, 117, 174-

175, 182, 186, 224, 257

Coulomb forces, 30-32, 60, 251, 260-261,
264-265

Cratic quantities, 89-91, 97, 102, 179-

180, 221-222

Crystallographic radii, table, 266

Crystals, entropy of, 95, 180, 211

table, 267

free energy of, 26, 32

volume of, 187-190

D

Debye-IIuckel theory, 40, 63, 89, 253-

256, 260-261

Deuterium oxide, 79, 150-152

Deuteron, 79, 150-154

Diatomic, solute, 83-85

Dielectric constant, 13-20, 31, 128, 223,

225, 251

tables, 16, 198

Dipole moment, 5, 49, 177-178, 241

table, 266

Dipoles, alignment of, 12, 28, 77, 248,

263, 265

potential energy of, 49-51, 54, 65, 264

Disparity denned, 107-108

Dissociation constant, 103-106, 119-120,

139-140, 152-153

tables, 121-122, 126, 141, 154, 156

Dissociation energy, 9/i., 22, 156, 158

Drift velocity, 43-45, 73-74

table, 46

Duration of contact, 55-61

E

Electromotive force (e.m.f.), 109-112,

217-225, 229-231

Electrostatic energy, 7-9, 30-32, 60-62,

116, 125, 233-234

273
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Electrostriction, 188, 190-192

Energy levels, 34, 151-152

Entropy, of crystals, 95, 180, 211, 267

partial molal (see Partial molal entropy)

of solution (see Solution)

Entropy change, 14, 31, 88

cratic part of, 91, 101, 179-180, 203

unitary part of, 91, 102, 175, 179, 201

tables, 181-183

Equilibrium, conditions for, 98-100, 202

Equilibrium constant, 103-106, 128-131,

143, 210

tables, 121, 126, 131, 144, 154

temperature coefficient of, 122-123,

126, 128, 142, 153, 156

Ethanol, 71-72, 220-221, 224-225

Etholate ion, 71, 78

Ethylene glycol, 187, 193-196

Extreme dilution, 99, 107, 120, 179, 208

Formic acid, 142, 201, 226-228

Free energy change, 13, 19, 37, 80-82, 98,

103-105

cratic part of, 89, 91, 99, 207-208

temperature coefficient of, 12, 101-

102

unitary part of, 90-91, 99-101, 214, 221

G

Gibbs-Helmholtz relation, 102

Glycol, 187, 193-196

H

HC1, 65, 74-76, 79, 202, 224-228, 230, 238

Heat, of dissociation, 156, 210, 214-215

of precipitation, 93-94, 96, 207

of solution, 93-94, 212-214, 228, 230

Hydration, 32-33, 67-68

Hydrogen electrode, 219-221, 230-231

Hydrogen ion, 74, 77, 114-115, 120, 173,

177-178, 225-228, 230-231, 241-242

Hydrolysis, 135, 146-147, 158

Hydrolysis constant, 148

Hydroxyl ion, 47, 73, 77, 114, 177-178,

258

Hypothetical one-molal solution, 180, 209

Ice structure, 46-49, 65

Ideal solution, 80-83, 178

Indicators, 241-247

Interionic forces, 91n., 240, 244, 252, 260-

261

Ionic mobility (see Mobility)

/values, 102, 124Jf., 133-137

tables, 127, 236, 245

Jnon, negative value of, 144-146

K

Koine defined, 207

L

L values, 102, 107, 202 -204, 206

tables, 205, 215

Le Chatelier's law, 122

Levels, energy, 34, 151-152

Libration, 52, 182

M

Madelung constant, 254-255

Magnetic cooling, 1, 16

Methanol, 71-72, 74-78, 144-145, 183,

187, 193-196, 212-214, 233

Metholate ion, 71, 77-78

Mixing, free energy of, 80-82

Mobility, ionic, 67-74, 79, 226-227

table, 46

Molality, 91-92

Mole fraction, 81-83, 207

Mole ratio defined, 83

Molecular ions, 34, 39, 60-62, 104-105,

114-115, 155-156, 182-183

N

Nitric acid, 138-140, 199-202, 247

Non-ideal solution, 80-81, 83-87, 91n.,

Ill, 179

O

Order-destroying ions, 71, 174, 177, 182,

184, 200, 202, 224, 250-251, 258
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Order-producing ions, 177, 182-183, 194,

200-201, 224, 250-251, 258

Partial molal entropy, 94-96, 172-177,

211-212, 267

tables, 173, 175, 184, 267

Partial molal volume, 188-189, 191-192,

268

tables, 188, 268

Perfect solution, 80-83

Polarization, 6, 11-13, 169, 262

Polyatomic solute, 85-86, 182

Precipitation heat, 93-94, 96, 207

Proton, binding energy of, 33-34, 125,

143, 152

Proton jumps, 73-79

Proton transfers, 34-36, 64-65, llSff.,

199-202, 209-210, 225-228, 230,

240JJ.

Q

Quantum mechanical forces, of attrac-

tion, 25, 59-63, 65-66, 155, 215

of repulsion, 65, 155, 254-255

R

Raman spectrum, 139-140

Random motion, 42-46, 55-56

Raoult's law, 80-81

S

Saturated solution, 94-97, 202-205, 209

Short-range forces, 21, 25, 60-63, 155,

251, 260

Silver hahdes, 93-97, 204-205, 215, 218

Solubility, 97, 204-205

Solution, entropy of, 94, 178, 208-209,

211, 213

tables, 181-183, 212

free energy of, 106-107, 204, 208, 211,

213

table, 212

heat of, 94, 208-209, 213, 215

table, 212

Solution, hypothetical one-molal, 180, 209

ideal, 80-83, 178

non-ideal, 80-81, 83-87, 91n., Ill, 179

perfect, 80-83

substitutional, 52-54, 82

Solvation, 26-28, 32-33, 54, 69

Solvolysis, 148, 237

Spectrophotometric method, 76, 155,

226-227, 241-242

Stokes's law, 66-69, 167

Strong acids, 65, 134, 177, 238

Sublimation energy, 23

Substituted ammonium ions, 150

Substitutional solution, 52-54, 82

Sulfuric acid, 74, 238-239, 247

Symmetry, 84, 148-149

Temperature coefficient, of conductivity,

68-71, 169-171, 175

of J, 127, 141, 143, 201-202

of L, 206, 214-215

of viscosity, 69-71, 162

Thermal expansion, 196

U

Urn-divalent solute, 90, 92, 206-209, 214

Unitary quantities, 90-91, 97-102, 175,

179, 201, 211, 214, 221

van't Hoff's law, 122

Viscosity, 66, 74, 79, 165, 266

Volume, of crystal, 187-190

partial molal (see Partial molal volume)

W

Water, structure of, 46-49, 52, 54-55, 248

viscosity of, table, 266

Water molecule, 47-50

Zero-point energy, 151-152

Zwitterions, 118
























